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WHERE AND WHEN (AS OF PRESS TIME)
• Wednesday’s live welcome auction will be held virtually, 
January 10 at 7:30 pm. To view a live video feed, participate and bid, 
visit https://bidding.biggame.org/auctionlist.aspx.

• Thursday, Friday and Saturday night live auctions will be held 
January 11-13 in the Dallas Ballroom of the Omni Downtown Hotel. The 
auctions will be preceded by cocktails at 5:30 pm, a speaker program 
and banquet dinner. 

• Ladies’ Luncheon live auction will be held Friday, January 12 in the 
Trinity Ballroom of the Omni Downtown Hotel. Registration opens at 
10:30 am. The auction will be preceded by a champagne reception, 
silent auction, speaker program, attendee drawings, door prizes, 
raffles and a banquet lunch. 

• Life Member Breakfast live auction will be held Saturday, 
January 13 in the Trinity Ballroom of the Omni Downtown Hotel. 
Registration opens at 7:30 am. The auction will be preceded by 
an open bar, silent auction, door prizes, speaker program and 
buffet breakfast.

• Expo silent auction will be held in Hall F of the KBHCC during 
convention hours. Bidder registration is required and available onsite 
or online at www.biggame.org/auctions. The silent auction will close 
in sections - please refer to the silent auction section of this catalog 
for more details. 

REMOTE / MOBILE BIDDING: 
Bidders who are unable to attend live and silent auctions are 
encouraged to bid remotely. All auctions open for early online 
registration and bidding late fall. To pre-register and bid, or for 
more information, visit www.biggame.org/auctions. For personal 
assistance, contact Lori Stanford at lori@biggame.org or 
Christie Selle at christie@biggame.org.

PURPOSE OF THE AUCTIONS 
Dallas Safari Club’s (DSC) mission is to ensure the conservation of 
wildlife through public engagement, education and advocacy for 
well-regulated hunting and sustainable use.  The DSC Convention is an 
opportunity for sportsmen and sportswomen to come together, renew 
old friendships and form new ones. DSC works very hard to attract 
outstanding hunting and fishing packages from reputable vendors and 
outfitters who have graciously donated in support of the organization’s 
efforts and mission. DSC encourages you to place your bids with 
confidence and in the spirit of providing the funds necessary to fulfill 
the organization’s mission and reinforce our hunting heritage, while 
also obtaining goods and services for your enjoyment.
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Donor Index
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB’S Annual Auction

January 11-14, 2024
Listed below are all of DSC’s generous donors as of press time.

1 Shot Gear ........................................................................................LLSIL-141, SIL-509
4Aces Outfitters ..............................................................................SAT-23
5 J Ranch ...........................................................................................LL-5
777 Ranch ..........................................................................................FRI-16
The Adolphus ....................................................................................LLSIL-158
Africa Maximum Safaris ................................................................THU-28
African Buffalo Safari Trackers ...................................................SAT-37
African Elephant Hair Bracelet - Safari Jewelry ..................... LLSIL-140, LLSIL-144, 

LLSIL-152, LLSIL-157, 
LMBSIL-314, SIL-520, 
SIL-521, SIL-522

African Field Sports ........................................................................THU-16
African Hunting Gazette / Afton Safari Lodge ......................... LL-14, LLSIL-156, SIL-451, 

SIL-558, SIL-644, SIL-
647, SIL-648

African Odyssey Travel - Elaine Porteous.................................LLSIL-198
Air2000 Hunters Support Services ............................................. LLSIL-130, LMBSIL-309, 

SIL-409
Alan Michael USA ...........................................................................LLSIL-148
Alaska Fish Catcher Lodge ...........................................................LLSIL-128
Alaska Fur Gallery ............................................................................ THU-9, LL-4, FRI-3, SAT-5
Alaska Wilderness Enterprises ...................................................SIL-444
Alaskan Fishing Adventures .........................................................SAT-11
Algar Safaris - Patagonia, Argentina .........................................SAT-31
Alligator Solution Gator Hunts .....................................................THU-5
Aloft Hotel Dallas Downtown .......................................................LLSIL-168
Alpine Hunting New Zealand ........................................................WED-8
Angry Eagle Lodge & Outfitters...................................................SAT-33
Appleby's Animals ..........................................................................LL-10
Argentina Big Hunting ....................................................................DREAM RAFFLE-2
Argentina-Spain / GBH Safaris .................................................... WED-7, SIL-565, 

DREAM RAFFLE-10
Arluk Outfitters ................................................................................LMB-7
ARU Game Lodges ...........................................................................THU-10
Atascosa Wildlife Supply ..............................................................SIL-584
Avanti By Avanti LLC ......................................................................FRI-30
Azyre Gear ........................................................................................LLSIL-137
B & B Taxidermy ..............................................................................SIL-480
Bakcou ...............................................................................................LL-0
Banovich Art .....................................................................................SAT-26
Baranof Jewelers ............................................................................ THU-21, LL-21, FRI-20, 

LMB-22, SAT-29
Battenkill Farms ...............................................................................THU-15
Beasley's Fine Jewelry .................................................................. LL RAFFLE-1, 

ULTIMATE RAFFLE-2
Bell Textron .......................................................................................SIL-410
Bergara USA .....................................................................................SIL-530, BONUS RAFFLE
Big Alaska Outdoors LLC ...............................................................FRI-19
Blaauwkrantz Safaris .....................................................................ULTIMATE RAFFLE-3
Blue Reef Caribbean Resorts LTD ...............................................SAT-25
Bolivian Adventures / Four Seasons Argentina ......................WED-26
BoschNel Safaris.............................................................................SIL-648
Boyt Harness Company ..................................................................SIL-407
BraeVal ...............................................................................................LMBSIL-324
Brays Island Plantation .................................................................LLSIL-106
Brush Country Studios ...................................................................SIL-581
BULBAG .............................................................................................LLSIL-174
Bull Basin Ranch ..............................................................................SIL-545
Bullet Bloom ..................................................................................... LLSIL-131, LMBSIL-306, 

LMBSIL-307, SIL-519
Bush Africa Safaris .........................................................................FRI-27
C. Maddox ..........................................................................................LLSIL-200, LLSIL-201
Cajun Kooling ....................................................................................SIL-586
Call of Africa, Inc. ............................................................................ LLSIL-127, FRI-18, 

LMBSIL-303
Canada North Outfitting ................................................................FRI-8
Canadian Guide Outfitters ............................................................DREAM RAFFLE-6

Canadian Wildlife Adventures .....................................................WED-11
Candy Woolley Exotic Handbags .................................................LLSIL-101
Cape Town Hunting Safaris ..........................................................LLSIL-118
Caprinae Safaris ..............................................................................SAT-35
Capt. Peacock Yachts & Expeditions .........................................FRI-37
Carlson Fine Art Studio ..................................................................LL-19
Carlton Evans Handmade Knives.................................................WED-12
Cascade Fur Salon...........................................................................LMB-4
Cavner & Julian Inc. ........................................................................THU-29
Cazapampa Argentina ....................................................................SIL-566
Cazatur Spain & Europe .................................................................LL-25, SIL-471
Cedar Eaters .....................................................................................SIL-612
Central Coast Outfitters ................................................................SIL-445
Cerro Indio Safaris ..........................................................................SIL-655
Champion Ranch ..............................................................................SAT-22
Chapungu-Kambako Safaris .........................................................FRI-17
Choronga Safaris .............................................................................SIL-640
Chris Bilkey / Track & Trail Safaris NZ .......................................SIL-571
Christensen Arms ............................................................................LMBSIL-323
Clay Shooters Supply / SoundGear .............................................LLSIL-147
Clint Orms Engravers & Silversmiths ......................................... LLSIL-138, LMBSIL-320, 

SIL-518
Club Faune .........................................................................................SAT-40
Coastal Alaska Adventures ..........................................................SAT-22
Coenraad Vermaak Safaris ...........................................................SAT-9
Connecticut Shotgun / Standard Manufacturing ....................SIL-528
Coppersmith Global Logistics ...................................................... LLSIL-125, LMBSIL-317, 

SIL-414
Crocodile Bay Resort, Costa Rica ...............................................LMB-21
Crusader Safaris ..............................................................................WED-25
Cynthie's Wildlife Originals ..........................................................LLSIL-124, SIL-592
Dakota Prairie Lodge & Resort ....................................................SIL-443
Dark Energy .......................................................................................SIL-602
Dave Freeburn Safaris ...................................................................SIL-451
David Green Master Furrier ..........................................................LL-16, FRI-11
Dawie Fourie Arts ...........................................................................THU-18
De Klerk Safaris ...............................................................................THU-40
DesFountain Safaris .......................................................................FRI-39
Devin Rowe Bronze .........................................................................WED-9
Devoted Dove Jewelry ...................................................................LLSIL-181
Diamond Outfitters .........................................................................FRI-26
Diamondblade Knives / Knives of Alaska ..................................LLSIL-142, SIL-527
Dirk de Bod Safaris Namibia .........................................................LLSIL-102
Donna Barnes & Grace Pulk .........................................................LLSIL-155
Donna Barnes ...................................................................................LLSIL-162
Dries Visser Safaris ........................................................................SPECIAL RAFFLE-6
Driftwood Valley Outfitters ..........................................................THU-24
Dubarry of Ireland ...........................................................................LLSIL-145
Dumukwa Safaris ............................................................................THU-25
Dzombo Hunting Safaris ................................................................SAT-19
E.A.R. Inc. ..........................................................................................LLSIL-151, SIL-404
Ed Anderson .....................................................................................SIL-591
Eleazar Saenz ...................................................................................SIL-680
Electronic Shooters Protection ...................................................LMBSIL-311
Elizabeth The Gold Lady.................................................................LLSIL-159
Epic Hunting Safari .........................................................................SIL-455, SIL-559
Espacaza - Jose Mallo Spain ........................................................SAT-39
Estancia El Carrizal ......................................................................... THU-26, 

SPECIAL RAFFLE-2
Estancia La Criolla ..........................................................................FRI-38
EuroHunts Spain by Álvaro Villegas ...........................................FRI-40
EuroOptic LTD .................................................................................. TOP SPENDER, SIL-529, 

DREAM RAFFLE-3
Exciting Outdoors ............................................................................SAT-7
Exclusive Adventures New Zealand ...........................................FRI-23
Ezulu Adventures ............................................................................SIL-558
F. Beesley ..........................................................................................SIL-613
Fairmont Dallas Hotel .....................................................................LLSIL-129

DONOR  ITEM# DONOR  ITEM#
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Family Expeditions / Avon Valley Safaris - New Zealand ......THU-8
Family Expeditions Photographic Safaris .................................LL-23
Family Expeditions / Waterfall Resort .......................................DREAM RAFFLE-11
Fedha Nyuki ......................................................................................LLSIL-119
Fedha Nyuki / Odin Outfitting Co. ................................................SIL-441
Fernando Saiz - Spain .....................................................................FRI-9
Field Ethos .........................................................................................SAT-20
Fiocchi Ammunition ........................................................................LMBSIL-319
Fiona Capstick ..................................................................................LMB-14
Fish Partner ......................................................................................SIL-626
Flint & Flame / Rhineland Cutlery PNW ..................................... LL RAFFLE-4, 

LMBSIL-313
Flying B Ranch ..................................................................................LMB-2
FN-Hunting ........................................................................................FRI-29
Four Seasons Safaris NZ ............................................................... LLSIL-165, LMB-13, 

BONUS RAFFLE
Frontera Wingshooting ..................................................................SAT-38
Frosch International Travel ...........................................................BONUS RAFFLE
G&G Hunting Services ...................................................................SAT-10
GA Precision LLC .............................................................................LMB-1
Game Hunting Ireland .....................................................................THU-11
Game Trackers Africa .....................................................................THU-22
Game Trackers Africa - Rockwood Conservation ...................SAT-13
GANAM Legendary Safaris ..........................................................SAT-30
Gargantas De Gredos .....................................................................SPECIAL RAFFLE-3
Giuseppe & Curro Carrizosa - SPAIN .........................................THU-13
Glacier Bay Eagles Nest Lodge ....................................................SIL-537
Global Rescue LLC ...........................................................................LMBSIL-325
Global Sportsman / Majan Safari ................................................SIL-570
God's Country Outfitters ...............................................................WED-4
Golden Triangle Whitetail .............................................................LMBSIL-312
Grace Pulk .........................................................................................LLSIL-155
Graham Jones Safaris ....................................................................SAT-16
Great European Hunts ....................................................................THU-39, SIL-470
Greg Pennicott Safaris ...................................................................WED-14
Greystone Castle Sporting Club ..................................................SIL-636
Guide Outfitters Association of BC ............................................LLSIL-154
Guillermo Rowe - Spain..................................................................LMB-8
Gulf Breeze Firearms ......................................................................DSC FRONTLINE RAFFLE
Gunderson's Jewelers ...................................................................SAT-15
Gunwerks ..........................................................................................SAT-12
Hartzview Hunting Safaris ............................................................SIL-646
Hauptmann Firearms ......................................................................LMB-20
HB Hunting Products ......................................................................SIL-585, SIL-588
Headhunter Trophy Care ................................................................SIL-474
Heaven's Gate Outfitters ...............................................................WED-20
Heritage 1865....................................................................................WED-2
Heym USA .........................................................................................SAT-24
Hidden Creek Outfitters, LLC........................................................DREAM RAFFLE-7
Highland Hills Ranch .......................................................................FRI-2
Hill Country Rifles ............................................................................FRI-0
Holland & Holland ............................................................................LLSIL-150, SIL-467
Holloway Furs ................................................................................... THU-4, LL RAFFLE-3, 

LLSIL-108, LLSIL-177, 
SIL-593

Horizon Firearms .............................................................................SAT-0
Hornady MFG .................................................................................... LLSIL-139, LMBSIL-304, 

SIL-400, SIL-501, SIL-600
Hound & Hare, LLC ..........................................................................LMB DOOR PRIZE-2
H-S Precision....................................................................................THU-0
Hubbard's Yellowstone Outfitters ..............................................SIL-544
Hunt Trip Spain .................................................................................SAT-6, SIL-576
Hunt Trip France ..............................................................................SAT-28
Hunters Creek Safari Outfitters ..................................................FRI-21
Hunters Namibia Safaris ...............................................................LL-9
Hunters Networks, LLC .................................................................. LLSIL-103, LMBSIL-310, 

SIL-402, SIL-505
Hunting Consortium Ltd., The ...................................................... THU-7, 

SPECIAL RAFFLE-1
Hunting in Austria, Miesenbach ..................................................WED-5
Huntinspain & Alfonso Fabres .....................................................WED-10
Hyatt Regency Dallas .....................................................................LLSIL-170
Hyde Fur & Shearling ......................................................................SAT-32
Iberian Hunters ................................................................................SIL-575
IbexHuntSpain..................................................................................SIL-472, SIL-577
Immenhof Hunting & Guest Farm ................................................SIL-549
Infinito Safaris .................................................................................SIL-649
Infinito Travel Group .......................................................................FRI-36
International Trophy Outfitters / Guillermo Rowe - Spain ....SIL-670

Intrepid Safaris Africa ...................................................................SIL-551
Italian Safari .....................................................................................THU-30
Jack Cassidy Colorado Big Game Hunts, LLC ..........................THU-1
Jannie Otto Safaris .........................................................................SIL-552
JD's Kniktuk Outfitters, LLC .........................................................SIL-637
Jensen Jewelers .............................................................................LMB-9
Jim Green Footwear .......................................................................SIL-405
Jimmie Jack's - Alaska SeaScape Lodge ..................................FRI-22
JL Bar Ranch .....................................................................................LL-20
John & Pam Patterson ...................................................................LLSIL-171
Jose Valencia Studio ......................................................................SIL-601
Joshua Creek Ranch .......................................................................LL-2
Joshua Tobey Studios ....................................................................LLSIL-110
K&K Outfitters..................................................................................WED-3
Kalahari Safari ................................................................................. DSC FOUNDATION 

RAFFLE
Kanati Studio, LLC ...........................................................................SIL-580, SIL-604
Kay Cotton & Company ..................................................................LLSIL-115
Kendall Cabin Co. .............................................................................FRI-28
Kenetrek Boots ................................................................................ LLSIL-109, LLSIL-160, 

SIL-502
Kenzie's Optics ................................................................................. LMBSIL-300, SIL-526, 

ULTIMATE RAFFLE-1
King Ranch, Inc. ...............................................................................SIL-635
Kingham Safaris Australia ............................................................SIL-660
Kississing Lodge ..............................................................................FRI-4
KOS Safaris Uganda........................................................................THU-7A
Krieghoff International ..................................................................ULTIMATE RAFFLE-4
Kuche Safaris ...................................................................................SIL-458
Kuranui New Zealand Hunting .....................................................THU-17
Kwalata Safaris................................................................................SIL-457
LA Eleven11 .......................................................................................LLSIL-136
Ladies Luncheon Committee ........................................................ LL-11, LLSIL-132, 

LLSIL-149, LLSIL-161, 
LLSIL-173

Lake Godstone .................................................................................SIL-611
Lakonia Imports, LLC ......................................................................LLSIL-169
LARM USA - La Armeria De Madrid ...........................................FRI-25
Lazy CK Ranch ..................................................................................THU-38
Legends Consortium .......................................................................SAT-14
Legends Ranch .................................................................................DREAM RAFFLE-4
Leupold & Stevens Inc. ..................................................................WED-6
Liam Urry Safaris .............................................................................SIL-554
Life-Form Taxidermy.......................................................................SIL-473
Limcroma Safaris ............................................................................SIL-643
Linehan Outfitting Co. ....................................................................SIL-540
Lionne .................................................................................................LLSIL-167
LK Culinary ........................................................................................LLSIL-122
Lochow Ranch Pond & Lake Management ...............................THU-23
Lockwood Hunting Services.........................................................LLSIL-111
Lodge at Little Duck, The  ..............................................................SIL-623
Loma Vista of Texas ........................................................................SIL-415, SIL-503
Longshot Target Camera ...............................................................SIL-421
Lorenzo Hotel ...................................................................................LLSIL-166
Madubula Safaris ............................................................................THU-32, SAT-34
Magnum Hunting Safaris ............................................................... SPECIAL RAFFLE-4, 

DREAM RAFFLE-9
Makadi Safaris .................................................................................SIL-651
Mark & Carol Little .......................................................................... LLSIL-146, LLSIL-153, 

LLSIL-179
Marromeu Safaris LDA ..................................................................LMB-24
Marti & Andrew Gold ......................................................................LMBSIL-316
Mashambanzou Safaris .................................................................THU-34
Matthew Greeff Safaris .................................................................LLSIL-135
Mayo Oldiri Safaris .........................................................................FRI-24
McDougall Lodge Alaska ...............................................................LL-3
Mexico Hunts / Sergio Jimenez ...................................................WED-23
MG Arms Inc. ....................................................................................WED-0
Miles & Miles Outfitters ................................................................THU-19
Mokore Safaris ................................................................................SIL-548
Molopo Kalahari Safaris ................................................................SIL-645
Montana Knife Company ............................................................... TOP SPENDER, 

LLSIL-134
Montana Watch Company, The  ...................................................SAT-8
Mwatisi Safaris ................................................................................SIL-650
Namibia Safari Corporation ..........................................................LMB-19
Ndumo Safaris ..................................................................................FRI-32
New Zealand Safaris ......................................................................SIL-572
NewZealandHunting.Com .............................................................LMB-25

DONOR  ITEM# DONOR  ITEM#
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Nhoro Safaris ...................................................................................SIL-504
North Haven Resort ........................................................................SAT-3
North Rim Trophy Hunts.................................................................FRI-5
North Star Outfitting ......................................................................WED-1
Norton and Hodges .........................................................................LL-13
Novagrade .........................................................................................SIL-418
Numzaan Safaris .............................................................................SIL-554
Oak Creek Whitetail Ranch ...........................................................FRI-15
One Coast ..........................................................................................LLSIL-176, LLSIL-180
Original Kansas Trophy Whitetails, The  ...................................LL-6, SIL-542
Original Wildlife Art by ILSE .........................................................SIL-681
Otjandaue Hunting Safaris ............................................................LL-18
Ox Hunting Ranch ............................................................................LMB-3
Paradise Fishing Lodge & Marina ...............................................WED-18
Parker Custom Boots ......................................................................WED-19
Pat Pauley Wildlife Art ...................................................................FRI-6
Patrick Mavros Art ..........................................................................SAT-21
Pelser Bowhunting..........................................................................SIL-550
Pendleton Safes...............................................................................SIL-587
Performance Top Drives ................................................................SIL-608
Pheasants Galore, LLC ...................................................................LLSIL-120
Philmont Scout Ranch ....................................................................FRI-1
Pierre Van Tonder - Big Game Safaris ........................................DREAM RAFFLE-5
Pine Hill Plantation..........................................................................SAT-4
Pineapple Brothers and High Adventure Company ................SAT-20, SIL-440
Pointer Outfitters ............................................................................LL-8, FRI-31
Poronui Hunting ...............................................................................LL-24
Portugal Hunting..............................................................................WED-22, SIL-656
Preserve Sporting Club & Residences .......................................SIL-543, SIL-610
Primland Sporting Club ..................................................................THU-2
ProfiHunt USA Inc ...........................................................................FRI-35
Puerta Las Hayas Ranch ................................................................WED-17
Quagga Safaris.................................................................................THU-36
Quest Haven Lodge .........................................................................LMB-11
Rainy Pass Lodge / Legends Consortium ..................................SAT-14
Rancho La Guarida ..........................................................................SAT-27
RecordBuck Ranch ..........................................................................THU-3, LMB-17
Rick Young Outdoors ......................................................................LLSIL-114, SIL-507
Rio Piedra Plantation ......................................................................SIL-638
Ripcord Rescue Travel Insurance ...............................................LLSIL-143
River Plate Wingshooting .............................................................LL-26, SIL-465, SIL-562
River Plate Anglers ......................................................................... SIL-657, 

DREAM RAFFLE-1
Rockin Feet / Unique 4 U ................................................................SIL-413
Rovos Rail ..........................................................................................LL-14
Royal Karoo Safaris ........................................................................SIL-644
Royal Outfitters UK .........................................................................LL-17
Russell & Mary Edith Stacy .......................................................... LL-1, LLSIL-117, 

LL RAFFLE-2
Sable Custom Knives ......................................................................SIL-531
Safari International Macedonia .................................................. LL-12, FRI-33, 

LMBSIL-302, SIL-573
Safari Specialists Group ................................................................DREAM RAFFLE-8
Safari Studios Taxidermy ..............................................................SIL-603
Safari Unlimited ...............................................................................FRI-13
Salva Monforte - Spain Hunting Ibex .........................................LMB-26
Scandinavian ProHunters .............................................................SIL-466
Scheels All Sports ...........................................................................DREAM RAFFLE-12
Schnee's ............................................................................................ LLSIL-164, LLSIL-175, 

LMBSIL-305, 
LMBSIL-315, 
LMB DOOR PRIZE-5, 
SIL-403, SIL-510, SIL-606

Scott Lake Lodge .............................................................................LMB-12
SheepFeet .........................................................................................LLSIL-121
Sheraton Dallas ...............................................................................LLSIL-107
Sherry Steele Unlimited ................................................................LMB-6
Sierra Brava Lodges / Rio Bravo Lodge .....................................THU-37
Sierra Brava Lodge .........................................................................SPECIAL RAFFLE-5
Sig Sauer ...........................................................................................WED-15
Silencer Central ............................................................................... LLSIL-113, SIL-524, 

SIL-607
Silencer Shop ...................................................................................SIL-532
Silver King Lodge .............................................................................SIL-535
Simpli Simbi ......................................................................................LLSIL-105
Skulls Unlimited ...............................................................................SIL-506
Sniper Hog Lights ............................................................................SIL-401, SIL-508
Somerby Safaris ..............................................................................LL-27
South Pacific Safaris ......................................................................THU-35
Southern Mountain Adventures ..................................................SAT-17

Southwest Gallery...........................................................................LL-7
Spanish Hunt Nacho Arias ............................................................THU-27, SIL-671
Spey Creek Trophy Hunting...........................................................SAT-36
Sport Fish Panama Island Lodge .................................................SIL-622
Staffent USA Ltd/Tiger Jaw .........................................................SIL-420
Star S Ranch .....................................................................................SAT-1
Stealth Vision LLC ...........................................................................THU-12
Stephan Alsac Fine Art ..................................................................SAT-18
Stone Glacier, Inc. ...........................................................................TOP SPENDER
Stormberg Elangeni Safaris ..........................................................SIL-641
Sun Africa Safaris ...........................................................................SIL-450
Sunrise Images Photography .......................................................LLSIL-116, SIL-419
Suskeena Lodge / Takla Outfitters ..............................................SIL-620
Swarovski Optik ...............................................................................ULTIMATE RAFFLE-1
Sweetgrass at Thunderbasin .......................................................LMB-16
Swift Bullet Company ..................................................................... LLSIL-133, LMBSIL-301, 

SIL-406, SIL-500
Swings N Solar .................................................................................LLSIL-199
Switchblade USA ............................................................................LLSIL-172, LMBSIL-321
SYC Sporting Adventures ..............................................................LMB-23
T.D. Kelsey Fine Art .........................................................................LMB-18
TAG Safari .........................................................................................SIL-416
Tailhunter International Sportfishing ........................................SIL-621
Tam Safaris .......................................................................................FRI-7
Terra Incognita, Inc. .......................................................................SIL-536
Terry Wilson Antler Designs ........................................................LLSIL-100
Texas Divide Ranch .........................................................................WED-13
TGB Outfitters ..................................................................................FRI-34
Thaba Mmoyo Safaris ....................................................................WED-21
Tholo Safaris ....................................................................................WED-16
Todd Ramirez Custom Shop ..........................................................LMBSIL-318
Tom Beckbe.......................................................................................LMB DOOR PRIZE-3
Toquero Hunting Services .............................................................LL-15
Trijicon................................................................................................ TOP SPENDER, 

LMBSIL-326, SIL-517, 
SIL-523

Trophy Consultants International ...............................................LLSIL-126
Trophy Hunting Spain ..................................................................... DSC FOUNDATION 

RAFFLE
Trophy Trails, S.L. ............................................................................WED-27, SIL-578
Trophy West Guide Outfitters ......................................................THU-6
Tropic Star Lodge ............................................................................THU-14
Tropical Hunting Safaris ................................................................FRI-10
True-Life Taxidermy ........................................................................SIL-481
TS Buenos Aires Outfitters ...........................................................LMB-28
Turkish Frontier ................................................................................THU-33
Ubathi Global Safaris ......................................................................SIL-449
Uganda Wildlife Safaris .................................................................THU-31
Upfront Outfitters ............................................................................SAT-2
Upland Bespoke ...............................................................................LLSIL-104
Van Wijk Safaris ..............................................................................SIL-453
Vivian Leopold ..................................................................................LLSIL-123
Wade Lemon Hunting .....................................................................SIL-541
Watts Trophy Hunting ....................................................................LMB-27, SIL-557
Weatherby, Inc................................................................................. FRI-14, LMB-15, 

LMB DOOR PRIZE-1
Wells Gallery ....................................................................................LMBSIL-308
Westley Richards Agency ............................................................. LLSIL-178, LMBSIL-322, 

LMB DOOR PRIZE-4
White Peaks Outfitters ..................................................................LMB-5
Whitten Gun Cases .........................................................................LLSIL-163
Wild Instinct Ltd. .............................................................................LMB-10
Wildlife Gallery, The  ......................................................................SIL-605
Wildman Lake Lodge ......................................................................SIL-534
William Larkin Moore & Sons LLC ...............................................LLSIL-112
Wollaston Lake Lodge ....................................................................THU-20
Wormald Hunting Adventures ......................................................SIL-555
WOW Africa ......................................................................................SIL-647
Yukkutz Hunting ...............................................................................WED-24
Zambeze Delta Safaris ...................................................................SIL-459
Zancudo Lodge, The  ......................................................................LL-22
Zander Osmers Safaris ..................................................................FRI-12

DONOR  ITEM# DONOR  ITEM#
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Category Index
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB’S Annual Auction

January 11-14, 2024
Listed below are all of DSC’s generous donors as of press time.

ACCESSORIES

BraeVal ...............................................................................................LMBSIL-324
BULBAG .............................................................................................LLSIL-174
Bullet Bloom ..................................................................................... LMBSIL-306, 

LMBSIL-307, SIL-519
Candy Woolley Exotic Handbags .................................................LLSIL-101
Clint Orms Engravers & Silversmiths .........................................LMBSIL-320, SIL-518
Donna Barnes ...................................................................................LLSIL-162
Elizabeth The Gold Lady.................................................................LLSIL-159
Fedha Nyuki ......................................................................................LLSIL-119
Hound & Hare, LLC ..........................................................................LMB DOOR PRIZE-2
LA Eleven11 .......................................................................................LLSIL-136
Mark & Carol Little .......................................................................... LLSIL-146, LLSIL-153, 

LLSIL-179
Montana Watch Company, The  ...................................................SAT-8
Norton and Hodges .........................................................................LL-13
Rockin Feet / Unique 4 U ................................................................SIL-413
Russell & Mary Edith Stacy ..........................................................LLSIL-117
Trophy Consultants International ...............................................LLSIL-126
Vivian Leopold ..................................................................................LLSIL-123
Westley Richards Agency .............................................................LMBSIL-322

AFRICA

African Buffalo Safari Trackers ...................................................SAT-37
Club Faune .........................................................................................SAT-40
DesFountain Safaris .......................................................................FRI-39
Game Trackers Africa .....................................................................THU-22
GANAM Legendary Safaris ..........................................................SAT-30
KOS Safaris Uganda........................................................................THU-7A
Marromeu Safaris LDA ..................................................................LMB-24
Mashambanzou Safaris .................................................................THU-34
Mayo Oldiri Safaris .........................................................................FRI-24
Mokore Safaris ................................................................................SIL-548
Molopo Kalahari Safaris ................................................................SIL-645
Mwatisi Safaris ................................................................................SIL-650
Tholo Safaris ....................................................................................WED-16
Uganda Wildlife Safaris .................................................................THU-31
Zambeze Delta Safaris ...................................................................SIL-459

APPAREL

Azyre Gear ........................................................................................LLSIL-137
Dubarry of Ireland ...........................................................................LLSIL-145
Lionne .................................................................................................LLSIL-167
Loma Vista of Texas ........................................................................SIL-415, SIL-503
Parker Custom Boots ......................................................................WED-19
TAG Safari .........................................................................................SIL-416
Upland Bespoke ...............................................................................LLSIL-104

ART

African Odyssey Travel - Elaine Porteous.................................LLSIL-198
Banovich Art .....................................................................................SAT-26
C. Maddox ..........................................................................................LLSIL-200, LLSIL-201
Call of Africa, Inc. ............................................................................ LLSIL-127, FRI-18, 

LMBSIL-303
Carlson Fine Art Studio ..................................................................LL-19
Cynthie's Wildlife Originals ..........................................................LLSIL-124, SIL-592
Dawie Fourie Arts ...........................................................................THU-18
Devin Rowe Bronze .........................................................................WED-9
Ed Anderson .....................................................................................SIL-591
Eleazar Saenz ...................................................................................SIL-680
Joshua Tobey Studios ....................................................................LLSIL-110
Original Wildlife Art by ILSE .........................................................SIL-681
Pat Pauley Wildlife Art ...................................................................FRI-6
Sherry Steele Unlimited ................................................................LMB-6
Southwest Gallery...........................................................................LL-7

Stephan Alsac Fine Art ..................................................................SAT-18
T.D. Kelsey Fine Art .........................................................................LMB-18
Wells Gallery ....................................................................................LMBSIL-308

EURASIAN HUNTS/TRIPS

Caprinae Safaris ..............................................................................SAT-35
Hunting Consortium Ltd., The ......................................................SPECIAL RAFFLE-1
ProfiHunt USA Inc ...........................................................................FRI-35
Turkish Frontier ................................................................................THU-33

EUROPEAN HUNTS/TRIPS

FN-Hunting ........................................................................................FRI-29
G&G Hunting Services ...................................................................SAT-10
Game Hunting Ireland .....................................................................THU-11
Hauptmann Firearms ......................................................................LMB-20
Holland & Holland ............................................................................SIL-467
Hunt Trip France ..............................................................................SAT-28
Hunting Consortium Ltd., The ......................................................THU-7
Hunting in Austria, Miesenbach ..................................................WED-5
Italian Safari .....................................................................................THU-30
Portugal Hunting..............................................................................WED-22
Royal Outfitters UK .........................................................................LL-17
Safari International Macedonia ..................................................LL-12, FRI-33, SIL-573
Scandinavian ProHunters .............................................................SIL-466
Wild Instinct Ltd. .............................................................................LMB-10

FIREARMS

Bergara USA .....................................................................................SIL-530, BONUS RAFFLE
Christensen Arms ............................................................................LMBSIL-323
Connecticut Shotgun / Standard Manufacturing ....................SIL-528
EuroOptic LTD .................................................................................. TOP SPENDER, SIL-529, 

DREAM RAFFLE-3
GA Precision LLC .............................................................................LMB-1
Gulf Breeze Firearms ......................................................................DSC FRONTLINE RAFFLE
Gunwerks ..........................................................................................SAT-12
Heym USA .........................................................................................SAT-24
Hill Country Rifles ............................................................................FRI-0
Horizon Firearms .............................................................................SAT-0
H-S Precision....................................................................................THU-0
Krieghoff International ..................................................................ULTIMATE RAFFLE-4
LARM USA - La Armeria De Madrid ...........................................FRI-25
MG Arms Inc. ....................................................................................WED-0
Russell & Mary Edith Stacy ..........................................................LL-1, LL RAFFLE-2
Sig Sauer ...........................................................................................WED-15
Stealth Vision LLC ...........................................................................THU-12
Weatherby, Inc................................................................................. FRI-14, LMB-15, 

LMB DOOR PRIZE-1

FISHING TRIPS

Alaska Fish Catcher Lodge ...........................................................LLSIL-128
Alaskan Fishing Adventures .........................................................SAT-11
Angry Eagle Lodge & Outfitters...................................................SAT-33
Blue Reef Caribbean Resorts LTD ...............................................SAT-25
Canadian Wildlife Adventures .....................................................WED-11
Capt. Peacock Yachts & Expeditions .........................................FRI-37
Cavner & Julian Inc. ........................................................................THU-29
Crocodile Bay Resort, Costa Rica ...............................................LMB-21
Family Expeditions / Waterfall Resort .......................................DREAM RAFFLE-11
Fish Partner ......................................................................................SIL-626
Glacier Bay Eagles Nest Lodge ....................................................SIL-537
Jimmie Jack's - Alaska SeaScape Lodge ..................................FRI-22
Kississing Lodge ..............................................................................FRI-4
Lodge at Little Duck, The ...............................................................SIL-623
McDougall Lodge Alaska ...............................................................LL-3
Mexico Hunts / Sergio Jimenez ...................................................WED-23

DONOR  ITEM# DONOR  ITEM#
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North Haven Resort ........................................................................SAT-3
Paradise Fishing Lodge & Marina ...............................................WED-18
River Plate Anglers ......................................................................... SIL-657, 

DREAM RAFFLE-1
Safari Unlimited ...............................................................................FRI-13
Scott Lake Lodge .............................................................................LMB-12
Silver King Lodge .............................................................................SIL-535
Sport Fish Panama Island Lodge .................................................SIL-622
Suskeena Lodge / Takla Outfitters ..............................................SIL-620
Tailhunter International Sportfishing ........................................SIL-621
Terra Incognita, Inc. .......................................................................SIL-536
Tropic Star Lodge ............................................................................THU-14
Wildman Lake Lodge ......................................................................SIL-534
Wollaston Lake Lodge ....................................................................THU-20
Zancudo Lodge, The .......................................................................LL-22

FURS

Alan Michael USA ...........................................................................LLSIL-148
Alaska Fur Gallery ............................................................................THU-9, LL-4, FRI-3, SAT-5
Cascade Fur Salon...........................................................................LMB-4
David Green Master Furrier ..........................................................LL-16, FRI-11
Dirk de Bod Safaris Namibia .........................................................LLSIL-102
Holloway Furs ................................................................................... THU-4, LLSIL-108, 

LLSIL-177, LL RAFFLE-3, 
SIL-593

Hyde Fur & Shearling ......................................................................SAT-32
Kay Cotton & Company ..................................................................LLSIL-115

HOUSEHOLD

Cajun Kooling ....................................................................................SIL-586
Donna Barnes  ..................................................................................LLSIL-155
Fiona Capstick ..................................................................................LMB-14
Flint & Flame / Rhineland Cutlery PNW .....................................LL RAFFLE-4
Grace Pulk .........................................................................................LLSIL-155
Holland & Holland ............................................................................LLSIL-150
John & Pam Patterson ...................................................................LLSIL-171
Ladies Luncheon Committee ........................................................ LLSIL-132, LLSIL-149, 

LLSIL-161, LLSIL-173
Nhoro Safaris ...................................................................................SIL-504
One Coast ..........................................................................................LLSIL-176, LLSIL-180
Patrick Mavros Art ..........................................................................SAT-21
Simpli Simbi ......................................................................................LLSIL-105
Swings N Solar .................................................................................LLSIL-199
Terry Wilson Antler Designs ........................................................LLSIL-100

HUNTING/FISHING EQUIPMENT

Atascosa Wildlife Supply ..............................................................SIL-584
HB Hunting Products ......................................................................SIL-585
Hornady MFG .................................................................................... LLSIL-139, LMBSIL-304, 

SIL-400, SIL-501, SIL-600
Pendleton Safes...............................................................................SIL-587
Scheels All Sports ...........................................................................DREAM RAFFLE-12
Sniper Hog Lights ............................................................................SIL-401, SIL-508

HUNTING/FISHING GEAR

1 Shot Gear ........................................................................................LLSIL-141, SIL-509
Boyt Harness Company ..................................................................SIL-407
Carlton Evans Handmade Knives.................................................WED-12
Clay Shooters Supply / SoundGear .............................................LLSIL-147
Diamondblade Knives / Knives of Alaska ..................................LLSIL-142, SIL-527
E.A.R. Inc. ..........................................................................................LLSIL-151, SIL-404
Electronic Shooters Protection ...................................................LMBSIL-311
Flint & Flame / Rhineland Cutlery PNW .....................................LMBSIL-313
Hunters Networks, LLC .................................................................. LLSIL-103, LMBSIL-310, 

SIL-402, SIL-505
Jim Green Footwear .......................................................................SIL-405
Longshot Target Camera ...............................................................SIL-421
Marti & Andrew Gold ......................................................................LMBSIL-316
Montana Knife Company ............................................................... TOP SPENDER, 

LLSIL-134
Novagrade .........................................................................................SIL-418
Rick Young Outdoors ......................................................................LLSIL-114, SIL-507
Sable Custom Knives ......................................................................SIL-531

Schnee's ............................................................................................ LLSIL-164, LLSIL-175, 
LMBSIL-305, 
LMBSIL-315, LMB DOOR 
PRIZE-5, SIL-403, 
SIL-510, SIL-606

Silencer Shop ...................................................................................SIL-532
Stone Glacier, Inc. ...........................................................................TOP SPENDER
Swift Bullet Company ..................................................................... LLSIL-133, LMBSIL-301, 

SIL-406, SIL-500
Switchblade USA ............................................................................LLSIL-172, LMBSIL-321
Tom Beckbe.......................................................................................LMB DOOR PRIZE-3
Westley Richards Agency ............................................................. LLSIL-178, 

LMB DOOR PRIZE-4
William Larkin Moore & Sons LLC ...............................................LLSIL-112

HUNTING/FISHING SERVICES

Air2000 Hunters Support Services ............................................. LLSIL-130, LMBSIL-309, 
SIL-409

Global Rescue LLC ...........................................................................LMBSIL-325
Headhunter Trophy Care ................................................................SIL-474
Jose Valencia Studio ......................................................................SIL-601
Ripcord Rescue Travel Insurance ...............................................LLSIL-143
Skulls Unlimited ...............................................................................SIL-506
Todd Ramirez Custom Shop ..........................................................LMBSIL-318

JEWELRY

African Elephant Hair Bracelet - Safari Jewelry ..................... LLSIL-140, LLSIL-144, 
LLSIL-152, LLSIL-157, 
LMBSIL-314, SIL-520, 
SIL-521, SIL-522

Appleby's Animals ..........................................................................LL-10
Avanti By Avanti LLC ......................................................................FRI-30
Baranof Jewelers ............................................................................ THU-21, LL-21, FRI-20, 

SAT-29
Beasley's Fine Jewelry .................................................................. LL RAFFLE-1, 

ULTIMATE RAFFLE-3
Bullet Bloom .....................................................................................LLSIL-131
Clint Orms Engravers & Silversmiths .........................................LLSIL-138
Devoted Dove Jewelry ...................................................................LLSIL-181
Four Seasons Safaris NZ ...............................................................LLSIL-165
Gunderson's Jewelers ...................................................................SAT-15
Jensen Jewelers .............................................................................LMB-9
Safari International Macedonia ..................................................LMBSIL-302
Whitten Gun Cases .........................................................................LLSIL-163

MISCELLANEOUS

The Adolphus ....................................................................................LLSIL-158
African Hunting Gazette / Afton Safari Lodge ......................... LLSIL-156, SIL-451, 

SIL-558, SIL-644, 
SIL-647, SIL-648, LL-14

Aloft Hotel Dallas Downtown .......................................................LLSIL-168
Bakcou ...............................................................................................LL-0
Bell Textron .......................................................................................SIL-410
Coppersmith Global Logistics ...................................................... LLSIL-125, LMBSIL-317, 

SIL-414
Dark Energy .......................................................................................SIL-602
Fairmont Dallas Hotel .....................................................................LLSIL-129
Frosch International Travel ...........................................................BONUS RAFFLE
Guide Outfitters Association of BC ............................................LLSIL-154
HB Hunting Products ......................................................................SIL-588
Hyatt Regency Dallas .....................................................................LLSIL-170
Kendall Cabin Co. .............................................................................FRI-28
Kenetrek Boots ................................................................................ LLSIL-109, LLSIL-160, 

SIL-502
Ladies Luncheon Committee ........................................................LL-11
Lakonia Imports, LLC ......................................................................LLSIL-169
LK Culinary ........................................................................................LLSIL-122
Lochow Ranch Pond & Lake Management ...............................THU-23
Lorenzo Hotel ...................................................................................LLSIL-166
Performance Top Drives ................................................................SIL-608
SheepFeet .........................................................................................LLSIL-121
Sheraton Dallas ...............................................................................LLSIL-107
Silencer Central ............................................................................... LLSIL-113, SIL-524, 

SIL-607
Staffent USA Ltd/Tiger Jaw .........................................................SIL-420
Sunrise Images Photography .......................................................LLSIL-116, SIL-419

DONOR  ITEM# DONOR  ITEM#
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NAMIBIA

ARU Game Lodges ...........................................................................THU-10
Chapungu-Kambako Safaris .........................................................FRI-14
Dzombo Hunting Safaris ................................................................SAT-19
Hunters Namibia Safaris ...............................................................LL-9
Immenhof Hunting & Guest Farm ................................................SIL-549
Kalahari Safari ................................................................................. DSC FOUNDATION 

RAFFLE
Makadi Safaris .................................................................................SIL-651
Namibia Safari Corporation ..........................................................LMB-19
Ndumo Safaris ..................................................................................FRI-32
Otjandaue Hunting Safaris ............................................................LL-18

NORTH AMERICA BEAR

Alaska Wilderness Enterprises ...................................................SIL-444
Big Alaska Outdoors LLC ...............................................................FRI-19
Canadian Guide Outfitters ............................................................DREAM RAFFLE-6
Champion Ranch ..............................................................................SAT-22
Coastal Alaska Adventures ..........................................................SAT-22
Flying B Ranch ..................................................................................LMB-2
Legends Consortium .......................................................................SAT-14
Linehan Outfitting Co. ....................................................................SIL-540
North Star Outfitting ......................................................................WED-1
Rainy Pass Lodge  ...........................................................................SAT-14
Trophy West Guide Outfitters ......................................................THU-6

NORTH AMERICA DEER & EXOTICS

777 Ranch ..........................................................................................FRI-16
Battenkill Farms ...............................................................................THU-15
Diamond Outfitters .........................................................................FRI-26
Fedha Nyuki / Odin Outfitting Co. ................................................SIL-441
Field Ethos .........................................................................................SAT-20
Golden Triangle Whitetail .............................................................LMBSIL-312
Greystone Castle Sporting Club ..................................................SIL-636
JL Bar Ranch .....................................................................................LL-20
K&K Outfitters..................................................................................WED-3
King Ranch, Inc. ...............................................................................SIL-635
Legends Ranch .................................................................................DREAM RAFFLE-4
Madubula Safaris ............................................................................THU-32
Oak Creek Whitetail Ranch ...........................................................FRI-15
Original Kansas Trophy Whitetails, The  ...................................LL-6, SIL-542
Pineapple Brothers and High Adventure Company ................SAT-20, SIL-440
Puerta Las Hayas Ranch ................................................................WED-17
Quest Haven Lodge .........................................................................LMB-11
RecordBuck Ranch ..........................................................................THU-3, LMB-17
Safari Specialists Group ................................................................DREAM RAFFLE-8
Star S Ranch .....................................................................................SAT-1
Texas Divide Ranch .........................................................................WED-13
Wade Lemon Hunting .....................................................................SIL-542

NORTH AMERICA MOOSE, CARIBOU & ELK

Arluk Outfitters ................................................................................LMB-7
Bull Basin Ranch ..............................................................................SIL-545
Driftwood Valley Outfitters ..........................................................THU-24
Hidden Creek Outfitters, LLC........................................................DREAM RAFFLE-7
Hubbard's Yellowstone Outfitters ..............................................SIL-544
Jack Cassidy Colorado Big Game Hunts, LLC ..........................THU-1
North Rim Trophy Hunts.................................................................FRI-5
Upfront Outfitters ............................................................................SAT-2
White Peaks Outfitters ..................................................................LMB-5

NORTH AMERICA SMALL & BIG GAME

Alligator Solution Gator Hunts .....................................................THU-5
Canada North Outfitting ................................................................FRI-8
God's Country Outfitters ...............................................................WED-4
Heaven's Gate Outfitters ...............................................................WED-20
JD's Kniktuk Outfitters, LLC .........................................................SIL-637
Lazy CK Ranch ..................................................................................THU-38
Lockwood Hunting Services.........................................................LLSIL-111
Ox Hunting Ranch ............................................................................LMB-3
Philmont Scout Ranch ....................................................................FRI-1
Rancho La Guarida ..........................................................................SAT-27
Yukkutz Hunting ...............................................................................WED-24

NORTH AMERICA WINGSHOOTING

Brays Island Plantation .................................................................LLSIL-106
Central Coast Outfitters ................................................................SIL-445
Dakota Prairie Lodge & Resort ....................................................SIL-443
Fiocchi Ammunition ........................................................................LMBSIL-319
Heritage 1865....................................................................................WED-2
Highland Hills Ranch .......................................................................FRI-2
Joshua Creek Ranch .......................................................................LL-2
Pheasants Galore, LLC ...................................................................LLSIL-120
Pine Hill Plantation..........................................................................SAT-4
Preserve Sporting Club & Residences .......................................SIL-543
Primland Sporting Club ..................................................................THU-2
Rio Piedra Plantation ......................................................................SIL-638
Sweetgrass at Thunderbasin .......................................................LMB-16

OPTICS

Kenzie's Optics ................................................................................. LMBSIL-300, SIL-526, 
ULTIMATE RAFFLE-1

Leupold & Stevens Inc. ..................................................................WED-6
Swarovski Optik ...............................................................................ULTIMATE RAFFLE-1
Trijicon................................................................................................ TOP SPENDER, 

LMBSIL-326, SIL-517, 
SIL-523

SOUTH AFRICA

4Aces Outfitters ..............................................................................SAT-23
Africa Maximum Safaris ................................................................THU-28
African Hunting Gazette / Afton Safari Lodge ......................... LL-14, SIL-451, SIL-558, 

SIL-644, SIL-647, SIL-648
African Field Sports ........................................................................THU-16
Blaauwkrantz Safaris .....................................................................ULTIMATE RAFFLE-4
BoschNel Safaris.............................................................................SIL-648
Bush Africa Safaris .........................................................................FRI-27
Cape Town Hunting Safaris ..........................................................LLSIL-118
Choronga Safaris .............................................................................SIL-640
Coenraad Vermaak Safaris ...........................................................SAT-9
Crusader Safaris ..............................................................................WED-25
Dave Freeburn Safaris ...................................................................SIL-451
De Klerk Safaris ...............................................................................THU-40
Dries Visser Safaris ........................................................................SPECIAL RAFFLE-6
Dumukwa Safaris ............................................................................THU-25
Epic Hunting Safari .........................................................................SIL-455, SIL-559
Ezulu Adventures ............................................................................SIL-558
Game Trackers Africa - Rockwood Conservation ...................SAT-13
Graham Jones Safaris ....................................................................SAT-16
Hartzview Hunting Safaris ............................................................SIL-646
Hunters Creek Safari Outfitters ..................................................FRI-21
Infinito Safaris .................................................................................SIL-649
Infinito Travel Group .......................................................................FRI-36
Intrepid Safaris Africa ...................................................................SIL-551
Jannie Otto Safaris .........................................................................SIL-552
Kuche Safaris ...................................................................................SIL-458
Kwalata Safaris................................................................................SIL-457
Liam Urry Safaris .............................................................................SIL-553
Limcroma Safaris ............................................................................SIL-643
Madubula Safaris ............................................................................SAT-34
Magnum Hunting Safaris ............................................................... SPECIAL RAFFLE-4, 

DREAM RAFFLE-9
Matthew Greeff Safaris .................................................................LLSIL-135
Numzaan Safaris .............................................................................SIL-554
Pelser Bowhunting..........................................................................SIL-550
Pierre Van Tonder - Big Game Safaris ........................................DREAM RAFFLE-5
Quagga Safaris.................................................................................THU-36
Royal Karoo Safaris ........................................................................SIL-644
Somerby Safaris ..............................................................................LL-27
Stormberg Elangeni Safaris ..........................................................SIL-641
Sun Africa Safaris ...........................................................................SIL-450
Tam Safaris .......................................................................................FRI-7
Thaba Mmoyo Safaris ....................................................................WED-21
Ubathi Global Safaris ......................................................................SIL-449
Van Wijk Safaris ..............................................................................SIL-453
Watts Trophy Hunting ....................................................................LMB-27, SIL-556
Wormald Hunting Adventures ......................................................SIL-555
WOW Africa ......................................................................................SIL-647
Zander Osmers Safaris ..................................................................FRI-12

DONOR  ITEM# DONOR  ITEM#
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SOUTH AMERICA SMALL & BIG GAME

Algar Safaris - Patagonia, Argentina .........................................SAT-31
Argentina-Spain / GBH Safaris ....................................................WED-7, SIL-565
Cazapampa Argentina ....................................................................SIL-566
Cerro Indio Safaris ..........................................................................SIL-655
Estancia El Carrizal ......................................................................... THU-26, 

SPECIAL RAFFLE-2
TGB Outfitters ..................................................................................FRI-34
TS Buenos Aires Outfitters ...........................................................LMB-28

SOUTH AMERICA WINGSHOOTING

Argentina Big Hunting ....................................................................DREAM RAFFLE-2
Bolivian Adventures / Four Seasons Argentina ......................WED-26
Estancia La Criolla ..........................................................................FRI-38
Exciting Outdoors ............................................................................SAT-7
Frontera Wingshooting ..................................................................SAT-38
Global Sportsman / Majan Safari ................................................SIL-570
Miles & Miles Outfitters ................................................................THU-19
Pointer Outfitters ............................................................................LL-8, FRI-38
Portugal Hunting..............................................................................SIL-656
River Plate Wingshooting .............................................................LL-26, SIL-465, SIL-562
Sierra Brava Lodges / Rio Bravo Lodge .....................................THU-37
Sierra Brava Lodge .........................................................................SPECIAL RAFFLE-5
SYC Sporting Adventures ..............................................................LMB-23

SOUTH PACIFIC  

Alpine Hunting New Zealand ........................................................WED-8
Chris Bilkey / Track & Trail Safaris NZ .......................................SIL-571
Exclusive Adventures New Zealand ...........................................FRI-23
Family Expeditions / Avon Valley Safaris - New Zealand ......THU-8
Four Seasons Safaris NZ ...............................................................LMB-13, BONUS RAFFLE
Greg Pennicott Safaris ...................................................................WED-14
Kingham Safaris Australia ............................................................SIL-660
Kuranui New Zealand Hunting .....................................................THU-17
New Zealand Safaris ......................................................................SIL-572
NewZealandHunting.Com .............................................................LMB-25
Poronui Hunting ...............................................................................LL-24
South Pacific Safaris ......................................................................THU-35
Southern Mountain Adventures ..................................................SAT-17
Spey Creek Trophy Hunting...........................................................SAT-36
Tropical Hunting Safaris ................................................................FRI-10

SPAIN 

Argentina-Spain / GBH Safaris ....................................................DREAM RAFFLE-10
Cazatur Spain & Europe .................................................................LL-25, SIL-471
Espacaza - Jose Mallo Spain ........................................................SAT-39
EuroHunts Spain by Álvaro Villegas ...........................................FRI-40
Fernando Saiz - Spain .....................................................................FRI-9
Gargantas De Gredos .....................................................................SPECIAL RAFFLE-3
Giuseppe & Curro Carrizosa - SPAIN .........................................THU-13
Great European Hunts ....................................................................THU-39, SIL-470
Guillermo Rowe - Spain..................................................................LMB-8
Hunt Trip Spain .................................................................................SAT-6, SIL-576
Huntinspain & Alfonso Fabres .....................................................WED-10
Iberian Hunters ................................................................................SIL-575
IbexHuntSpain..................................................................................SIL-472, SIL-577
International Trophy Outfitters / Guillermo Rowe - Spain ....SIL-670
Salva Monforte - Spain Hunting Ibex .........................................LMB-26
Spanish Hunt Nacho Arias ............................................................THU-27, SIL-671
Toquero Hunting Services .............................................................LL-15
Trophy Hunting Spain ..................................................................... DSC FOUNDATION 

RAFFLE
Trophy Trails, S.L. ............................................................................WED-27, SIL-578

TAXIDERMY

B & B Taxidermy ..............................................................................SIL-480
Brush Country Studios ...................................................................SIL-581
Kanati Studio, LLC ...........................................................................SIL-580, SIL-604
Life-Form Taxidermy.......................................................................SIL-473
Safari Studios Taxidermy ..............................................................SIL-603
True-Life Taxidermy ........................................................................SIL-481
Wildlife Gallery, The  ......................................................................SIL-605

TRIPS

5 J Ranch ...........................................................................................LL-5
Cedar Eaters .....................................................................................SIL-612
F. Beesley ..........................................................................................SIL-613
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DSC

Top Spender Award
for 2024

Introducing
THE 'TOP SEA TUSKER' 

Since 2009, Convention bidders have been awarded a special pin each time they spent $10,000 during live auction. These exclusive, specially made 
pins were only given out during Convention and not available for purchase. Traditionally, the overall Top Spender was recognized at close of the 
Saturday night live auction and received a very special prize. 

In keeping with this great tradition, DSC is pleased to introduce the 'Top Sea Tusker' high spender pin for the 42nd Annual Convention & Sporting 
Expo. Designed and underwritten by DSC exhibitor and donor Gunderson's Jewelers, Booth #468, this exquisite pin was produced in a limited 
quantity and can only be obtained through live auction purchases of $10k+.  Additionally, the overall 'Top Sea Tusker' will receive the following 
outstanding package graciously donated by EuroOptic LTD., Trijicon, Stone Glacier, Inc. and Montana Knife Company.

STONE GLACIER, INC. includes a Sportsman's Outerwear/Gear Package with Grumman Lite down jacket in Meskeg brown (M), Zenith fleece 
hoody in Muskeg brown (M), De Havilland pant in Granite grey (M/32") and Sky Archer 6400 hunting pack with Krux frame in Foliage grey 
(M) - all size exchangeable at donor booth or by mail. EUROOPTIC LTD is pleased to include a Christensen Arms Summit Ti-TH Rifle in 6.5 
Creedmoor. The Summit TI boasts a guaranteed accuracy of .5 MOA or better and features a carbon fiber stock, black/gray webbing finish, 
416R stainless steel barrel, titanium radial brake, match chamber, 5/8x24 thread pitch, titanium billet trued receiver, integrated split Picatinny 
rail, improved bolt release, full length bedding, carbon fiber pillars and match grade 3-way adjustable trigger. TRIJICON adds a Tenmile® HX 
5-25x50 riflescope that features fully multi-coated broadband anti-reflective glass, MOA Center Dot reticle for pinpoint precision and excellent 
light transmission in any condition and custom-built turrets that eliminate the need to convert clicks to distance allowing shooters to range 
the target, dial to the correct yardage and take the shot with confidence. MONTANA KNIFE COMPANY completes this package by including a 
wonderful Blackfoot 2.0 fixed blade-knife with enough tip for easily caping out an animal or doing other fine work, but enough belly for skinning 
and de-boning. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS EUROOPTIC LTD., TRIJICON, STONE GLACIER, INC. AND MONTANA KNIFE COMPANY FOR THIS 
100% DONATION.

Valued at $9,210

EUROOPTIC LTD.
Jonah Gregory, 570-368-3920

jonah@eurooptic.com 
EuroOptic.Com

BOOTH #3200

TRIJICON
Cassandra Varner, 248-960-7725

cvarner@trijicon.com
Trijicon.Com

BOOTH #4401

MONTANA KNIFE COMPANY
Sloane Brown, 325-212-9564

sloane@montanaknifecompany.com 
MontanaKnifeCompany.Com

BOOTH #1128

STONE GLACIER, INC
Becky Lane, 406-404-0641
becky@stoneglacier.com

StoneGlacier.Com

BOOTH #1227
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WED-0    MG ARMS INC.
MG Arms “Taranis2” AR-15 Rifle in 300 BlackOut
MG Arms Inc. has donated a “Taranis2™” AR-15 rifle chambered in 
300 BlackOut. The lightest, most unique AR-15 available. The MG Arms 
Taranis2™ is skeletonized to the bone, but still holds the power of a full 
weight AR Platform. Accurate and built to handle the heavy work while 
weighing in at slightly over 4.5 lbs. This Taranis2 features the “Worn 
American Flag” cerakote finish and includes a Sig Sauer Romeo red dot 
sight and tactical carrying case. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MG 
ARMS INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Carol O’Day, 281-821-8282, 

Fax 281-821-6387, 6030 Treaschwig Rd., Spring, TX 77373, info@mgarmsinc.com, MGArmsInc.Com.

BOOTH #4606    Valued at $3,250 

WED-2    HERITAGE 1865
2-Day/3-Night Premium Upland Bird Hunt for Two Hunters in Iowa
2-day/3-night premium upland bird hunt for two hunters in Iowa for unlimited ringneck pheasant 
and bobwhite quail. Leave the city behind and disappear into the countryside on the 3,000 acre 
estate of Heritage 1865, owned and operated by the Ewing family for 150+ years! This preserve 
hunt is available March 2024 or October 2024-March 2025 and may be upgraded by adding 
more days at current price list, additional hunters at current rates and non-hunters at $500. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with guided hunting done over dogs. 
This package includes field prep, bird cleaning/packaging, hunting licenses, RT transfers from 
Des Moines Airport (if needed), premium accommodations, non-alcoholic beverages, full bar 
and chef-prepared meals. Not included are transportation to shipper/taxidermist and gratuities. 
Arrival/departure point is at the lodge; nearest airport is Des Moines International. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS HERITAGE 1865 FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Abby Ewing, 641-780-2290, 

Promise City, IA 52583, info@heritage1865.com, abby@heritage1865.com, Heritage1865.Com.

BOOTH #951    Valued at $6,210 

WED-1    NORTH STAR OUTFITTING
6-Day/6-Night Black Bear Hunt for One Hunter in Alberta, Canada - 

Includes Trophy Fee
6-day/6-night 2x1 black bear hunt for one hunter in Alberta, Canada - includes trophy fee 

for best available bear. Method of take is rifle, bow or crossbow. This free-range hunt 
is available May 19-24, 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include a second bear at 

$3,000. Additional hunters are welcome at $6,500; non-hunters are welcome at $1,000. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by blind over bait. 

This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, double occupancy lodge 
accommodations, Wi-Fi, full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, hunting 

license at $250, transportation to lodge by rental car at $400/week, before/after hunt 
accommodations in Edmonton at $125/night and gratuities. DSC references include Larry 

Weishuhn. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS NORTH STAR OUTFITTING FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Neil Johnson, 780-808-0318, Marwaryne, Alberta T0B 2X0, CANADA, neilnorthstar@icloud.com, NorthStarOutfitting.Com.

BOOTH #449    Valued at $6,500 

WED-3    K&K OUTFITTERS
6-Day/7-Night Whitetail Deer Hunt for Two Hunters in Kansas - Includes Trophy Fees

6-day/7-night 2x1 whitetail deer muzzleloader hunt for two hunters in Kansas - includes trophy fees for 
1x whitetail scoring 150 B&C or more for each hunter ($1,000 penalty is assessed for any trophy taken 

scoring under 150 B&C). Average bucks taken are over 150 B&C with the potential of 180-200 B&C+. In 
2018, a buck was taken scoring 220 B&C! This 100% fair chase hunt is available September 15-20 or 23-28, 

2025 only. Additional hunters are welcome at $4,950; non-hunters are welcome at the current price list. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by towers and blinds. This 

package includes field prep, lodge accommodations and all meals. Not included are meat processing, 
shipping of meat/trophy, gratuities, licenses and permits at $500 (April 25th deadline - clients must apply 

in 2024 for a 32.50 Kansas Preference Point that ensures that both hunters receive tags during 2025 tag 
approval period). Arrival/departure point is at the lodge. Keaton Kelso, 620-249-3003, 101 West 29th, 

Suite G #300, Pittsburg, KS 66762, keatonkelso@gmail.com, DuckandBuck.Com.

   BOOTH #1272    Valued at $9,900  

Wednesday Night
LIVE AUCTION as of Press Time
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continued Wednesday Night

WED-4    GOD’S COUNTRY OUTFITTERS
2-Day/3-Night American Alligator Hunt for Two Hunters 
in Florida - Includes Trophy Fees
2-day/3-night 2x1 American alligator hunt for two hunters in Florida - includes 
trophy fees for 1x alligator measuring up to 10’ for each hunter (anything over 
10’ will incur additional costs). Method of take is bang stick only; firearms 
are restricted. This hunt is available September 15-November 1, 2024 or 2025 
and may be upgraded to include larger alligator over 10’ at current price 
list. Additional hunters are welcome at $3,950; non-hunters are welcome 
at $750. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by boat. This package 
includes transportation to local taxidermist, all hunting equipment, lodge 
accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, beverages and all meals. Not 
included are field prep, 2x alligator tags and 2x permits at $1,072 total, any 

upgrades, before/after hunt expenditures and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is at the lodge in San Mateo, FL. A permit draw is required with a 
May 1st application deadline. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GOD’S COUNTRY OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Marrisa Horton, 386-972-
0100, 850 East SR 100, San Mateo, FL 32187, hunt@godscountryoutfitters.net, GodsCountryOutfitters.Net.

BOOTH #2752    Valued at $8,400 

WED-5    HUNTING IN AUSTRIA, MIESENBACH
5-Day Roe Deer Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 

in Romania - Includes Trophy Fees
5-day 1x1 roe deer rifle hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters in Transylvania, Romania 
- includes trophy fees for 1x best available roe deer for each hunter. This free-range hunt is 

available May 1-August 31, 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include wild boar at current 
price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $200/day; additional non-hunters are welcome 
at $100/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & 
stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, hunting licenses/permits, 

accommodations, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, RT transfers 
from Sibiu International Airport at $100/pp and gratuities. DSC references include John Chilton, 
John Hoestenbach, Tim Fallon, Tim Doucet, William Nash, Larry Weishuhn and Robert “Bobby” 

Watkins. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUNTING IN AUSTRIA, MIESENBACH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Klemens Bugelnig, 011 43 26328232, 
011 43 676840731503, Balbersdorf 93/10, Miesenbach, Lower Austria 2761, AUSTRIA, office@gvmf.at.

BOOTH #3029    Valued at $8,500 

WED-6    LEUPOLD & STEVENS INC.
Leupold VX-6HD 3-18x44 Riflescope, BX-5 Santiam 10x42 Binocular and 
SX-5 Santiam HD 27-55x80 Spotting Scope
Leupold VX-6HD 3-18x44 riflescope, BX-5 Santiam 10x42 binocular and SX-5 Santiam HD 27-55x80 
spotting scope. The VX-6HD riflescope’s edge-to-edge clarity gives you outstanding brightness, 
color, consistency and resolution. This means dominating the first and last 15 minutes of the day. 
The wide zoom range and our latest technology, which includes an in-scope electronic reticle 
level, CDS-ZL2 Zero Lock elevation dial, and removable throw lever, make the VX-6HD the most 
versatile Leupold riflescope ever made. The BX-5 Santiam HD 10x42 binocular was built for epic 
adventures in harsh environments and dominates other optics in its class. It’s the perfect glass 
for anyone who demands professional-grade performance. The 10x provides enough field of view 
for tight areas, while delivering enough magnification for wide-open spaces. The SX-5 Santiam 

HD 27-55x80mm is designed with rugged performance in mind. Whether you need all-day performance in the backcountry or a bright, clear image at 
the range, this spotter will deliver at the highest level and in the toughest conditions. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LEUPOLD & STEVENS INC. FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Caitlin Hawkins, 503-646-9171, 14400 NW Greenbrier Parkway, Beaverton, OR 97006, chawkins@leupold.com, Leupold.Com.

BOOTH #4427    Valued at $5,000 

WED-7    ARGENTINA-SPAIN / GBH SAFARIS
4-Day Blackbuck Hunt for Three Hunters in Argentina - Includes Trophy Fees

4-day 1x1 blackbuck rifle hunt for three hunters in La Pampa, Argentina - includes trophy fees for 1x 
blackbuck scoring up to 45 SCI for each hunter. This estate hunt is available March-July 2024 or 2025 
and may be upgraded to include red stag, water buffalo, wild sheep and boar, all at current price list. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $350/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation 

during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes 
field prep, RT ground transfers from Santa Rosa Airport, lodge accommodations and meals. Not 

included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, license/permit fees at $120/animal, 
alcoholic beverages, gratuities and 21% VAT on total hunt value. Accommodations before/after the 

hunt in Santa Rosa are recommended at approx. $200/night. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at 
booking to secure hunt dates. German Brandazza, 011 54 92 95 459 0576, Guillermo Furst 2080, 

Santa Rosa, La Pampa 6300, ARGENTINA, gbhsafaris@gmail.com, IbexBeceite.Com.

BOOTH #2800    Valued at $9,900 
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Wednesday Night continued

WED-8    ALPINE HUNTING NEW ZEALAND
4-Day/4-Night Sika Stag Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in New Zealand - Includes Trophy Fee
4-day/4-night 1x1 sika stag hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in New Zealand 
- includes trophy fee for sika scoring up to 140 SCI. Method of take is rifle, bow, 
crossbow or muzzleloader. This estate hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may 
be upgraded to include additional species at current price list; sika cannot be 
upgraded in size. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at current rates. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & 
stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper/taxidermist, 
transfers from Palmerston North Airport, lodge accommodations with ensuite 
bath, all meals, Wi-Fi, maid/laundry service and full bar, including bear and wine. 
Not included are dip & pack service, flights, accommodations before the hunt in 
Palmerston North and gratuities. This hunt may not be taken in conjunction with 
another NZ hunt. DSC references include Ronnie & Margaret Williams, Russell & 

Mary Edith Stacy and Tim Fallon. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ALPINE HUNTING NEW ZEALAND FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Nick Quinn, 888-891-0526, 011 64 6 388 1344, PO Box 5236, Terrace End, Palmerston North, Manuwatu 4441, NEW ZEALAND,
info@alpinehunting.com, AlpineHunting.Com.

BOOTH #2449    Valued at $6,200 

WED-9    DEVIN ROWE BRONZE
“Whispering Wings” - Limited Edition Bronze of Flying Pintail Ducks 

by Devin Rowe
“Whispering Wings” - Limited edition #35 bronze of flying pintail ducks by Devin Rowe, measures 
19”Hx18.5”Wx17”L. Devin Rowe is a Pacific Northwest-based artist who brings realism to bronze 

in many subjects. Devin’s passion for hunting, fishing and studying wildlife has given him a deep 
understanding and appreciation of nature. Devin hunts and fishes around the world and is also a 

fishing guide for several months each summer at Waterfall Resort in Alaska. His strong background 
of knowledge and artistic insights of nature are captured in his bronzes, which are rich with beauty 

and life-like personality. His sculptures are as timeless as the bronze from which they are made. 
Devin’s artwork can be found on display in corporate offices, organization headquarters and in private 

collections throughout the world. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DEVIN ROWE BRONZE FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Devin Rowe, 541-979-9435, 38671 Neely Road NE, Albany, OR 97322,

rowebronz@aol.com, DevinRowe.Com.

BOOTH #3455    Valued at $5,900 

WED-10    HUNTINSPAIN & ALFONSO FABRES
4-Day Big Game Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
4-day 1x1 big game rifle hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Salamanca, 
Spain - includes trophy fee for hunter’s choice of 1x best available animal 
from the following: red deer, fallow deer, roe deer or mouflon sheep. This 
estate hunt is available September 2024-April 2025 and may be upgraded to 
include additional Spanish game at current price list. Additional hunters and 
non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is 
mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package 
includes field prep, RT transfers from Madrid or Salamanca Airports, private 
luxury lodge accommodations, maid/laundry service, fine Spanish wines and 
excellent local cuisine. Lodge amenities include Wi-Fi service, swimming pool, 
tennis court, horseback riding, target shooting and wine cellar. Not included 
are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, local hunting licenses at 
$290, export permit /vet certificate at $200, gratuities and 21% VAT on total 
hunt value. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUNTINSPAIN & ALFONSO FABRES 

FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Alfonso Fabres, 011 34 923 38 0001, 011 34 659 91 1850, 7084 State Road AD, Fulton, Finca Las Ahijaderas de Pedro Llen, 
Finca Las Ahijaderas de Pedro Llen, SPAIN, info@huntinspain.com, HuntinSpain.Com.

BOOTH #881    Valued at $9,650 
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continued Wednesday Night

WED-11    CANADIAN WILDLIFE ADVENTURES
6-Day/5-Night Freshwater Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers in Canada
6-day/5-night 2x1 all-inclusive freshwater fishing adventure for two anglers on the Barren 
Lands in the Northwest Territories of Canada for lake trout and Arctic grayling. The Aylmer 
Lake Lodge location is a spectacular untapped fishing resource and a World Class fishery! 
Nicknamed “The Patagonia of the North!”, there are 1,200 square miles of untouched 
waters and only a 230 air mile float plane ride (approx. 2-hr ride) northeast of Yellowknife. 
For a sense of location, the lodge is 60 miles south of the Arctic Circle where you will be 
surrounded by the unique breathtaking beauty of the Barren Lands. A landscape with 
no trees, only shrubs full of blueberries, cranberries and cloudberries. As you travel the 
waterways, you can look into crystal clear water and see 40 plus feet down into the water. 
Expect to see unique wildlife like muskox, caribou, Arctic wolves and Arctic hares...but 
no other lodges, boats or buildings on the entire 1,200 square miles of shoreline. This trip 
is available July-August 2024 or 2025 and includes 2x1 guiding, tackle and fishing rods for 

spin cast fishing, accommodations, all meals, RT charter flight from Yellowknife, NWT to the lodge, Wi-Fi and laundry service. Not included are 
gratuities, alcohol and any equipment damaged, broken or lost. Additional anglers, as well as non-anglers, are welcome at $5,300 plus government 
tax of 5%. We are a family run, team focused, friendly engaged lodge that loves showing our clients the wonders of the Arctic Barren Lands. Lodge 
record is a 67 lb. lake trout on spin reel, a 53 lb. lake trout on fly rod, 6.1 lb Arctic grayling on spin rod and a 4.5 lb. Arctic grayling on fly rod. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS CANADIAN WILDLIFE ADVENTURES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kevin & Patti McNeil, 780-536-7290 (Kevin), 780-536-7298 
(Patti), PO Box 427, McLennan, Alberta T0H 2L0, CANADA, info@aylmerlakelodge.com, CanadianWildlifeAdventures.Com.

BOOTH #550    Valued at $11,130 

WED-12    CARLTON EVANS HANDMADE KNIVES
“Nighthawk” Liner Lock Folder Knife with Mammoth Ivory Handle

“Nighthawk” liner lock folder knife with ancient mammoth ivory handle (serial #740) handcrafted by Carlton 
Evans. Knife features a stainless Damascus blade, spacer and double bolsters, reptilian pattern by Vegas 
Forge Damascus and file work on the blade, bolster, spacer and liners by hand, one tiny cut at a time. The 

screws are hand polished and heat colored. Liner material is jeweled and anodized titanium. The knife 
comes equipped with a fully lined and tooled leather sheath. Blade measures 3.20”; overall knife measures 

7.66”. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CARLTON EVANS HANDMADE KNIVES FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Carlton Evans, 817-886-9231, 817-360-3269, PO Box 72, Fort Davis, TX 79734,

carlton@carltonevans.com, CarltonEvans.Com.

BOOTH #4333    Valued at $5,350 

WED-13    TEXAS DIVIDE RANCH
2-Day Exotic Species Hunt for One Hunter in Texas - Includes Trophy Fees
2-day 1x1 exotic species rifle hunt for one hunter in west Texas - includes trophy fees for best available red 
sheep ram and scimitar oryx cow. This high-fenced hunt is available September-December 2024 or 2025 and may 
be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters, as well as non-hunters, are 
welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk or 
safari style. This package includes field prep, transportation to local taxidermist, private suite accommodations, 
meals, snacks and non-alcoholic beverages. Not included are dip & pack service, Texas hunting license and 
gratuities. Arrival/departure point is at the lodge near Water Valley, Texas, approx. 22 miles northwest of San 
Angelo. NOTE: This donation cannot be exchanged for other species and has no cash value. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS TEXAS DIVIDE RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Judy May, 325-484-2400, 325-650-0130 (c), PO Box 
243, Water Valley, TX 76958, tdr@texasdivide.com, TexasDivide.Com.

BOOTH #574    Valued at $8,500 

WED-14    GREG PENNICOTT SAFARIS
5-Day/6-Night Water Buffalo Hunt for One Hunter in Northern Territory, 

Australia - Includes Trophy Fee
5-day/6-night 1x1 trophy water buffalo rifle hunt for one hunter at Mary River Station in the 
Northern Territory of Australia - includes trophy fee for best available buffalo. This hunt is 

available May-August 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include banteng at $14,000, rusa 
deer at $6,000 and wild pig at $450. Additional hunters are welcome at $12,000; non-hunters 

are welcome at $350/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done 
by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, cabin accommodations, daily maid/laundry 

service, beverages, including beer & wine and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Darwin Airport at $500 (for up to four people), rifle 
permit at $150, accommodations before/after the hunt at $150/night (if needed) and gratuities. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GREG PENNICOTT SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Greg Pennicott, 011 61 41 710 5940, 80 Bentwick St., Oatlands, Tasmania 7120, AUSTRALIA,

greg@gregpennicottsafaris.com, GregPennicottSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #3147    Valued at $12,000 
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Wednesday Night continued

WED-15    SIG SAUER
Sig Sauer Cross Rifle in .300 Win Mag with 
Tango DMR 3-18X44 Scope
Sig Sauer Cross rifle in .300 Win Mag with Tango DMR 
3-18x44 scope and alpha rings. Designed and built 
from the ground up at the SIG SAUER research and 
development facilities in New Hampshire with the input 
of hunters, military snipers and elite long-range shooters, 
the CROSS rifle was created to meet the demands of both 
precision long-range shooting and extreme backcountry 

hunting. Rifle features a 24” barrel, folding precision-style stock, 1-piece receiver for increased accuracy and weighing under 6.5 lbs, it is the 
lightest, most portable rifle in its class (up to 40% lighter). Finished in Anodized Coyote. Model number Cross-300-24B. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS SIG SAUER FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Patrick Hanley, 72 Pease Blvd., Newington, NH 03872, patrick.hanley@sigsauer.com, SigSauer.Com.

BOOTH #4653    Valued at $4,500 

WED-17    PUERTA LAS HAYAS RANCH
4-Day Carmen Mountain Whitetail and Wild Turkey Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Mexico - Includes Trophy Fees
4-day 1x1 Carmen Mountain whitetail and Rio Grande wild turkey hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter 
in Coahuila, Mexico - includes trophy fees for 1x deer and 1x turkey, both best available. Method of take: 
BOW or CROSSBOW exclusive. This free-range hunt is available December 2024-February 2025 and may 
be upgraded to include desert bighorn or additional whitetail and turkey at current price list. Additional 
hunters and non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle 
and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, RT transfers from Monterrey 
International Airport, Santa Fe-style luxury house or cabin accommodations, maid/laundry service, 
Wi-Fi, beverages, full-service bar and chef-prepared meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
transportation to shipper and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PUERTA LAS HAYAS RANCH FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Luis Salinas, 011 52 844 419 2832, Boulevard Luis Donaldo Colosio #5055, Saltillo, 
Coahuila 25298, MEXICO, luishsalinasv@hotmail.com, salinas.luis.h@gmail.com, PuertaLasHayas.Com.

BOOTH #530    Valued at $7,000 

WED-16    THOLO SAFARIS
7-Day/8-Night Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in Botswana - 

Includes Trophy Fees
7-day/8-night 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters in the Kalahari of Botswana - includes trophy 

fees for 1x of each species for each hunter: eland, blue wildebeest and zebra. Method of take is rifle or 
bow. This hunt is available March-November 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional 
species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $475/day; non-hunters are welcome 

at $225/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot 
& stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper, RT ground transfers from 
Maun Airport, luxury tented camp or chalet accommodations, maid/laundry service, non-alcoholic 

beverages, full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, firearm import permit and 
gratuities. DSC references include John Walter, Brian Walter and William & Mary Britain. DALLAS 

SAFARI CLUB THANKS THOLO SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kim Eaton, 011 267 7212 4000, 011 267 7431 8615, PO Box 6, NK147, Ghanzi, 
Ghanzi District 0000, BOTSWANA, tholosafaris.info@gmail.com, TholoSafarisBotswana.Com.

BOOTH #2334    Valued at $12,770 

WED-18    PARADISE FISHING LODGE & MARINA
2-Day/3-Night Deep Sea Fishing Trip for Two Anglers in Panama

2-day/3-night deep sea fishing trip for two anglers at Paradise Fishing Lodge & Marina located on the 
Pacific Coast of Panama. The winner of this certificate and a guest will enjoy fishing for black marlin, 

blue marlin, sailfish, yellow fin tuna, rooster fish, snapper, grouper and other Pacific pelagic species in 
Panama’s world-famous area of Coiba Island and Hannibal Bank. This trip is available year-round in 2024 

(or 2025 upon special request) and may be upgraded to include extra days, anglers and non-fishing guests. 
This package includes private, air-conditioned ground transfers from Panama City and lodge (5-hour trip) 

or from PTY Airport or DAV Airport and the lodge (if guests opt for the 1-hour domestic flight at an 
additional cost of $120/pp one way). Your stay at Paradise Fishing Lodge & Marina includes deluxe double 

occupancy accommodations, 3 meals daily with a 4-course dinner prepared by the resort’s 5-star chef, 
daily hors d’oeuvres served at the pool swim-up bar, full open bar with a wide variety of imported/local 

spirits, Wi-Fi, laundry service, all fishing gear (tackle, lures, Alutecnos/Daiwa reels/rods, lures), 
drinks/snacks/lunch aboard the boat and professional English-speaking captain and mate. Not included 

are sales tax, international and domestic flights, hotel accommodations before/after trip in Panama City at 
$150/night, live bait and gratuities to fishing crew/lodge staff. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PARADISE 

FISHING LODGE & MARINA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Adrienne Reeve, 844-710-3474, Quebrada de 
Piedra. Chiriqui, PANAMA, adrienne@paradisefishinglodge.com, ParadiseFishingLodge.Com.

BOOTH #538    Valued at $8,000 
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continued Wednesday Night

WED-19    PARKER CUSTOM BOOTS
Handmade Bespoke American Alligator Boots and 
Matching Belt/Wallet Set
One pair of top-to-bottom handmade American alligator boots, belt and 
wallet. Parker Boot Company and Tejas by Parker offers fine, handmade 
western boots, belts, wallets and accessories using your hunted skins, 
or our skins. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PARKER CUSTOM BOOTS 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Cathleen Parker, 832-640-5397, 
832-212-8072, 742 W. 20th Street, Houston, TX 77008,
info@tejasboots.com, ParkerBootCompany.Com.

BOOTH #2656    Valued at $13,000 

WED-20    HEAVEN’S GATE OUTFITTERS
6-Day/7-Night Wolf Hunt for One Hunter in Idaho - Includes Trophy Fee

6-day/7-night 1x1 wolf rifle hunt for one hunter in Idaho - includes trophy fee. This hunt is available February-
March 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include mountain lion at $8,000. Additional hunters are welcome 

at $6,500; non-hunters are welcome at $300/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with 
hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, dip & pack service, lodge accommodations and 
all meals. Not included are transportation to shipper, hunting license at $250 and gratuities. Arrival/departure 

point is at the lodge in Riggins, ID. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HEAVEN’S GATE OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Karen Savage, 603-455-9258, 208-315-1774, PO Box 1196, Riggins, ID 83549, 

karen@hgoid.com, Hgoid.Com.

BOOTH #3107    Valued at $6,500 

WED-21    THABA MMOYO SAFARIS
10-Day/11-Night Small Predator and Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
Thaba Mmoyo Safaris invites one hunter and one non-hunter for a 10-day/11-night 1x1 small 
predator and plains game safari at their exceptional slice of the Dark Continent in South Africa 
- includes trophy fees for African wild cat, civet, genet cat, honey badger and best available 
kudu. Method of take is rifle in .22 Hornet or .22 Mag for small predators. This hunt is available 
July-November 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include any of the diverse species found on 
this family-owned ranch and free-range concession. Additional hunters are welcome at $450/day; 
non-hunters are welcome at $195/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by safari vehicle 
with hunting done by predator calling, lamping and blind hunting over bait. This package includes 
field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Polokwane International Airport, luxury 
thatched-roof chalet accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, non-alcoholic beverages, 
full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, accommodations before/after the hunt 

in Johannesburg at approx. $120/night and gratuities. DSC references include David Nasky, Dewey Dalton and Tommy Bridgers. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS THABA MMOYO SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Fanie Steyn, 011 27 15 065 0350, 011 27 83 228 0404, Fax 011 27 86 212 1387, 
Dorpsrivier Ranch, Waterpoort, Limpopo 0905, SOUTH AFRICA, fanieasj@gmail.com, info@thabammoyo.co.za, ThabaMmoyo.Co.Za.

BOOTH #3628    Valued at $16,450 

WED-22    PORTUGAL HUNTING
5-Day (3 Hunt Days) Wild Boar Hunt for One Hunter 

in Portugal - Includes Trophy Fee
5-day (3 hunting days) 1x1 wild boar hunt for one hunter in Portugal - includes trophy 

fee for any size boar. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available August-
December 2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include red deer, fallow deer, mouflon 

and red-legged partridge, all at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$7,200; non-hunters are welcome at $2,000. Transportation during the hunt is mostly 
by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, meals 

and hunting lodge or country hotel accommodations. Not included are dip & pack 
service, transportation to shipper, RT ground transfers from Porto or Lisbon Airports 
at $750, VAT, hunting/gun licenses and gratuities. This hunt cannot be added to other 
hunt donations. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PORTUGAL HUNTING FOR THIS 100% 

DONATION. Paulo Oliveira, 011 35 191 936 1383, Largo Bombeiros Voluntarios N 10, 
Sala101, Ovar 3880-133, PORTUGAL, hunt@portugalhunting.com, PortugalHunting.Com.

BOOTH #651    Valued at $7,200 
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Wednesday Night continued

WED-25    CRUSADER SAFARIS
8-Day/9-Night Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
8-day/9-night 1x1 plains game rifle safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in South 
Africa - includes trophy fees for best available nyala, bushbuck and Cape kudu. This 
hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional 
species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $400/day; non-hunters 
are welcome at $185/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with 
hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, 
RT ground transfers from Pietermaritzburg Airport to camp, tented camp or lodge 
accommodations, non-alcoholic beverages, full bar and all meals. Not included are dip 
& pack service and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CRUSADER SAFARIS 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Andrew Pringle, 011 27 82 788 3751, Doornkloof, Richmond, 
Kwazulu Natal 3780, SOUTH AFRICA, hunt@crusadersafaris.com, CrusaderSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #365    Valued at $16,000  

WED-24    YUKKUTZ HUNTING
4-Day/4-Night Brocket Deer and Ocellated Turkey Hunt for One Hunter 

and One Non-Hunter in Mexico - Includes Trophy Fees
4-day/4-night 1x1 brocket deer and ocellated turkey hunt for one hunter and one 

non-hunter in Campeche, Mexico - includes trophy fees. Method of take is shotgun 
(ammo is provided) or bow. This free-range hunt is available in 2025 or 2026. 

Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot. This package includes 
field prep, dip & pack service, transportation from Merida Airport and lodge, private 

cabin accommodations, lodge swimming pool, non-alcoholic beverages and all meals. 
Not included are dip & pack service, CITES permit, before/after accommodations in 
Merida City at $200/night and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS YUKKUTZ 

HUNTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Diego Olaguibel, 011 52 998 240 4322, 
Villamagna Menorca 9, Cancun, Quintana Roo 77560, MEXICO,

diegoyukkutz@gmail.com, YukkutzHunting.Com.

BOOTH #334    Valued at $12,000  

WED-23    MEXICO HUNTS / SERGIO JIMENEZ
4-Day/3-Night El Carmen Island Fishing Adventure for Four Anglers in Mexico
4-day/3-night 1x1 El Carmen Island fishing adventure for four anglers in Baja California Sur, Mexico. This 
trip is available June-September 2024 only and may be upgraded to include additional anglers at $750/day. 
This package includes RT ground/boat transfers from Loreto International Airport to El Carmen Island, first-
class lodge accommodations, gourmet Mexican meals, drinks, pangas, fishing equipment, local professional 
fishing captains, boxed lunches & drinks during fishing and kayaking & snorkeling activities. Not included 
are fishing licenses at $100/pp, gratuities and hotel/meals if overnighting in town before/after the trip. Enjoy 
the pristine beaches of this secluded, beautiful private island while angling for Dorado, marlin, seabass and 
sailfish. With more than 25 years’ experience as a hunting and sport fishing outfitter, Mexico Hunts offers 
one of the best services and the highest quality in Mexico. Stunning desert views, great diversity of fauna, 
quality trophies, luxury accommodations and incredible service, guarantee an unforgettable experience 
and the finest fishing anywhere! Sergio Jimenez, 011 52 818 287 3375, Keramos Poniente 225, Del Prado, 
Monterey, Nuevo Leon 64410, MEXICO, sjimenez@vitro.com, mjimenezn@vitro.com, MexicoHunts.Com.

BOOTH #1912    Valued at $12,000 

WED-26    BOLIVIAN ADVENTURES / FOUR SEASONS ARGENTINA
3-Day/3-Night High-Volume Dove Hunt for Four Hunters in Argentina

Bolivian Adventures & Four Seasons Argentina invites four hunters for a 3-day/3-night 
1x1 all-inclusive high-volume dove hunt in Argentina, just 2.5 hours from Buenos Aires. 

This hunt is available year-round in 2024 only and may be upgraded to include a 3-day 
duck hunt at $3,000 or 6-day stag hunt at $7,995. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$1,795; non-hunters are welcome at $900. Transportation during the hunt is mostly 
by vehicle. This package includes RT ground transfers from Buenos Aires Airport, 

transportation to/from hunting grounds, guide service, first-class double occupancy 
accommodations with 5-star amenities (king suites, swimming pool, Jacuzzi and spa), 

maid & laundry service, beverages (soft drinks, bottled water, beer/wine and liquor) 
and outstanding meals. Not included are hunting licenses at $100/pp, shells at $15/box, 

shotgun rental at $50/pp/day and gratuities. Come experience personalized, quality 
service and enjoy world-class, high-intensity Latin American wingshooting at its finest! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BOLIVIAN ADVENTURES /

FOUR SEASONS ARGENTINA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Felipe Molina, 305-428-2124, 2354 W. 66 Ave., Denver, CO 80221,
mail@4seasons.com.ar, 4Seasons.Com.Ar.

BOOTH #4452    Valued at $7,180  
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continued Wednesday Night

WED-27    TROPHY TRAILS, S.L.
5-Day/5-Night Big Game Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees
Trophy Trails, a member of the APTCE/Spanish Professional Hunters Association, invites 
two hunters and two non-hunters for a 5-day/5-night 1x1 big game hunt in Spain - includes 
trophy fees for each hunters’ choice of 1x representative species from the following: 
red stag, fallow deer or roe deer. Method of take is rifle, bow or handgun; crossbows are 
restricted. This hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional 
Spanish game at current price list. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at 
current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by 
spot & stalk. Hunting will occur in the best game reserves or private areas that will have 
been pre-scouted by the Trophy Trails team prior to your arrival. Accommodations will 
be in the best rural hotels of the region closest to the hunting area. Typical meals will be 
traditional local cuisine accompanied by fine Spanish wines in local restaurants. This 
package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, reception at Madrid International 
Airport, RT transfers to/from concession, clearance of guns, English-speaking 1x1 

professional guide, transport in 4x4 vehicles, exceptional accommodations, beverages (including beer and wine) and all meals. Not included are dip 
& pack service, airfare to/from Madrid, hunting licenses at $250/pp/area, taxidermy, export permit /vet certificate, trophy shipping, 21% VAT on total 
donation value, accommodations before/after the hunt in Madrid at $220/night and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at booking to 
secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TROPHY TRAILS, S.L. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Daniel Herranz, 
011 34 662 106 784, Travesia Miguel Ibañez, 3-4B, Teruel 44003, SPAIN, daniel@trophy-trails.com, Trophy-Trails.Com.

BOOTH #2310    Valued at $17,480   

Notes
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THU-0    H-S PRECISION
H-S Precision Long Range Hunting Rifle in .338 Lapua (LPR)
H-S Precision Pro-Series® Professional Long Range hunting rifle chambered in 
.338 Lapua. Rifle features a 26” stainless steel cut-rifled barrel with removable 
muzzle brake and cerakoted matte black finish with a grassland camo vertical 
grip stock. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS H-S PRECISION FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Josh Cluff, 605-341-3006, 605-431-1795, Fax 605-342-8964, 
1301 Turbine Dr., Rapid City, SD 57703, josh@hsprecision.com, HSPrecision.Com.

BOOTH #4507    Valued at $5,074 

THU-1    JACK CASSIDY COLORADO BIG GAME HUNTS, LLC
6-Day Rocky Mountain Elk Hunt for One Hunter in Colorado - Includes Trophy Fee

One lucky rifle hunter will have 6 days and 1x1 guide service to pursue a trophy Rocky Mountain bull elk on 
this fair-chase hunt guided by Jack Cassidy. Not often can we hunt a bull elk with a rifle and be able to get a 
license for a fair chase hunt without any drawing or preference points needed. This hunt takes place in mid-

December 2025 or 2026 on 50,000 acres of private property in the canyons, rims and open meadows of eastern 
Colorado and may be upgraded to include additional hunters at $8,500 (limited openings). Hunting will be by 
spot & stalk. Included are ranch house accommodations, all meals, trophy fee, guide service, field prep and 
transportation to shipper. Not included are dip & pack service, elk license at $760, alcoholic beverages and 

gratuities. If you’re chasing a big bull elk, this is your chance! Arrival/departure point is Montrose, Colorado. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS JACK CASSIDY COLORADO BIG GAME HUNTS, LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Jack Cassidy, 970-270-2112, 1436 N Road, Loma, CO 81524, 
packratspud@gmail.com, CassidyOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #3526    Valued at $8,500 

THU-2    PRIMLAND SPORTING CLUB
2-Day/2-Night Upland Bird Hunt for Two Hunters and 
Two Non-Hunters in Virginia
2-day/2-night 2x1 pheasant, quail and chukar hunt for two couples (two hunters and two 
non-hunters) in the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia at Primland’s Orvis-endorsed 
wingshooting lodge. Method of take is shotgun with game loads size 5, 6 or 7.5. This estate hunt is 
available October 2024-March 2025. Hunting is mostly by foot and fully guided by staff over their 
own fine sporting dogs; guests may use their own dogs if preferred. This package includes bird 
cleaning/processing, 3x half days of wingshooting per hunting guest, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi 
and 2-night lodge accommodations with breakfast, lunch and dinner. Not included are 
before/after trip expenses, licenses at $23/per hunter, ammunition, gun rental, extra birds taken, 
alcoholic beverages, meals/beverages/activities/incidentals not listed, gratuities and ground 

transfers between lodge and Greensboro, NC, Roanoke, VA or Charlotte, NC airports at approx. $400/vehicle, if needed. NOTE: Meals begin with dinner 
on arrival day through breakfast on departure day. Trip is non-transferable, cannot be booked during holidays or the month of October or be combined 
with another event/offer/package and is not redeemable for cash. Shotguns are available on-site at cost, if needed. Advanced reservations required - 
winner to provide voucher number at booking and certificate upon arrival. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PRIMLAND SPORTING CLUB FOR THIS 
100% DONATION. Carl McDaniel, 276-222-3836, 540-392-2269, 2000 Busted Rock Road, Meadows of Dan, VA 24120,
carl.mcdaniel@aubergeresorts.com, PrimlandSportingClub.Com.

BOOTH #1051    Valued at $10,600 

THU-3    RECORDBUCK RANCH
3-Day/2-Night Scimitar Horned Oryx Hunt for One Hunter and 

One Non-Hunter in Texas - Includes Trophy Fee
RecordBuck Ranch is pleased to donate a 3-day/2-night 1x1 scimitar horned oryx hunt for one hunter and 

one non-hunter in Utopia, Texas - includes trophy fee for oryx bull measuring 38”+. Method of take is rifle or 
bow. This high-fenced hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded by applying the scimitar trophy 

fee ($7,000) towards any of the 50+ species available. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at 
current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper/taxidermist, 1x1 guide, Wi-Fi, beautiful lodge 
accommodations with ensuite bath, maid/laundry service, chef-prepared meals and full bar. Not included 

are packing/shipping of trophies, taxidermy (or meat processing), Texas hunting license and gratuities. 
Arrival/departure point is at the ranch; transfers can be arranged from San Antonio at $125. DSC references 

include Russell & Mary Edith Stacy. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RECORDBUCK RANCH FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Kellem Bolton, 830-966-2301, 214-794-3815, 7222 CR 354, PO Box 817, Utopia, TX 78884, 

kellem@recordbuck.com, RecordBuck.Com.

BOOTH #3131    Valued at $8,000  
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THU-4    HOLLOWAY FURS
Luxurious 10-Skin Long-Hair Beaver Blanket with Velvet Backing
Luxurious 10-skin long-hair beaver blanket with velvet backing handmade by Jim Holloway, measures 
70”x70”. For over 16 years, Holloway Furs has expertly handcrafted blankets, coats and throws from 
only the finest quality skins in the North American market, making their products some of the most 
beautiful and artistically designed pieces available today. Jim Holloway, 901-685-3877, 901-647-3877, 
404 Perkins Ext., Memphis, TN 38117, hollowayfurs@att.net, HollowayFurs.Net.

BOOTH #3129    Valued at $8,000  

THU-5    ALLIGATOR SOLUTION GATOR HUNTS
2-Day/1-Night Bootmakers Gator Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 

in Louisiana - Includes Trophy Fee, Custom Boots & More!
2-day/1-night 1x1 American alligator hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Lafayette, 

Louisiana - includes trophy fee for gator measuring up to 13’ and custom gator boots (belly, 
lowers), belt and wallet. Method of take is .22 Mag (provided by donor). This estate hunt is 
available September 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include inshore charter fishing 
for red drum, speckled trout and bass, which includes an extra night of lodging, meals and 
fishing licenses at $2,000/pp. Additional hunters are welcome at $8,000; non-hunters are 

welcome at $1,500. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by boat. This package includes 
field prep, license/permits, RT ground transfers from Lafayette Airport (commercial) or 

Jeanerette Airport (private), 1-night historical luxury lodging, meals and skinning/tanning 
of gator hide for custom boots, belt and wallet. Not included are any upgrades, 

before/after hunt accommodations/expenditures and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS ALLIGATOR SOLUTION GATOR HUNTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Carah Meyer, 713-864-3808, 832-330-5266 (c), 209 N. Main Street, 

Bryan, TX 77803, alligatorsolution@gmail.com, AlligatorSolution.Com.

BOOTH #265    Valued at $9,500   

THU-6    TROPHY WEST GUIDE OUTFITTERS
5-Day/5-Night Vancouver Island Black Bear Hunt for One Hunter 
in British Columbia - Includes Best Available Bear
5-day/5-night 1x1 Vancouver Island black bear hunt for one hunter in B.C., Canada - includes best 
available bear. Method of take is rifle or archery. This hunt is available spring 2024 or 2025. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $9,000; non-hunters are welcome at $1,000. Transportation during the hunt is 
mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation 
to shipper, RT transfers from Campbell River Airport (YBL), lodge accommodations, Wi-Fi, hunting 
license, bear tag, taxes, full bar, non-alcoholic beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack 
service, accommodations before/after the hunt (if needed) and gratuities. DSC references include 
Rick Warren and Russell, Mary Edith & Kaylee Stacy. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TROPHY WEST 
GUIDE OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Glenn & Shannon Venus, 250-282-0021, 

250-203-3041, Fax 250-282-0023, 849 Island Hwy., Sayward, BC V0P-1R0, CANADA, info@trophywest.com, TrophyWest.Com.

BOOTH #2902    Valued at $9,000    

(Similar Image)

THU-7    THE HUNTING CONSORTIUM LTD.
3-Day/4-Night Balkan Chamois or European Gray Wolf Hunt for One Hunter and 

One Non-Hunter in Macedonia - Includes Trophy Fee
Bob Kern and The Hunting Consortium are pleased to donate this 3-day/4-night 1x1 Balkan chamois or 

European grey wolf rifle hunt for one hunter and one observer in Macedonia -  includes hunter’s choice 
of 1x representative trophy. This hunt is available in 2024 only and may be upgraded to include virtually 

any European species, including other chamois, Alpine ibex, brown bear, red deer, mouflon, wild boar 
and many more. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation 

during the hunt is mostly by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, English-speaking guide, 
transportation during hunting, meet & greet upon arrival at Skopje Airport, RT transfers to concession 

and accommodations/meals in local inns and hotels. Not included are dipping/packing/shipping of 
trophies and gratuities. Past success on these hunts has been 100%. Bob lived in Europe 26 years 

and founded the Hunting Consortium there. They have the largest portfolio of European hunting options of all the hunting companies in the world. 
His reputation for quality hunts in Europe is unmatched. Bob still visits the hunting areas regularly, spending several weeks in Europe each year. The 

Hunting Consortium is also the only American agency with a branch office in Europe and employees in several European countries. This company 
well-known for handling all aspects of a European hunt, as well as any sightseeing or other activities the hunter wants, in addition to the hunt. Please 

visit with Bob at his booth before the auction or contact him at the numbers listed below. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUNTING THE HUNTING 
CONSORTIUM LTD. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Bob Kern, 540-955-0090, 45 Spring House Lane, Berryville, VA 22611, 

hunt@huntcon.com, HuntCon.Com.

BOOTH #2434    Valued at $8,350 
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THU-8    FAMILY EXPEDITIONS / AVON VALLEY SAFARIS - NEW ZEALAND
6-Day/6-Night Arapawa Ram and Pacific Goat Hunt for Two Hunters and 

Two Non-Hunters in New Zealand - Includes Trophy Fees
6-day/6-night 2x1 Arapawa ram and Pacific goat hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters in 

Marlborough, New Zealand - includes trophy fees for 1x of each species for each hunter and 2 days 
of touring the Marlborough region. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available June 2024 or 

2025 and may be upgraded to include red stag, fallow, Himalayan tahr and chamois, all at current price 
list. Additional hunters are welcome at $2,875; non-hunters are welcome at $1,250 for daily rates only. 

Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package 
includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Blenheim Airport to lodge, private 

luxury lodge accommodations, private chef-prepared meals exclusive to your group, Wi-Fi, maid/laundry service, non-alcoholic beverages, full 
bar, 2 days touring the Marlborough region and use of Avon Valley Safaris firearms and ammo. Not included are dip & pack service, international 

airfare, document fees at $395, taxidermy, accommodations before/after the hunt (if needed) and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FAMILY 
EXPEDITIONS / AVON VALLEY SAFARIS - NEW ZEALAND FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Corinna Slaughter, 205-969-8150, 205-807-1392, 

207 Yorkshire Dr., Birmingham, AL 35209, corinna@familyexpeditions.com, FamilyExpeditions.Com, AvonValleySafaris.Co.Nz.

BOOTH #2731    Valued at $11,500 

THU-7A    KOS SAFARIS UGANDA
7-Day Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter in Uganda
7-day 1x1 plains game safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in Uganda. Game to be hunted at the cost of 
trophy fees include: Jackson's hartebeest, Patterson's eland, East African Defassa waterbuck, Eastern Bohor 
reedbuck, Guenther's dik-dik and oribi. Method of take is rifle only, min. 7mm caliber with 30 rounds. This hunt 
is available January-May 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $9,500; non-hunters are welcome at $1,500. Transportation during the hunt 
is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, dip & pack 
service, hunting license, firearm permit, permanent tented camp accommodations with ensuite bathrooms and 
all meals. Not included are transportation to shipper, air charter from Entebbe at $3,000 (if preferred over road 

transfer), before/after hunt expenses, trophy fees and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS KOS SAFARIS UGANDA FOR THIS 100% DONATION.  Ade Langley, 011 256 070 098 9257, 17 Bluebell Meadow, Wokingham, 
Berkshire RG415UW, UNITED KINGDOM,adehunts@gmail.com, UgandaProHunts.Com.

BOOTH #744    Valued at $15,500

THU-9    ALASKA FUR GALLERY
Natural Karakul Lamb Stroller with American Lynx Shawl Collar
Karakul lamb stroller with natural American lynx shawl collar, measures 36” in length, available in sizes 2-18 and 
exchangeable - visit donor at their booth for sizing. This timeless stroller features open sleeves, wire-stays embedded 
in collar and German hook closures. For over 70 years, internationally renowned Alaska Fur Gallery of Anchorage has 
met the fashion needs of discerning women. Malena Hausinger, 907-274-3877, 907-223-3678, 
428 W 4th Avenue, Anchorage, AK 99501, info@akfurgallery.com, AKFurGallery.Com.

BOOTH #2915    Valued at $15,500 

THU-10    ARU GAME LODGES
7-Day/8-Night Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters and 

Two Non-Hunters in Namibia - Includes Trophy Fees and More!
Aru Game Lodges, DSC’s 2018 “Outfitter of the Year”, is pleased to donate an incredible 7-day/8-night 1x1 

plains game rifle safari for two hunters and two non-hunters at their Kalakwa and Veronica Game Reserves 
in Namibia. This package includes trophy fees for 1x springbok and 1x gemsbok for each hunter, 1-day of 

wingshooting for each hunter and a special fine dining experience for the group at The Rhino Royale. This 
hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. 

Additional hunters are welcome at $520/day; non-hunters are welcome at $240/day. Transportation during 
the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. Also included are field prep, RT transfers 

from Hosea Kutako International Airport, luxury accommodations at Veronica & Kalakwa Reserves, meals, Wi-Fi, full bar and daily laundry/cleaning 
service. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, rifle hire at $70/pp and gratuities. Aru’s concession spans over 147,000 acres and 

offers a wide variety of hunting experiences ranging from red Kalahari dunes to Savannah grasslands and vast mountains, all distinctly different, yet 
abundant with wildlife and exceptional trophies. Come hunt with us in Namibia and experience the high standards of this family-run operation and the 
very BEST of Namibia! DSC references include Corey, Karyn & Kate Mason, Craig Nyhus, Russell & Mary Edith Stacy, Ricky Fairchild and many more. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ARU GAME LODGES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Danene van der Westhuyzen, 011 264 81 129 5536, Box 9222 , Windhoek, 
Khomas 9000, NAMIBIA, danene@arugamelodges.com, AruSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #3026    Valued at $18,415 
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THU-12    STEALTH VISION LLC
Seekins Custom 6.5 PRC Element Rifle with Stealth Vision 5-30x56 

Scope and Stealth Vision 10x42 Binocular
Stealth Vision is pleased to donate a custom Element 6.5 PRC rifle made to 

the winners specifications by Seekins Precision. This rifle is unique to Stealth 
Vision and different from other Seekins rifles. This rifle will have a Stealth Vision 5-30x56 scope with patent pending anti-cant green light bubble 

leveling, IP protected technology not be found in any other scope. The optical system is unique and developed by an eye surgeon who was the first 
to bring the optics developed in surgical microscopes into the hunting world. The Stealth Vision 10x42 binocular utilizes the technology in patented 

surgical reflection surfaces used in laser glaucoma surgery. This highly reflective surface in the roof prism mirror of the binocular provides the best 
image clarity available. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS STEALTH VISION LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Dr. John A. McCall Jr., 

936-546-3937, 700 East Goliad Ave., Corckett, TX 75835, doc@stealthvision.com, StealthVision.Com.

BOOTH #4767    Valued at $10,750 

THU-13    GIUSEPPE & CURRO CARRIZOSA - SPAIN
4-Day/3-Night Iberian Red Stag Hunt for Two Hunters in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees
Giuseppe & Curro Carrizosa- SPAIN is pleased to donate a 4-day/3-night 2x2 Iberian red stag rifle 
hunt for two hunters in Spain - includes trophy fees for 1x stag scoring up to 160 CIC (silver medal) for 
each hunter. This free-range hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include Gredos 
ibex at $8,900; Beceite, Southeastern and Ronda ibex at $7,900/each; mouflon sheep, fallow deer and 
Balearean boc at $4,900/each; Pyrenean and Cantabrian chamois at $5,900/each; aoudad at $6,900 and 
roe deer at $3,900. Additional hunters are welcome at $890/day; observers are welcome at $390/day. 
This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, reception at Madrid International Airport, 
assistance with gun clearance and gun permit fees, all land transportation, full-board/first-class 
accommodations, English-speaking professional guide and scouting of the area prior to hunters’ 
arrival. Not included are dip & pack service, hunting insurance at $95/pp, hunting licenses at $295/pp, 
gratuities and 21% VAT on total hunt value. DSC references include Chris Hudson, Ivan Carter, Barret 

Simpson, Stephen Bindon, Terry Prisk, Jesse Kirk, Hubert Thummler, Fred & Sandy Mesch, Mike Richardson, Steve Henry, Paul Barstad, Steve 
Hornady, Gary & Denise Loveless, Joshua & Heather Spies and many more. Curro Carrizosa, 011 34 913 572 064, Calle Libra 47, Madrid 28023, SPAIN, 
giuseppecarrizosa@gmail.com, GiuseppeCarrizosa.Com.

BOOTH #3612    Valued at $18,000 

THU-14    TROPIC STAR LODGE
6-Day/7-Night Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers in Panama

Enjoy a 6-day/7-night 2x1 fishing adventure for two anglers in Piñas Bay, Panama at the world-famous 
Tropic Star Lodge. Located in the remote Darien jungles of Panama, Tropic Star Lodge is known 

worldwide for its amazing fishing, first-rate amenities and numerous world records. Enjoy 6 full days 
fishing for blue marlin, billfish and many other species aboard a Classic 31’ Bertram boat, complete with 
a highly-skilled captain and first mate. This package includes double occupancy lodge accommodations, 
all meals, select non-alcoholic beverages, exclusive use of the boat and fishing tackle. Not included are 

flights to Panama, overnight hotel stay in Panama City, transfers at $715/pp, additional purchases and 
gratuities. See outfitter for availability and cost of additional anglers, as well as upgraded boats and/

or accommodations. This trip is non-transferable and must be scheduled March-September or December 2024 or March-May 2025. DSC references 
include Tim Fallon, Mark & Peggy Rose, Gary & Eda Rose and Bill & Carolyn Newlin. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TROPIC STAR LODGE FOR THIS 100% 

DONATION. Jess Collins, 800-682-3424, 407-843-0125, Tropic Star Lodge, Pinas Bay, Darien, PANAMA, jess@tropicstar.net, TropicStar.Com.

BOOTH #3219    Valued at $15,000 

THU-11    GAME HUNTING IRELAND
3-Day/4-Night Royal Wingshooting Experience for Two Hunters and 
Two Non-Hunters in Ireland
Experience Ireland at its best with Game Hunting Ireland and live like royalty for the 
duration of your stay at the 5-star Dromoland Castle on this 3-day/4-night 1x1 wingshooting 
hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters for pheasant, partridge and duck and 3 days 
of touring for the non-hunters. This hunt is available November-December 2024 or 2025 
and may be upgraded to include additional hunters at $6,750 and non-hunters at $1,250. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by stalking 
with guides over well-trained pointing dogs. This package includes field prep, 5-star Irish 
castle accommodations, 2 days of driven bird hunting, 1 day of upland bird hunting, RT 

ground transfers from Shannon Airport, Irish hunting license and permit, use of Game Hunting Ireland’s shotguns, shells, beverages and all meals. 
Not included are bird cleaning/processing/freezing, transportation to shipper, travel/hunting insurance and gratuities. Touring opportunities are 
abundant and include stirring views atop the soaring Cliffs of Moher to the time-worn crevices and cracks of the Burren’s stone landscape - not to 
mention world-renowned golf destinations like Trump International Doonbeg, Lahinch Golf Links and Dromoland Castle Golf Club. Take in Clare’s 
whale watching or historic spots like Bunratty and Knappogue Castle (famous for their wonderful medieval banquets) - all of this within an hour’s 
drive. Here at Game Hunting Ireland, our goal is to provide our clients with the very best of what hunting has to offer in Ireland. Specializing in 
wing hunting and big game stalking, covering red deer, sika deer, fallow, ibex and multi horned sheep, as well as woodcock and snipe. Our summer 
packs include bolting rabbit, pigeon and crow, which can work seamlessly with our selection of top-class fishing opportunities for cast & blast 
enthusiasts. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GAME HUNTING IRELAND FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kevin Lynch, 011 061 36 7870, 
011 087 363 0130, Sixmile Bridge, Ennis, Co Clare V95N621, IRELAND, enquiries@gamehuntingireland.com, GameHuntingIreland.Com.

BOOTH #1358    Valued at $16,000 
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THU-16    AFRICAN FIELD SPORTS
6-Day/7-Night White Rhino Vita Dart Hunt for One Hunter and 

One Non-Hunter in Eastern Cape, South Africa
Murray Ranches is one of the very few outfitters in South Africa approved by the Department of 

Economic Affairs, Environment and Tourism for rhino darting as part of their management plan for 
white rhino. This 6-day/7-night 1x1 adventure is for one hunter and one non-hunter in the beautiful 
Eastern Cape Province of South Africa and includes vita darting one white rhino. Hunt is available 

in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include plains game hunting at current rates. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $550/day; non-hunters are welcome at $225/day. Transportation during the 

hunt is mostly by spot & stalk and vehicle. This package includes luxury accommodations while on 
safari, all meals and locally sourced liquor. Not included are road transfers from Port Elizabeth Airport at $350/vehicle each way, vet fee/insurance at 

$2,800 and gratuities. DSC references include Amy Callender McBee, Russell & Mary Edith Stacy and Corey & Amber Knowlton. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS AFRICAN FIELD SPORTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Merika Botha, 011 27 48 881 3816, 011 27 83 455 8080, PO Box 389, Cradock, Eastern Cape 

Province 5880, SOUTH AFRICA, afs@murrayranches.co.za, AfricanFieldSports.Co.Za.
BOOTH #2434    Valued at $15,750 

THU-15    BATTENKILL FARMS
3-Day/2-Night Whitetail Deer Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Upstate New York - Includes Best Available Whitetail
Battenkill Farms invites one hunter and one non-hunter for a 3-day/2-night 1x1 whitetail deer hunting 
adventure in beautiful Upstate New York - includes trophy fee for best available whitetail (expect 200”+ 
class and quite possibly up to 300” class). Method of take is rifle or muzzleloader; shotgun may be used 
as an alternate. This estate hunt is available September 15-November 15, 2024 or 2025 (with October 
15th being the best date to experience the region’s legendary fall foliage) and may be upgraded to 
include elk at $20,000+, depending on the class. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at 
current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot 
& stalk and closed blinds. This outstanding package includes field prep, trophy pack/crate, hunting 
license, RT transfers from Albany International Airport, accommodations in the main lodge or mountain-
top cabins, hearty meals and non-alcoholic beverages. Not included are transportation to shipper, 

taxidermy, meat processing, spirits (can be obtained locally at cost) and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BATTENKILL FARMS FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Dan Jennings, 413-822-1040, 1776 Co. Rd. 153, Salem, NY 12865, dan@battenkillfarms.com, BattenkillFarms.Com.

BOOTH #634    Valued at $20,000 

THU-17    KURANUI NEW ZEALAND HUNTING
5-Day/4-Night Red Stag Hunt for One Hunter in New Zealand - 
Includes Trophy Fee and Hunting Apparel
Kuranui New Zealand Hunting invites one hunter for a truly unique hunting experience on 
this 5-day/4-night 1x1 red stag rifle hunt in the Mamaku Ranges of New Zealand’s North 
Island - includes trophy fee for stag scoring up to 400 SCI and Stoney Creek NZ hunting 
apparel valued at $2,000. This hunt is available May-August 2025 only and may be upgraded 
to include additional days, hunters/non-hunters, other species including fallow buck, feral 
goat, Arapawa ram or exclusive access to some of New Zealand’s most scenic South Island 
back country for tahr and chamois, all at current price list. Brent is a commercial helicopter 
operator with Kuranui’s own private MD500 with easy access to NZ’s backcountry so 
upgrade options are endless. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by spot & stalk; a 

reasonable standard of fitness is an advantage; however, all guests are assured an exciting and successful hunt. This package includes field prep, 
delivery of trophies to local expediter or taxidermist, guide service, apparel package as listed, trophy fees as listed, RT transfers from Tauranga 
Airport, luxury lodge accommodations, pre-dinner NZ beers, outstanding meals and wine with evening dining. Not included are dip & pack service, 
expediting, other accommodations before/after the hunt, upgrades, other alcoholic beverages, sightseeing, firearm permit and gratuities. Kuranui 
transverses the rolling foothills of the Mamaku Range, home to some of the most incredible red stags in the world. Hunting this beautiful land for 
some of the world’s finest trophies will be among your most precious memories. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KURANUI NEW ZEALAND HUNTING 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Brent McConnell, 011 64 21 56 0002, 1420 State Highway 5, R.D.2, Tirau 3485, NEW ZEALAND, 
brent@kuranui.com, Kuranui.Com.

BOOTH #3156    Valued at $21,500 

THU-18    DAWIE FOURIE ARTS
"Any Hunter's Dream" - Original Oil on Canvas by South African 

Elephant Artist Dawie Fourie
"Any Hunter's Dream" - Original oil on canvas by South African elephant artist Dawie Fourie, 

measures 45"x60" and comes gallery wrapped. In keeping with tradition, world-renowned 
elephant artist Dawie Fourie, has again donated a large elephant painting. The artist is best 

known for his massive paintings of big tuskers. This painting depicts a typical bull in Northern 
Botswana. The evocative scene is "Any Hunter's Dream". Fourie believes elephants, being 

big animals, deserve big canvases when you paint them and chose to paint in his preferred 
medium – oils on canvas. Dawie Fourie, 011 27 82 332 5641, PO Box 1010 , Komatipoort, 

Mpumalanga 1340, SOUTH AFRICA, dawiefouriearts@gmail.com, SouthAfricanArtists.Com.

    Valued at $25,000 
(Work in Progress)
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THU-20    WOLLASTON LAKE LODGE
4-Day/5-Night Freshwater Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers in Northern Canada

In the remote reaches of Canada’s serene northern wilderness, lies one of the finest freshwater 
fisheries in the entire world - the incomparable Wollaston Lake. More than 100 miles long and 

400 feet deep, Wollaston Lake and its surrounding estuaries attract anglers worldwide with its 
vast quantities of trophy-sized species in the Grand Slam of freshwater fishing: northern pike, lake 

trout, Arctic grayling and walleye. The magnificence of the fishery is matched only by the beauty 
and comfort of the Wollaston Lake Lodge, a spectacular retreat fully staffed to meet your highest 

expectations and then some! This 4-day/5-night fishing adventure for two anglers is available 
June-August 2024 only and includes 2x1 guided fishing, overnight hotel accommodations for 

inbound trip, RT air charters from Winnipeg Airport to lodge, all meals, evening wine with dinner, 
modern cabin accommodations, Wi-Fi and daily housekeeping/laundry service. Not included are 
gratuities, spa services, tackle, liquor, fishing equipment (may be rented), daily fly-out trips and 

fishing licenses at $100/pp. Additional anglers, as well as non-anglers, are welcome at $6,400. 
DSC references include David & Kathy Allison, Roy Salley, Charles Potter, Ronnie Williamson, 

Fred McDonald Sr., John Ackley, Rick Warren and Dick Robins. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
WOLLASTON LAKE LODGE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mike Lembke, 800-328-0628, 605-830-1065, 

3910 Thatcher Ave., Saskatoon, Saskatchewan S7R-1A4, CANADA, info@wollastonlakelodge.com, WollastonLakeLodge.Com.

BOOTH #2447    Valued at $12,800 

THU-22    GAME TRACKERS AFRICA
10-Day/11-Night Cape Buffalo and Hippo Hunt for One Hunter 

in Tanzania - Includes Trophy Fees
Life Members and longtime DSC supporters, Jaco and Magdel Oosthuizen of Game Trackers Africa, 

are pleased to donate a 10-day/11-night 1x1 Cape buffalo and hippo rifle hunt for one hunter in 
Tanzania’s famed Selous Game Reserve - includes trophy fees for best available species. This free-

range hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include leopard - see 
outfitter for details. Additional hunters are welcome at $2,675/day; non-hunters are welcome at 
$350/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot 
& stalk. This package includes 1x1 guiding, field prep, transportation to shipper, luxury A-frame 
safari-style tent accommodations with ensuite bath, daily maid/laundry service, beverages, full 

bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service at $1,200, RT air charter from Dar es Salaam 
Airport to camp by Cessna 208 Caravan at $6,000 or by ground transfer at $1,250/vehicle, hunting 
permit at $1,500, rifle permit at $350, trophy export docs at $500, Conservation & Community fees 

at $2,000 for hunters and $1,000 for non-hunters, hotel accommodations before/after the hunt in 
Dar es Salaam at approx. $300/night and gratuities. NOTE: $5,000 deposit is required at booking to secure hunt dates. DSC references include Craig 

Boddington, Dr. Byron Hodge, Corey & Karyn Mason, Gordon Todd, Brooks Puckett, Don Schmidt, JD & Andi Mason, Derrick Hunt, Raymon Hunt, Al & 
Lynn Holland, Steve Vobach, JB Smith and Ryan Dupriest. A.J. Oosthuizen, 011 264 64 463 418, 011 264 81 146 9982, 3 Sidewinder Crescent, Swakopmund, 

Erongo Region 13001, NAMIBIA, magdel@gametrackersafrica.com, jaco@gametrackersafrica.com, GameTrackersAfrica.Com.

BOOTH #2907    Valued at $33,125 

THU-21    BARANOF JEWELERS
Tanzanite and Diamond Ring Set in 14K White Gold
This natural 12.00 carat tanzanite and diamond ring is set in 14k white gold with 0.75 total carat weight in 
diamonds. Tanzanite is blue violet in color, diamonds are F color and Vs1 clarity. Tony Hernandez, 435-658-
3877, 435-513-2776, 537 Main Street, Park City, UT 84060, baranofjewelers@msn.com, BaranofJewelers.Com.

 BOOTH #3334    Valued at $36,000 

THU-19    MILES & MILES OUTFITTERS
4-Day/4-Night High-Volume FULL HOUSE Dove Hunt for up to Twenty (20) 
Hunters in Argentina
4-day/4-night 1x1 high-volume FULL HOUSE dove hunt for up to twenty (20) hunters at the La Catalina 
Lodge in Cordoba, Argentina. This hunt is available year-round in 2024 or any year thereafter with no 
expiration. Non-hunters are welcome in lieu of hunters at an additional $1,600/pp. Transportation during 
the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This package includes 5-star accommodations, laundry service, Wi-Fi, 
complimentary phone use and delicious meals. Not included are field prep, RT transfers from Cordoba 
Airport at $150/pp, licenses/permits at $260/pp, shotgun shells at $20/box for 20 ga. and $22/box for 
28 ga., gun rental at $100/pp/day, open bar fee at $350/pp, field management fee at $25/pp/day, personal 
expenditures and gratuities (recommended at $50/pp/day for bird-boys and $50/pp/day for lodge staff). 
NOTE: Donor recommends a minimum of (10) hunters to have exclusive rights to the lodge for duration 
of the hunt. DSC references include Bill & Cindy Swisher, Brooks & Elyse Puckett, Abe & Tori Nayfa, 
Greg Oliver, Jim Tolson and Will Beecherl. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MILES & MILES OUTFITTERS 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Nico Miles, 011 54 9351 6810187, La Catalina, Villa Totoral, Cordoba 5236, 
ARGENTINA, nicomiles220@gmail.com, info@milesandmilesoutfitters.com, MilesAndMilesOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #2126    Valued at $31,800 
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THU-23    LOCHOW RANCH POND & LAKE MANAGEMENT
4,000 Pure Florida Strain Largemouth Bass Fingerlings
Largemouth bass are the most sought after recreational sport fish in the southeastern United States and 
often the focal species in private lake management. There are many aspects of a fishery that help promote the 
development of trophy bass: water quality, habitat, abundance/diversity of forage fish and bass genetics. Not 
all these factors are controllable, so focusing efforts on what can be manipulated (such as bass genetics) will 
provide the best opportunity for your fishery to be elite. In Texas, both northern and Florida strain largemouth 
bass are found in private lakes with hybrid of the two being the norm. As a rule, Florida bass will grow more 
quickly and will attain a much larger maximum size than their native counterparts. With proper management and 
input, 100% pure Florida strain largemouth bass are expected to grow up to four pounds in one year and reach 
ten pounds in as little as three years from the date of stocking. Available in Texas only late spring 2024. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS LOCHOW RANCH POND & LAKE MANAGEMENT FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Cash Conrad, 
979-703-7988, 979-587-5289, PO Box 5130, Bryan, TX 77805, wconrad@lochowranch.com, LochowRanch.Com.

BOOTH #3123    Valued at $10,000 

THU-24    DRIFTWOOD VALLEY OUTFITTERS
9-Day Canadian Moose or Mountain Goat Hunt for One Hunter 

in Northern B.C., Canada - Includes Trophy Fee
Driftwood Valley Outfitters is pleased to donate a 9-day 1x1 Canadian moose or mountain goat 

hunt for one hunter in northern British Columbia, Canada - includes trophy fee for hunter’s 
choice of 1x species. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available September-October 

(moose) and August-September (goat) 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include a 2nd 
animal of either species at $7,500 each, or black bear at $3,500. Additional hunters are 

welcome at $15,000; non-hunters are welcome at $2,800. Transportation during the hunt is 
mostly by plane with hunting done on foot and by spot & stalk. This package includes field 

prep, transportation to shipper, cabin/spike camp accommodations and all meals. Not included 
are transfers from Smithers, B.C. to hotel at $100 each way, RT float plane transfers to camp 

at $1,155, hunting license and tag at $860, CITES permit at $50, before/after hunt accommodations in Smithers at $150/night and gratuities. DSC 
references include Corey, Karyn & Kate Mason. 100% proceeds benefit Driftwood Outdoor Guide & Business Apprenticeship (DOGBA). NOTE: 5% 

buyer’s premium will be added to the final bid price of this item, which will be dedicated to the Dallas Safari Club (DSC). If the winner refuses to pay 
the premium required, the item shall be offered to the next highest bidder for the price they bid. Michael Schneider, 250-961-2079, 10125 Trebe Rd., 

Prince George, BC V2N 5B4, CANADA, michaelinthemountains@gmail.com, HuntDriftwood.Com.

BOOTH #665    Valued at $15,000 

THU-25    DUMUKWA SAFARIS
10-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Adult Hunters and Two Youth Hunters 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fee Credit
10-day 2x1 plains game safari for two adult hunters and two youth hunters (under age 18) in the 
Limpopo Province of South Africa - includes $5,000 trophy fee credit for each adult hunter and 2x 
cull animals (outfitter’s choice) for each youth hunter. Method of take is rifle, bow or handgun; 
semi-automatic rifles are restricted. This hunt is available April-October 2024 or 2025 and may 
be upgraded to include additional species exceeding the credit at current price list. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $400/day; non-hunters are welcome at $200/day. Transportation during 
the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to local taxidermist, RT transfers from Polokwane International Airport, modern 
thatched roof lodge accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, beverages, including beer & 
wine and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, accommodations before/after the hunt in 

Johannesburg (if needed) and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DUMUKWA SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Elene Gerhardt, 
011 072 394 8588, 011 082 378 0733, PO Box 30, Alldays, Limpopo 0909, SOUTH AFRICA, dumukwasafari@icon.co.za, Dumukwa.Com.

BOOTH #766    Valued at $22,000 

THU-26    ESTANCIA EL CARRIZAL
5-Day/6-Night Big Game Hunt for Four Hunters in Argentina - 

Includes Trophy Fees
5-day/6-night 1x1 big game hunt for four hunters in La Pampa, Argentina - includes trophy fees 

for 1x axis deer (up to silver medal), 1x multihorned sheep, 1x blackbuck and 1x European boar, all 
to be shared by hunters on a 1x trophy per hunter basis. Method of take is rifle or bow. This free-

range hunt is available October-November 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional 
species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $2,750 (plus the cost of trophy 
fees); non-hunters are welcome at $1,375. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle 
with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, 

full-board/world-class accommodations, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack 
service, RT transfers from Bahia Blanca Airport at $150/pp, big game hunting licenses at $450/hunter, tags at $75/animal and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 
deposit per hunter will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DSC references include Steve & Yvonne Miller, Tim & Susie Geppert, Larry & Ellen 

Bell, Jim Shoppa and Paul Clampitt. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ESTANCIA EL CARRIZAL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Carlos Torriglia, 011 54 94 
341 604 9616, Sargento Cabral 416 P 8, Rosario, Santa Fe 2000, ARGENTINA, info@estanciaelcarrizal.com, EstanciaElCarrizal.Com.

BOOTH #2410    Valued at $17,000 
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THU-28    AFRICA MAXIMUM SAFARIS
8-Day/9-Night Cape Buffalo and Sable Hunt for Two Hunters and 

Two Non-Hunters in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
8-day/9-night 1x1 Cape buffalo and sable hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters in South 

Africa - includes trophy fees for 1x Cape buffalo up to 42” and 1x sable up to 43”, to be shared by 
hunters. Method of take is rifle only with a max of 100 rounds. This hunt is available February-
November 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include extra days or other species at current 
price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $420/day; non-hunters are welcome at $210/day. 

Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field prep, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport, luxury safari 

lodge accommodations and meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, 
import permits, arrival/departure days at $210/pp and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 

AFRICA MAXIMUM SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jacques Senekal, 011 27 82 802 3919, PO Box 94, Swartruggens, NW Province 2835, 
SOUTH AFRICA, africamaximum@gmail.com, AfricaMaximum.Co.Za.

BOOTH #1080    Valued at $27,960 

THU-29    CAVNER & JULIAN INC.
9-Day Luxury Lodge and Yacht Fishing Adventure for One Angler in Alaska
Cavner and Julian, Stonewood Lodge and Northwest Odyssey, have all teamed up to offer this 
9-day all-inclusive Lodge & Yacht fishing adventure for one angler in Alaska for salmon, trout and 
other species. This premier trip is perfect for anyone looking for world-class fly/spin fishing and 
backcountry tourism in the Lake Clark and Katmai National Parks. Activities can include fishing 
the famous Mulchatna River in the Bristol Bay watershed, bear/wildlife viewing, scenic flights, 
lake tour of waterfalls, hiking, kayaking, marine coastal touring and beach exploring. This trip is 
available in 2024 or 2025 and includes overnight stays at all three destinations - Stonewood Lodge, 
historic Marabou Landing and Northwest Odyssey, a specialized sportsmen’s yacht where guests 
will enjoy unparalleled coastline views of the magnificent State Parks up close. No upgrades are 
necessary as this package also includes RT domestic flights to/from lodge, fishing licenses, daily 

fly-outs (depending on your interests), delicious homecooked meals, 1x1 guided fishing, use of all fishing gear and any other equipment that may be 
needed will be provided. From Alaskan-style modern accommodations, dining on fresh-caught seafood, to exquisite mountain and glacier views, you’ll 
find yourself completely immersed in the heart of true Alaska. Additional guests are welcome at current rates, based on availability. Preston Cavner, 
907-223-9386, 907-717-4427, 1 Dice Bay, Port Alsworth, AK 99653, cavneralaska@gmail.com, HuntingAdventure.Com.

BOOTH #2534    Valued at $14,500 
THU-30    ITALIAN SAFARI

5-Day/4-Night Roe Deer Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in Central Italy - Includes Trophy Fees

Italian Safari invites two hunters and two non-hunters for a 5-day/4-night (3 hunting days) 2x1 roe deer 
hunt in Central Italy - includes trophy fees for 1x roe deer for each hunter, best available and a traditional 

truffle hunt where guests will taste the results at dinner, as well as a wine tasting at a Montefalco winery, 
the most popular wine of Umbria region. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available June-

September 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include a second roe deer, chamois, wild boar and red 
stag, all at current price list. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot 
& stalk. This package includes trophy transportation to local taxidermist, country hotel accommodations, 

guide service, meals, trophy fees for listed species and exclusive truffle hunt and wine tasting during 
hunting days. Not included are field prep, dip & pack service, RT transfers from Rome or Florence Airports 

to hotel at $600-$700, hunting license at $200/pp, rifle hire at $250/pp, any before/after hunt expenses, 
22% VAT on total donation value ($3,410), alcoholic beverages and gratuities. We encourage you to extend your stay to visit the Tuscan and Umbria 

region and some of the places making Italy one of the most important tourist locations in the world from Rome and Florence to Venice, Amalfi and others! 
Leone Rossi di Montelera, 011 39 335 640 5756, Piazza Solferino 20, Torino 10121, ITALY, aloisio.carrassi@italiansafari.com, ItalianSafari.Com.

 BOOTH #2919    Valued at $15,500 

THU-27    SPANISH HUNT NACHO ARIAS
5-Day Southeastern Ibex Hunt for One Hunter in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
Nacho Arias is pleased to donate this 5-day (3 hunting days) 1x1 Southeastern ibex rifle hunt for one 
hunter in Spain - includes trophy fee for ibex scoring up to bronze medal. Hunt is good until trophy is 
taken, wounded or three reasonable chances have been missed or passed over up to a maximum of 
three hunting days. This estate hunt is available year-round in 2024 only and may be upgraded to include 
larger ibex at $300 per point or other Spanish game at current price list. Winner will enjoy sightseeing, 
shopping and very personal treatment hunting with Nacho. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$880/day; non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 
vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local 
shipper, reception at Granada International Airport, clearance of guns, RT transfers from airport to 
concession, professional English-speaking local game scout, first-class accommodations and meals. 
Not included are dip & pack service, hunting license/insurance at $600, taxidermy, trophy shipping, 
gratuities, airfare, hotels in Granada, expenses before/after the hunt and 21% VAT on donation value 

at $2,772. This donation cannot be combined with another donated Spanish hunt. Past donation buyers cannot buy this hunt. Nacho Arias, 
011 34 64 994 2107, C/La Tea 7, 3, Plasencia, Caceres 10600, SPAIN, nachorodriguezarias@gmail.com, NachoAriasSpanishHunt.Com.

BOOTH #2022    Valued at $13,200 
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THU-31    UGANDA WILDLIFE SAFARIS
8-Day/9-Night Sitatunga and Nile Bushbuck Hunt for One Hunter in Uganda 
Uganda Wildlife Safaris is pleased to donate this 8-day/9-night 1x1 sitatunga and Nile bushbuck 
hunt for one hunter in Uganda - trophy fees for species are at winner’s cost. Method of take is 
rifle with soft nose bullets or bow. This hunt is available June 2024-2026 and may be upgraded 
to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $1,950/
day; non-hunters are welcome at $450/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle 
with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, luxury tented camp 
accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, non-alcoholic beverages, full bar and all meals. 
Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, RT ground transfers from Entebbe 
Airport to concession at $1,500, hunting license at $2,500, firearm import license, rifle hire & 
ammunition, medical evacuation, personal insurance, hotel accommodations before/after the 
hunt in Entebbe at $250/night and gratuities. NOTE: $2,000 deposit is required at booking to 

secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS UGANDA WILDLIFE SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Christian Weth, 
011 256 784 356 988, Plot 616 St. Andrew Kaggwa Road, Munyonyo, PO Box 70513, Clock Tower, UGANDA, 
christian.weth@uganda-wildlife-safaris.com, Uganda-Wildlife-Safaris.Com.

BOOTH #1815    Valued at $25,000 

THU-32    MADUBULA SAFARIS
2-Day/3-Night Big Game Hunt for One Hunter in Santo, Texas - Includes Trophy Fees

2-day/3-night 1x1 axis, blackbuck and aoudad hunt for one hunter in Santo, Texas - includes trophy 
fees for best available species. Method of take is hunter’s choice. This hunt is available year-round in 

2024 or 2025. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by spot and stalk. This package includes field 
prep, accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, all meals and full bar, including beer/wine. Not 

included are dip & pack service, transportation to taxidermist and gratuities. Arrival/departure point 
is at the ranch in Santo, Texas. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MADUBULA SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% 

DONATION. Lauri Abraham, 817-235-9449, 1885 Ward Mountain Road, Palo Pinto, TX 76484, 
lauri@madubula.com, Madubula.Com.

BOOTH #2719    Valued at $16,750 

THU-33    TURKISH FRONTIER
5-Day/4-Night Wild Boar Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in Turkey - Includes Trophy Fees
5-day/4-night (+2 transfer days) 2x1 wild boar rifle hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters in 
Turkey - includes trophy fees for 8x best available male wild boar (4x per hunter). This estate hunt 
is available March-October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional wild boar at 
$750/each or other species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $5,750; 
non-hunters are welcome at $1,750. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot 
with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes RT airport ground transfers to/from 
host location (Antalya, Ankara, Eskisehir, Çorum, Yozgat, Erzurum, Elazig, Giresun, Kastamonu, 
Konya), lodge/hotel accommodations and all meals. Not included are field prep at $100/hunter, 
trophy shipping, dip & pack service at $100/hunter, licenses/permits at $500/hunter, govt. fee at 
$300/hunter, before/after hunt accommodations at $150-$200/night and gratuities. DSC reference 

includes Blake Barnett. Recep Ecer, 011 90 532 212 34 01, 011 90 543 808 1 888, Fener Mah Bulent Ecevit, Blvd., Cem Apt. No. 25/3, Muratpasa, Antalya 
07160, TURKEY, turkishfrontier@gmail.com, recepecer@gmail.com, Frontier.Com.Tr.

BOOTH #3244    Valued at $17,000 

THU-34    MASHAMBANZOU SAFARIS
7-Day/8-Night Crocodile Hunt for One Hunter and One 

Non-Hunter in Mozambique - Includes Trophy Fee
7-day/8-night 1x1 crocodile rifle hunt for one hunter and one non-

hunter in Mozambique on the Zambezi River - includes trophy fee for 
best available croc. This hunt is available April-November 2024 or 2025 

and may be upgraded to include additional crocodile, hippo (quota 
permitting) at $5,000 and plains game at current price list. Additional 

hunters are welcome at $9,100; non-hunters are welcome at $1,750. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by boat with hunting done 
by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, permanent chalet 

accommodations with ensuite bathroom and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper at $300, RT air charter from Beira 
Airport to camp at approx. $3,200, hunting license at $350, gun permit at $250, CITES permit and gratuities. Grant Taylor, 011 25 88 25 33 0796, 

Rua do Aeroporto, Terminals de Carga, Beira, Sofala, MOZAMBIQUE, grant@mashambanzousafaris.com, MashambanzouSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #1181    Valued at $15,850 
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THU-36    QUAGGA SAFARIS
7-Day/8-Night Plains Game Safari for Three Hunters in the 

Limpopo Province of South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
Join Quagga Safaris and hunt the famous 56,000 acre Manketti Game Reserve 

on this once-in-a-lifetime 7-day/8-night 2x1 plains game safari for three 
hunters in the Mecca of all hunting areas, the Limpopo Province of South 

Africa. Hunters will share the following trophies: 3x zebra, 3x blue wildebeest, 
3x impala; plus culling 6x impala, (15 animals total!). Method of take is rifle, 

bow or handgun; semi-automatics are restricted. This hunt is available March-
October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at 

current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $350/day; non-hunters 
are welcome at $200/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly vehicle with 

hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation 
to local shipper, 5-star thatch roof safari lodge accommodations, maid/laundry 

service, Wi-Fi, beverages (including full bar) and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport 
at $1,000, accommodations before the hunt in Johannesburg at approx. $250/night and gratuities. Quagga Safaris has been offering quality safaris 

for over 30 years, but this hunt is of the next level - so don’t not miss out! DSC references include Brian Fienhold, Charlie Brown and 
Rob Keck. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS QUAGGA SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Erik Visser, 011 27 82 779 5207, Farm Zonderwater, 

Lephalale, Limpopo 0555, SOUTH AFRICA, safari@quagga.co.za, QuaggaSafari.Com.

BOOTH #3119    Valued at $18,000 

THU-35    SOUTH PACIFIC SAFARIS
7-Day/6-Night Big Game Hunt for Three Hunters in New Zealand - 
Includes Trophy Fees
7-day/6-night 2x1 big game wilderness rifle hunt for three hunters on New Zealand’s 
South Island - includes trophy fees for 1x red stag scoring up to 360” (silver medal), 
1x tahr and 1x chamois (both best available), all shared by hunters on a 1x trophy per 
person basis. This hunt is available mid-February-late July in 2024 or 2025 and 
may be upgraded to include elk, fallow deer and more, all at current price list. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $500/day; non-hunters are welcome at 
$275/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting 
done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT 
transfers from Christchurch Airport, luxury lodge accommodations, maid/laundry 
service, Wi-Fi, beverages, including full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack 
service, helicopter time at approx. $2,500, accommodations before/after the hunt in 

Christchurch at $150/pp and gratuities. Louise Harkerss, 011 064 274 5934, 2220 State Hwy 1, Kaikoura, Canterbury 7374, NEW ZEALAND, 
info@safaris.co.nz, Safaris.Co.NZ.

BOOTH #1724    Valued at $17,000 

THU-37    SIERRA BRAVA LODGES / RIO BRAVO LODGE
3-Day/4-Night Dove Hunt for Eight (8) Hunters in Sante Fe, Argentina
Amazing 3-day/4-night dove hunt for eight (8) hunters at the beautiful Rio Bravo Lodge 
on the banks of the Parana River in Santa Fe, Argentina. This hunt is available August-
December 2024 and 2025 and may be upgraded to include fishing at current price 
list. Up to eight additional guests can be accommodated in the eight deluxe double 
occupancy rooms with ensuite bathrooms. Additional hunters are welcome at current 
rates at $590/day; hunters cannot be substituted for non-hunters, but non hunters 
may be added at $350/day or $1,050 for the 3 nights. Transportation during the hunt 
is mostly by vehicle. This package includes meet and assistance on arrival/departure 
at Santa Fe Airport, luxury deluxe double occupancy accommodations with private 
bathroom, all gourmet meals, free Wi-Fi, swimming pool, open bar (soft drinks, beer, 
fine wines and local liquors), professionally guided hunts, field transfers, well-trained 
and experienced personal assistants and full-time coordinator from the moment you 

book your trip. Not included are airfares, RT transfers from Santa Fe Airport, hunting licenses/field fees/gun rentals at $950 total per hunter, shells 
at $19.95/box (current price and subject to change) and gratuities. NOTE: $475 deposit per hunter will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. If 
no payment is received in 10 days, dates will be released. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SIERRA BRAVA LODGE / RIO BRAVO LODGE FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Trevor Penny, 832-498-0080, Fax 281-532-0648, PO Box 915, Kemah,TX 77565, trevor@trevorpenny.com, SierraBrava.Com.

BOOTH #3316    Valued at $14,160 
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THU-38    LAZY CK RANCH
5-Day/4-Night Blue Wildebeest and Waterbuck Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Hunt, Texas - Includes Trophy Fees
5-day/4-night 1x1 blue wildebeest and waterbuck hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter 
at the Lazy CK Ranch in Hunt, Texas - includes trophy fees for 1x of each species, best 
available. Method of take is hunter’s choice. This hunt is available September 2024 or 2025 
and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters 
and non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 
vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation 
to taxidermist, lodging, all meals, open bar and access to all amenities. Not included are dip 
& pack service, exotic hunting license (purchased at ranch) and staff gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is at the ranch in Hunt, Texas. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LAZY CK 
RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Allen Robinson, 830-640-3200, 6400 Hwy 39, 
Hunt, TX 78024, businessoffice@lazyckranch.com, LazyCKRanch.Com.

BOOTH #381    Valued at $19,000 

THU-39    GREAT EUROPEAN HUNTS
4-Day Fallow OR Roe Deer Hunt for Two Hunters in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees

Ignacio Navasques of Great European Hunts invites two hunters to Spain for a fantastic 4-day 1x1 
guided European fallow deer or roe deer rifle hunt - includes trophy fees for hunters’ choice of 

1x species: fallow deer up to 160 CIC or roe deer up to 100 CIC (European scoring system). This estate 
hunt is available April-June (roe deer) or September-December 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded 
to include Beceite, Gredos, SE & Ronda ibex at $8,900/each, Pyrenean and Cantabrian chamois at 

$5,500/each, Iberian red deer and Iberian mouflon, amongst other species; consult outfitter for details. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $750/day; observers are welcome at $400/day. This package 
includes field prep, airport reception, gun clearance, all ground transfers, 1x1 guide, interpreter 

services and first-class accommodations with meals at Ignacio’s XVII century fully renovated 
Spanish hacienda. Not included are hunting licenses at $250/pp/area, hunting insurance at $150/pp, 

taxidermy at $250/trophy, packing/shipping of trophies, veterinary certificates, export permits at 
$250/trophy, before/after hunt expenses, gratuities and 21% VAT on total hunt value. Spain is one of 

the finest hunting destinations where Old World hunting traditions mix with the best trophy quality and 
spectacular hunting areas. The finest wines, cuisine and wonderful cultural experiences, combined 

with great shopping and sightseeing, make Spain a fantastic hunting destination to enjoy for both 
hunters and non-hunters alike. DSC references include Corey & Karyn Mason, J. Alain Smith, John & 

Robin LoMonaco, John Colglazier, Don & Val Senter, Pete Verdé, Merle Sampson, Mclean & Marrs Bowman, Lane Britain, Brian Fienhold and 
Mike Davis. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GREAT EUROPEAN HUNTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Ignacio Navasques, 011 34 676 988 8892, 

Convention de Valdedios 5th, Madrid 28049, SPAIN, ignacio@greateuropeanhunts.com, GreatSpanisHunts.Com.

BOOTH #3426    Valued at $16,500 

THU-40    DE KLERK SAFARIS
7-Day/7-Night Plains Game Safari for Four Hunters in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fees and Taxidermy Credit
Hans de Klerk of DE KLERK SAFARIS is pleased to donate a fantastic 7-day/7-night 4x2 plains 
game safari for four hunters in the Kalahari Desert of South  Africa - includes trophy fees for 
1x of each of the following for each hunter: springbok, warthog, steenbok, duiker and black 
backed jackal (NOTE: species and taxidermy of no show hunters cannot be transferred). Also 
included is $1,000 taxidermy credit  for each hunter ($4,000 total) with Moredou Taxidermy, 
website: www.moredoutaxidermy.com, e-mail: mortax@mailbox.co.za by owners Helgard and 
Pikkie Kotzé. Credit for animals or taxidermy can only be used by the four hunters physically on 
safari and cannot be shared. Method of take is hunters’ choice. Schedule hunt with outfitter 
March-October 2024 or 2025. This hunt may be upgraded to include additional species at 
current rates. Additional hunters are welcome at $475/day; non-hunters are welcome at 
$250/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by 
spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, luxurious thatched chalet accommodations, 
meals, guide service and trophy fees for included species. Not included are any before or 

after hunt expenses, packing/shipping of trophies, RT transportation from O.R. Tambo International Airport at $600/vehicle or $3,000/Cessna 
206 air charter and gratuities. DSC reference includes Stephen Muller, Clayton & Modesta Williams, Russell Gardiner, Tom Peden, Keith Acheson, 
Don Potteiger, Donald Ming, etc. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DE KLERK SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Hans de Klerk, 011 27 82 828 4899, 
PO Box 52 Ranch Wilzenau, Bray, Northwest Province 8620, SOUTH AFRICA, dksafaris@gmail.com, DKSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #3247    Valued at $22,300  
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30    2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Ladies Luncheon
LIVE AUCTION as of Press Time

LL-0    BAKCOU
Bakcou Grizzly Electronic Scooter
Rocky roads and tumultuous terrain don't stand a chance against the all-new Bakcou Grizzly Electric 
Scooter. Because it's powered by a Bafang 1000 watt rear hub motor and a 48V 21ah lithium-ion 
battery, the Grizzly can get you where you want to go without problem. In addition to all that power, 
this scooter has a whopping eleven inches of ground clearance. Built with a full-suspension frame 
and all-terrain fat tires, the Grizzly has the strength required to handle the power it possesses. Get 
off and on the Grizzly with ease and stealthily make your way through the backcountry. As a result of 
not having a chain, the Grizzly Electric Scooter is an ultra-quiet beast making it the perfect tool for a 
quick spot and stalk. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BAKCOU FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Teri Child, 
844-227-1096, 801-628-9206, 2840 Wadman Drive, Ogden, UT 84401, teri@bakcou.com, Bakcou.Com.

BOOTH #4352    Valued at $3,500

LL-1    RUSSELL & MARY EDITH STACY
Stylish Louis Vuitton .45ACP Pistol

Ladies! Imagine showing up to the shooting range with this stylish beast...a fantastic Louis 
Vuitton Tisas 1911 .45ACP pistol with Cerakote finish. Features include a full-size frame, 
stainless steel commander length slide, 4.25" cold hammer forged barrel, Colt® 70 Series 

internals and Novak style3-dot sights. Pistol comes unfired with two magazines and 
hard case. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RUSSELL & MARY EDITH STACY FOR 

THIS 100% DONATION.

Valued at $5,000

LL-2    JOSHUA CREEK RANCH
2-Day/2-Night European Pheasant Drive for Four Hunters in the Texas Hill Country
2-day/2-night (2 half-day hunts) 4x1 European pheasant drive for four hunters in the Texas Hill Country 
- includes simulated driven clays. Joshua Creek Ranch is the 2018 Orvis Endorsed Wingshooting Lodge 
of the Year, a Federal Premium Select Lodge and recognized by Beretta for Excellence in upland bird 
hunting. This hunt is available January 2024-March 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional 
half-day hunts at $795/gun. Additional hunters are welcome at $2,500; non-hunters are welcome at 
$600. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by foot. This package includes 5-star luxury private house 
accommodations with ensuite bath, transfers to/from hunting fields, guiding over well-trained, pointing-
flushing dogs and all meals. Not included are Texas hunting licenses with upland stamps at $35 (available 
at the lodge's Pro Shop), ammo, gun rental at $30/half-day or $60/full-day, alcoholic beverages, game 
bird processing, taxes and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is at the ranch near Boerne, TX; closest 

airports are San Antonio or Kerrville. Non-residents of Texas may obtain a banded bird license. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS JOSHUA CREEK 
RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kevin Welborn, 830-537-5090, 713-504-5287, Fax 830-537-4766, 132 Cravey Road, Boerne, TX 78006, 
kevin@joshuacreek.com, JoshuaCreek.Com.

BOOTH #1065    Valued at $10,000
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LL-3    MCDOUGALL LODGE ALASKA
6-Day/5-Night Fishing Trip for Two Anglers at the Historic 

McDougall Lodge in Alaska
Two anglers will enjoy this remote 6-day/5-night 4x1 spin-cast /fly-fishing adventure at the historic 

McDougall Lodge in Lake Creek, Alaska for Pacific salmon, Arctic grayling, native rainbow trout and 
northern pike. This trip is available June-August 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional 

anglers at $5,990 and non-anglers at $2,995. McDougall Lodge is located approx. 65 miles NW of 
Anchorage on the Yentna River, where all species of Pacific salmon flock to spawn each year. Your 

Alaskan fishing guide will customize your trip to suit your individual style. Jet sleds allow guests to fish 
the lower areas of Lake Creek, as well as various other clear-water tributaries of the Yentna River. This 

package includes guided fishing, use of rods/reels/tackle, fish prep/packing, RT float plane transfers 
from Anchorage, private cabin accommodations, meals, Wi-Fi and satellite television. Not included 

are fishing licenses at $75/pp, king salmon tags at $45/pp, alcoholic beverages (guests may bring their 
own) and staff gratuity recommended at 10-15%. NOTE: $500 deposit per added guest, will be required 
at booking to secure dates. DSC references include Crystal Allison and Jane Sixsmith. DALLAS SAFARI 

CLUB THANKS MCDOUGALL LODGE ALASKA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Ron Jewett, 928-302-6363, 
928-529-5250, PO Box 3609, Kingman, AZ 86402, info@mcdougalllodge.com, McDougallLodge.Com.

BOOTH #3347    Valued at $9,980 
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LL-4    ALASKA FUR GALLERY
Stunning Black Cross Mink Vest with Natural Silver Fox Tuxedo Trim 
Stunning black cross mink vest with natural silver fox tuxedo trim reversible to taffeta rainwear, velvet-lined 
pockets (fur side) and French hook closures. Measures 28" in length, available in sizes XS-3XL and exchangeable 
- visit donor at their booth for sizing. For over 70 years, internationally renowned Alaska Fur Gallery of Anchorage 
has met the fashion needs of discerning women. Malena Hausinger, 907-274-3877, 907-223-3678, 428 W 4th Avenue, 
Anchorage, AK 99501, info@akfurgallery.com, AKFurGallery.Com.

BOOTH #2915    Valued at $6,000

LL-5    5 J RANCH
4-Day/4-Night Texas Hill Country Retreat for Eight

5 J Ranch invites eight guests to San Saba for an unforgettable 4-day/4-night retreat in the Texas 
Hill Country. This retreat includes accommodations in a private 4-bedroom ranch house with 

resort-style pool and chef designed kitchen, welcome dinner at the Pecan House Grill (ranch's 
steakhouse) and Hill Country wine tour. This trip is available in 2024 only and may be upgraded to 

include other excursions, extra days and additional guests - see donor for availability and pricing. 
5 J Ranch is conveniently located in the heart of the Texas Hill Country and idyllically situated 

for exotic wildlife viewing, photography and local day-tripping to wineries, state parks, historic 
sites and unique boutique shops. Not included are other meals (catering can be arranged at cost), 

alcoholic/non-alcoholic beverages, incidentals, and ground transfers. Arrival/departure point is at 
the ranch... we look forward to seeing you there! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 5 J RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Clay G. Johnson III, 

512-762-5659, 6425 Soter Parkway, Austin, TX 78735, clay@5jranches.com, 5JRanches.Com.

BOOTH #1173    Valued at $6,000

LL-6   THE ORIGINAL KANSAS TROPHY WHITETAILS
5-Day Whitetail Deer Hunt for One Hunter in Kansas - Includes Trophy Fee
5-day 1x1 whitetail deer hunt for one hunter in Kansas - includes trophy fee for best available whitetail 
(average deer taken are in the high 150s). This free-range hunt is available September-December 2024 
only (hunt year can be extended if tag is not drawn) and may be upgraded to include elk at current 
price list. Method of take is rifle, bow or muzzleloader. Additional hunters, as well as non-hunters, 
are welcome at current rates. Hunting will be done in tower stands over feeders and food plots. This 
package includes field prep, lodge accommodations and meals with Stan's award-winning wine (visit 
Stan's wine cellar with over 5,000 bottles of limited edition wine from all over the world!). Not included 
are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, permit fee and hunting license. Permit application 
deadline is April 20th - success has been 100% in past years. Arrival/departure point is at the lodge 
near Hudson, Kansas. DSC references include Brad & Ansley Nevil, Tracy Noll, Jim Lines, Lynn Gravely 
and Larry Weishuhn. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE ORIGINAL KANSAS TROPHY WHITETAILS FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Stan Christiansen, 620-793-6878 314-651-7911, 640 NE 190, Hudson, KS 67545, 
stanc942@gmail.com, Kansas-Trophy-Whitetails.Com.

BOOTH #1715    Valued at $6,500 

LL-7   SOUTHWEST GALLERY
"Along The Old Boundary" - Original Oil Painting 

by Texas Landscape Artist Kay Walton
"Along The Old Boundary" - Original oil painting by Texas landscape artist Kay Walton, measures 

30"x40" in a beautiful gold tailored frame. Walton is a full-time artist known for her paintings 
of Texas landscapes, especially the beautiful Hill Country dotted with bluebonnets, oak trees, 

sparkling streams, winding roads and quaint farmhouses. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
SOUTHWEST GALLERY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mike Downs, 972-960-8935, 214-704-0214, 

Fax 972-960-9795, 4500 Sigma Rd., Dallas, TX 75244, mike@swgallery.com, SWGallery.Com.

BOOTH #3719    Valued at $6,500 
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LL-10    APPLEBY'S ANIMALS
Victory Falls Omega Necklace with Blue Topaz Slide
Stunning Omega graduated domed necklace in 14k yellow gold. Necklace features a removeable 18k 
yellow gold Victoria Falls waterfall slide with 75 pave’ brilliant laser-cut blue topaz at approximately 
5.30 cts. Measures 4x10mm. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS APPLEBY'S ANIMALS FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Gregory Appleby, 808-214-3336, PO Box 1145, Denton, TX 76201, gregoryappleby@me.com, 
ApplebysAnimals.Com.

BOOTH #181   Valued at $8,250 

LL-11    LADIES LUNCHEON COMMITTEE
Ladies Luncheon 2024 Premier Table

Ladies!! Own the most coveted table at the 2025 Ladies Luncheon!! A premier table for ten 
(10) will be auctioned off to the highest bidder. The table will have a place of prominence 

during the luncheon and will come with its own private servers, two drink tickets for 
each guest, additional bottles of wine for the table and very special table favors donated 

by Patrick Mavros. The table embellishments alone will distinguish it from the rest and 
you and your guests will party the afternoon away in first-class style!! Christie Selle, 

christie@biggame.org.

    Valued at $10,000

LL-8    POINTER OUTFITTERS
4-Day/4-Night High-Volume Dove Hunt for Four Hunters in Argentina
4-day/4-night (2 hunting days) high-volume dove hunt for four hunters in Argentina at one of our 
amazing Estancia lodges. This hunt is available year-round in 2024, 2025 or 2026 (trip can be 
extended another 24 months for $1,000) and may be upgraded to include hunting at a different lodge 
or by adding duck, perdiz, pigeon and golden trout fly fishing, all at current price list. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $900/day; non-hunters are welcome at $800/day. In the field, guests will 
enjoy lavish asado (beef barbecue) lunches followed by hammock siestas, if desired. The shooting 
is unlimited and your personal field assistant will keep your gun loaded and do all the necessary 
field work. Expect to be swept away by great Argentinean culture and comfort at the highest-level 
concierge. This package includes double occupancy accommodations, chef-prepared gourmet 
meals, soft drinks, beer & wine, hard liquor and transfers to/from hunting fields. Not included 
are international flights, regional domestic flight from Buenos Aires to Cordoba City at $350/pp, 
RT ground transfers from Cordoba Airport to lodge, shells at $22/box, gun rental at $95/pp/day. 

hunting licenses at $70/pp/day, land owner fees at $220/pp, accommodations before/after the hunt in Buenos Aires at +/-$200/night and lodge/field 
gratuities. NOTE: Specific imported alcohol may be an additional cost, but guests are welcome to bring their own. Less than four hunters will incur 
a fee of $650 to validate the trip. Buyer should contact outfitter within 60 days of auction to reserve hunt dates. Trip is transferable. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS POINTER OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stacey King, 817-797-4494, 232 Becky Ln., Waxahachie, TX 75165, 
stacey@pointeroutfitters.com, PointerOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #1072    Valued at $10,000

LL-9  HUNTERS NAMIBIA SAFARIS
7-Day/8-Night Plains Game Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter in 

Namibia with Donna Boddington - Includes Trophy Fee Credit
Marina Lamprecht of Hunters Namibia Safaris, a Boddington Endorsed Outfitter, invites one 
hunter and one non-hunter for a 7-day/8-night 1x1 plains game rifle safari with international 
huntress, Donna Boddington, in beautiful Namibia - includes $5,000 trophy fee credit for any 

of the 24 free-ranging species found on their game rich, 80 square mile concession. Spend 
days hunting the pristine wilderness of the Camelthorn Kalahari side-by-side with Donna for 

plains game species of your choosing and evenings sharing the day's events over sundowners. 
This hunt is available on open dates in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded by adding trophies 

exceeding the credit or other non-hunting excursions at current price list. Additional hunters 
and non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 

spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, licenses/permits, RT transfers from Hosea 
Kutako International Airport, luxury safari lodge accommodations, non-alcoholic beverages, 
beer/wine served with dinner, Wi-Fi and daily maid/laundry service. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper and gratuities. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUNTERS NAMIBIA SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Marina Lamprecht, 011 264 81 3033 010, 
469-563-7723 (Jan-Feb), PO Box 1443, Windhoek, NAMIBIA, marina.lamprecht@icloud.com, HuntersNamibia.Com.

BOOTH #3647    Valued at $11,125  
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LL-13    NORTON AND HODGES
One-Of-A-Kind Alligator and Vintage Lynx Handbag

This Moremi Shopper handbag is a showstopper! Handcrafted from soft black American alligator 
at the best exotic tannery and paired with airy vintage lynx, makes for a bag you won't want to put 
down. When you walk with this bag in hand, you will feel like a goddess. Sized perfectly for travel, 
as well as everyday use, it holds a laptop and has big pockets so your phone doesn't get lost. Bag 

features a soft lavender suede lining and an adjustable crossbody strap in American alligator. 
Benchcrafted by artisans in Savannah, Georgia, this stunner is one-of-a-kind. Each bag is 

numbered and has upcycled fired brass feet. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS NORTON & HODGES 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Suzette Bussey, 843-224-7318, 3 Broad Street, Suite 315, Charleston, 

SC 29401, suzette@nortonandhodges.com, NortonAndHodges.Com.

BOOTH #2213    Valued at $8,500 

LL-12    SAFARI INTERNATIONAL MACEDONIA
5-Day/5-Night Fallow Deer and Roe Deer Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Macedonia - Includes Trophy Fees
5-day/5-night 1x1 fallow deer and roe deer hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Macedonia - 
includes trophy fees for 1x of each species, best available. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt 
is available August-October 2024 or for the same period the following year (due to overlapping deer 
seasons) and may be upgraded to include kri-kri ibex, Balkan chamois, Alpine chamois, Carpathian 
chamois, mouflon, European grey wolf, red stag, brown bear, wild boar, axis deer and more, all at 
current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $850/day; non-hunters are welcome at 
$400/day. Method of hunting is by vehicle and spot & stalk. This package includes initial field 
prep, dip & pack service, airport assistance, RT transfers from Skopje Airport to camp, rifle import 
permit (or use of outfitters rifle), ground transfers during hunting, chef-prepared meals, beverages, 
sightseeing and luxurious lodge accommodations with swimming pool and sauna. Not included are 

trophy shipping, skinning at $100/trophy, international and domestic airfare, gratuities, hotel/meals before/after the hunt and 18% VAT on donation 
value. DSC references include Amy Callender McBee, John Kamps, Greg Oliver, Bob Cagy, Albert Seno, Bo Morgan, Bob & Cathy DuHadaway, Tony 
Gioffre, Angie D. Décor and Mark & Carol Little. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SAFARI INTERNATIONAL MACEDONIA FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Zlatko or Toma Sokolik, 239-331-1611, Bitpazarska 60, Floor 2nd, Skopje 1000, MACEDONIA, safariinternacional@gmail.com, InterHunts.Com.

BOOTH #2323    Valued at $11,850 

LL-14    ROVOS RAIL AND AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE
4-Day/5-Night Journey Across Africa for Two Aboard Rovos Rail - 
Includes VIP Welcome Package!
Two lucky guests will experience true world-class travel of a bygone era as they journey 
across Africa aboard Rovos Rail, known as the most luxurious train in the world (1-day/1-
night at Afton House and 3-day/4-night aboard the train). Your adventure begins upon 
arrival with a VIP welcome package for two at the Afton Safari Lodge courtesy African 
Hunting Gazette. Voucher includes meet/greet at O.R. Tambo International Airport, airport 
shuttle, double occupancy accommodation, dinner, breakfast and 1-year subscription to 
African Hunting Gazette. After an evening of R&R, get whisked away from the Rovos Rail 
Station in Pretoria for your adventure across the Tropic of Capricorn and Limpopo River 
towards Bulawayo, the second city of Zimbabwe. Enjoy an open-vehicle drive in Matobo 
National Park, a World Heritage Site with bushmen caves, rock art and dramatic granite 
hills. Travel along one of the world’s longest stretches of straight railway line – 114km – 

before traversing Hwange National Park, a rich and diverse wildlife sanctuary where an off-train excursion is enjoyed. Arrive at the incomparable 
Victoria Falls on the mighty Zambezi River where this sojourn ends. The surrounding areas offer travelers many recreational opportunities 
including cruises, whitewater rafting as well as superb game viewing and photo safaris. This first-class package includes luxury accommodations, 
exceptional white-glove fine dining, full bar (except for international sparkling wines), 24-hour room service and bar facilities, entrance fees (per 
itinerary), govt. tax and limited laundry service. Not included are flights, airport taxes, before/after trip transfers/accommodations, passport /visa 
fees, telephone calls, personal expenditures, spa treatments and gratuities. Additional guests are welcome at current price list. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS ROVOS RAIL AND AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Monique Janse van Rensburg, 011 27 12 315 8534, 
011 27 82 788 8121, 34 Transnet Ave., Capital Park, Pretoria, Gauteng 0084, SOUTH AFRICA, monique@rovos.co.za, Rovos.Com.
AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE: Richard Lendrum, 011 3917625, 17 Aftonwold Way, Kempton Park 1619, SOUTH AFRICA, 
richard@thefuture.co.za, AftonSafariLodge.Com.

BOOTH #3019 ROVOS RAIL / BOOTH #167 AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE    Valued at $8,375 
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LL-16    DAVID GREEN MASTER FURRIER
Natural Lynx and White Fox Poncho/Jacket

With its defined spots and plush fur, this natural lynx poncho/jacket with white fox trim is an example of 
true quality. The rich blend of color makes it the perfect jacket for every skin tone and hair color. Wear 

this exquisite lynx jacket with hood and cuffs trimmed in natural white fox for every occasion. Surprisingly 
light weight, this jacket will take the chill off while making you look your best. One size fits most, non-

exchangeable. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DAVID GREEN MASTER FURRIER FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
David Green, 907-277-9595, 907-227-4194, 130 W. 4th Avenue, Anchorage, AK 99501, 

davidgreenak@aol.com, DavidGreenFurs.Com.

BOOTH #2119    Valued at $12,500 

LL-15    TOQUERO HUNTING SERVICES
4-Day/3-Night Big Game Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
4-day/3-night 1x1 red deer, fallow deer or mouflon hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in 
Spain - includes trophy fee for hunter's choice of 1x animal, best available. Method of take is rifle 
or bow. This hunt is available September 2024-February 2025 and may be upgraded to include 
additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $790/day; non-hunters 
are welcome at $290/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting 
done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers 
from Madrid Airport, lodge accommodations, beverages (including beer & wine) and all meals. Not 
included are dip & pack service at $220-$250 per trophy, license at $220, gratuities, 21% VAT on 
total value and accommodations before/after the hunt in Madrid at $200/pp/night. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS TOQUERO HUNTING SERVICES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Juan Toquero, 

+34 649 824540, Virgen de Guadalupe 3, Las Rozas, Madrid 28231, SPAIN, info@toquerohunting.es, ToqueroHunting.Es.

BOOTH #1380    Valued at $9,120 

LL-17   ROYAL OUTFITTERS UK
3-Day/3-Night (1-Day Wingshooting) Driven Pheasant and Partridge Hunt for One 
Shooter and One Observer in Scotland
3-day/3-night (1-day of wingshooting) 1x1 traditional driven pheasant and partridge hunting 
experience for one shooter and one observer in Scotland's west coast. This hunt is available 
September, November or December 2024 or 2025 (limited dates in October) and may be upgraded 
to include extra shooters (up to 8) at £6,000 ($7,329), non-shooting observers at £400/day ($488), 
extra days for a group of eight hunters at £4,800 ($5,863), salmon fishing at £400/day ($488), 
red stag from £2,000+ ($2,443), as well as roe, sika, wild boar and goat, all at current price list. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package 
includes shotgun fitting and hire, shells, collection from Glasgow Airport and return, upscale 
accommodations, non-alcoholic beverages and all meals. Not included are tweed shooting suit 
hire at £350 ($427), if required, alcoholic beverages and gratuities at £300 ($366). Pound to dollar 

conversion rates are calculated at press time and subject to change. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ROYAL OUTFITTERS UK FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Joseph Croot, 011 44 0 797 052 8779, The Cottage Clachaig, Dunoon, Argyll PA23 8RE, UNITED KINGDOM, 
j.croot@icloud.com, RoyalOutfittersUK.Com.

BOOTH #459    Valued at $11,550 

LL-18    OTJANDAUE HUNTING SAFARIS
7-Day Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 

in Namibia - Includes Trophy Fees
7-day 1x1 plains game rifle safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in Namibia - includes 

trophy fees for oryx, impala, warthog, steenbok and Hartmann's mountain zebra (only available 
in Namibia). This hunt is available in 2025 only and may be upgraded to include additional 
species at current price list. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at current 

rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper, RT transfers from Windhoek 

International Airport, lodge accommodations and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service 
and gratuities. DSC reference includes Larry Leadingham. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 

OTJANDAUE HUNTING SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Roy van der Merwe, 
011 264 81 288 1882, Ranch Otjandaue 70, Omaruru District 9000, NAMIBIA, info@ohsnamibia.com, OtjandaueHuntingSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #2021    Valued at $7,000 
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LL-19    CARLSON FINE ART STUDIO
"Excellent Mother" - Original Oil Painting on Belgian Linen by Cory Carlson
"Excellent Mother" - Original oil painting on Belgian linen by Cory Carlson, measures 37"x49" 
framed. "By traveling the world, capturing rare moments in wild places, I strive to infuse a sense 
of life into every painting, bringing you closer to nature’s extraordinary beauty. I could watch a 
cheetah family for hours and that is exactly what happened on a recent safari in the Masai Mara 
in Kenya. These four cubs were honing their skills, chasing each other, pouncing and playing. 
They will watch their mother closely over the next two years learning everything they need to 
know to survive and coexist with lions and other large predators. Using the termite mound (about 
20 feet tall) as a watchtower, this mother can keep a close lookout for possible danger, prey, or 
just watch the sunrise" - Cory Carlson. Cory Carlson, 817-492-0915, 318-243-1014, 376 Shadow Rd., 
Ruston, LA 71270, carlsonfineart@gmail.com, CarlsonFineArtStudio.Com.

BOOTH #1284    Valued at $13,000 

LL-20    JL BAR RANCH
4-Day/3-Night Axis Deer Hunt for Two Hunters in Sonora, Texas - 

Includes Trophy Fees
4-day/3-night 1x1 axis deer hunt for two hunters in Sonora, Texas includes trophy fees. 

Method of take is rifle, bow or crossbow. This high-fenced hunt is available in 2024 only 
and may be upgraded to include additional hunters and non-hunters at current rates. 

Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & 
stalk and some blinds. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, luxury 
accommodations (1 double queen cabin) and daily breakfast. Not included are dip & pack 

service, other meals, activities, alcoholic beverages, taxes, Texas hunting licenses and 
gratuities. Arrival/departure point is at the ranch. Transportation from San Angelo or San 

Antonio Airports can be arranged at cost. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS JL BAR RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kyle Ware, 855-414-3337, 
325-226-8029, 3500 Private Road 2254, Sonora, TX 76950, kyle_ware@jlbar.com, JLBar.Com.

BOOTH #280    Valued at $10,900 

LL-21    BARANOF JEWELERS
Natural Fancy Yellow Diamond Ring Set in 18K White Gold
Natural canary yellow diamond and white diamond ring set in 18k white gold with 2.00 carats of 
natural canary yellow diamonds and .5 carat of round brilliant cut diamonds, all Vs1 clarity.
Tony Hernandez, 435-658-3877, 435-513-2776, 537 Main Street, Park City, UT 84060, 
abaranofjewelers@msn.com, BaranofJewelers.Com.

BOOTH #3334    Valued at $22,000 

LL-22    THE ZANCUDO LODGE
4-Day Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers in Costa Rica

4-day fishing adventure for two anglers in Costa Rica for marlin, sailfish, tuna, Dorado and many other species. 
Situated in an unexploited remote jungle village, The Zancudo Lodge has established itself as one of the finest 

boutique fishing lodges in the world. This package includes your own expert captain, fishing gear/tackle, 
high-speed fishing fleet, luxurious double occupancy accommodations, delicious & healthy cuisine, snacks, all 

licenses, top-shelf spirits, beer/wine, non-alcoholic beverages, daily laundry service, twice daily housekeeping 
service, fiber optic Wi-Fi Internet and all pertinent taxes. Not included are transfer package at $600/pp and 
gratuities. Transfer package includes meet/greet at San Jose International Airport, ground transfer to your 

4-star San Jose hotel, double occupancy overnight accommodations, ground transfer the next morning to the 
airport, RT air charters to Golfito, RT ground transfers in Golfito and RT boat transfers between Golfito and 
The Zancudo Lodge. Trip is available in 2024 or 2025 and must be booked 90 days prior to departure, unless 

confirmed by The Zancudo Lodge management. Non-anglers are welcome at current rates, plus the transfer 
package. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE ZANCUDO LODGE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Gregg Mufson, 
650-255-7815, 345 Folsom St., San Francisco, CA 94105, gregg@thezancudolodge.com, ZancudoLodge.Com.

BOOTH #2430    Valued at $15,000 
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LL-25    CAZATUR SPAIN & EUROPE
5-Day/4-Night European Roe Deer Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee and VIP Bullfight
Cazatur Spain & Europe is pleased to continue their long-time support of DSC Ladies Luncheon 
by donating this 5-day/4-night 1x1 guided European roe deer rifle hunt for one hunter and one 
observer in Spain - includes best available deer and VIP bullfight at the world´s most famous 
bullring of Las Ventas in Madrid. Besides experiencing and enjoying this magnificent event, the 
winner and guest will have cocktails and snacks in Eduardo's private box. This hunt is available 
for open dates in spring or fall of 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include other Spanish 
game or by adding a 3-day VIP driven red-legged partridge hunt at Ventosilla Castle (an estate 
located very close to the Imperial city of Toledo). Additional hunters are welcome at $700/day; 
non-hunters are welcome at $430/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by spot & stalk. 
This package includes field prep, 1x1 English-speaking guide (if available, Eduardo will guide 
the hunt personally), transportation during hunting, RT transfers from Madrid International 
Airport, mountain hotel or lodge accommodations, welcome meal hosted by Eduardo and other 

meals and beverages, including Spanish wines. Not included are dip & pack service, hunting license at $300, export permit at $200/trophy, gratuities 
and 21% VAT on total hunt value. NOTE: This donation is not compatible with any other Cazatur donation or Spanish outfitter. Prices will be adjusted 
if the exchange rate goes beyond 1.20/Euro ($1.40). DSC references include Corey & Amber Knowlton, Larry & Brenda Potterfield, Jesse & Milo Kirk, 
Terry & Carolyn Mathis, Jerry & Glenda Cottner, Greg & Stephanie Oliver and many more! Eduardo De Araoz, 011 34 91 442 3775, 011 34 91 442 3855, 
Fax 011 23 91 442 8643, Jose Abascal, 57, Madrid 28003, SPAIN, eduardoaraoz@cazatur.com, Cazatur.Com.

BOOTH #3520    Valued at $10,250 

LL-24    PORONUI HUNTING
4-Day/5-Night Big Game Hunt for Two Hunters 

in New Zealand - Includes Trophy Fees
Poronui Hunting welcomes two hunters to experience the best of New Zealand trophy hunting at 
their North Island sporting lodge on this 4-day/5-night 2x1 big game adventure - includes trophy 

fees for 1x species per hunter from the following: red stag up to 360 SCI, sika deer or fallow buck. 
Schedule this rifle or bow hunt for open dates April-June 2025 or 2026. Hunt can be upgraded 
to include a larger stag or additional species at current price list. Hunting is mostly by spot & 

stalk. This package includes field prep of trophies, use of firearms, 2x1 guided hunting, RT ground 
transfers from Taupo Airport, first-class accommodations, gourmet New Zealand cuisine, pre-

dinner drinks, beer & house wine and daily laundry service. Not included are flights to/from Taupo, 
New Zealand, expediting and taxidermist services, trip insurance, any cost exceeding the value 

stated on this document and gratuities. Discover the magic of hunting in New Zealand with its 
breathtaking scenery, genuine Kiwi warmth and camaraderie shared with guides and your fellow 

hunters. The terrain is challenging, but achievable and the hunt is always exciting. Poronui's 
experienced guides are passionate and knowledgeable and will lead you on the adventure of a 

lifetime. Hunt can be further customized by adding one or more of the onsite activities such as fly 
fishing, mountain biking, horse riding, target shooting and spa treatments. At Poronui, there is nothing that you have to do, but plenty that you can 

do. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PORONUI HUNTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Steve Smith, 011 64 21 888 669, Westervelt NZ, 
157 State Highway 5, Taupo, Walkato 3379, NEW ZEALAND, carla@poronui.com, PoronuiHunting.Com, Poronui.Com.

BOOTH #2947    Valued at $14,000 

LL-23    FAMILY EXPEDITIONS PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARIS
$12,000 Certificate Towards Custom African Photographic and 
Touring Safari for Four Guests
$12,000 certificate towards a custom 5-day African photographic and touring safari for four guests 
in 2024 or 2025. Whether you desire a stand-alone photographic safari or wish to combine it with 
one of our hunting safaris (certificate is only valid towards touring), we will help you create a 
once- in-a-lifetime experience. Destination options include South Africa/Cape Town, Victoria 
Falls, Zimbabwe/Botswana and Namibia. Let Family Expeditions assist you with creating your own 
tailormade touring safari to exceed your expectations! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FAMILY 
EXPEDITIONS PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Corinna Slaughter, 
205-969-8150, 205-807-1392, 207 Yorkshire Dr., Birmingham, AL 35209, 
corinna@familyexpeditions.com, FamilyExpeditionsSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #2731    Valued at $12,000
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LL-26    RIVER PLATE WINGSHOOTING
4-Day/3-Night Pigeon, Dove and Perdiz Wingshooting Hunt for 
Two Hunters in Uruguay
4-day/3-night wingshooting adventure for two hunters in Uruguay at the La Bellaca Lodge for 
pigeon, dove and perdiz. This hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded by adding 
hunters at $1,290 or observers at $645. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle. 
This package includes field prep, RT transfers from Montevideo, lodge accommodations, 
meals, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi and full bar, including beer and wine. Not included are 
licenses/permits at $200/hunter and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RIVER PLATE 
WINGSHOOTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Nicolas Platero, 011 598 2604 4305, 
011 598 9449 6028, Evangelio Bonilla 6553, Motevideo 11500, URUGUAY, 
nico@riverplateoutfitters.com, RiverPlateOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #638    Valued at $7,740 

LL-27    SOMERBY SAFARIS
12-Day/11-Night Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters and 
Two Non-Hunters in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees

Somerby Safaris invites two couples (two hunters and two non-hunters) to the Limpopo and 
North West Provinces of South Africa for a 12-day/11-night (10 hunt days/2 travel days) 2x1 

all-inclusive plains game rifle safari - includes trophy fees for 1x of each of the following 
for each hunter: blue or black wildebeest, blesbok or grey duiker, zebra and impala; also 

includes a safari guide for the non-hunters. This hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome 

at $450/day; non-hunters are welcome at $300/day. This package includes meet/greet at O.R. 
Tambo International Airport, assistance with rifle importation, arrival day accommodations 
in Johannesburg, RT ground transfers to/from concession, field prep, delivery of trophies to 
local shipper, safari guide for the observers (activities are at cost), exclusive use of a safari 

vehicle, ensuite African-style accommodations, daily laundry service, local liquor in moderation and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
shipping of trophies, accommodations before/after the contracted period, extra sightseeing excursions, gratuities and 15% VAT on daily rates. Donated 
trophies must be taken as listed and cannot be refunded or exchanged; hunt cannot be taken in conjunction with another African hunt. DALLAS SAFARI 

CLUB THANKS SOMERBY SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Helgard Beukes, 011 27 72 118 4800, 011 27 79 073 5154, PO Box 141, Kestell, 
Free State 9860, SOUTH AFRICA, somerbysafaris@gmail.com, SomerbySafaris.Com.

BOOTH #2326    Valued at $22,700 

Notes
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LL RAFFLE-1    BEASLEY'S FINE JEWELRY
Ladies Diamond Pendant Necklace, Sapphire Layer Necklace 
and Diamond Hoops
One lucky lady will walk away from the 2024 Ladies Luncheon with this 
fabulous fine jewelry prize that includes more than 1.5cts total weight of 
diamonds and 2.0cts of sapphires! First, is a stunning diamond pendant with 
approximately .75ct total weight of round brilliant cut diamonds, SI1, color 
G and 2 baguette diamonds total weight approximately .17ct, VS2, color G, 
all set in 14k white gold mounting and chain. Next is a rough sapphire layer 
necklace with approximately 2.0ct of sapphires, A quality, light color, all 
set in 18k white gold 24" necklace. Last is a lovely pair of diamond hoops 

with approximately .45 ct total weight of round brilliant cut diamonds, SI1, color G and 6 straight baguette diamonds total weight approximately 
.18ct, VS2, color G, all set in 14k white gold mountings. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BEASLEY'S FINE JEWELRY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Lisa 
Dubberley, 972-221-4641, 177 W. Main Street, Lewisville, TX 75057, beasleysjewelry@yahoo.com, BeasleysFineJewelry.Com.

Valued at $10,000 

LL RAFFLE-2    RUSSELL & MARY EDITH STACY
Ladies Stylish Louis Vuitton Glock G26 9mm

Small, but effective...and very stylish! Be the first at the shooting range to own your very 
own G26 9mm Louis Vuitton Glock! Pistol features a black and grey cerakote finish with 

patented Louis Vuitton logo and comes unfired with two magazines and hard case. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS RUSSELL & MARY EDITH STACY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Valued at $5,000 

LL RAFFLE-3    HOLLOWAY FURS
Luxurious Black Mink Vest
Luxurious 30" black dyed sheared mink vest featuring a lovely diamond pattern throughout and rope design 
front trim. Vest reverses to taffeta for inclement weather and comes with two exterior pockets, two interior 
pockets and large button closures. Size L but fits most; non-exchangeable. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
HOLLOWAY FURS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jim Holloway, 901-685-3877, 901-647-3877, 404 Perkins Ext., 
Memphis, TN 38117, hollowayfurs@att.net, HollowayFurs.Net.

BOOTH #3129    Valued at $2,000

LL RAFFLE-4    FLINT & FLAME / RHINELAND CUTLERY PNW
20-Piece Rhineland Cutlery Classic Knife Block Set

This 20-piece Rhineland cutlery classic knife block set is the ultimate collection for 
serious chefs and home cooks because it includes all the knives and tools that one needs 

to prepare both simple and sophisticated menus. The bamboo wood storage block has 
two detachable pieces that feature multiple wide ports suitable for holding each of the 
knives in this set. Made from the best X50 CrMov15 high carbon German steel. DALLAS 

SAFARI CLUB THANKS FLINT & FLAME / RHINELAND CUTLERY PNW FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Steven Mould, 609-271-9948, 345 Stan Drive, Melbourne, FL 32904, 

steve@flintandflame.com, RhinelandCutlery.Com.

 BOOTH #4761    Valued at $2,340 
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LLSIL-100    TERRY WILSON ANTLER DESIGNS
Moose Magazine Rack
Moose magazine rack from naturally shed moose antlers created by world renowned antler artisan 
Terry Wilson. Rack can be used for other things besides magazines...tabletop decor, kindling, towel 
arrangement in the bathroom. The possibilities are endless for this unique piece of antler art. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS TERRY WILSON ANTLER DESIGNS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Terry Wilson, 
903-654-0077 214-460-4287, Fax 903-498-3898, 12140 County Road 2141, Kemp, TX 75143, 
meljul70@aol.com, WilsonAntlers.Com.

BOOTH #3543    Valued at $2,600

LLSIL-101    CANDY WOOLLEY EXOTIC HANDBAGS
Handcrafted Leather and Calf Hair Purse with Cheetah Print

Handcrafted leather and calf hair purse with cheetah print. Purse features a magnetic opening 
and comes fully lined with an interior compartment. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CANDY 

WOOLLEY EXOTIC HANDBAGS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Candy Woolley, 305-319-1230, 1260 
NW 185th Ter, Pembroke Pines, FL 33029, info@candywoolley.com, CandyWoolley.Com.

BOOTH #2252    Valued at  $600 

LLSIL-102    DIRK DE BOD SAFARIS NAMIBIA
Luxurious Swakara Fur Burgundy Coat
Lovely ladies SWAKARA fur burgundy coat made from Namibian Karakul sheep fur - size M-L, fits most. 
From the design of the coat's hair, you can distinguish the origin with its unique, wavy design. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS DIRK DE BOD SAFARIS NAMIBIA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Dirk de Bod, 
011 264 81 124 0838, PO Box 90079, Windhoek, Khomas Region 11009, NAMIBIA, 
info@safarisnamibia.com, SafarisNamibia.Com.

BOOTH #1172    Valued at  $2,780 

LLSIL-103    HUNTERS NETWORKS, LLC
GUNSTIX Shooting Sticks

GUNSTIX shooting sticks unique design supports the fore-end, as well as the stock of the rifle, thus 
providing a very steady shooting platform and benchrest-like accuracy in the field. Weighing just 2.4 
lbs. and collapsing down to just over 30 inches, makes them easy to practice with and very portable 

to take on your next hunt. GUNSTIX can be adjusted to be used from just about any shooting position! 
Standing, kneeling or sitting, taking shots on level ground, uphill or downhill, are all within the 

capability of these sticks. Proven and tested in Africa and Europe at distances up to 300 yards! DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUNTERS NETWORKS, LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Arjun Reddy, 

845-259-3628, 914-310-4902, 30 Ivy Hill Road, Brewster, NY 10509, 
arjun@huntersnetworks.com, HuntersNetworks.Com.

BOOTH #950    Valued at  $300
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LLSIL-105    SIMPLI SIMBI
Charcuterie Board and Accessories

This charcuterie board with accessories is an entertainer’s delight from Simpli Simbi! Set includes a 
sauce dish with spoons, salt pot and tiny spoon, pair of kudu horn salad servers, serviette holder and 

two butter/cheese spreaders, all on an impressive natural Teak board with impala cast handles for 
serving. Measures approx. 23"Lx12"W. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SIMPLI SIMBI FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Stephanie Charlton, 011 263 772 133423, 5 Lindrew Close, Chisipite, Harare, ZIMBABWE, 

info@simplisimbi.co.zw, SimpliSimbi.Co.ZW .
BOOTH #2215    Valued at $350 

LLSIL-104    UPLAND BESPOKE
Ladies Custom Sporting Vest and Matching Codorniz Camp Shirt 
Look and perform your very best in Upland Bespoke's custom sporting vest and coordinating long or short sleeve 
Codorniz camp shirt. Winner's choice of size and color. Made in Texas, made in America. Upland Bespoke is fashion 
for the field™. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS UPLAND BESPOKE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kathryn Beach, 
214-530-9030, 3838 Oak Lawn Ave., Ste. 1000, Dallas, TX 75219, kathryn@uplandbespoke.com, UplandBespoke.Com.

BOOTH #954    Valued at $550

LLSIL-106    BRAYS ISLAND PLANTATION
2-Day/3-Night Quail Wingshooting Adventure for Two Hunters in South Carolina 
Brays Island Plantation welcomes two lucky winners to South Carolina for a memorable 2-day/3-night 
stay at the historic Brays Island Inn. Brays Island Plantation is a private 5,500-acre sporting 
community that offers the old world charm of plantation living with the emphasis on an active outdoor 
lifestyle. Package includes double occupancy lodging, meals and two half-days of 2x1 guided quail 
hunting over dogs on their private, 3,500-acre wildlife & hunting preserve. Winners may also enjoy 
the fitness center, indoor/outdoor pools, tennis and pickle ball. Add-ons at reasonable rates include 
fishing, horseback riding, golf and sporting clays - the property has an equestrian center with 60+ 
miles of sand roads & trails, 18-hole golf course with no tee times and gun club featuring a Holland & 
Holland designed sporting clays course with skeet, trap, rifle, pistol and archery ranges. Shotguns 
are available for rent onsite. This trip is available October 15, 2024 through March 1, 2025. Arrival/
departure point is at the Plantation near Beaufort, SC. DSC references include General Walt Boomer 
and Dr. David Yeager. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BRAYS ISLAND PLANTATION FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Heather Burton, 843-846-3174, Fax 843-466-1151, 115 Brays Island Drive, Sheldon, 
SC 29941, hburton@islc.net, BraysIsland.Com.

BOOTH # 3547    Valued at $4,500

LLSIL-107    SHERATON DALLAS
2-Night Weekend Stay at the Luxurious Sheraton Dallas Hotel

Comprehensively transformed and perfectly situated, the Sheraton Dallas Hotel is ready 
to exceed your expectations with Texas-sized hospitality (host hotel for the 2024 DSCF 

Summer Gala!). Sheraton Dallas is nestled downtown near American Airlines Center and 
Fair Park, and within walking distance of many shops, restaurants and bars including the 

Deep Elum neighborhood. Certificate is good for a 2-night weekend stay in a traditional 
room and includes complimentary valet parking for one car and breakfast for two in Open 

Palette. Advance reservations required. Available through January 1, 2025 on open dates; 
blackout dates may apply. Certificate is not transferrable or redeemable for cash. Recipient 

must be 21 and older. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SHERATON DALLAS FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Kristin Pike, 214-777-6530, 400 N. Olive Street, Dallas, TX 75202, 

kristin.pike@marriott.com, Marriott.Com/Daldh.

Valued at $645
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LLSIL-111    LOCKWOOD HUNTING SERVICES
2-Day Wild Pig Hunt for One Hunter in California - Includes Trophy Fee

2-day 1x1 wild pig hunt for one hunter in Hopland, California - includes best available pig. 
Method of take is hunter's choice; lead-free ammo is required. This free-range hunt is available 
year-round in 2024 only and may be upgraded to include additional pigs or days at current price 

list, extra hunters at $2,000 and non-hunters at $800. Transportation during the hunt is mostly 
by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, private 

cabin accommodations and all meals. Not included are transportation to local taxidermist /
butcher at $300/each, local butcher pickup/shipping at $500, hunting license at $250 and 

gratuities. Arrival/departure point is at the ranch; local airport pickup/drop-off from Santa 
Rosa airport can be arranged at $500. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LOCKWOOD HUNTING 

SERVICES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Tim Lockwood, 707-888-2859, PO Box 833, Ukiah, CA 95482, 
tim@lockwoodhuntingservices.com, LockwoodHuntingServices.Com.

BOOTH #1270    Valued at $2,500

LLSIL-109    KENETREK BOOTS
Kenetrek Safari Boot

The Safari, Kenetrek's go-to early season desert boot, now features a Django outsole made from 
a soft, yet durable, rubber compound allowing wearers to be sneaky quiet on the hunt. The sole is 

complemented by durable 2.5mm full-grain leather uppers with breathable wicking Cambrelle linings 
designed to ward off overheating, extra-padded soft collars and a flex notch upper, offering slipper-like 

comfort. This durable boot was designed to tackle everything from tracking Cape buffalo to slippery 
sidewalks. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KENETREK BOOTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jim Winjum, 

406-585-3040, Fax 406-585-5548, 96 Northstar Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, 
jim.w@kenetrek.com, Kenetrek.Com.

BOOTH #2104    Valued at $400

LLSIL-110    JOSHUA TOBEY STUDIOS
"Not So Fast" - Chipmunk Bronze by Joshua Tobey
"Not So Fast" - Adorable chipmunk bronze by Joshua Tobey, measures 4.75"Hx3.5"Wx13.25"L. This 
darling limited edition of just 90, is a recent release and sure to become a fan favorite. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS JOSHUA TOBEY STUDIOS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Joshua Tobey, 
970-663-0973, 361-688-7766, Jo's cell: 361-688-7766, 18245 W County Rd. 18E, Loveland, CO 80537, 
joshuatobeystudios@yahoo.com, JoshuaTobeyStudios.Com.

BOOTH #277    Valued at $2,000

LLSIL-108    HOLLOWAY FURS
Ultra-Plush Long-Hair Beaver Trooper Hat
Ultra-plush trooper hat handmade from long-hair beavers by Jim Holloway. There is no other hat on 
Earth that will keep you as warm as natural sheared beaver and no better quality on the market than 
that of Holloway Furs! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HOLLOWAY FURS FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Jim Holloway, 901-685-3877, 901-647-3877, 404 Perkins Ext., Memphis, TN 38117, 
hollowayfurs@att.net, HollowayFurs.Net.

BOOTH #3129    Valued at $350
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LLSIL-113    SILENCER CENTRAL
Silencer Central Multi-Caliber Banish 30 Rifle Silencer and 

Multi-Caliber Banish 45 Pistol Silencer
Silencer Central multi-caliber Banish 30 rifle and Banish 45 HD pistol 

silencers are constructed from strong titanium for unmatched durability 
at an extremely light weight. The Banish 30 rifle silencer is the most 

versatile suppressor in the Banish line and works with rifles from .22 to 
30 caliber magnums. The Banish 30 was designed for unmatched sound 

suppression with tests showing it to reduce a .308 rifle by a whopping 
34+ decibels! The Banish 30 comes as a 9-inch suppressor holding eight 

Stifle™ baffles, yet for tighter shooting platforms or blinds, can easily 
break down and be assembled into a 7-inch configuration. The Banish 

45 HD pistol silencer was specifically designed to fit handguns calibers 
from .45 ACP to rimfire. Testing shows the Banish 45 able to suppress 

a 9mm pistol by an amazing 36 decibels, far more sound reduction than 
the competition. The Banish 45 is the lightest in its class at a mere 11 ounces. Ideal for 3-gun or target shooting, the Banish 45 will help protect 
the hearing of the shooter and others in a shooting competition and reduce recoil for quicker second shot target acquisition. Package includes 

silencer covers, NFA gun trust documentation and NFA tax stamps. Fingerprints, passport photo and paperwork will all be managed during the 2024 
Convention. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SILENCER CENTRAL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kelsey Hanson, 888-781-8778 Ext. 80, 605-370-4517, 

7511 S Louise Ave., Ste 101, Sioux Falls, SD 57108, kelsey.hanson@silencercentral.com, SilencerCentral.Com.
BOOTH #4601    Valued at $3,510

LLSIL-114    RICK YOUNG OUTDOORS
Two Sets of RYO Ultra-Light Bino-Harnesses with Bino Connection Straps
Two sets of RYO Ultra-Light Bino-Harnesses with bino connection straps. The RYO harnesses can be worn five 
different ways, weighs just one ounce and fits up to 48" chest with a jacket on, making them the most versatile 
and comfortable harness on the market today. Harness features a single-point adjustment, extremely durable 
shock cord for years of comfort and quick disconnects designed to withstand cold weather. The harness hugs 
your torso with 100% compression transferring the weight equally throughout the cord, making the weight load 
virtually undetectable. Product reviews by NRA and Sports Afield publications rate this harness as a "must 
have" hunting accessory. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RICK YOUNG OUTDOORS FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Rick Young, 503-702-5960, 11101 SE 362nd, Boring, OR 97009, 
rick@rickyoungoutdoors.com, RickYoungOutdoors.Com.
BOOTH #1177    Valued at $100

LLSIL-115    KAY COTTON & COMPANY
Ranch Mink and Italian Lamb Chevron Jacket

This very versatile, lightweight jacket is natural ranch mink and Italian lamb leather done in a chevron 
design and is reversible to a rainwear jacket. Size 10, non-exchangeable. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS KAY COTTON & COMPANY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kay Cotton, 405-206-9933, 21300 N. 
Rockwell Ave., Edmond, OK 73012, kaycottonandcompany@hotmail.com, KayCottonAndCompany.Com.

BOOTH #868    Valued at $2,500

LLSIL-112    WILLIAM LARKIN MOORE & SONS LLC
William Larkin Moore & Co. 50th Year Leather Trunk Gun Case
William Larkin Moore & Co. celebrates 50 years of its establishment! To commemorate 
this milestone, we have searched the marketplace for products that fit our goal of 
offering quality at a fair price and we are pleased to present this special leather trunk 
gun case. Case accommodates guns to 30” barrels and 15-1/4” LOP, SLE/BLE game guns 
and features leather straps/handles, brass hardware, fine felt liner and 50th Anniversary 
gold embossed case label. Produced exclusively for William Larkin Moore & Sons by the 
best Spanish leather goods maker, Rey Pavón. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WILLIAM 
LARKIN MOORE & SONS LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION.Dan Moore, 480-951-8913, 
Fax 480-951-3677, 16622 N 91st St., Suite 102-103, Scottsdale, AZ 85260, 

info@wlmsons.com, WilliamLarkinMoore.Com.

BOOTH #4552    Valued at $1,500
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LLSIL-117    RUSSELL & MARY EDITH STACY
Vintage Men's Bolo Tie with Jasper Gemstones

A bolo tie is a fascinating fusion of vintage and western styles. In recent years, the bolo has infiltrated 
outside of its normal genre making its way into mainstream world pop culture. This striking vintage bolo 

tie includes a medallion slide with a natural flatback Jasper gemstone that secures the tie when worn 
in a traditional manner. Its antique genuine leather braided cord has patinated to a rich dark brown. In 

place of traditional tapered cone shaped tips at the end of the braided leather cord, this item has two 
more of the natural Jasper gemstones to highlight the beginning and end of such a beautiful piece of not 

only jewelry, but also art. This unique design choice highlights the craftsmanship and artistry behind 
the piece. If only this circa 1940s article could tell us the volumes of history it has lived through. A true 

treasure to be valued and worn with great joy. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RUSSELL & MARY EDITH 
STACY FOR THIS 100% DONATION.

Valued at $600

LLSIL-118    CAPE TOWN HUNTING SAFARIS
3-Day Game Bird/Tour Package for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Cape Town, South Africa
3-day game bird/tour package for one hunter and one non-hunter in Cape Town, South Africa - 
includes 1-day of game bird hunting and 2 days of touring. Trip is available year-round in 2024 or 
2025 and may be upgraded to include plains game species at current price list. Additional hunters 
and non-hunters are welcome at current rates.This package includes field prep, transportation to 
shipper/taxidermist, RT transfers from Cape Town Airport, 4-star lodge accommodations, use of 
shotgun and ammo, full peninsula tour of Cape Town, full day wine tour with lunch, wine tasting 
fees, entrance to all national parks, beverages and all meals. Not included are accommodations 
before/after the hunt in Cape Town (if needed) at $300/night and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS CAPE TOWN HUNTING SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Joe Da Silva, 
011 27 83 629 3286, PO Box 1840, Durbanville, Western Cape 7551, SOUTH AFRICA, 
capetownhuntingsafaris@mweb.co.za, CapeTownHuntingSafaris.Co.Za.

BOOTH #958    Valued at $2,500

LLSIL-119    FEDHA NYUKI
Zebra Belted Pack with Bison Leather Backing

Fedha Nyuki's exquisite zebra belted pack with bison leather backing serves 
as a beautiful reminder of our role in conservation and connection to the great 
outdoors. Fedha Nyuki's creations embody the spirit of adventure, making this 

pack a unique and meaningful accessory for any huntress or nature enthusiast. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FEDHA NYUKI FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Leslie Benavides, 361-207-4806, 6501 Arena Blvd, Ste 107, Laredo, TX 78041, 
info@fedhanyuki.com, FedhaNyuki.Com.

BOOTH #3047    Valued at $875

LLSIL-116    SUNRISE IMAGES PHOTOGRAPHY
$500 CREDIT Towards a Custom Safari Photo Book
$500 CREDIT towards a custom-made safari photo book by Sunrise Images Photography. 
You have taken the trip-of-a-lifetime and now want to do something special with your 
treasured photographs. Sunrise Images Photography, established in 1991, has the 
answer! Sandra Caddel Martin will use your hunting and fishing images to create a 
one-of-a-kind, luxury compilation all bound-up in the finest of leather covers. Having 
your photos compiled by a professional photographer who has spent time in the bush 
makes all the difference in the results. Whether you have digital images, negatives, 
slides or even old photographs, Sunrise Images Photography can transform them into a 
fine work-of-art. Certificate expires one year from date of event and cannot be combined 
with other offers. Price per book begins around $1,700. Dedicated to documenting your 
hunting heritage... one photograph at a time. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SUNRISE 
IMAGES PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Sandra Caddel Martin, 
210-289-1996, 412 E William Cannon Dr., #702, Austin, TX 78745, 
sunriseimagesphotography@yahoo.com, SafariPhotoBooks.Com.

Valued at $500
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LLSIL-121    SHEEPFEET
SheepFeet Custom Orthotics

SheepFeet custom orthotics are the ultimate companion for hunters who demand both 
exceptional comfort and unwavering support in the wild! These remarkable orthotic 

insoles from SheepFeet are 100% custom made in the USA and custom built to provide 
your feet with the superior performance they need during intense hunting expeditions. 

With soft, premium materials that ensure optimal breathability and outstanding arch 
support and cushioning, these custom orthotics reduce fatigue, absorb impact, improve 
balance and turn your boots into a custom boot system for your feet. Their sleek design 

seamlessly blends with your favorite hunting boots, ensuring unparalleled functionality. Step into the wild with SheepFeet custom orthotics and 
experience the difference they can make in your hunting journey by providing comfort, support and the edge you need to excel in the pursuit of your 

hunting ambitions. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SHEEPFEET FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Caleb Bowden, 801-885-4396, 512 W. 2000 S., Orem, UT 
84058, caleb@sheepfeetoutdoors.com, SheepFeetOutdoors.Com.

BOOTH #4766    Valued at $300

LLSIL-122    LK CULINARY
In-Home Multi-Course Wine Tasting Dinner for Six
Let the LK culinary team come to your home and prepare a multi-course feast for six! Chef 
Luke will work with the lucky winner to put together a custom menu to fit any occasion 
for a restaurant experience right in your very home. Good for one year from auction date; 
blackout dates may apply (not available in December). DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LK 
CULINARY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 972-740-7701, 528 Malden Dr., Richardson, TX 75080, 
luke@lkculinary.com, LKCulinary.Com.

Valued at $1,500

LLSIL-123    VIVIAN LEOPOLD
Kate Spade Chelsea Weekender Tote and Matching Cosmetic Bag in Black Nylon

Your fabulous wardrobe deserves to be carried in a fabulous travel tote and what better bag fits 
the bill than the Chelsea Weekender by Kate Spade. This black nylon tote features an array of 

storage for all your travel needs, including an interior front slip pocket for documents, credit card 
slots, back zip pocket, top zip pocket, front zip pocket, 2x side pockets and large back zip slide to 

secure on a suitcase handle. Bag measures 11"Hx10"Wx7"D and comes with a handy cosmetic bag. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS VIVIAN LEOPOLD FOR THIS 100% DONATION.

Vivian Leopold, vleopold@att.net.

Valued at $560

LLSIL-120    PHEASANTS GALORE, LLC
1-Day/2-Night Pheasant and Chukar Wingshooting Adventure 
for Two Hunters in Kansas
1-day/2-night 2x1 pheasant and chukar wingshooting adventure for two hunters in Kansas 
- includes 6x pheasant and up to 20x chukar for each hunter. This hunt is available October 
2024-March 2025 or for the same period the following year. Additional hunters are welcome at 
current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot. This package includes 
lodging, home-cooked breakfast & lunch, professional guides hunting over dogs, bird cleaning 
and licenses. Not included are other meals, car rental from airport, taxidermy, liquor, ammo and 
gratuities. Arrival/departure point is at the lodge near Sublette, Kansas; closest airport is Garden 
City, Kansas. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PHEASANTS GALORE, LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Kyle Simmons, 620-272-1745, Box 187, Sublette, KS 67877, kylesimmons3@hotmail.com, PheasantsGalore.Com.

BOOTH #2750    Valued at $1,730
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LLSIL-124    CYNTHIE'S WILDLIFE ORIGINALS
"The Peanut Gallery" - Original Acrylic on Panel by Cynthie Fisher
"The Peanut Gallery" - Original acrylic painting of a four-horn sheep by Cynthie Fisher, measures 
20x24. "I just love these guys; they are so crazy looking, they don't even seem real sometimes. 
I have hunted them several times, mostly because I can't wait to have one in my trophy room, 
where to this day, they still elicit more comments than practically any other species. I've seen 
them in Europe, as well as here in the US, they are more common than people think. They even 
have a type that grows six horns; sure wish I had one of those!" - Cynthie Fisher. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS CYNTHIE'S WILDLIFE ORIGINALS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Cynthie Fisher,  
406-375-1445, 406-360-0131, 651 Bobcat Lane, Hamilton, MT 59840, 
cynthieart@gmail.com, CynthiesOriginals.Com.

BOOTH #3048    Valued at $4,500

LLSIL-126    TROPHY CONSULTANTS INTERNATIONAL
Buffalo Leather Hold-All and Grip Bag Luggage
Handmade in Zimbabwe, the Meredith buffalo leather hold-all and grip bags are the 
perfect luggage choice for a week away. The hold-all features a large inner compartment, 
two spacious side pouch-pockets, an additional front slip pocket, strong zip closure, 
two handle straps and a detachable padded shoulder strap. The grip-bag comes with a 
reinforced base, front document pocket, two pouch side pockets, two handle straps and a 
detachable padded shoulder strap. The interior for both are fully lined and include a small 
zip pocket and leather luggage tag. Hold-all measures 31"Lx15.75"Wx15.75"H; grip-bag 
measures 26"Lx12.6"Wx12.6"H. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TROPHY CONSULTANTS 
INTERNATIONAL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Cuan Meredith, 011 263 29 227 3581, 
011 263 77223 9844, 4 Josiah Chinamano Road, Belmont, Bulawano, Matabeleland, 
ZIMBABWE, cuan@tci.co.zw, TCI.Co.ZW.

BOOTH #2337    Valued at $2,200

LLSIL-127    CALL OF AFRICA, INC.
"Ghost of the Bushveld" - Framed Giclee on Canvas 

by British Wildlife Artist Claire Naylor
"Ghost of the Bushveld" - Incredibly detailed, beautifully framed #3/99 limited edition giclee print on 

canvas of a kudu by renowned British wildlife artist, Claire Naylor. Measures 32"x25" framed. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS CALL OF AFRICA, INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mel Lenet / Ross Parker, 

954-767-8737, 954-445-8252, Fax 954-524-7494, 920 NE 13th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304, 
mel@nativevisions.com, CallOfAfrica.Com.

BOOTH #3743    Valued at $2,740

LLSIL-125    COPPERSMITH GLOBAL LOGISTICS
$530 CERTIFICATE for Hunting Trophy Clearance

$530 CERTIFICATE for hunting trophy importing clearance. Includes Customs 
Entry Service Fee (classification of merchandise, preparation and transmission 
of entry information to U.S. Customs and Border Protection for cargo release and summary presentation), Fish & Wildlife Entry Service Fee (FWS 

entry preparation and filing e-docs entry electronic 3-177 to US Fish & Wildlife for release processing); Messenger Fee (service fees for hand 
delivery of all documentation to-from various government agencies and airline terminals); Airport Transfer (min. charge of $100 or $.0125 cents 

per pound of chargeable weight plus fuel surcharge. This covers the transfer of shipments by truck to our warehouse to avoid additional storage 
charges. Fuel Surcharge is not assessed on a minimum charge. Minimum of $100 in the Port of New York); Coppersmith Warehouse Handling Fee 

(unloading, handling, inspection of freight, inland bill of lading preparation, loading of freight for customer pickup or delivery by carrier. Additional 
storage charges of $25/week may be applied after given free time, as per the Coppersmith Tariff). Not included are terminal handling, cargo import 
service charges, additional hunters, USDA Animal Plant Health Inspection Service Fee, USDA & FWS Exam, CDC permit, US FWS Premium (CITES) 

inspection fees and collect air or ocean freight charges. Any airline storage fees, additional exam charges and delivery charges will be billed to 
customer. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS COPPERSMITH GLOBAL LOGISTICS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Michael Coppersmith, 404-366-1650, 

702-306-4803, Fax 404-366-1649, 114 Southfield Parkway, Forest Park, GA 30297, 
michael@coppersmith.com, HuntingTrophy.Com.

BOOTH #2700    Valued at $530

(Similar Image)
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LLSIL-129    FAIRMONT DALLAS HOTEL
2-Night Stay at the Luxurious Fairmont Dallas Hotel

The Fairmont Dallas Hotel is the icon in luxury combined with the elegance of classic 
hospitality and an authentic Texan flair. Ideally located in the heart of Dallas' Arts 

District and within walking distance to an array of fine-dining options, shopping, arts 
and entertainment. Certificate is good for a 2-night stay in luxury accommodations and 

includes complimentary valet parking for one (1) car and daily breakfast for two (2). Valid 
until October 31, 2024; blackout dates may apply. All reservations are subject to availability; 

certificate must be presented upon check-in and certificate number must be given when 
reservation is made. Certificate is non-refundable, non-transferable and excludes alcohol 
and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FAIRMONT DALLAS HOTEL FOR THIS 100% 

DONATION. Reservations, 214-720-2020, 1717 North Akard Street, Dallas, TX 75201, 
dal.reservations@fairmont.com, Fairmont.Com/Dallas.

Valued at $600

LLSIL-130    AIR2000 HUNTERS SUPPORT SERVICES
Meet and Assist Services for One Hunter and 
One Observer Traveling Together
Meet and assist services for one hunter and one observer from the aircraft door. Service 
entails assistance with arrival formalities including immigration, baggage/firearm claim, 
customs/police firearm sighting (after having obtained the permit in advance of arrival), 
assistance to another scheduled flight and charter/hand-over to a transfer agent. This 
donation is valid for one hunter and one observer arriving on the same flight during 2024 
only. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS AIR2000 HUNTERS SUPPORT SERVICES FOR THIS 
100% DONATION. Anne Gaines-Burrill, 011 27 11 659 2649, 011 27 82 770 2480, 
PO Box 120, Lanseria, Johannesburg, Gauteng 1748, SOUTH AFRICA, 
air2000@global.co.za, HuntersSupport.Com.

BOOTH #3150    Valued at $200

LLSIL-131    BULLET BLOOM
.45 Caliber Expanded Bullet Pendant and .380 Caliber Earrings

This .45 caliber large bullet pendant in 14k gold and sterling silver and .380 expended 
bullet earrings in sterling silver make a powerful declaration that says exactly who you 
are - a renegade to be reckoned with! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BULLET BLOOM 

FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Bridget Brown, 310-780-8140, 1562 Arbor Park Dr., 
Winter Park, FL 32789, bridget@bulletbloom.com, BulletBloom.Com.

BOOTH #658    Valued at $1,420

LLSIL-128    ALASKA FISH CATCHER LODGE
2-Day/3-Night Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers in Alaska
A fishing adventure awaits the winners at the Alaska Fish Catcher Lodge, a premier salmon and 
trout fishing destination located near the Kenai and Kasilof Rivers in Alaska. This 2-day/3-night trip 
(exclusive private boat and private lodging accommodations) for two anglers is available in 2024 only 
and may be upgraded to include customized saltwater excursions, additional anglers and extra days, 
all at current price list. This package includes 2 full days fishing for king/silver/sockeye salmon and 
trout on the Kenai or Kasilof Rivers, professionally guided outings on drift or power boats, use of top-
quality rods/reels, waders, fish cleaning and lodge accommodations. Not included are sport fishing 
and king fishing stamps, fish processing, rain gear, car rental from Anchorage, gratuities, beverages, 
snacks and daily meals (guests have use of a large kitchen, most condiments, spices, cooking/dining 
essentials and outdoor grills, or may go out to eat). Experience this beautiful, scenic region known 

worldwide for its world record king/silver/sockeye salmon and trophy rainbow trout. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ALASKA FISH CATCHER LODGE 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Pete Sparacio, 907-290-9097 , PO Box 796, Sterling, AK 99672, fish@alaskafishcatcher.com, AlaskaFishCatcher.Com.

BOOTH #657    Valued at $3,800
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LLSIL-132    LADIES LUNCHEON COMMITTEE
Nero d'Oro Entertainment Set with Lavi Black Marble Serving Boards
The Nero d'Oro collection is the perfect set for entertainers. Set includes cast aluminum chip/dip bowls 
(small bowl is removable), double insulated ice bucket with tong, three cheese utensils, salad servers 
and two black Lavi marble serving boards with marvelous gold edging (serving boards measure 16x12 
and 9x6"). Now...let's get ready to party!! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE LADIES LUNCHEON 
COMMITTEE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Christie Selle, christie@biggame.org.

Valued at $540

LLSIL-133    SWIFT BULLET COMPANY
$250 CREDIT Towards Swift Bullet Products

$250 CREDIT towards any Swift Bullet products. At Swift, we strive to make hunting bullets 
that perform two very important functions - first, to shoot straight and second, to provide 

great terminal performance. Remember, your bullet may be the least expensive part of your 
hunt, but hunters all around the world know it is the most important and that's why many of 

them purchase Swift bullets. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SWIFT BULLET COMPANY FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. William D. Hober, 785-754-3959Fax 785-754-2359, 201 Main Street, 

Quinter, KS 67752, contact@swiftbullets.com, SwiftBullets.Com.

BOOTH #4701    Valued at $250

LLSIL-134    MONTANA KNIFE COMPANY
Speedgoat Fixed Blade Knife with Orange and Black Paracord Handle
It isn’t hard to see why the Speedgoat fixed-blade knife is one of our most popular blades. It can handle just 
about anything - from caping, gutting, skinning and deboning an elk to cleaning fish, cutting line and so much 
more. And at just 1.7 oz, this do-it-all blade won't hold you back on those hard to reach locations. Blade length 
is 3.75" with overall length of 7.75". Includes exclusive Kydex click-in locking sheath. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS MONTANA KNIFE COMPANY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Sloane Brown, 325-212-9564, 
19495 Serenity Way, Frenchtown, MT 59834, sloane@montanaknifecompany.com, MontanaKnifeCompany.Com.

BOOTH #1128    Valued at $250

LLSIL-135    MATTHEW GREEFF SAFARIS
5-Day Big-Five Photo Safari for Two Guests in South Africa

5-day exclusive big-five photo safari for two in South Africa. This trip is available March-April 
2024 or 2025 and includes luxurious full-board chalet under thatch roof lodge accommodations, 

daily game drives, Gold Valley excursion, all government taxes, professional guides, photography 
services, RT ground transfers from Kruger Mpumalanga International Airport, overnight stay 

during two private photo safaris in Kruger National Park (home to over 147 species of mammal and 
517 species of birdlife), park entrance fees, conservation levies, cultural experience and scenic 

tour of Drakensberg Mountain & 'Gods Window' and, of course, Sylvia's well-known game dishes 
throughout. This trip may be upgraded by adding guests or by extending the trip to include quality 

plains/dangerous game hunting, freshwater or deep-sea fishing, scuba diving off the nearby 
Mozambique coast and guided tours of  Victoria Falls, Tanzania-Kenya migrations and Cape Town. 
Not included are optional guide/staff gratuities. This donation cannot be added or combined with 

another donated African trip. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MATTHEW GREEFF SAFARIS FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Matt Greeff, 011 27 83 265 2824, Gold Valley Lodge, PO Box, Nelspruit, 

Mpumalanga 1200, SOUTH AFRICA, mgsafari@iafrica.com, MatthewGreeffSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #442    Valued at $5,000
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LLSIL-137    AZYRE GEAR
Azyre Gear Ladies Achieve Hiking Pant, Inspire Cap, 

Inspire Buff Gator and Believe Down Jacket 
Azyre Gear ladies Achieve camo hiking pants (m), Inspire ponytail hat, Inspire BFF buff neck 

tube, Inspire canvas tote and Believe packable down jacket (m) - all exchangeable. 1) Achieve 
hiking pant features 4-way stretch fabric, a Durable Water Repellent (DWR) finish, Vision base 

layer fabric on the waistband to provide a super soft and flattering fit for many body types, 
an adjustable belt cinch, generous pockets and snap hem closure. 2) Inspire ponytail hat has 

perfectly placed holes for a higher ponytail or bun styles. 3) Inspire BFF buff can be used as a 
neck gaiter, head band, sweat wipe, whatever! 4) Believe packable down jacket is super light, 
but unbelievably warm, packable and water resistant. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS AZYRE 

GEAR FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Marci Yamasaki, 406-570-2941, 479 Wildcat Road, Sheridan, 
WY 82801, marci@azyregear.com, AzyreGear.Com.

BOOTH #2952    Valued at $630

LLSIL-138    CLINT ORMS ENGRAVERS & SILVERSMITHS
Clint Orms Limited Edition Bracelet-2002
The Clint Orms Bracelet-2002 is a limited edition #12/50 sterling silver bracelet that features a 14k 
yellow gold elephant center, sterling silver acacia trees on either side, hammered finish and edges, 
rough-cut ends and light wheatgrass engraving. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CLINT ORMS 
ENGRAVERS & SILVERSMITHS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Erin Slade, 830-367-7949, 512-786-6204, 
229 Old Ingram Loop, Suite B, Ingram, TX 78025, erin@clintorms.com, ClintOrms.Com.

BOOTH #3137    Valued at $2,580

LLSIL-139    HORNADY MFG
Hornady RAPiD® Safe Ready Vault™ with Wi-Fi

Hornady Security® RAPiD® Safes offer the quickest, most dependable access to your firearm while 
providing unmatched security from unauthorized users using patented RFID technology. The SQUARE-

LOK™ organizing system allows gun racks (included) and other SQUARE-LOK™ accessories to be 
mounted in numerous configurations to maximize storage. Hornady Security LED lights, magnetic 

hooks, hygrometer and dehumidifiers are all compatible (sold separately). Interior dimensions: 
51.8"Hx19"Wx12.7"D. Exterior dimensions: 52.2"Hx20"Wx15.1"D. Stop by donor's booth to view the safe in 

person. Includes complimentary shipping to lower 48 states. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HORNADY 
MFG FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Monty DeBoer, 308-382-1390, 308-730-1001, 

Fax 308-382-5761, 3625 West Old Potash HWY, Grand Island, NE 68803, 
mdeboer@hornady.com, Hornady.Com.

BOOTH #4413    Valued at $1,027

LLSIL-136    LA ELEVEN11
Ladies Python Tote
Red and black ladies tote crafted from Asian python and Italian lambskin. This exotic tote 
features a zip closure, red suede lining, two interior slip pockets and one interior zip pocket. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LA ELEVEN11 FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Armen Mesropian, 
818-666-1557, 7605 Louise Avenue, Suite 305, Northridge, CA 91325, armengallo@yahoo.com.

BOOTH #344 Valued at $1,295
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LLSIL-141    1 SHOT GEAR
Sitka Gear Waterfowl Boreal Jacket/Bib and Sitka Gear Drifter Duffle

Sitka Outerwear is regarded as some of the best hunting outerwear in the business. 
1 Shot Gear not only sells Sitka outerwear, but we actually test it in the field so we 

know for sure how it will perform. Waterfowl package includes: 1) Sitka Gear Boreal 
AeroLite jacket built for late season waterfowl hunts in frigid temps, high winds and 

driving snow or rain, this is our warmest insulated GORE-TEX jacket for waterfowl 
hunting; 2) Sitka Gear Boreal bib pant with waterproof/breathable GORE-Tex fabric 

with high seat back & suspenders to provide ample coverage and to keep the pant from 
riding down and 3) Sitka Gear Drifter Duffle 50L with highly water-resistant 150D TPU 

coated rip-stop fabric and water-proof 450D welded TPU coated rip-stop floor keep 
your gear dry when transiting in a boat, on horseback or flying home with memories. 

Winner's choice of sizes M-3XL. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 1 SHOT GEAR FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Alex Bourlakov, 303-284-3828, 16190 S. Golden Rd, #A, Golden, 

CO 80401, alex@1shotgear.com, 1ShotGear.Com.

BOOTH #4626    Valued at $1,500

LLSIL-142    DIAMONDBLADE KNIVES / KNIVES OF ALASKA
The Professional Hunter's Triple Knife Set
We received numerous requests by professional hunters and outfitters for a method to carry the 
Brown Bear, Light Hunter and Cub Bear knives all in one sheath and created The Professorial 
Hunter's Triple Knife Set. The Brown Bear is a heavy-duty cleaver and a practical skinning knife 
in one. The Light Hunter Mini Skinner/Cleaver was designed especially for hunters who need a 
powerful blade to cut through medium-size bones and perform heavy duty skinning tasks. The 
Cub Bear caping knife is lightweight and designed for fine detail work. NOTE: The set is too heavy 
to be worn on a belt but can easily be carried in saddle bags or a backpack. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS DIAMONDBLADE KNIVES / KNIVES OF ALASKA FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Charles Allen, 903-786-7366, Fax 903-786-7371, 3100 Airport Dr., Denison, TX 75020, 
c@knivesofalaska.com, DiamondBladeKnives.Com, KnivesOfAlaska.Com.

BOOTH #1280    Valued at $700 

LLSIL-143    RIPCORD RESCUE TRAVEL INSURANCE
1-Year Family Evacuation Program for Rescue Services

1-year family evacuation program for rescue services from your point of injury, illness, 
or security event and evacuation to your home hospital of choice (medical) and 

home (security). Ripcord is powered by Redpoint Resolutions LLC, an elite team of 
problem solvers available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. We offer the only one-stop 

comprehensive travel protection product that combines elite evacuation and rescue services with the fully insured benefits of a traditional travel 
insurance product. Together and through our contacts across the globe, we provide unparalleled travel insurance, medical, security, intelligence 

and evacuation solutions when you need them most. NOTE: Please consult the donor to confirm inclusions-exclusions in regard to this policy prior 
to bidding. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RIPCORD RESCUE TRAVEL INSURANCE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Deanna Caffrey, 

415-480-0600, 1875 South Grant Street, Ste 960, San Mateo, CA 94402, dcaffrey@redpointtravelprotection.com, 
kcernera@redpointtravelprotection.com, RedPointTravelInsurance.Com

 BOOTH #3213    Valued at $1,150

LLSIL-140    AFRICAN ELEPHANT HAIR BRACELET - SAFARI JEWELRY
Two-Tone Necklace and Matching Dangle Earrings
Two-tone necklace and matching dangle earrings. The body of this fantastic necklace is comprised 
of multiple strands of 16 gauge sterling silver wire. The knots are contrasting 14k gold fill and 
designed to slide, making the necklace adjustable. Each piece of African Elephant Hair Bracelet - 
Safari Jewelry piece is handmade and hand signed...look for the maker's mark to ensure original 
quality! David Anderson, 805-685-5955, 805-452-5792, Fax 805-845-9034, PO Box 61605, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93160, d.sb@verizon.net, SafariJewelry.Com.

BOOTH #3101    Valued at $575
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LLSIL-145    DUBARRY OF IRELAND
Dubarry of Ireland Custom Shoot Coat and Country Boots

Dubarry of Ireland shoot coats combine functional features with beautiful 
design and is a must for long days in the field. A smart tweed exterior is made 

from Teflon® coated 100% Pure New Wool and combined with a GORE-TEX liner 
ensures waterproofing and breathability. Designed with range of movement 
in mind, the sleeves allow extra lift and cartridge pockets have tabs for easy 

access on fast and furious drives. Warm, waterproof and breathable, the iconic 
Dubarry Galway leather country boot is a staple for country-lovers. Made with 

DryFast-DrySoft™ leather and lined with GORE-TEX, they have extremely 
comfortable and shock absorbing soles ideal for crossing rough and wet 

terrain. Available in contrasting colours and materials, the knee-high Galway 
boot looks great with trousers or a skirt and will see you from muddy country 

walks, to a smart day at the races, upland bird hunting and beyond. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS DUBARRY OF IRELAND FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Danny H., 866-658-3569, 484-787-4950, 106 W Christine Road, 
Nottingham, PA 19362, us-info@dubarry.com, Dubarry.Com.

BOOTH #3655    Valued at $2,400

LLSIL-146    MARK & CAROL LITTLE
Double Zip Multi Color Blue Block Crossbody and 
Pair of Black/Khaki Ukoala Bags
Bright and cheery multi colored double zip purse with matching luggage tag. Purse features RFID 
blocking for extra security. Also included are two Ukoala Bags in black and khaki. Known as the 
"best lit tle bag on the planet", these bags can be worn in a variety of configurations, depending on 
your preferences, style and occasion. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MARK & CAROL LITTLE FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Carol Little, littleaggie@verizon.net.

Valued at $500

LLSIL-147    CLAY SHOOTERS SUPPLY / SOUNDGEAR
Phantom Custom Bluetooth Rechargeable Hearing Protection

Introducing the world's first custom, Bluetooth compatible, rechargeable hearing aid and 
protection device - the Phantom. This device features the most advanced noise reduction 

technology on the market and helps with normal to moderate hearing loss. Phantom offers an 
unrivaled custom-fit, Bluetooth capabilities and allows the wearer to hear environmental sounds 

and conversations more clearly while offering protections from both sudden and continuous 
noise. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CLAY SHOOTERS SUPPLY / SOUNDGEAR FOR THIS 100% 

DONATION. Luke Maresh, 320-864-3164, 952-393-4607, 6425 Flying Cloud Dr., Eden Prairie, MN 
55344, luke_maresh@starkey.com, SoundGear.Com.

BOOTH #1445    Valued at $1,400

LLSIL-144    AFRICAN ELEPHANT HAIR BRACELET - SAFARI JEWELRY
Two-Tone CZ Necklace with Matching Bracelet and Dangle Earrings
Two-tone CZ necklace with matching  bracelet and lovely dangle earrings made from multiple 
strands of 16 gauge sterling silver wire. The knots have contrasting 14k gold fill and are designed 
to slide on the necklace/bracelet, making them adjustable. Sparkles have been added to the knots 
with a pave of CZ (cubic zirconia) stones. CZ's are a man-made gemstone that closely resembles 
diamonds and contribute to a delightful balance between design and price point. Each piece of 
African Elephant Hair Bracelet - Safari Jewelry piece is handmade and hand signed...look for the 
maker's mark to ensure original quality! David Anderson, 805-685-5955, 805-452-5792, 
Fax 805-845-9034, PO Box 61605, Santa Barbara, CA 93160, 
d.sb@verizon.net, SafariJewelry.Com.

BOOTH #3101    Valued at $1,500
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LLSIL-149   LADIES LUNCHEON COMMITTEE
Stainless Steel Top Shelf Bar Set

Exquisite stainless steel top shelf bar set crafted for those who demand the highest level of luxury.  
Set includes a superior insulated, double walled ice bucket with tong, double walled cocktail shaker, 

round serving tray (17x14") and double walled bottle chiller. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE LADIES 
LUNCHEON COMMITTEE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Christie Selle, christie@biggame.org.

Valued at $400

LLSIL-150   HOLLAND & HOLLAND
Limited Edition .375 H&H Magnum Explorer Pen with Presentation Box and 
.375 H&H Magnum Paperweight 
Limited edition solid brass H&H.375 magnum bullet pen with presentation box and .375 H&H 
paperweight. The pen features copper and lead tip detail as a nod to the legendary H&H round; 
made in England with an exclusive H&H design and limited to just 100 pieces. The paperweight 
has .375 H&H magnum inert components frozen within an acrylic prism presenting it as an 
unique paperweight ornament; made in Scotland with an exclusive H&H design. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS HOLLAND & HOLLAND FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mike Jones, 
212-752-7755, 011 44 759 055 6385, 9821 Preston Road, Dallas, TX 75205, mike.jones@
hollandandholland.com, HollandandHolland.Com.

BOOTH #4737    Valued at $1,250

LLSIL-151   E.A.R. INC.
Chameleon Ear™ Pro - HearDefender DFs

The Chameleon Ear™ Pro - HearDefender DFs are custom-fit silicone hearing protection 
featuring a dual filtered attenuator. This design provides "variable attenuation" - meaning, 

as the noise level increases, so does the noise reduction. Ear plugs also feature an internal 
resonation chamber that aids vocal tones for better understanding of speech and proximity 

sounds while use out in the field. Available in a variety of color and lanyard options. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS E.A.R. INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Taylor Blomquist, 

303-447-2619, 800-525-2690, Fax 800-525-2690, 5763 Arapahoe Ave., 
Boulder, CO 80303, taylor@earinc.com, EarInc.Com.

BOOTH #972    Valued at $200

LLSIL-148    ALAN MICHAEL USA
Ladies Black Glama Mink Jacket
Vintage, one-of-a-kind ladies cropped Glama mink jacket. Beautiful and timeless. One size S-M, 
non-exchangeable. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ALAN MICHAEL USA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Jane Michael, 310-470-8221, 2595 Basil Lane, Los Angeles, CA 90077, 
amusacorp1022@gmail.com, AlanMichaelUSA.Com.

BOOTH #1244    Valued at $4,500
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LLSIL-153    MARK & CAROL LITTLE
Brown and White Calf Hair Feed Bag Purse 

with Matching Crossbody and Conceal Carry 
Brown and white calf hair feed bag leather purse with matching crossbody and 

conceal carry.  All bags come with RFID blocking lining for security, adjustable straps and a 
variety of zip/slip pockets. Includes two adorable calf hair key chain accessories. DALLAS 

SAFARI CLUB THANKS MARK & CAROL LITTLE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Carol Little, littleaggie@verizon.net.

Valued at $400

LLSIL-155    DONNA BARNES & GRACE PULK
Evergreen Etched Crystal Platter/Bowl

This lovely Evergreen crystal platter/bowl comes hand-etched with outdoor scenes of pheasants in nature and 
is signed by the artist, Lorraine Coyle. Perfect as a serving plate or bowl for your next dinner party. Measures 

14.5x14.5". DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DONNA BARNES & GRACE PULK FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Valued at $250

LLSIL-156    AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE / AFTON SAFARI LODGE
VIP Welcome Package for Two in Jo'burg, South Africa!
Situated just a few minutes from O.R. Tambo International Airport, the Afton Safari Lodge is 
the ideal way to start and end your next safari in South Africa. VIP voucher is for two guests 
and includes arrival meet & greet, airport assistance, 1x rifle permit, shuttle to/from airport, 
1-night double occupancy lodge accommodation, dinner and breakfast for two and 1-year 
subscription to African Hunting Gazette. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS AFRICAN HUNTING 
GAZETTE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Richard Lendrum, 011 3917625, 17 Aftonwold Way, 
Kempton Park 1619, SOUTH AFRICA, richard@thefuture.co.za, AftonSafariLodge.Com.

BOOTH #167    Valued at $525

LLSIL-154    GUIDE OUTFITTERS ASSOCIATION OF BC
GOABC Life Membership and Collection of Cookbooks Published by GOABC
GOABC Life Membership and a collection of GOABC cookbooks. Life Membership includes a yearly 
subscription to Mountain Hunter™ magazine, recognition in Mountain Hunter™ magazine and other 
publications, Life Member pin, stewardship publications (Wildlife Stewardship Series, Conservation 
Matters™, etc.), membership certificate, automatic entry into the annual trip drawing (if attending 
the annual convention), recognition at the annual convention and discounts on GOABC events and 
promotions. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GUIDE OUTFITTERS ASSOCIATION OF BC FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Jennifer Johnson or Scott Ellis, 604-541-6332, 103-19140 28 Avenue, Surrey, BC V3Z 6M3, 
CANADA, programs@goabc.org; ellis@goabc.org, GOABC.Org.

BOOTH #139    Valued at $1,065

LLSIL-152   AFRICAN ELEPHANT HAIR BRACELET - SAFARI JEWELRY
14K Gold Fill Necklace with CZ Stones and Matching CZ Stud Earrings
14k gold fill necklace with CZ stones and matching CZ stud earrings. This lovely set was made entirely of 
lightweight 16 gauge 14k gold fill wire and is adorned with a pave of CZ (cubic zirconia) stones on the knots, 
which slide on the necklace making it adustable. CZ's are a man-made gemstone that closely resembles 
diamonds and contribute to a delightful balance between design and price point. Each piece of African 
Elephant Hair Bracelet - Safari Jewelry piece is handmade and hand signed - look for the maker's mark to 
ensure original quality! David Anderson, 805-685-5955, 805-452-5792, Fax 805-845-9034, PO Box 61605, 
Santa Barbara, CA 93160, d.sb@verizon.net, SafariJewelry.Com.

BOOTH #3101    Valued at $2,400
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LLSIL-157    AFRICAN ELEPHANT HAIR BRACELET - SAFARI JEWELRY
SPARKLE 6-Strand Bracelet
Crafted with utmost precision, the SPARKLE 6-strand bracelet features strands of 16-gauge round 
diamond cut sterling silver wire. The intricate knots are adorned with contrasting 14k gold fill, adding 
a touch of elegance to the overall design. What sets this bracelet apart from our other products is its 
uniquely round wire that's diamond cut to capture and reflect light from all angles. When you wear it, the 
bracelet sparkles like a thousand diamonds, and when sunlight hits it, it creates an enchanting aura that's 
hard to ignore. Each piece of African Elephant Hair Bracelet - Safari Jewelry piece is handmade and hand 
signed - look for the maker's mark to ensure original quality! David Anderson, 805-685-5955, 
805-452-5792, Fax 805-845-9034, PO Box 61605, Santa Barbara, CA 93160, 
d.sb@verizon.net, SafariJewelry.Com.

BOOTH #3101    Valued at $1,600

LLSIL-158    THE ADOLPHUS
Afternoon Tea for Two in The Adolphus French Room

Enjoy afternoon Tea for Two (and Two for Tea) in The Adolphus French Room. A storied tradition, the 
tea service is filled with delight and surprise, from the menu curated by their culinary team to the 

custom china. During each sitting, guests can enjoy a three-course menu of tea sandwiches, scones 
and pastries paired with loose leaf teas from local purveyor, Zatki, who creates a special tea blend 

just for The Adolphus. Valid through October 31, 2024. Valid for one time use and carries no cash value. 
Advanced reservations are required. Black-out dates are determined at the sole discretion of The 

Adolphus. Not valid for Texas-OU Weekend, New Year's Eve, 1st Friday in December or Valentine's Day 
Weekend. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE ADOLPHUS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Rocio Murillo, 

214-651-3621, 1321 Commerce Street, Dallas, TX 75202, redeem@adolphus.com, Adolphus.Com.

Valued at $200

LLSIL-159    ELIZABETH THE GOLD LADY
Ladies 19mm Fendi Watch
Beautiful ladies 19mm Italian made FENDI two-tone gold and black watch with black dial and 0.18 ctw of 
diamonds. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ELIZABETH THE GOLD LADY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Jeff Sassorossi, 520-360-3332, Fax 760-346-8400, 73320 El Paseo, Suite 1, Palm Desert, CA 92260, 
jeff@simongracejewelry.com.

BOOTH #2547    Valued at $2,500

LLSIL-160    KENETREK BOOTS
Kenetrek Slide Rock Hikers

Kenetrek's Slide Rock hikers marry agility to pure, beat-me-up toughness. When you scramble 
through the sometimes trail-less terrain, you'll thank your lucky stars (or Kenetrek) for the extra 

abrasion protection built in the Slide Rock. Hikers are waterproof, breathable and are ready-to-go 
where most folks want to go… but seldom do. Made in Europe. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 

KENETREK BOOTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jim Winjum, 406-585-3040, Fax 406-585-5548, 
96 Northstar Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, jim.w@kenetrek.com, Kenetrek.Com.

BOOTH #2104    Valued at $325
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LLSIL-161    LADIES LUNCHEON COMMITTEE
Black and Gold Murro Entertainment Set
This wonderful black and gold Murro entertainment set includes a hammered serving tray/bowl, 
perfect pedestal dessert tray and small appetizer bowl. Fashioned to mirror the renowned crests 
of Scotland's Murro Mountaintops, this beautiful set boasts stunning idyllic, elegance that will 
add a special touch to any tablescape. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE LADIES LUNCHEON 
COMMITTEE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Christie Selle, christie@biggame.org.

Valued at $150

LLSIL-162    DONNA BARNES  
Set of Three Designer Clutch Purses by Sondra Roberts New York

These three designer clutch purses by Sondra Roberts New York are the perfect accessories 
to freshen up any outfit. Each includes a snap closure, chain shoulder strap and interior slip 

pocket. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DONNA BARNES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Valued at $225

LLSIL-164    SCHNEE'S
Schnee's Women's Timberline Boot

Gone are the days of being forced to buy a man's boot and hoping it fits. The women's Timberline 
boot features the same performance as the men's line but have been built from the ground up 

to fit a women's foot. This boot features a Flex-2 chassis that renders enough rigidity for treks 
above the tree line, yet flexible enough to be comfortable on more mild jaunts. Handcrafted in 

Italy and available in ladies sizes 6-11. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SCHNEE'S FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Stacy Farmer, 406-579-6890, 6597 Falcon Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, 

stacy@schnees.com, Schnees.Com.

BOOTH #284    Valued at $470

LLSIL-163    WHITTEN GUN CASES
Sterling Silver and Wild Hide Stud Earrings
Mix and match these wild hide and sterling silver stud earrings. Genuine alligator, lizard and 
python earrings will add a subtle touch of wild to your look. Use your hide or ours at Whitten 
Gun Cases where Jillian Whitten, owner and case artist, specializes in using customer 
harvested wild game hides to create gun cases, handbags and accessories. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WHITTEN GUN CASES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Jillian Whitten, 727-492-5976, 252 L And L Road, Pipestem, WV 25979, 
jillian@whittenguncases.com, WhittenGunCases.Com.

BOOTH #380    Valued at $400
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LLSIL-165    FOUR SEASONS SAFARIS NZ
Sterling Silver Stag Antler Necklace and Matching Earrings
Elegant sterling silver stag antler necklace and matching earrings adorned with Swarovski crystals. Sure to be a 
gorgeous asset for one classy lady! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FOUR SEASONS SAFARIS NZ FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Shane Johnston, 011 64 274 399 129, Terrace Downs Resort, Windwhistle, Canterbury, 
South Island, NEW ZEALAND, fourseasonssafaris@gmail.com, FourSeasons.Co.Nz.

BOOTH #3523    Valued at $275

LLSIL-166    LORENZO HOTEL
2-Night Corner Suite Stay at the Lorenzo Hotel and 

$100 Gift Certificate to Hamilton's Restaurant
2-night stay in a corner suite at the Lorenzo Hotel in Dallas and $100 gift certificate 

to Hamilton's Restaurant. The artfully designed corner suites feature larger 
accommodations, original works by local artists and stunning floor-to-ceiling views. 

Enjoy a meal at Hamilton's, where you'll be taken back to the mid-century era with 
its classic cocktails, retro vibes and jazzy tunes. Hotel certificate is for a corner King 

or Double Queen guestroom and is valid through 1/1/2025. No cash value. Advanced 
reservations are required. Black-out dates are determined at the sole discretion of 

the Lorenzo. Hamilton's certificate is valid through 1/1/2025. Valid for use during 
any operational hours of Hamilton's at the discretion of the Lorenzo. Reservations 

are required for groups of 4 or more. No cash value. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
LORENZO HOTEL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Matthew Jones, 214-258-6333, 1011 South Akard Street, Dallas, TX 75215, 

reservations@lorenzohotel.com, LorenzoHotel.Com.

Valued at $900

LLSIL-167    LIONNE
Stunning One-Of-A-Kind  Pyramid Jacket
This handmade, one-of-a-kind Pyramid jacket with “Mandarin" collar is sure to turn heads when entering 
a room - S/M, nonexchangeable. Made with the finest Italian pewter leather, this stunning jacket 
features python embossing, bold stitch embroidered leather overlay and anodized, silver and antique 
gold studwork. This statement wardrobe piece is sure to make lasting impression! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS LIONNE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Paige Corr, 469-236-5266, 1800 S. Loop 288, Suite 396-148, 
Denton, TX 76205, paige@lionnestyle.com, LionneStyle.Com.

BOOTH #1142    Valued at $3,750

LLSIL-168    ALOFT HOTEL DALLAS DOWNTOWN
Weekend Stay in King Ultra Savvy Suite at Aloft Hotel Dallas Downtown

Located in a historic building in Dallas' business district, the Aloft Dallas Downtown 
Hotel offers a vibrant social scene with modern accommodations. Just steps from City 
Hall, Convention Center and easy access to the American Airlines Center, Arts District 

and much more! Good for a 2-night weekend stay in a spectacular King Ultra Savvy suite 
and includes complimentary self-parking. Available through December 31, 2024 on open 
dates; black-out days may apply. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ALOFT HOTEL DALLAS 

DOWNTOWN FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Alex Cruz, 214-761-0000, 1033 Young Street, 
Dallas, TX 75202, alex@aloftdallasdowntown.com, AloftDallasDowntown.Com.

Valued at $650
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LLSIL-169    LAKONIA IMPORTS, LLC
Award-Winning Gourmet Collection of Premium Greek Products
Award-winning gourmet collection of premium Greek products courtesy of Lakonia 
Imports, LLC. Gift box includes Malva 0.2 and Malva extra virgin olive oil, Greek herbs 
& spices, Messino balsamic collection of balsamic vinegar, white balsamic vinegar 
and honey balsamic vinegar with a stainless steel weighted pour spout, all carefully 
placed in gift box. Also included is their best seller, Greek Country Olive Mix. Perfect for 
dressing salads or snacking. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LAKONIA IMPORTS, LLC 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Donald J. Cohn, 713-609-1960, 918-629-7154, 
7500 Old North Belt Drive, Humble, TX 77396, 
donny@lakonia-imports.com, Lakonia-Imports.Com.

BOOTH #1234    Valued at $175

LLSIL-171    JOHN & PAM PATTERSON
Dahlia Cheeseboard and Matching Knife 
by American Artist Michael Aram
Dahlia cheeseboard crafted in brass, black kadappa and stainless steel with matching 
cheese knife by American artist, Michael Aram. The Dahlia collection captures a sense of 
romance, intricacy, and opulence and in the Victorian era, dahlias were given as a symbol 
of love and devotion.  Measures 17.5"L x 10"W. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS JOHN 
& PAM PATTERSON FOR THIS 100% DONATION. John & Pam Patterson, 214-608-7787, 
pnpatterson3@yahoo.com.

Valued at $300

LLSIL-172    SWITCHBLADE USA
Pro-Tech Knives 3405 Newport Knife

Pro-Tech 3405 Newport knife with smooth black handle featuring a stonewash S35VN blade. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS SWITCHBLADE USA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Dedde Barber, 806-224-4367, 

409 Harrison Avenue, Port Orchard, WA 98366, switchbladeusa@yahoo.com, SwitchbladeUSA.Com.

 BOOTH #4505    Valued at $260

LLSIL-170    HYATT REGENCY DALLAS
$300 CERTIFICATE for Four at Parrino's Italian Bistro 

in Hyatt Regency Downtown Dallas
$300 CERTIFICATE for four at Parrino's Italian Bistro located in the Hyatt Regency 

downtown Dallas. Excludes alcohol and gratuities. Reservations must be made in advance 
by calling 214-712-7118 and are subject to availability. Certificate expires January 31, 2025 

and will not be extended. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HYATT REGENCY DALLAS FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Bart Meijers, 214-712-7254, 300 Reunion Blvd., Dallas, TX 75207,  

bart.meijers@hyatt.com@hyatt.com, HyattRegencyDallas.Com.

Valued at $300
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LLSIL-173    LADIES LUNCHEON COMMITTEE
Pair of Harper Clear Cake Stands with Gold Edge
These fantastic small & large Harper crystal cake stands boast an opulent gold trim, 
making them the perfect addition to any sophisticated decor. Can be used for deserts, 
risers and more! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE LADIES LUNCHEON COMMITTEE 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Christie Selle, christie@biggame.org.

Valued at $250

LLSIL-175    SCHNEE'S
Schnee's Women's Beartooth 200-Gram Boot 
Gone are the days of being forced to buy a man's boot and hoping it fits. The women's Beartooth 
200-Gram boot features the same performance as the men's line but have been built from the 
ground up to fit a women's foot. The Beartooth 200-Gram boot is possibly the most versatile 
boot in mountain hunting and the optimal choice for hunters seeking maximum versatility. Boot 
features a Flex-2 chassis that renders enough rigidity for treks above the tree line yet flexible 
enough to be comfortable on more mild jaunts. The insulated Beartooth 200g provides peak 
performance in the mid-to-late season, no matter the terrain you encounter. From the heights 
of sheep hunting to upland bird adventures, this boot will take you there. Handcrafted in Italy 
and available in ladies sizes 6-11. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SCHNEE'S FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Stacy Farmer, 406-579-6890, 6597 Falcon Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, 
stacy@schnees.com, Schnees.Com.

BOOTH #284    Valued at $470

LLSIL-176    ONE COAST
Woven Hyacinth Utensil/Towel Caddy and Sandstone Serving Boards 

This woven hyacinth utensil/towel caddy and sandstone serving boards makes living and entertaining 
easy and fun. Caddy features a wooden dowel handle that can easily hold a roll of paper towels 

and three sectioned holders perfect for forks, knives and spoons. The handy rectangular and round 
sandstone serving boards include stripes of mango wood, making for an attractive landscape for 

serving cheese, fruit and other charcuterie. Caddy measures 13"x14"; rectangular board measures 
14"x6"; round board measures 18"x12". DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ONE COAST FOR 

THIS 100% DONATION. Janet Meyer.

Valued at $250

LLSIL-174    BULBAG
BULBAG Carrier in Woodland Camo

Ballistic Utility Lightweight Bag = BULBAG! BULBAG is a multi-use, hands free utility bag that 
comes with a 30 year warranty. 100% made in the USA...because it can be! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS BULBAG FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Patrick Powell, 800-214-9609, 678-882-5773, 
266 Sailors Dr., Suite 5, Ellijay, GA 30540, info@bulbag.com, Bulbag.Com.

 BOOTH #4763    Valued at $350
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LLSIL-177    HOLLOWAY FURS
Sheared Beaver Jacket with Dyed Multi Color Trim 
Beautiful 30" sheared beaver jacket  accented with unique, multi-color zebra patterns on the collar, 
sleeves and bottom trim. Size medium to large but fits most; non-exchangeable. For over 16 years, 
Holloway Furs has expertly handcrafted blankets, coats and throws from only the finest quality skins in 
the North American market, making their products some of the most beautiful and artistically designed 
pieces available today. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HOLLOWAY FURS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Jim Holloway, 901-685-3877, 901-647-3877, 404 Perkins Ext., Memphis, TN 38117, 
hollowayfurs@att.net, HollowayFurs.Net.

BOOTH #3129    Valued at $2,500

LLSIL-178    WESTLEY RICHARDS AGENCY
Courteney Impala Haversack in Olive Suede

The Courteney impala haversack in olive suede is dyed through and handmade in feather-light impala. 
This practical, but fine looking, bag has three outer pockets, a handy pouch on each shoulder strap, 

large internal pocket and roomy interior. Ideal for an overnight adventure, airplane travel or carrying 
your essentials on safari. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WESTLEY RICHARDS AGENCY FOR THIS 

100% DONATION. Meghan Macias/L.D. McCaa, 850-677-3688, 850-324-1150, 5247 Gulf Breeze Pkwy, 
Gulf Breeze, FL 32563, meghan@westleyrichards.com, WestleyRichards.Com.

BOOTH #4707    Valued at $450

LLSIL-180   ONE COAST
Woven Hyacinth Tray/Napkin Set with Round Sandstone Board and Decorative Beads

Woven hyacinth tray/napkin set, round sandstone wood board and pair of decorative TerraCotta beads are 
the perfect hosting pieces for every season. Tray comes with one center holder (napkins included!) and 

four corner compartments in which to serve drinks. The round sandstone paddle board includes strips of 
mango wood making for attractive perfect landscape for serving cheese, fruit and other charcuterie. Drape 

the decorative TerraCotta beads on the coffee table, shelf or around the centerpiece for a truly warm and 
inviting atmosphere. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ONE COAST FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Janet Meyer.

Valued at $200

LLSIL-179    MARK & CAROL LITTLE
Black and White Calf Hair Feed Bag Purse with Matching Crossbody 
and Conceal Carry
Black and white calf hair feed bag leather purse with matching crossbody and conceal 
carry. All bags come with RFID blocking lining for security, adjustable straps and a 
variety of zip/slip pockets. Includes two adorable calf hair key chain accessories. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS MARK & CAROL LITTLE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Carol Little, 
littleaggie@verizon.net.

Valued at $400

LLSIL-181    DEVOTED DOVE
Copper Follis Coin Set in 14K Gold with Diamonds
This one-of-a-kind pendant offered from Devoted Dove Jewelry is a religious historic artifact set in our 
unique style to be worn and cherish. An authentic copper coin from the Byzantine Empire is set in 14 kt. gold 
with four sparkling 1.8mm round diamonds. From the time of Basil II, circa 976-1025 A.D. This coin beautifully 
features the facing bust of Christ wearing the Nimbus Cruciger; which is a cross within the halo, seen around 
the head of a Christ on coins of this kind and holding the gospels in each hand. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
DEVOTED DOVE JEWELRY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Ashleigh George-Carter, 011 27 64 667 3040, 3809 
County Road 147, Albany, TX 76430, devoteddovejewelry@gmail.com, DoveJewelry.Com.

BOOTH #2550    Valued at $3,600
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LLSIL-199    SWINGS N SOLAR
421L - Single Zero Gravity Swing

Share a zero gravity swing with someone special with the 421L Sunset Swing. This high-quality outdoor 
swing allows two people to swing comfortably together. 10-year warranty. Free delivery to lower 

48 states this swing! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SWINGS N SOLAR FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kim 
Taylor, 903-340-8377, PO Box 5003, Mabank, TX 75147, swingsnsolar@gmail.com, SwingsNSolar.Com.

BOOTH #477    Valued at $2,400

LLSIL-198    AFRICAN ODYSSEY TRAVEL - ELAINE PORTEOUS / EMILY 
SCHROETER
"Leopard in Tree" - Giclee Print on Canson Archival Paper 
by Emily Schroeter Photography
"Leopard in Tree" - Giclee print on canson archival paper by Emily Schroeter Photography, 
measures 18"x18". S/N limited edition. After hunting through the grasses of Tarangire 
National Park, the heat of the day prompted crawling up in a tree for a well-deserved rest. 
Balancing perfectly on the branch, she settles in for her nap. Her coat is flawless camouflage 
among the leaves of the tree. More photographs are available at our booth. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS AFRICAN ODYSSEY TRAVEL - ELAINE PORTEOUS AND EMILY SCHROETER 
PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Emily Schroeter, 972-740-9003, 
2119 High Country Dr., Carrollton, TX 75007, 
emily@emilyschroeter.com, EmilySchroeter.Com.

BOOTH #635    Valued at $975

LLSIL-200    C. MADDOX
"Falling Petals I" - Lovely Framed Abstract Artwork
"Falling Petals I" - Lovely framed abstract artwork, measures 51x60. This enchanting piece will 
instill a peaceful vibe within your home with its muted shades of white, grey and soft brown. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS C. MADDOX FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Amber & Ken Graves.

Valued at $1,000

LLSIL-201    C. MADDOX
"Rosey Posey" - Lovely Framed Abstract Artwork

"Rosey Posey" - Lovely framed abstract artwork, measures 72"x44". This large, striking piece will add flare 
to any room with it's soft hues of pink, magenta and blue, all beutifully contrasted by the shimmering gold 

design spilling from the top right down the center. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS C. MADDOX FOR THIS 
100% DONATION. Amber & Ken Graves.

Valued at $1,000
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FRI-0    HILL COUNTRY RIFLES
Hill Country Rifles Custom Carbon Rifleman Hunting 
Rifle in 6.5 Creedmoor
HCR's custom carbon Rifleman hunting rifle in 6.5 Creedmoor 
features a Defiance Rebel action with 1-piece fluted bolt; Proof 
carbon fiber 24" #SL contour 1:75 twist 5R; Trigger Tech trigger tuned 

to crisp 2.5-lbs; HCR Rifleman stock with lightweight carbon edge fill in custom Dark Brown with tan and black web; 1" decelerator; 2 sling studs; 
HCR Accurizing with aluminum pillar and glass bedding; Chocolate Cerakote finish on all metal; and 3-shot, 1/2" group factory ammo guarantee 
at 100 yards. Actual test target measures .431" group at 100 yards with Hornady 143 ELD-X Factory ammo. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HILL 
COUNTRY RIFLES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Matt Bettersworth, 830-609-3139, 5726 Safari Drive, New Braunfels, TX 78132, 
sales@hillcountryrifles.com, HillCountryRifles.Com.

BOOTH #4627    Valued at $7,000 

FRI-1    PHILMONT SCOUT RANCH
3-Day/2-Night American Bison Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in New Mexico - Includes Trophy Fee

3-day/2-night 1x1 American bison rifle hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter at the 
Philmont Scout Ranch in Cimarron, New Mexico - includes trophy fee for 6-7 year old bull 

bison. This hunt is available January-February 2025 only. Additional hunters are welcome 
at $8,500, depending on trophy availability; non-hunters are welcome at $200/day. 

Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field dressing, guide, transportation to local meat processor and local 

taxidermist, single occupancy motel accommodations and meals (dinner on arrival night, 
breakfast-lunch-dinner day of hunt and breakfast on departure day). Not included are field 
prep, dip & pack service, meat processing, shipping and gratuities. Arrival/departure point 

is at the ranch. Philmont Scout Ranch... Delivering Wilderness and Learning Adventures 
that Last a Lifetime. DSC references include Mark & Carol Little, Brian Bell, Matthew Bell and Jimmy Mason. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 

PHILMONT SCOUT RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Dave Kenneke, 575-376-2281, 575-447-2366, Fax 575-376-2602, 17 Deer Run Road, Cimarron, 
NM 87714, dave.kenneke@scouting.org, PhilmontScoutRanch.Org.

BOOTH #239    Valued at $8,500 

FRI-2    HIGHLAND HILLS RANCH
2-Day/3-Night Upland Wingshooting Hunt for Two Hunters in Oregon
2-day/3-night upland wingshooting hunt for two hunters in Oregon at Highland Hills 
Ranch, an Orvis Endorsed & Beretta Trident Endorsed Outfitter, for chukar, pheasant, 
Hungarian partridge and valley quail. This hunt is available September 2024-March 2025 on 
a date-available basis. Additional hunters are welcome at current rates; non-hunters are 
welcome at 50% off current rates. This package includes 5-star double occupancy ensuite 
accommodations, gourmet meals, fully stocked premium bar, sporting clays on arrival day, 
all target /field load ammo (12, 20 & 28 gauge), licenses/permits, guides with expertly trained 
pointers/flushing dogs and processing/packaging of game. If you’re looking for world-class 
wingshooting in the most spectacular setting imaginable, then Highland Hills Ranch is for 
you and your friends or corporate clients! Come experience wingshooting at its finest on the 
ranch’s natural, yet well-managed property. And with no daily limits, get ready to pull the 

trigger! Arrival/departure point is at the ranch near Condon, Oregon. DSC references include Mark & Carol Little. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
HIGHLAND HILLS RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mindi Macnab, 541-296-2447, 541-980-4020, 1215 Dry Hollow Rd., The Dalles, OR 97058, 
info@highlandhillsranch.com, HighlandHillsRanch.Com.

BOOTH #3223    Valued at $11,400 

FRI-3    ALASKA FUR GALLERY
Gorgeous Horizontal-Cut Natural Tobacco Russian Sable Jacket 

with Sheared Mink Inserts
Gorgeous horizontal-cut natural tobacco Russian sable jacket with sheared mink inserts, measures 29" in 

length, available in sizes 2-18 and is exchangeable - visit donor at their booth for sizing. Jacket features 
Mandarin collar, open sleeves, draw-string waist, velvet lined pockets and German hook closures. For over 

70 years, internationally renowned Alaska Fur Gallery of Anchorage has met the fashion needs of discerning 
women. Malena Hausinger, 907-274-3877, 907-223-3678, 428 W 4th Avenue, AK 99501,

info@akfurgallery.com, AKFurGallery.Com.

BOOTH #2915    Valued at $13,000 
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FRI-4   KISSISSING LODGE
4-Day First-Class Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers in Manitoba, Canada
Kississing Lodge invites two anglers for a 4-day fishing adventure in Manitoba, Canada for trophy 
northern pike, walleye and lake trout. Winners will enjoy 5-star accommodations, first-class 
personalized service and outstanding fishing excursions. This trip is available May-September 
2024 only and may be upgraded to include extra days or anglers at current price list and remote 
fly-outs at $300/pp. This package includes RT transfers from Winnipeg Airport, private log cabin 
accommodations, delicious home-cooked meals, legendary guides and wireless Internet access. 
Not included are licenses, incidentals and gratuities. Come and enjoy a fishing adventure of a 
lifetime in the great Canadian north! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KISSISSING LODGE FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Jasmine Stiller, 800-230-5519, 1-289 PTH 12 N, Steinbach, MB R5G 1T8, 
CANADA, info@kississinglodge.com, KississingLodge.Com.

BOOTH #2539    Valued at $8,300 

FRI-5    NORTH RIM TROPHY HUNTS
4-Day/5-Night Rocky Mountain Elk Hunt for One Hunter in Colorado - 

Includes Elk Scoring up to 350 SCI
4-day/5-night 1x1 Rocky Mountain elk rifle hunt for one hunter in Colorado - includes elk scoring 
up to 350 SCI. This estate hunt is available October 2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include 

elk over 350 SCI at $6,000. Additional hunters are welcome at $9,500; non-hunters are welcome at 
$800. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. 

This package includes field prep, license, RT transfers from Montrose Airport (if needed), lodge 
accommodations and meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to local shipper, 

gratuities and alcoholic beverages. The ranch spans over 4,000 acres of aspen and oak brush at an 
altitude of 8,200-9,500 ft. The property is very expansive with heavy cover, making for a challenging 

hunt and requiring the hunter to be in good physical shape. DSC references include Allen Moore, Jim 
Tolson, Clyde Wyatt and Doug & Debbie Gentry. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS NORTH RIM TROPHY 

HUNTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Rocky Camp, 970-250-0569, PO Box 835, Hotchkiss, CO 81419, 
trophyhunts@gmail.com, NorthRimTrophyHunts.Com.

BOOTH #3020    Valued at $10,000 

FRI-6    PAT PAULEY WILDLIFE ART
“The Boss” - Original Oil on Canvas by Wildlife Artist Pat Pauley
“The Boss” - Original oil on canvas by renowned wildlife artist, Pat Pauley - measures 37”x40” 
framed. In the vast African Savannah, a mesmerizing painting captures the essence of the wild. 
Dominating the canvas is a colossal weathered Cape buffalo, its massive frame exuding an aura 
of untamed strength. The buffalo’s worn hide tells the story of countless battles and endless 
years under the African sun, displaying a mosaic of scars and rugged textures. In stark contrast 
to these rugged creatures, the vibrant red beak and beauty of the oxpecker as they pluck insects 
from the buffalo’s ears and hide, creating a harmonious relationship between two species. 
One of these two species is definitely “The Boss”. Pat Pauley, 402-312-3031, 16751 Read Road, 
Honey Creek, IA 51542, pat@patpauleyart.com, PatPauleyArt.Com.

BOOTH #2702    Valued at $15,500 

FRI-7    TAM SAFARIS
7-Day/8-Night DARTED White Rhino Hunt for One Hunter and 

One Non-Hunter in Eastern Cape, South Africa
The lucky winner and one non-hunting companion will have the rare opportunity to vita-dart 
one white rhino on this 7-day/8-night 1x1 guided South Africa adventure. South Africa is one 

of the finest safari destinations in the world and a hunt with Tam Safaris is second to none. 
Their unique, habitat-diverse concession ranges from high-mountain veld to vast grassland, 

semi-desert thorn scrub to dramatic vistas and exotic rock formations of the magnificent 
Spekboomberg. Safari may be extended or game added at outfitter’s current price list. 

Additional hunters are welcome at $350/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. This 
hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and includes 5-star luxury lodge accommodations, meals, 

1x1 guide service and vita-darting for one white rhino. Not included are tag/insurance at 
$2,800 (required at booking to reserve hunt dates), RT transfers from Port Elizabeth Airport at $395 and gratuities. DSC references include Lacy & 

Dorothy Harber, Steve & Yvonne Miller, Steve Vobach, Albert Wolfe, Rob Salmeron, Eddie & Lynn Hopkins, Lance & Jan Phillips, Matt Bell, Brian 
Fienhold and Rod & Carol Wooley. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TAM SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stephen Tam, 011 72 155 0570, 77 

Frere Street, Cradock, Eastern Cape 5880, SOUTH AFRICA, info@tamsafaris.com, TamSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #2210    Valued at $11,000 
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FRI-9    FERNANDO SAIZ - SPAIN
4-Day/4-Night European Roe Deer Hunt for Two Hunters 

in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees
Fernando Saiz - Spain is pleased to donate a 4-day/4-night European roe deer rifle hunt for 
two hunters in Spain - includes 1x roe deer for each hunter, best available. This free-range 

hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include Iberian red deer, ibex (Gredos, 
Beceite, Southeastern and Ronda), Pyrenean and Cantabrian chamois and fallow deer, all at 

current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at current rates; non-hunters are welcome at 
$390/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by spot & stalk. This package includes field 
prep, transportation to shipper, airport reception, clearance of guns, RT transfers from Madrid 

International Airport to hunting area, 1x1 English-speaking professional hunter, trophy fees 
listed, 5-star lodge accommodations and meals. Not included are dip & pack service, airfare 

to/from Madrid, hunting licenses at $290/pp/area, taxidermy at $250/trophy, surcharges for medal 
scoring, gratuities and 21% VAT on donation value. With more than forty years’ experience and 

hundreds of satisfied and returning hunters, make Fernando Saiz one of the top-quality outfitters in Spain. Come hunt with us and experience the trip of 
a lifetime. Sightseeing, wine tasting, shopping and incredible restaurants are just some of the incredible that will complement a unique hunting trip. We 
are fully dedicated to satisfying your every need in both the hunting and touring part of your trip. You will be able to experience Spain’s hunting tradition 

in an unmatchable setting. Come and discover all that Fernando Saiz - Spain has to offer. DSC references include Trevor Ahlberg, Tim Fallon, Amy 
Callender McBee and Dan Adams. Beltran Cotoner, 011 34 91 650 5169, 011 34 62 901 7589, Vereda De Las Peñas 53, Alcobendas, Madrid 28109, SPAIN, 

info@fernandosaizspain.com, f.saizspain@gmail.com, FernandoSaizSpain.Com.

BOOTH #2601    Valued at $14,440 

FRI-10    TROPICAL HUNTING SAFARIS
7-Day/6-Night Water Buffalo Hunt for One Hunter in the Arnhem Land 
of Northern Territory Australia - Includes Trophy Fees
7-day/6-night (5 hunting days and 2 travel days) 1x1 free-range water buffalo hunt for 
one hunter in the Aboriginal Reserve of Central Plateau Arnhem Land in the Northern 
Territory of Australia - includes trophy fees for 3x silver class buffalo. Method of 
take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available June-September 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include larger buffalo and additional animals at current price list. Additional 
hunting days are available at $700/day/hunter; non-hunters are welcome at $500/day. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by hunting buggies with hunting done on foot 
and spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, RT road transfers from Darwin to 
camp, Arnhem Land road transit fees, Arnhem Land permits, camp accommodations, 
insurance, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service at $400/skull, 
transportation to shipper, International Visitors Shooter’s Permit at $200/hunter, rifle 
permit at $200 (min. of .375 H&H or larger is recommended), rifle hire at $200/hunter 

(if needed), ammo, 10% Govt. sales tax, veterinary certificate & shipping, taxidermy, alcohol, international and domestic airline flights and associated 
taxes, Australian Visitor’s Visa, accommodations before/after the hunt in Darwin, traditional Aboriginal painted skull of your trophy at $600/skull and 
gratuities. The road transfer from Darwin to camp is a 10-hour trip, so many clients choose to charter a light aircraft for a 1.5-hour flight to our airstrip 
in Arnhem Land at $1,500 one-way, with a return flight on day seven. While touring, you will explore many billabong and river systems, beautiful scenic 
areas with an abundance of native bird life and awe-inspiring panoramic views from the escarpments overlooking kilometers of breathtaking scenery. 
NOTE: All international hunters are required to apply for and be granted an International Visitor Shooter’s Permit from the Northern Territory Police, 
which we can assist with. This permit allows visitors to hunt in the Northern Territory of Australia. If bringing your own rifle, you will be required to 
complete several Police and Customs declarations for both the import and export of your firearm and obtain a Firearms Permit from Australian Customs. 
DSC references include Tim & Gina Archer, Roger Bell, Louis Baum, Kris Grypp, David & Deb White, Denis Coutts and Robert Smith. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS TROPICAL HUNTING SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Peter Lorman, 011 61 8 8983 3371, 011 61 407 607 687, GPO Box 2792, Darwin, 
Northern Territory 0801, AUSTRALIA, info@tropicalsafaris.com.au, TropicalSafaris.Com.Au.

BOOTH #3100    Valued at $14,000 

FRI-8    CANADA NORTH OUTFITTING
6-Day/7-Night Atlantic Walrus Hunt for One Hunter in Nunavut, Canada - 
Includes Trophy Fee
Join Canada North Outfitting for an amazing opportunity to hunt Atlantic walrus in an area where few 
sportsmen have ever hunted - Nunavut Territory in Canada! This 6-day/7-night (plus arrival/departure 
nights) 1x1 Atlantic walrus rifle hunt is for one hunter and includes the trophy fee for best available 
mature walrus (not importable); Canada North Outfitting has been instrumental in working with a 
taxidermist to do an identical replica. This hunt is available July-August 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include additional hunters at $17,480 and non-hunters at $4,950. Transportation during the 

hunt is mostly by boat. This package includes field prep, hunting guides, transfers to/from hunting grounds and gear required for the hunt. Not included 
are hunting licenses/tags, trophy packing/shipping, firearm import license at $25, administration fee at $192, Arctic Wildlife Research & Support Fund at 
$285 plus 5% GST tax, Canada visitor health or medical emergency insurance, trip insurance, guide gratuities and before/after hunt accommodations. A 
discounted travel bundle of $7,060 +5% GST tax covers hotel accommodations, meals, Arctic flights, license and tags and trophy packing and shipping. 
Hunts are conducted in pairs for safety, so all hunts are two hunters/two guides traveling together. Canada North Outfitting arranges all logistics for 
flights/hotels in Canada to ensure winner will be completely looked after. Travel Bundles subject to change. CELEBRATING 40+ YEARS IN BUSINESS! 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CANADA NORTH OUTFITTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Shane Black or Tony Mudd, 775-690-6300, 10831 73rd Ave. 
NW, Edmonton, Alberta T6E 1C8, CANADA, sblack@canadanorthoutfitting.com, tmudd@canadanorthoutfitting.com, CanadaNorthOutfitting.Com.

BOOTH #2931    Valued at $16,480 
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FRI-11    DAVID GREEN MASTER FURRIER
Natural Canadian Lynx Blanket
David Green Master Furrier has generously donated a work of art in this stunning natural 
Canadian lynx blanket, measures 70"x70". This gorgeous blanket is lined with a rich mahogany 
velveteen. Creatively constructed in a sculpted pattern, this luxurious and cozy blanket is a 
great addition to any room in your home. The perfect size to use on your bed, sofa, or while 
having a glass of wine on the deck while the sun sets. Canadian lynx with its dense ultra soft 
fur will keep your family warm in style for years to come. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DAVID 
GREEN MASTER FURRIER FOR THIS 100% DONATION. David Green, 907-277-9595, 
907-227-4194, 130 W. 4th Avenue, Anchorage, AK 99501,
davidgreenak@aol.com, DavidGreenFurs.Com.  

BOOTH #2119    Valued at $14,500 

FRI-12    ZANDER OSMERS SAFARIS
7-Day Crocodile and Plains Game Hunt for One Hunter and Two Non-Hunters 

in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees and Excursions
7-day (5 hunting days) 1x1 crocodile and plains game hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters in South Africa 

- includes trophy fees for crocodile up to 12ft, impala, duiker, baboon and the following excursions: 1) 2-day tour 
of Kruger National Park and the Panorama Route  in the Drakensburg Mountains and 2) 1-day boat safari on 

the Elephants River in Kruger National park. Method of take is rifle or handgun. This hunt is available March-
October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional plains game or Big Five species at current 

price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $450/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 

transportation to shipper, RT transfers from East Gate Airport in Hoedspruit, 4-star luxury lodge accommodations, 
all meals and snacks, alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, stocked mini-bar, Wi-Fi, daily laundry service, tour 

guide/vehicle, park entry fees and CITES permit fees. Not included are dip & pack service, meals outside the 
lodge during excursions and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ZANDER OSMERS SAFARIS FOR THIS 

100% DONATION. Charl Osmers, 011 27 82 758 4219, Farm Thankerton, Gravelotte, Limpopo 0895, SOUTH AFRICA,
osmers@me.com, ZanderOsmersSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #3328    Valued at $23,750 

FRI-13    SAFARI UNLIMITED
8-Day/7-Night Jungle Adventure for Six in Punta Gorda, Belize
8-day/7-night 2x1 Belizean jungle adventure for six in Punta Gorda - includes 1-day of 
river fishing, up to 3 days of ocean flats fishing/snorkeling and one cultural tour each day 
on non-fishing days. This package also includes lodging, all meals, guides, use of fishing 
equipment and all transports during the trip. This trip is available January-April and 
June-November 2024 or 2025. Step into the world of the Maya and explore untouched 
rivers and jungles for a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Tour the rainforest and awaken 
your senses to the sounds of exotic birds and wildlife. This trip includes one exciting 
excursion each day for the group, of which one day can be fishing remote jungle rivers 
for snook, permit, Jacks snapper grouper and barracuda. Other activities include a 
perfect rope swing from the trees along the Moho River, kayaking in the jungle, visiting 
a spice farm, or maybe seeing the many Mayan ruins in the area. Take a 30-foot jump 
from a waterfall or make your own chocolate bars on a cacao tour. Visit the small town 

of Punta Gorda on Market Day and see the vast array of local fruits, vegetables and fish. The lodge is totally off grid, using mainly solar power. They 
raise fresh crops, harvest local wild fruits, and even tend our own flocks of chicken and goats. Your cabanas are nested 16 feet above the ground and 
perched along the slow-moving Moho River. After you have enjoyed a 4-course evening gourmet meal prepared by our chef, fall asleep to the sounds 
of the howler monkeys and other jungle night sounds.. This and more awaits you. Not included are RT airfare from BZE International Airport to Puta 
Gorda at $350/pp and gratuities. Drake Dawson, 573-544-2041, 2415 Cedar Lake Drive, New Bloomfield, MO 65063, 
safariunlimitedllc@gmail.com, SafariUnlimitedWorldwide.Com.

BOOTH #2921    Valued at $17,985 
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FRI-16    777 RANCH
4-Day/3-Night Exotic Game Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in Texas - Includes Trophy Fees
4-day/3-night 2x1 exotic game rifle hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters in Hondo, Texas - 
includes trophy fees for 1x of each of the following, to be shared by hunters: aoudad, Armenian 
mouflon, Iranian red sheep and European mouflon. This estate hunt is available in 2024 only 
and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are 
welcome at $440/pp/day; non-hunters are welcome at $195/pp/day. Transportation during the hunt 
is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, double 
occupancy cabin accommodations and meals. Not included are dip & pack service, lodging tax, 
exotic hunting licenses at $48/pp and optional staff gratuities. Arrival/departure point is at the 
ranch. Please bring your own ammo. Nicole Villarreal, 830-426-3476, Fax 830-426-4821, 
5420 CR 531, Hondo, TX 78861, ranch_777@yahoo.com, 777Ranch.Com.

BOOTH #2504    Valued at $17,415 

FRI-15    OAK CREEK WHITETAIL RANCH
3-Day/4-Night Whitetail Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 

in Missouri - Includes Trophy Fees
Oak Creek Whitetail Ranch welcomes two lucky hunters and two non-hunters for an adventure 

filled 3-day/4-night 1x1 whitetail deer hunt in Missouri - includes trophy fees for 1x whitetail 
up to 200” for each hunter. Method of take is hunters’ choice. This estate hunt is available 

August-December 2024 only (for best available dates, donor recommends booking by February) 
and may be upgraded to  larger whitetail at current price list. Additional hunters and non-
hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle 

and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk or stand hunting. This package includes field prep, 
1x1 guide service, hunting licenses, lodge accommodations, Wi-Fi, maid/laundry service 

and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, crating, transportation to taxidermist and 
gratuities. Arrival/departure point is at the lodge in Bland, Missouri. If you want to harvest 

a big trophy whitetail, you have to hunt an area capable of producing them and Oak Creek 
Whitetail Ranch has produced more Midwest ‘Top 35’ whitetail than all other ranches combined. The thrill of taking a trophy animal may only come 

once-in-a-lifetime and Oak Creek specializes in a very high success rate on all hunts. The ranch is located near the Gasconade River on 1,000 acres 
of bountiful rolling hills, hardwood hollows, cedar ridges and winding creek bottoms, making for a fantastic hunt and true trophy hunter’s paradise. 

DSC references include Larry Weishuhn, Blake Barnett, Carter Pate, Fletcher family, Bob & Celia Scott, Royce Farris and many more! DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS OAK CREEK WHITETAIL RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Donald Hill, 573-943-6644, 178 Oak Creek Lane, Bland, MO 65014, 

donald@oakcreekwhitetailranch.com, OakCreekWhitetailRanch.Com.

BOOTH #684    Valued at $22,300  

FRI-14    WEATHERBY, INC.
Jesse Kaufman Custom Mark V Rifles Chambered 
in 6.5 WBY RPM and 7MM WBY
Weatherby's Custom Shop and DSC collaborated to bring about this 
perfect "His and Hers" Jesse Kaufman Mark V rifle combo. Rifles to be 
auctioned separately with the winner having the option to buy both 
at 2x their winning bid; rifles are valued at $8,600 each. If winner only 
chooses one rifle, the second will be re-auctioned. His is a Mark V 
Deluxe in 7mm WBY MAG. Hers is a Mark V Camilla Deluxe in 6.5 WBY 
RPM. Borrowing from a strong foundation of traditional craftsmanship 

and classic styling, this pair of Mark V rifles are quintessentially custom. These rifles feature Gloss AAA walnut stocks hand selected by our Custom 
Shop Manager, with fineline, diamond point checkering, rosewood forends and grip caps adorned with maplewood spacers. Jesse Kaufman, master 
certified by the Ray Cover School of Fine Art Engraving, has personally engraved these two rifles by hand, featuring classic American scrollwork. These 
rifles were also blueprinted in the Weatherby Custom Shop and come with muzzle brakes and Weatherby's Sub-MOA accuracy guarantee. 
Leslie Cervantes, 307-675-7800, Fax 307-675-7801, 1550 Yellowtail Dr., Sheridan, WY 82801, lcervantes@weatherby.com, Weatherby.Com.

BOOTH #4313    Valued at $17,200 
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FRI-18    CALL OF AFRICA, INC.
“Winter Light” - Original Oil Painting by South African 

Wildlife Artist Jean Abrie
“Winter Light” - Original oil painting of a leopard in a rocky landscape setting by acclaimed South 

African wildlife artist, Jean Abrie. Measures 44”x39”. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CALL OF 
AFRICA, INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mel Lenet / Ross Parker, 954-767-8737, 954-445-8252, 

Fax 954-524-7494, 920 NE 13th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304, 
mel@nativevisions.com, CallOfAfrica.Com.

BOOTH #3743    Valued at $29,000 

FRI-19    BIG ALASKA OUTDOORS LLC
9-Day/8-Night Grizzly Bear Hunt for One Hunter in Alaska - 
Includes Trophy Fee
9-day/8-night 1x1 baited grizzly bear hunt for one hunter in Alaska - includes grizzly 
measuring up to 7.5’ (average size). Method of take is rifle, 30 cal or larger, or bow. This 
free-range hunt is available June 9-18, 2025 or 2026 (hunter will be picked up from hotel 
in Anchorage on morning of the 9th, hunt days 10-17th and returned to Anchorage on the 
18th). Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and ATV. This package includes 
field prep, transportation to shipper/taxidermist, RT transportation from Anchorage 
to lodge, accommodations, Wi-Fi, beverages, full bar and all meals. Not included are 
hunting license at $1,160, hotel accommodations before/after the hunt in Anchorage 
and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BIG ALASKA OUTDOORS LLC FOR THIS 
100% DONATION. Michael Sciotti, 907-538-1368, PO Box 298561, Wasilla, AK 99629, 
bigakoutdoors@gmail.com, BigAlaskaOutdoors.Com.

BOOTH #853    Valued at $18,500 

FRI-20    BARANOF JEWELERS
Natural Pigeon Blood Ruby and Diamond Bracelet 

Set in 14K White Gold
Natural pigeon blood ruby and diamond bracelet set in 14k white gold with 7.02 

carats of natural pigeon blood rubies and 1.80 total carats of natural white diamonds. 
Diamonds are F in color Vs1 clarity. Tony Hernandez, 435-658-3877, 435-513-2776, 537 
Main Street, Park City, UT 84060, baranofjewelers@msn.com, BaranofJewelers.Com.

BOOTH #3334    Valued at $36,800 

FRI-17    CHAPUNGU-KAMBAKO SAFARIS
7-Day/8-Night Trophy Cape Buffalo Hunt for One Hunter in Bwabwata 
National Park, Caprivi, Namibia - Includes Trophy Fee
7-day/8-night 1x1 trophy Cape buffalo rifle hunt for one hunter in Bwabwata National Park 
of Caprivi, Namibia - includes trophy fee for best available buffalo. This hunt is available 
May-November 2024 only and may be upgraded to include plains game at current price list. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $650/day; non-hunters are welcome at $350/day (excludes 
15% VAT). Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
This package includes field prep, meet & greet at Katima Mulilo Airport, return road transfer, 
semi-permanent canvas tented camp accommodations, all meals & beverages, services of PH, 
trackers, skinners & camp staff, hunting license, Conservancy fee, daily laundry service and 
15% VAT on daily rates. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, rifle hire, 

ammunition, taxidermy, all flights & charters, visas, airport tax, side excursions, medical evacuation, trip cancellation, personal insurance, gratuities 
and accommodations before/after the hunt. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CHAPUNGU-KAMBAKO SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jacques 
Hartzenberg, 011 27 212 007939, 011 27 825 542304, Fax 011 27 86 567 1316, 1B Westerdale Road, Durbanville, Cape Town 7550, SOUTH AFRICA, 
jacques@chapungusafaris.com, Chapungu-Kambako.Com.

BOOTH #2734    Valued at $28,000 
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FRI-23    EXCLUSIVE ADVENTURES NEW ZEALAND
5-Day Red Stag Hunt and Luxury Helicopter Picnic for Two Hunters and 
Two Non-Hunters in New Zealand - Includes Trophy Fees
Experience the gorgeous South Island of New Zealand in our Queensbury Lodge with 
our exclusive holiday package, perfectly tailored for couples. This 5-day 1x1 red stag 
hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters is available February-August 2024 only and 
includes trophy fees for 1x red stag up to 375” for each hunter, a helicopter scenic 
flight through New Zealand’s famous mountainous fiords with a freshly caught lobster 
lunch, private vineyard tours through the renowned Otago Wine Region, a personal 
tour guide for hunters and non-hunters, field prep, transportation to local shipper, RT 
transportation between Queenstown, South Island and the hunt concession, luxury 
lodge accommodations, meals, daily room service and full bar, including beer and fine 
wines. Method of take is rifle and bow only; handguns are restricted. Not included 
are dip & pack service, taxidermy and gratuities. Our location offers world-class 
hunting while showcasing enriched New Zealand culture in the most scenic part of 
the country. Couples will enjoy beautiful views of the mountainous river valley and 

vineyards while staying in the luxury of our Queensbury Lodge. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
Hunters will hunt the private land that surrounds our lodge with upgrade options including larger stag (400”/800”/Record Class), tahr, chamois, fallow 
deer, elk, wallabies and much more at current price list, or tack on more hunting/fishing/touring days. Additional hunters are welcome at $700/day; 
non-hunters are welcome at $300/day. Non-hunters will enjoy a personal guide who will arrange a selection of fun touring options such as shopping 
trips, premier day spas, choice wineries, horseback adventures, biking around Lake Wanaka, and more. You’ll enjoy all that New Zealand has to offer 
and more during the full-day helicopter tour. Prepare to be absolutely stunned by the awe-inspiring views as we fly over mountain ranges and glaciers 
towards the sea fiords and world-famous Milford Sound. During this full-day adventure we’ll visit 1,000 ft waterfalls, alpine lakes, a family of seals, 
gorgeous tropical beaches, glaciers and more! Stopping along the coast, your guide will dive into the ocean to catch fresh lobster and abalone. You’ll 
then fly to a remote location to indulge in a lavish picnic of fresh seafood, superior local wines, and absolutely splendid views of a mountain vista. 
Described by many as one of the best days of their lives - you don’t want to miss this one! Your preferred pickup point is Queenstown, located only 
50 minutes from our Queensbury Lodge. Our outfitters will create a custom itinerary for pre and post-hunt travel, allowing you and your companion to 
make the most of beautiful New Zealand. Shaun Allison, 832-303-4229, PO Box 533, Wanaka, Otago 9343, NEW ZEALAND, 
info@exclusiveadventuresnz.com, ExclusiveAdventuresNZ.Com. 

BOOTH # 1077    Valued at $40,000 

FRI-22    JIMMIE JACK’S - ALASKA SEASCAPE LODGE
4-Day/5-Night Kenai Peninsula Fishing Adventure for 

Four Anglers in Alaska
4-day/5-night 4x1 Alaskan fishing adventure for four anglers on the world-famous Kenai 

Peninsula at Jimmie Jack’s Alaska Seascape Lodge. This trip is available June or August 
2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include fly-in fishing trips and additional fishing days 

or guests, all at current price list. Fully equipped boats await you for fishing excursions 
on the Kenai River, Kasilof River, Homer Harbor and Seward Harbor for halibut, king 

salmon, silver salmon, sockeye salmon, lingcod and rockfish. The Kenai River is home 
to the largest king salmon and an ideal trophy fishery for anglers looking for the ‘King 
of the Wall’ (current IGFA World Record salmon weighing a whopping 97 lbs. 4 oz was 

landed here). Another popular option is fishing for salmon from drift boats on the scenic, 
but highly productive and challenging, Kasilof River. This package includes professional 
guide service, fish processing, full-service lodge accommodations, breakfasts, fisherman lunches, evening appetizers and chef-inspired dinners. 

Not included are before/after trip expenses, airfare, rental car from Kenai, fishing licenses/tags, fish shipping and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS JIMMIE JACK’S - ALASKA SEASCAPE LODGE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jimmie Jack, 907-262-5561, 907-420-4849, 45773 Big Eddy Rd., 

Soldotna, AK 99669, jimmiejack@jimmiejackfishing.com, JimmieJackFishing.Com.

BOOTH #2423    Valued at $20,760 

FRI-21    HUNTERS CREEK SAFARI OUTFITTERS
5-Day/4-Night Plains Game Safari for Four Hunters in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fees
5-day/4-night 2x1 plains game rifle safari for four hunters in the Mpumalanga Province 
of South Africa (bordering Kruger National Park) - includes trophy fees for 1x of each 
species for each hunter: kudu up to 54”, impala and warthog. This hunt is available March-
September 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional days and species at 
current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $450/day; non-hunters are welcome 
at $275/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by 
spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers 
from O.R. Tambo International Airport, full-board accommodations, license/permit fees, 
non-alcoholic beverages, full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
firearm rental at $55/pp/day, accommodations before/after the hunt in Johannesburg at 
$290/night and gratuities. NOTE: $1,500 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt 

dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUNTERS CREEK SAFARI OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Madelein McSeveney, 011 27 79 529 1260, 
Zandfontein Game Farm, Portion 3, 20KR, Vaalwater, Limpopo 0530, SOUTH AFRICA, info@hunterscreek.co.za, HuntersCreek.Co.Za.

BOOTH #1520    Valued at $32,000 
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FRI-24    MAYO OLDIRI SAFARIS
16-Day/15-Night Bongo and/or Sitatunga Safari for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in the Cameroon Rain Forest
Mayo Oldiri Safaris is pleased to donate a 16-day/15-night (14 hunting days) 1x1 bongo and/or 
sitatunga safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in the Cameroon Rain Forest - trophy fees 
are winner’s cost at 3,000 Euro ($3,544) for bongo and 2,500 Euro ($2,958) for forest sitatunga. 
Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available April-July 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded 
to include VIP camp at $5,000 or by adding a Lord Derby eland Savannah hunt with 10% discount 
on daily rates. Additional hunters are welcome at $40,000; non-hunters are welcome at $4,200. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field prep, airport assistance upon arrival/departure, professional hunter with 
trackers and porters, soft drinks while in camp, beer/wine in reasonable quantities, all meals, 
camp support crew (cook, skinner, waiter, laundry service, driver, mechanic, etc.), wooden 
bungalow accommodations with ensuite bath and unlimited use of hunting vehicles while on 
safari. Not included are hunting license at $1,800, trophy fees for other animals taken, wounded 

or lost, 10% anti-poaching tax on all trophy fees for funding community/development programs, pre-taxidermy, packing & wrapping, trophy transport 
to Douala, storage at shipping agent, intercontinental flights, RT charter flights from Douala Airport to camp at $4,000, rifle/ammo rental, insurance 
coverage, accommodations before the hunt in Douala at $200/night and PH/staff gratuities. NOTE: $10,000 deposit will be required at booking to secure 
hunt dates. Euro to dollar conversion rates listed above are calculated at press time and subject to change. Raquel Reguera, 34 610468455, 
Paseo del Embajador 55, Ciudalcampo, San Sebastian de los Reyes, Madrid 28707, SPAIN, r.reguera@mayoldiri.com, Mayoldiri.Com.

BOOTH #3207    Valued at $44,200 

FRI-25    LARM USA - LA ARMERIA DE MADRID
DSC’s 2024 President’s Rifle - LARM USA Bolt Action Rifle in .458 Lot

LARM & La Armeria de Madrid are pleased to present DSC’s 2024 President’s Rifle, a bolt action rifle in .458  
caliber. Rifle features high-quality Turkish walnut wood, the finest scroll engravings with an elephant in gold and 

platinum on the floor plate and ‘DSC 2024’ in gold initial. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LARM USA - LA ARMERIA 
DE MADRID FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Alvaro Hernandez Arribas, 011 34 915 64 0949, 011 34 161 42 3059, 

Calle Infanta Maria Teresa 15, Madrid 28016, SPAIN, correo@armeriademadrid.com.

BOOTH #4600    Valued at $50,000 

FRI-26    DIAMOND OUTFITTERS
5-Day/7-Night Coues Deer Hunt for Four Hunters in Arizona - 
Includes Trophy Fees
5-day/7-night 2x1 guided coues deer hunt for four hunters in Arizona - includes trophy fees for 
1x coues buck for each hunter and the opportunity for 1x mountain lion (no hounds - incidental 
take) for each hunter. Method of take is rifle, muzzleloader or archery. This free-range hunt is 
available November 2024-2028 and may be upgraded to 1x1 guided at $500/pp or a 7-day hunt 
at $500/pp. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 4-wheel drive truck and on foot with 
hunting done by glassing/spot and stalk. This package includes all guides, meals, lodging, field 
prep of cape and antlers, wall/Kodiak tent accommodations. Not included are dip/pack service, 
AZ hunting licenses at $160/pp, application fee at $45/pp, deer tags at $350/pp and lion tags at 
$75/pp. Drawing is required with a May 31st deadline. Very high draw odds. Outfitter handles 
your draw paperwork. Arrival/departure point is Tucson, Arizona. Over 300+ DSC members have 
hunted with Dan Adler of Diamond Outfitters. Come hunt with the largest and most successful 
coues deer outfitter in the world! Dan Adler, 520-730-8147, PO Box 3347, Prescott, AZ 86302, 
info@diamondoutfitters.com, DiamondOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #3326    Valued at $32,000 
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FRI-27    BUSH AFRICA SAFARIS
10-Day/10-Night Cape Buffalo and Plains Game Safari for 
Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fees & Trophy Fee Credit
10-day/10-night 1x1 Cape buffalo and plains game safari for two hunters and two 
non-hunters in the northern Limpopo Region of South Africa - includes trophy 
fee for 1x Cape buffalo measuring <40” for one hunter and $3,000 trophy credit 
towards plains game for other hunter. Method of take is hunters’ choice. This hunt 
is available April-September 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include Cape 
buffalo for the second hunter and extra plains game exceeding the credit, all at 
current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $395/day and non-hunters 
at $225/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with 
hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to 
shipper, RT ground transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport, luxury ensuite 
accommodations, on-site swimming pool, well-stocked bar, daily maid/laundry 
service and quality meals. Not included are dip & pack service, accommodations 

before/after the hunt in Johannesburg at approx. $150/night (if needed) and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BUSH AFRICA SAFARIS FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Schalk van Heerden, 011 27 82 452 0749, PO Box 375, Lephalale, Limpopo 0555, SOUTH AFRICA, 
info@bushafricasafaris.co.za, BushAfricaSafaris.Co.Za.

BOOTH #3437    Valued at $29,750 

FRI-28    KENDALL CABIN CO.
Steel Guest House Cottage by Kendall Cabin Company

Everyone needs more room for guests, clients and family members! Our beautiful 
all steel container style guest cottage sets a new standard for easy set up, 

onsite accommodations that can be delivered just about anywhere. Kendall 
Cabin Company is a boutique cabin builder that has constructed and delivered 

hundreds of cottages and cabins to happy customers in Texas and surrounding 
states. This fully appointed guest cottage is complete with full bathroom, mini 

split A/C, 100-amp electric service, spray foam insulation, kitchenette with quartz 
countertop, tankless water heater and premium materials. Dimensions are 8’x24’ 

and includes delivery up to 100 miles from Cleburne, TX. Additional mileage can 
easily be quoted and accommodated. For additional information please visit www.

kendallcabin.com. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KENDALL CABIN CO. FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Marc Williams, 432-638-2417, 924 Fairway View Dr., 

Mansfield, TX 76063, sales@kendallcabin.com, KendallCabin.Com.

BOOTH #KENDALL CABIN    Valued at $34,900 

FRI-29    FN-HUNTING
5-Day Fallow Deer and Red Stag Hunt for Two Hunters and 
Two Non-Hunters in Hungary - Includes Trophy Fees
5-day 1x1 fallow deer and red stag hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters in Hungary - 
includes trophy fees for 1x of each species for each hunter: fallow deer, best available and 
red stag scoring up to 320” silver/low gold medal. Method of take is rifle, minimum 7mm 
or .300 Win Mag or above. This estate hunt is available September-December 2024, 2025 
or 2026 and may be upgraded to include ibex, chamois, roe deer, mouflon, sika deer and 
wild boar at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $14,500; non-hunters are 
welcome at $1,500. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting 
done by spot & stalk. This package includes 1x1 guided hunting, trophy fees as listed, field 
prep, trophy transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Budapest (Hungary) or Vienna 
(Austria) Airport, 4-star hotel or lodge accommodations, Wi-Fi, gourmet meals and fine 
wines in moderation. Not included are dipping/packing/shipping costs at $85/skull and 

$200/skin, hunting license/permit at $260/pp, trophy fees for other species taken, gun rental (if needed), alcoholic beverages, gratuities and 
personal expenses. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. Martin O. Neuper, 011 43 664 133 4870, Goggerwenig 11, 
St. Veit, Glan 9300, AUSTRIA, fn-hunting@gmx.at, FNHunting.Com.

BOOTH #974    Valued at $32,000 
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FRI-31    POINTER OUTFITTERS
3-Day/4-Night Cast & Blast for Eight (8) Hunters in Argentina

3-day/4-night 1x1 cast & blast for eight (8) hunters in Santa Fe, Argentina at the warm and well-
appointed San Javier Lodge. This trip combines the best dove hunting and fantastic Dorado fishing on 
the Parana River, a mere 80-yard walk from the lodge. This trip is available September 1-April 30, 2024 

(must be used within three years from the date of purchase; can further be extended another 24 months 
for a flat fee of $1,000) and may be upgraded to include additional hunters/anglers at $2,800 and 

observers at $650/day. This package includes double occupancy accommodations, all meals and drinks 
(including beer, wine and spirits) at the lodge and in hunting fields, professional hunter/guide, field 

scout services, personal field assistants and ground transfers to/from fields. Not included are regional 
domestic flight from Buenos Aires to Santa Fe Province at $300/pp, shells at $22/box, gun rental at 

$95/pp/day, hunting/fishing licenses at $70/pp/day, shooting rights and land owners fee at $220/pp, 
RT airport transfers from Santa Fe at $190/pp/trip, daily use of boat during fishing with all snacks/

drinks/bait at $50/pp/day, flies/lures, gun import permit, laundry service, phone calls, insurance, 
accommodations before/after the hunt in Buenos Aires at +/-$300/night and lodge/field gratuities. 

Optional upgrades include wader rental at $25/pp/day, late checkout, massages, insurance and fishing 
tackle rental. NOTE: If less than 8 hunters are scheduled, a fee of $650 will be assessed to validate the 

trip. Buyer should contact outfitter within 60 days to reserve hunt dates. Trip is transferable. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS POINTER OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stacey King, 817-797-4494, 

232 Becky Ln., Waxahachie, TX 75165, stacey@pointeroutfitters.com, PointerOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #1072    Valued at $32,000 

FRI-30    AVANTI BY AVANTI LLC
Hand-Carved Aquamarine Pendant with Diamonds, Tanzanite and Gemstones
One-of-a-kind, hand-carved aquamarine pendant surrounded by diamonds, tanzanite, rubies and pink 
sapphires. The gorgeous carved block of aquamarine is absolutely stunning in its raw form. This piece is a 
show stopper and will get everyone’s attention! Set in 14k white gold and includes a 14k white gold chain. 
Aquamarine=170cts; diamonds=.80cts; tanzanite=8cts; ruby & pink sapphires=2.6cts. 
Timothy Lee, 770-335-4939, 3044 Old Denton Road, #111-316, Carrollton, TX 75007, 
tlavanti@gmail.com, AvantiByAvanti.Com.

BOOTH #3630    Valued at $32,000 

FRI-32    NDUMO SAFARIS
12-Day/13-Night Trophy Elephant Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in the Zambezi Region of Namibia
12-day/13-night trophy elephant hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in the Zambezi Region of Namibia 
- trophy fee of $25,000 is not included and will be required at booking. Method of take is rifle .375 or 
bigger with minimum muzzle energy of 4,000 ft lbs. This free-range hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and 
may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$1,750/day and non-hunters at $300/day. Transportation during the hunt is by spot & stalk with hunting 
done by tracking. This package includes field prep, RT road transfers from Hosea Kutako International 
Airport (Windhoek), tented chalet accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, full bar, non-alcoholic 
beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, other trophies 
taken or wounded and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS NDUMO SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Karl Stumpfe, 011 27 82 967 0796, 011 264 81 128 5416, PO Box 1667, Katima Mulilo 9000, 
NAMIBIA, karl@huntingsafaris.net, admin@huntingsafaris.net, HuntingSafaris.Net.

BOOTH #3419    Valued at $25,000 
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FRI-34    TGB OUTFITTERS
7-Day/7-Night Free-Range Big Game Hunt for Four Hunters 

in La Pampa, Argentina - Includes Trophy Fees
TGB Outfitters, Argentina’s premier hunting company with almost two decades of catering to 

U.S. hunters, invites four hunters to La Pampa, Argentina for a 7-day/7-night 1x1 free-range red 
stag and European boar rifle hunt - includes trophy fees for 1x red stag and 1x European boar for 

each hunter, best available. This hunt is available March-June 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded 
to include larger trophies and additional species, such as fallow deer, axis deer, mouflon and 
more big game, as well as additional days for high-volume dove, waterfowl and fishing, all at 

current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $500/day (plus trophy fees); non-hunters are 
welcome at $350/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by foot with hunting done by spot 
& stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, first-class accommodations, 

all meals and beverages, daily laundry service and high-speed Wi-Fi Internet access. Not included 
are dip & pack service, firearm permits, hunting licenses at $300/pp, gun rental/firearm permits, 

packing/shipping of trophies outside Argentina, all trophy export related costs, taxidermy, 
personal expenditures, airfare to/from Buenos Aires, RT charter flight from Buenos Aires to La Pampa at $900/pp and gratuities. NOTE: $1,500 deposit 

per hunter will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TGB OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Alejandro Trigo, 830-388-1658, Av General Guido 2000 1629 Pilar, Buenos Aires, ARGENTINA, info@tgb-outfitters.com, TGB-Outfitters.Com.

 BOOTH #3423    Valued at $39,800 

FRI-35    PROFIHUNT USA INC
7-Day Pamir Ibex Hunt for One Hunter in Tajikistan - Includes Trophy Fee
7-day 1x1 Pamir (mid-Asian) ibex rifle hunt for one hunter in Tajikistan - includes trophy fee 
for best available ibex. This free-range hunt is available September 1, 2024-February 28, 2025 
and may be upgraded to include Marco Polo or Matison Argali at $45,000/each and Bukharan 
markhor upon request. Additional hunters are welcome at $10,500; non-hunters are welcome 
at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle, foot and horseback, 
with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, RT ground transfers from 
Dushanbe International Airport, hunting house accommodations, gun permit, visa support 
documents, all necessary international vet certificates, CITES export permit, beverages and 
all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, license/permit fees at 
$400, CITES import permit at $200/species, travel insurance, accommodations after the hunt in 
Dushanbe at $100/night and gratuities. Welcome to the beautiful, savage scenery destinations 
of Asia and enjoy your real fair-chase experience with ProfiHunt! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS PROFIHUNT USA INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Vladimir Melnikov, 011 7459800270, 
011 79255024258, 1547 South Virginia Street, Suite 5, Reno, NV 89502, hunt@profihunt.com, 
vmprofihuntusa@gmail.com, ProfiHunt.Com.

BOOTH #2110    Valued at $10,500 

FRI-33    SAFARI INTERNATIONAL MACEDONIA
5-Day/5-Night Hybrid Kri-Kri Ibex Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Macedonia or Greece - Includes Trophy Fee
5-day/5-night 1x1 hybrid kri-kri ibex rifle hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in 
Macedonia or Greece - includes trophy fee for best available ibex. This free-range hunt is 
available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include kri-kri ibex, Balkan 
chamois, Alpine chamois, Carpathian chamois, European grey wolf, mouflon, fallow deer, 
red stag, wild boar, brown bear, water buffalo, roe deer, axis deer and more, all at current 
price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $850/day; non-hunters are welcome at
$400/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot 
& stalk. This package includes initial field prep, dip & pack service, airport assistance in 
Skopje, rifle import permit (or outfitter’s rifle/ammo), RT transfers from arriving airport, 
ground transportation during hunting, laundry service, chef-prepared meals, beverages, 
sightseeing and luxurious lodge accommodations with swimming pool and sauna. Not 

included are trophy shipping, skinning at $100/trophy, international or domestic airfare, hotel/meals before/after the hunt, gratuities and 18% VAT on 
donation value. DSC references include Amy Callender McBee, Craig Boddington, John Kamps, Greg Oliver, Bob Cagy, Albert Seno, Bo Morgan, Bob 
& Cathy Duhadaway, Tony Gioffre, Angie D. Décor, Gary Rigotti, Peter Spear, Alexander Egorov and Alan & Barbara Sackman. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS SAFARI INTERNATIONAL MACEDONIA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Zlatko or Toma Sokolik, 239-331-1611, Bitpazarska 60, Floor 2nd, Skopje 
1000, MACEDONIA, safariinternacional@gmail.com, InterHunts.Com.

BOOTH #2323 Valued at $13,250  
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FRI-37    CAPT. PEACOCK YACHTS & EXPEDITIONS
5-Day Amazon Peacock Bass Fishing Expedition for 

Two Anglers Onboard The Rio Negro Queen
Two (2) winners will be cruising the rivers of Brazil’s Amazon 

onboard the most incredible floating hotel in all South America 
(M/V Rio Negro Queen) for the ultimate Amazon peacock 

bass fishing experience and memories that will last a lifetime. 
Launched in January 2018, this state-of-the-art boat is designed 
to accommodate up to 30 double occupancy (or 15 single) guests 

on an incomparable new level of cruise/fishing experience in 
the heart of the Rio Negro River, Brazil (the second largest river 

in the world and the only one with no mosquitoes). Leaving the 
mothership at your convenience aboard tracker bass boats with a 

local English-communicating fishing guide, guests will visit remote 
rainforest tributaries to enjoy 5 full days of fishing and ecotour activities assigned by our team of experts. Also, experience other species, such as 

giant catfish, black piranha, and monkey fish, along with other activities such as ecotours visiting local villagers, luau on the beach, shore lunch, 
standup paddle, and more. This unique trip package includes all necessary transportation in Brazil’s Amazon, week-long deluxe accommodations, 

Michelin star meals created by our starred Michelin Chef Roland Villard, special drinks, including cocktails and selected red-white wines, daily 
maid/laundry services, state fishing license and use of Falcon rods, Shimano reels, braided lines, and the right lures for great fishing reports. This 

trip is available from mid-September 2024 through mid-March 2026. World Record, World Class, World Apart… Our promise to you! DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS CAPT. PEACOCK YACHTS & EXPEDITIONS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Leonardo Leao, 262-299-4999 x10, 682-219-9167, PO Box 

121486, Arlington, TX 76012, leonardo@captpeacock.com, CaptPeacock.Com.

BOOTH #1511    Valued at $17,900 

FRI-36    INFINITO TRAVEL GROUP
8-Day Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fee Credit & More!
Infinito Travel Group is proud to present for the first time ever the “Ultimate One Stop Safari shop”. 
Every service for your safari under one roof! This is an 8-day (6 hunting days) 1x1 plains game rifle 
safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in South Africa - includes $5,000 trophy credit, 
1-day/2-night sightseeing tour to Kruger National Park, courtesy of Safari Fly Travel and 
$5,000 taxidermy credit, courtesy of Infinito Taxidermy Services. Also included is $1,500 
shipping credit, clearing charges with Coppersmith in the USA and road transport of trophies 
from clearing port to any address in the continental USA, courtesy of Safari Fly Logistix. This 
hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species 
exceeding the credit at current price list. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at 
current price list. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & 
stalk. This package includes field prep, services of PH and trackers, taxidermy credit, first-class 
lodge accommodations at ThabaNkwe Lodge, professional photos of your hunt, non-alcoholic 
beverages, full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, shipping charges exceeding 

the $1,500 credit, RT road transfers from Kruger Mpumalanga International Airport at $850 and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS INFINITO 
TRAVEL GROUP FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Charl van Rooyen, 011 27 78 444 7661, 469-243-6243, 28A Hereford Str., Groblersdal, Limpopo 04170, 
SOUTH AFRICA, charl@infinito-safaris.com, Infinito-Safaris.Com

BOOTH #1816    Valued at $30,000 

FRI-38    ESTANCIA LA CRIOLLA
5-Day/4-Night High-Volume Dove Hunt for Six Hunters 
in Santa Fe, Argentina
5-day/4-night 1x1 high-volume dove hunt for six hunters in Santa Fe, Argentina. With over 
10,000 acres of privately owned land and 25,000 leased acres, Estancia La Criolla offers 
hunters the finest dove shooting in the world. This hunt is available year-round in 2024 
or 2025 and may be upgraded to include duck, partridge, big game and Dorado fishing, 
all at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $600/day; non-hunters are 
welcome at $300/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot. This 
package includes first-class lodge accommodations, meals, a wide variety of local wines/
beverages and use of the property’s private tennis court, swimming pool and golf driving 
range. Not included are RT transfers from Santa Fe Airport at $100/pp, hunt licenses 
at $130/pp, gun rental at $70/pp/day, shotgun shells at $18.50/box, domestic charters 
between Buenos Aires/Santa Fe Airports and gratuities. DSC references include Jack 

Trice, Gary Evans, Pete Wittmann and Richard Childress. Roberto and Tomas Druetto, 54 9 342 430 2779, Pasaje Butamante 2215, Sante Fe 3000, 
ARGENTINA, estancialacriolla@gmail.com, EstanciaLaCriolla.Com.

BOOTH #3513    Valued at $18,000 
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FRI-40    EUROHUNTS SPAIN BY ÁLVARO VILLEGAS
4-Day Iberian Red Stag Hunt for Two Hunters and 

Two Non-Hunters in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees & Sightseeing
World recognized fair-chase hunting specialist, APTCE member (Spanish Professional 
Hunters Association), CBEO (Craig Boddington Endorsed Outfitter) and long-time DSC 

outfitter EUROHUNTS SPAIN by Alvaro Villegas, is pleased to provide a lifetime hunting 
experience for two hunters and two observers in Spain - one of the premium hunting 
destinations in the world. Enjoy a journey through time to places with charm, curious 

traditions, popular festivities and mouth-watering gastronomy where you can forget the 
stress and strain of everyday life and immerse yourself in the pleasures of slow tourism. 

Come to Spain and become part of them! This 4-day 1x1 free-range Iberian red deer 
rifle hunt will take place at exclusive hunting units in central Spain’s mountain ranges 

where large wooded areas with open-wide meadows make the perfect combination for 
outstanding trophy bulls - includes trophy fees for 1x deer, up to bronze class, for each 

hunter and a Madrid sightseeing day tour. This hunt is available fall 2024, 2025 or 2026 and 
may be upgraded by adding days and other species, including ibex (Gredos, Beceite, Southeastern, Ronda), Iberian mouflon sheep, chamois (Pyrenean 
& Cantabrian), roe deer, fallow deer, Balearian goat, aoudad sheep and more, all at current price list. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome 

at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, official scoring 
form, Madrid International Airport reception by EUROHUNTS staff, firearms clearance, English-speaking professional hunting guide, guides/rangers 

with SUV 4x4 vehicles, all ground transportation, including airport transfers, luxury Spanish hotel accommodations set in a privileged position near 
the hunting area, exquisite cuisine, delicious Spanish wines, beers and spirits in reasonable quantities and a Madrid sightseeing day tour. Not included 

are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, non-resident hunting license at $200/hunter, mandatory hunting insurance at $100/hunter, medal 
class tag, trophy taxidermy, before/after hunt accommodations in Madrid (if needed) at $200/night/room, gratuities and 21% VAT on total value. DSC 

references include Bruce Keller, Bela Hidvegi, Craig & Donna Boddington, Jim Shockey, Carl & Mari Pepi and Mike Farris, Goran Klintmalm, Curtis 
Wise, Chris Russell, amongst others. Álvaro Villegas, 011 34 670 908655, Paradores 4, 2A, Madrid 28023, SPAIN, info@eurohunts.es, EuroHunts.Es.

 BOOTH #1910    Valued at $19,500 

FRI-39    DESFOUNTAIN SAFARIS
10-Day/11-Night Cape Buffalo Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Zimbabwe - Includes Trophy Fee
10-day/11-night 1x1 Cape buffalo rifle hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in the Msaize 
Concession of the Save Valley Conservancy in Zimbabwe - includes trophy fee. This hunt is 
available March-April or August-December 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include plains 
game or leopard (if available) at current price list. Additional hunters and non-hunters are 
welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with 
hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, lodge 
accommodations and meals. Not included are dip & pack service, RT ground transfers from 
Harare International Airport to camp at $1,000 and gratuities. DSC reference includes Larry 
Weishuhn. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DESFOUNTAIN SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Dale DesFountain, 903-666-1583, 322 Ard an Lea Close, Harare, ZIMBABWE, 
dale@desfountainsafaris.com, DesFountainSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #2810    Valued at $23,000 
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Life Member Breakfast
LIVE AUCTION as of Press Time

LMB-1    GA PRECISION LLC
GA Precision Custom Rifle Chambered in 7mm PRC
GA Precision custom rifle chambered in 7mm PRC. Features include a 
24" Bartlein barrel, Manners LRH carbon fiber stock and finished in black 
cerakote. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GA PRECISION LLC FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. George Gardner, 816-221-1844, 816-223-3691, 1141 Swift St., 
North Kansas City, MO 64116, kelcie@gaprecision.net, GAPrecision.Net.

BOOTH #4447    Valued at $6,500 

LMB-2    FLYING B RANCH
5-Day/6-Night Black Bear Hunt for Two Hunters in N. Central Idaho - 

Includes Trophy Fees
5-day/6-night 2x1 black bear hunt for two hunters in north central Idaho - includes trophy 

fees for 1x best available black bear for each hunter. Method of take is hunters' choice. This 
free-range hunt is available May-June 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include salmon 

fishing (depending on season) or turkey (May 1-25) at current price list. Additional hunters are 
welcome at $6,000 (for 2x1 guiding); non-hunters are welcome at $2,000. Transportation during 

the hunt is mostly by foot, ATV vehicle, horseback and raft. This package includes field prep, 
RT transfers from Lewiston, ID or Pullman, WA Airports, Wi-Fi, chef-prepared meals, luxury 

lodge accommodations and beverages, including spirits, wine and beer. Not included are meat 
processing and shipment home, taxidermy, shipping of trophy, non-resident hunting licenses at 
approx. $427, bear tags, Idaho 6% sales tax, lodging tax and gratuities. DSC references include 

Mark & Carol Little. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FLYING B RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Karen Syron, 208-935-0755, 208-699-7808, 
Fax 208-935-7633, 2900 Lawyer Creek Rd., Kamiah, ID 83536, karens@flyingbranch.com, FlyingBRanch.Com.

BOOTH #2510    Valued at $12,000 

LMB-3    OX HUNTING RANCH
3-Day/2-Night Aoudad Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Texas - Includes Trophy Fee
3-day/2-night 1x1 aoudad rifle hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Uvalde, Texas - includes 
trophy fee for best available aoudad. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available year-
round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. 
Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the 
hunt is mostly by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, luxury 
cabin accommodations, Wi-Fi, full bar and all meals. Not included are license/permit at $48 and 
gratuities. Arrival/departure is at the ranch; closest airport is in San Antonio. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS OX HUNTING RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jason Mollitor, 830-275-4962, 
1946 Private Road, 2485, Uvalde, TX 78801, jason@oxhuntingranch.com, OxHuntingRanch.Com.

BOOTH #1515    Valued at $8,200 

LMB-4    CASCADE FUR SALON
Ladies Natural Lynx Jacket

Ladies natural lynx jacket with white fox inserts and tuxedo fronts, 28"L. This lovely jacket is a size 
medium and is exchangeable for another size. Donor also includes free alterations and monogramming. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CASCADE FUR SALON FOR THIS 100% DONATION. John Hayes, 
616-957-4936, 616-262-7123, 6504 28th Street SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49546, cascadefurs@yahoo.com.

BOOTH #559    Valued at $10,000 
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LMB-5    WHITE PEAKS OUTFITTERS
3-Day/3-Night Rocky Mountain Elk Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Idaho - Includes Trophy Fee
3-day/3-night 1x1 Rocky Mountain elk hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Nounan, 
Idaho - includes trophy fee for elk scoring up to 340". Method of take is hunter's choice. This 
pristine estate hunt is available August-November 2024 only (other dates may be available upon 
availability of 2024 hunting season) and may be upgraded to include a larger bull elk, bison and 
fallow deer at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at current rates; non-hunters are 
welcome at $150/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by ATV with hunting done by spot & 
stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local taxidermist, tag/license, airport 
shuttle service from Salt Lake City Airport, full-service lodge accommodations and all meals. 

Not included are dip & pack service, taxidermy, meat processing/shipping, taxidermy and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WHITE PEAKS 
OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Greg Golightly, 800-225-1563, 5238 W 2150 N, Ogden, UT 84404,
info@whitepeaksranch.com, WhitePeaksRanch.Com.

BOOTH #644    Valued at $10,900 

LMB-6    SHERRY STEELE UNLIMITED
"Intrigued" - Framed S/N Giclée on Canvas by Sherry Steele

"Intrigued" - #1/1 S/N giclée on canvas by Sherry Steele; measures 48"x38" framed. What's 
out there…is it friend, or foe, or dinner? Whiskers flared and eyes focused, he searches for 

the answer in the lowering light. "I call this magnificent leopard 'Stan's Leopard'. After his 
first safari to Africa in the 1980's, Stan returned with us in 2015 still hoping to see a leopard 
such as this. Secretive and rarely relaxed in the presence of spectators, it is always a high 
priority to sight a leopard, any leopard, from any distance when on safari. This magnificent 

male had casually walked within feet of our truck and stared directly at us before resting 
in the shade of a nearby acacia tree. It was as if Stan's long-held wish had finally been 

granted." - Sherry Steele. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SHERRY STEELE UNLIMITED FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Sherry Steele, 512-626-0119, 5335 Magdelena Drive, Austin, TX 78735, 

steeleart19@gmail.com, SherrySteele.Net.

BOOTH #3115   Valued at $6,000 

LMB-7    ARLUK OUTFITTERS
8-Day/7-Night Newfoundland Moose and Black Bear Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Canada - Includes Trophy Fees
8-day/7-night 1x1 Newfoundland moose and black bear hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in 
eastern Canada - includes trophy fees for best available moose and black bear. Method of take is rifle, 
muzzle loader, bow or crossbow. This hunt is available September-October 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include an additional moose at $5,000, extra hunters at $10,000 and non-hunters at $3,000. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by foot, boat and Argo ATVs with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
This package includes field prep, dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, hunting license, taxes, RT 
helicopter transfers from Deer Lake Airport to camp, lodge/spike camp accommodations, maid/laundry 
service, Wi-Fi and all meals. Not included are liquor and gratuities. Accommodations before/after the 
hunt in Deer Lake are recommended at approx. $150/night. DSC references include David Allison and 
Brooks Puckett. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ARLUK OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Brad LeDrew, 709-640-4716, 48 Birchview Drive, Pasadena, New Foundland A0L-1K0, CANADA, 
bradledrew@arlukoutfitters.com, ArlukOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #572    Valued at $13,500 

LMB-8    GUILLERMO ROWE - SPAIN
4-Day Mouflon Hunt for Two Hunters in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees

4-day 1x1 mouflon rifle hunt for two hunters in Spain - includes trophy fees for 1x best available mouflon for 
each hunter. This free-range hunt is available November-December 2024 only and may be upgraded to include 

Ronda and Southeastern ibex at $8,900 each, Gredos ibex at $11,000 and Beceite ibex at $9,300. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $590/day; non-hunters are welcome at $490/day. Transportation during the hunt is 

mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, 
RT ground transfers from Seville Airport to hunting area, gun clearance, 4 or 5-star hotel accommodations, 

daily maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, beverages (including beer & wine) and all meals. Not included are dip & pack 
service, hunting license and insurance at $300, gun rental and ammo at $150, trophy prep for export, veterinary 
certificates, before/after hunt expenses, gratuities and 21% VAT on total value. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
GUILLERMO ROWE - SPAIN FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Guillermo Rowe, 011 34 607 54 0427, Virgen de Lujan 51, 

3 Izda, Seville 41011, SPAIN, info@guillermorowe.com, GuillermoRowe.Com.

BOOTH #473    Valued at $14,540  
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LMB-9    JENSEN JEWELERS
"Snake River Opus" Elk Ivory Diamond Earrings
"Snake River Opus" - One-of-a-kind 14k gold elk ivory diamond earrings. These beauties are 100% custom-made 
and boast 4cts of diamonds. Whether you're dressing up or down, this lovely pair will compliment any attire. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS JENSEN JEWELERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Erik Armijo, 208-734-7920, 
109 Main Ave. E, Twin Falls, ID 83301, erik@jensen-jewelers.com, ElkIvory.Com.

BOOTH #448    Valued at $8,000 

LMB-10    WILD INSTINCT LTD.
3-Day/4-Night Fallow Deer Hunt for One Hunter and 

One Non-Hunter in Hungary - Includes Trophy Fee
3-day/4-night 1x1 fallow deer buck hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Hungary - includes 

trophy fees for buck up to 4 kg trophy weight (high silver medal). Method of take is rifle, bow or 
muzzleloader. This hunt takes place on a private estate of 3,460 acres and is available during the 
rut in October to end of December 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include larger or second 

fallow buck, red stag, mouflon and wild boar, all at current price list. Additional hunters and 
non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and 

foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local 
shipper, RT transfers from Budapest Airport, castle accommodations and all meals. Not included 
are dip & pack service, before/after hunt accommodations and gratuities. Accommodations will 
be in a very beautiful castle hotel close to the hunting estate (if availability during given dates). 

DSC references include Meighan Hornady, Corey Knowlton, Larry Knowlton, Rick Warren, James 
DeVoglaer and Michael Golonka. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WILD INSTINCT LTD. FOR THIS 100% DONATION.  Georg Versch, 

011 0049 171 936 9605, Cseresznyespuszta 30, Paks, Tolna 7030, HUNGARY, wild@instinct-hungary.com, Wild-Instinct-Hungary.Com.

BOOTH #2710    Valued at $9,990 

LMB-11    QUEST HAVEN LODGE
4-Day/4-Night Whitetail Deer Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Pennsylvania - Includes Trophy Fee
4-day/4-night 1x1 whitetail deer hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Pennsylvania - 
includes trophy fee for silver class whitetail scoring up to 250". Method of take is hunter's 
choice. This estate hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include a larger 
deer at current price list. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at current rates. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk and from 
blinds. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from University 
Park Airport, accommodations, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
taxidermy and gratuities. DSC references include Russell & Mary Edith Stacy. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS QUEST HAVEN LODGE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Lori Walk, 814-312-3204, 
Fax 814-684-3117, 520 Schock Hollow Road, Tyrone, PA 16686, 

questhavenlodge@gmail.com, QuestHavenLodge.Com.

BOOTH #2307    Valued at $10,900  

LMB-12    SCOTT LAKE LODGE
5-Day/6-Night Luxury Fly-In Fishing Trip for Two Anglers 

in Saskatchewan, Canada
5-day/6-night 1x1 luxury fly-in fishing trip for two anglers in the remote wilderness of 

Saskatchewan, Canada for northern pike, lake trout and Arctic grayling. No other lodge 
in Canada offers the extent or variety of fishing on these pristine waters and in such 

luxurious conditions as Scott Lake Lodge. Here, guests will enjoy private, pine-paneled 
cabin accommodations, magnificent views of the lake, classic de Havilland Beaver 

nine-passenger Turbo Otter float planes docked right out front and a dozen boats ready 
for angling pursuits. This trip is available in 2024 or 2025 and includes RT private charter 

between Edmonton and Stony Rapids, RT float plane between Stony Rapids and lodge, 
ground transfers, Global Rescue evacuation insurance, 1x1 experienced guide, high-end 

fishing tackle, exceptional accommodations, gourmet meals, complimentary wine with 
dinner and double-occupancy hotel accommodations in Edmonton, Alberta at end of 

trip. Not included are optional fly-outs, spa services, other alcoholic beverages, store purchases and gratuities. Additional guests are welcome at 
current price list. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SCOTT LAKE LODGE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jason Hamilton, 715-362-7031, 406-539-5245, 

Fax 715-362-2112, 1634 N. Stevens St., Rhinelander, WI 54501, jason@scottlakelodge.com, ScottLakeLodge.Com.

BOOTH #2019    Valued at $16,000 
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LMB-13    FOUR SEASONS SAFARIS NZ
5-Day/4-Night Red Stag Hunt for Two Hunters in New Zealand - 
Includes Trophy Fees and Trophy Credit
Two hunters are invited to join Shane Johnston of Four Seasons Safaris New Zealand, DSC's 
2007 Outfitter of the Year, on this 5-day/4-night, 2x1 guided, rifle, bow or muzzleloader hunt 
for red stag on the scenic South Island of New Zealand - includes trophy fees for 1x red stag 
per hunter scoring up to 400" and $1,000 credit for each hunter towards a tahr or chamois. This 
hunt is available March-July 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include larger stag, elk, 
white stag, fallow, ram, alpine goat and wild boar, all at current price list. Backridge Estate is 
a stunning hunting area owned by Four Seasons, where the hunting, views and opportunities 
are truly extraordinary and world class. Spot and stalk your magnificent red stag amongst 
lush native bush, looking out to the pacific ocean and the seaward Kaikoura mountains as the 
backdrop. Four Seasons Safaris is growing exceptional trophy quality in our herds that will 

become some of the greatest trophy heads of all time. Rifle/bow or muzzleloader, the choice is yours. Additional hunters and non-hunters are all 
welcome at the current price list. Transportation during the stag hunt is 4x4 side by side and helicopter (at cost), for access to hunt tahr & chamois 
in the Southern Alps. This package includes field prep, RT transfers from Christchurch International Airport, accommodations, refreshments and 
hearty home-style country cuisine, including lobster meals. Not included are airfare to/from Christchurch NZ, accommodations before/after the 
hunt, additional trophy fees on hunters' choice of tahr or chamois, helicopter fees, firearm permits, resort accommodations required for tahr/
chamois at $450 twin/double shared room per night, dip & pack service, taxidermy and gratuities. NOTE: With limited openings, $2,000 deposit will 
be required at booking to secure hunt dates, which will be credited to your hunt. This hunt is not to be taken in conjunction with any other NZ hunt or 
a hunt already booked with Four Seasons Safaris New Zealand. DSC references include Richard & Suzie Allen, Albert Wolfe, Bill & Cindy Swisher, 
Jim Tolson, Allen & Josh Moore, John & Pam Patterson, Gray Thornton, Pete Wittman, Luis Salinas & Family, Dave Price, Clayton Kennedy & Family, 
Steve & Libby Maus, David & Susan Oakes, Harry & Lenecia McGee, Ben & Cindy Barnett, Victor & Cindy Trevino, Mike Orr, Ken & Brenda Heard and 
many more. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FOUR SEASONS SAFARIS NZ FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Shane Johnston, 011 64 274 399 129, Terrace 
Downs Resort, Windwhistle, Canterbury, South Island, NEW ZEALAND, fourseasonssafaris@gmail.com, FourSeasons.Co.Nz.

BOOTH #3523    Valued at $23,000 

LMB-14    FIONA CAPSTICK
Seven Original Waterbuck Lithographs and Privately Published 

Rare Book with Map
Two of the most highly prized and scarce works in illustrated African hunting literature are 
represented here today through seven hand-coloured lithographs of waterbuck. The seven 

framed illustrations accompany a very scarce, privately published book and map recounting 
the African expeditions and hunting adventures of the noted American industrialist and big 
game hunter, William Northrop MacMillan and his wife Lucie. The book was a personal gift 

to Peter Hathaway CAPSTICK in 1992 by the legendary Harry Tennison of Fort Worth, Texas, 
founder of Game Conservation International and inaugural recipient of the Peter Hathaway 

CAPSTICK Hunting Heritage Award in 2005. The book bears Peter's bookplate. The six 
identically framed, hand-coloured chromolithographic plates of waterbuck were removed 
at an unknown date in the last 124 years from a set of the rare, majestic four-volume work 
entitled The Book of Antelopes (1894-1900), by Philip Lutely Sclater and Oldfield Thomas, 
published by R.H. Porter of London. The plates, depicting some of the known antelope of 

the world at the time, are in remarkably good condition. They feature on the leaflets, as 
follows: the Common Waterbuck, Mrs. Gray's Waterbuck (Peter's favourite), the Sing-Sing, 

Crawshay's Waterbuck, the Defassa Waterbuck and Penrice's Waterbuck. Peter acquired 
these lithographic treasures on auction in 1984. All these items are authenticated on the rear 

as having belonged to Peter. The large, framed, hand-coloured lithograph of the Common 
Waterbuck was removed at some stage since the publication in 1840 of the rare, PORTRAITS 

OF THE GAME AND WILD ANIMALS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA by Major {later Sir} William 
Cornwallis Harris, published in London by W. Pickering. This is among the most highly prized 

illustrated works on Southern African game animals and recounts the author's hunting 
adventures in South Africa from 1836 to 1837. A copy of the full-colour painting of the author 

has been affixed to the rear of the framed lithograph as well as a copy of the author's notes on the waterbuck. Authentication of provenance is 
also on the rear. Peter acquired this plate on auction in the early 1970s. The heavy book and rare map accompanying the lithographs is entitled 

W.N. Mc Millan's Expeditions and Big Game Hunting in Southern Sudan, Abyssinia and East Africa, written by the Norwegian-born B.H. Jessen 
who accompanied the McMillan's. The book was published strictly for private distribution in London in 1906 by M. Singer & Co. The McMillan's, 

members of a vastly wealthy, noted family, were from St. Louis, Missouri and undertook four extensive hunting expeditions, as shown in the map 
accompanying the title page of the book. McMillan's wife, Lucie, also hunted big game. The McMillan's were so taken with the African wilderness 

that they settled in Kenya. The late President Theodore Roosevelt was the honoured guest on several occasions of the McMillan's during his historic 
1909 African hunting expedition, as recounted in Roosevelt's classic AFRICAN GAME TRAILS. 

DSC FOUNDATION THANKS FIONA CAPSTICK FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Fiona Capstick, ralli@mweb.co.za.

Valued at $21,700 
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LMB-16    SWEETGRASS AT THUNDERBASIN
3-Day/4-Night Pheasant and Chukar Hunt for Four Hunters in Wyoming

Four hunters will travel to Wyoming for a 3-day/4-night guided pheasant and chukar 
wingshooting experience. Hunting parties are normally 6-8 hunters per field with 
3-4 guides: hunt master, assistant hunt master and dog handler(s). Schedule hunt 

for open dates between August-November 2024 or 2025. This wonderful wingshoot 
is for unlimited birds over three days of walk-up and driven-style shooting in three 

unique hunting areas. Each area has varied topography (no corn rows) and beautiful 
national park-like scenery. Sweetgrass at Thunderbasin is comprised of nearly 6,000 
acres of the Western Black Hills, located 45 miles northeast of Gillette, Wyoming and 

surrounded by 40,000 acres of national and state forest service land. Included are 
lodge accommodations, guides with expertly trained pointer/flushing dogs, field prep, 

processing/packaging of game, 12 or 20 gauge ammo, unlimited birds, sporting clays, 
gourmet meals, RT airport transportation, non-alcoholic beverages, full bar and use of amenities on the property. Additional hunters are welcome 
at $6,225; non-hunters are welcome at $4,500. Hunt can be extended or upgraded to harvest sharp-tail grouse in season. Not included are airfare 

to/from Gillette, WY, before/after hunt expenses, Wyoming small game and bird hunting licenses and conservation stamp at approx. $68/pp, 
shotgun rental, massages, shipping, 5% sales tax and gratuities. Arrival/departure point is Campbell County Airport. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 

SWEETGRASS AT THUNDERBASIN FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Deirdre Wildman, 307-363-3665, 303-981-2897, 1408 Rocky Point Road, Weston, WY 
82731, dierdre@sweetgrassthunderbasin.com, sales@sweetgrassthunderbasin.com, SweetgrassThunderbasin.Com.

BOOTH #1130    Valued at $24,900 

LMB-17    RECORDBUCK RANCH
3-Day/2-Night Addax Antelope Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Texas - Includes Trophy Fee
RecordBuck Ranch is pleased to donate a 3-day/2-night 1x1 addax antelope hunt for one 
hunter and one non-hunter in Utopia, Texas - includes trophy fee for best available bull. 
Method of take is rifle or bow. This high-fenced hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include any of the 50+ species available. Additional hunters and non-hunters are 
welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting 
done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper/
taxidermist, 1x1 guide, Wi-Fi, beautiful lodge accommodations with ensuite bath, maid/
laundry service, chef-prepared meals and full bar. Not included are packing/shipping of 
trophies, taxidermy (or meat processing), Texas hunting licenses and gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is at the ranch; transfers can be arranged from San Antonio at $125. DSC 
references include Russell & Mary Edith Stacy. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RECORDBUCK 

RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kellem Bolton, 830-966-2301, 214-794-3815, 7222 CR 354, PO Box 817, Utopia, TX 78884, 
kellem@recordbuck.com, RecordBuck.Com.

BOOTH #3131    Valued at $11,500 

LMB-18    T.D. KELSEY FINE ART
"His Lordship" - Limited Edition Bronze Artwork 

by Wildlife Cowboy Artist T.D. Kelsey
"His Lordship" - limited edition #5/5 casting by wildlife cowboy artist, T.D. Kelsey - measures 

16"x12"x19". Named after an explorer with royal ties that "discovered" him, the Lord Derby's eland 
is benefitting the name and is found only in C.A.R., Cameroon and possibly parts of Sudan and the 

Democratic Republic of Congo. He can be very elusive and commonly covers miles each day. He is quite 
tall with a proud and elegant carriage. Big, agile and majestic, his markings add beauty to his majesty. 
Vertical stripes on both sides, big white chevron, ruff on the forehead. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
T.D. KELSEY FINE ART FOR THIS 100% DONATION. T.D. Kelsey, 307-587-3165, 22 Slide Mountain Lane, 

Cody, WY 82414, tdkelsey@me.com, TDKelsey.Com.

Valued at $9,500 

LMB-15    WEATHERBY, INC.
Weatherby His & Hers Mark V Deluxe and 
Mark V Camilla Deluxe Rifles
His & Hers Combination Mark V rifles to be auctioned separately with 
the winner having the option to buy both rifles at 2x their winning 
bid; rifles are valued at $5,000 each. If winner only chooses one rifle, 
the second will be re-auctioned.The first rifle is a Mark V Deluxe in 
.340 WBY that's perfect for local hunting grounds or on safari. The 
second rifle is a Mark V Camilla Deluxe in 6.5 WBY RPM, which is a 

great all-around rifle for many big game and plains game hunts. Both come in a high-gloss finish, fancy grade wood stock and custom floor plate. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WEATHERBY, INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Leslie Cervantes, 307-675-7800, Fax 307-675-7801, 1550 Yellowtail 
Dr., Sheridan, WY 82801, lcervantes@weatherby.com, Weatherby.Com.

BOOTH #4313    Valued at $10,000 
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LMB-19    NAMIBIA SAFARI CORPORATION
10-Day/11-Night Plains Game Safari for Four Hunters in Central Namibia - 
Includes Trophy Credit
10-day/11-night 2x1 plains game safari for four hunters in Central Namibia - includes 
$2,000 trophy credit per hunter. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available 
February-November 2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include additional trophies 
exceeding the credit at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $320/
day; non-hunters are welcome at $150/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 
vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Hosea Kutako International Airport, luxury 
lodge accommodations and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, licenses and 
gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS NAMIBIA SAFARI CORPORATION FOR THIS 

100% DONATION. Jaco van der Merwe, 011 264 81127 0906, PO Box 336, Windhoek, Khomas 9000, NAMIBIA, 
jaco@jsvdm.com, NamibiaSafariCorporation.Com.

BOOTH #835    Valued at $21,000 

LMB-20    HAUPTMANN FIREARMS
3-Day/3-Night Driven Partridge and Red Stag Hunt for Two Hunters and 

Two Non-Hunters in Scotland - Includes Trophy Fees
KARL HAUPTMANN of Hauptmann Firearms, is proud to offer a 3-day/3-night 1x1 driven partridge and 

highland stag hunt for two hunters and two observers in Scotland - includes 2x days driven partridges and 
1-day stalking for red stag, best available for each hunter. Winner will have the experience of shooting 

world-famous Hauptmann triple barrel SxSxS or self-opening shotguns ($70K-$90K value/ea.) and bespoke 
rifles ($45K value) for all hunts and will be personally joined by Gerd Hauptmann. This hunt is available 

September 2-15, 2024 only (no alternate dates available) and may be upgraded to include extra nights 
lodging at $600/couple and additional hunters/observers at $5,400/couple. During the first two days of 

your trip, you will participate in a traditional driven partridge shoot in the Angus Glens, two hours north 
of Edinburgh in the Scottish Highlands. Partridges will be driven to follow the contours of the terrain 

almost like grouse, in a breathtaking scenery. The bag expectation is 100-150 birds per day. The birds have 
been released early in the year and will be wild at time of the shoot. On the third day, you will be stalking 

for red stag, the monarch of the Glen, in 15,000 acres unfenced mountain territory which has produced 
beautiful trophy heads every year. This package includes field prep, dip & pack service, transportation 

to shipper, accommodations in historic Tulchan of Glenisla Lodge, a traditional shooting lodge built in the 
18th century by Lord Airlie, the head of the Ogilvy clan and recently renovated, with first-class catering 
by a professional chef and looked after by an experienced housekeeper, use of Hauptmann firearms for 

hunts, ammo, licenses, non-alcoholic beverages, wine and all meals. Not included are RT transfers from 
Edinburgh, Scotland to lodge at $450, hard liquor and sightseeing tours, including visits to a whiskey 

distillery, trip to Blair Atholl Castle and sightseeing in Pitlochry, a small scenic Scottish town. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS HAUPTMANN FIREARMS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Francis Lombardi, 

315-373-5850, 237 East Main St., Elbridge, NY 13060, francislombardi@me.com, 
Hauptmann-Rifles.Com, Tulchan-Glenisla.Co.Uk.

BOOTH #4255    Valued at $11,800 

LMB-21    CROCODILE BAY RESORT, COSTA RICA
5-Day/5-Night Tower Boat and Resort Fishing Getaway for Two Anglers in Costa Rica
5-day/5-night (3 sportfishing days) getaway for two anglers at the luxurious Botanika Resort on 
Costa Rica's Osa Peninsula. Trip is good through November 15, 2025 and includes 3 full days of world-
class sportfishing inshore or offshore off a 33' Strike Tower boat, 2 days à la carte at the resort, air 
conditioned double occupancy accommodations with daily breakfast, picnic-style lunch with beer and 
other beverages during fishing charters, fishing licenses, English-speaking guide, bait and fishing gear. 
Not included are international air transportation to/from San Jose, other meals, alcoholic beverages, 
incidentals and gratuities. Certificate holder may add a San Jose Transfer Package at additional cost, 
which includes taxes/fees and covers the first night hotel stay in San Jose, ground transfers between 
airport /hotel and RT domestic flight from San Jose to Puerto Jimenez. Guests are responsible for any 
overweight baggage/seat fees applied by domestic airlines. Trip is non-transferable. Blackout dates: 
February, December and January. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CROCODILE BAY RESORT, COSTA RICA 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mark Carlson, 800-733-1115 x1004, 707-283-7634, PO Box 964, Sausalito, 
CA 94966, mcarlson@crocodilebay.com, CrocodileBay.Com.

BOOTH #3126    Valued at $9,326 
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LMB-25    NEWZEALANDHUNTING.COM
4-Day/3-Night Fallow Deer and Feral Goat Hunt for 

Two Hunters in New Zealand - Includes Trophy Fees
4-day/3-night 2x1 fallow deer and feral goat hunt for two hunters in South 

Island, New Zealand - includes trophy fees for 1x trophy fallow buck, 
1x management fallow buck and 2x feral goats to be shared by hunters. 

Method of take is rifle or bow. This free-range hunt is available April-May 
2024 only and may be upgraded to include additional species at current 

price list. Additional hunters and observers are welcome at current rates. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done 

by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Queenstown Airport to concession, ranch house 
accommodations, meals and beverages (including beer & wine). Not included are dip & pack service and gratuities. DSC references include Kathy 

Tourney, Mark & Lisa McMorris and Daniel McGehee. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS NEWZEALANDHUNTING.COM FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Danielle Wilson, 916-213-2952, PO Box 5, Pleasant Point, South Canterbury 7947, NEW ZEALAND, nzhuntmail@gmail.com, NewZealandHunting.Com.

BOOTH #3445    Valued at $12,900 

LMB-23    SYC SPORTING ADVENTURES
4-Day/3-Night High-Volume Dove Hunt for Six Hunters in Argentina

4-day/3-night 1x1 high-volume dove hunt for six hunters in Cordoba, Argentina. This hunt 
is available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include pigeon at $900/day. 

Additional hunters are welcome at $2,500; non-hunters are welcome at $800. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This package includes guides, bird boys, transfers to/from 

hunting fields, local taxes, Wi-Fi Internet access, 5-star double occupancy accommodations, 
maid/laundry service, beverages (including a fine selection of Argentinean wines, local beers and 

local hard liquor) and all meals. Not included are RT transfers from Cordoba International Airport 
at $250/pp, shells at $16/box, gun rental at $75/pp/day (or gun entry permits), hunting licenses at 

$75/pp/day, visas (if needed) and gratuities. DSC reference includes David Hendricks. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS SYC SPORTING ADVENTURES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Eduardo Martinez, 011 549 351 241 7113, 011 549 351 679 1108, Hipolito 

Montagne 1316, Cordoba 5009, ARGENTINA, eduardomartinez1954@gmail.com, info@sycsporting.com, SYCSporting.Com.

BOOTH #729    Valued at $12,000 

LMB-24    MARROMEU SAFARIS LDA
10-Day/12-Night Cape Buffalo Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Mozambique - Includes Trophy Fee
10-day/12-night 1x1 Cape buffalo hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Coutada 10 
Zambezi Delta of Mozambique - includes trophy fee for best available buffalo. Marromeu 
Safaris is the proud concession holder and sole operator of the much-acclaimed Coutada 10 
hunting district located on the southwest border of the Marromeu National Park. This hunting 
gem offers over 500,000 acres of unfenced wildlands consisting of swamps, grassland and 
forest habitats - a true hunter's paradise. This hunt is available June-November 2024 or 2025 
and may be upgraded to include additional species, hunters and non-hunters, all at current 
price list. Method of take is rifle or bow; handguns and automatic firearms are restricted. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by ARGO all-terrain vehicles to maneuver over the 

varied terrain while watching for flocks of birds following the herds in the Delta and Miombo Forest; hunting will be done by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field prep, hunting license, trophy and government fees, meet & greet at Beira Airport, rifle permit, community taxes, first-class 
personalized service, tastefully furnished chalet accommodations with ensuite bathrooms, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, full bar, beverages and all 
meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper at $250, vet certificate at $50/trophy, return Cessna air charter from Beira to 
camp at +/-$1,166/pp and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MARROMEU SAFARIS LDA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Linda Ferreira, 
011 27 83 260 4303, Coutada 10 Inhaminga, Cheringoma, Sofala 0000, MOZAMBIQUE, linda@marromeusafaris.com, MarromeuSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #1907    Valued at $16,700 

LMB-22    BARANOF JEWELERS
Natural Ethiopian Opal and Diamond Necklace Set in 14K Yellow Gold
This one-of-a-kind Ethiopian opal and diamond necklace is set in 14k yellow gold with a stunning 9.50 
carat natural Ethiopian opal surrounded by 0.80 carats of round brilliant cut diamonds, all F in color and 
Vs2 in clarity. Tony Hernandez, 435-658-3877, 435-513-2776, 537 Main Street, Park City, UT 84060, 
baranofjewelers@msn.com, BaranofJewelers.Com.

BOOTH #3334    Valued at $18,900 
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LMB-26    SALVA MONFORTE - SPAIN HUNTING IBEX
6-Day/5-Night Beceite Ibex Hunt for One Hunter in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
Salva Monforte - Spain Hunting Ibex is pleased to donate a 6-day/5-night 1x1 Beceite ibex rifle 
hunt for one hunter in Spain - includes trophy fee for 1x ibex scoring up to 69 SCI points (bronze 
medal). This hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include larger 
trophies or additional Spanish game, all at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$750/day; non-hunters are welcome at $350/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 4x4 
vehicle with hunting done by stalking on foot. This package includes field prep, trophy transport 
to shipper, airport assistance in Barcelona, RT transfers to/from concession, luxurious lodge 
accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, meals/drinks and transportation with personal 
guide during the length of the hunt. Not included are dip & pack service, hunting licenses at 
$300/pp, gratuities and 21% VAT on total value and final invoice. DSC references include the late 

Dr. Bob Speegle, Hall Family, AJ & Rachel Downs, Michael & Debra Marinelli, Steve & Yvonne Miller, Ricky & Betsy Fairchild, Nick Lloyd and many 
more! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SALVA MONFORTE - SPAIN HUNTING IBEX FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Natalia Magda, 011 34 670 765 336, 
C/Joaquin Garcia Girona 54, Castellon 12006, SPAIN, info@spainhuntingibex.com, SpainHuntingIbex.Com.

BOOTH #2610    Valued at $13,500 

LMB-27    WATTS TROPHY HUNTING
10-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in South Africa - 

Includes Trophy Fees & Trophy Credit
10-day 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters in South Africa - includes trophy fees 

for 1x of each species for each hunter from the following: sable up to 40", springbok or 
warthog and $1,000 trophy credit towards species of their choosing. Method of take is 

rifle or bow. This hunt is available March-November 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded 
to include additional species exceeding the credit. Additional hunters are welcome at 

$350/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation during the hunt is 
mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes 

field prep, transportation to local taxidermist, service of PH, skinner, trackers and 
camp staff, luxury thatch roof chalet accommodations with ensuite bath, daily laundry 

service, hunting license, beverages (including beer & wine) and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, RT ground transfers from O.R. 
Tambo International Airport at $750/vehicle, rifle import permit at $180/hunter (if bringing own), arrival/departure days at $120/pp, rifle hire at 

$50 (if needed), 15% VAT on daily rates per hunter at $750, Conservation fee $20/pp/day and gratuities. Accommodations before/after the hunt in 
Johannesburg are recommended at approx. $250/night. NOTE: $3,000 deposit is required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS WATTS TROPHY HUNTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Charl & Neila Watts, 011 27 83 230 0611, 011 27 82 824 3839, 13 A Booysen St., 
Modimolle, Limpopo 0510, SOUTH AFRICA, wattsthoffice@gmail.com, charl@wattstrophyhunting.co.za, WattsTrophyHunting.Co.Za.

BOOTH #813    Valued at $21,400  

LMB-28   TS BUENOS AIRES OUTFITTERS
4-Day Red Stag Hunt for Two Hunters in La Pampa, Argentina - 
Includes Trophy Fees
4-day 1x1 red stag hunt for two hunters in La Pampa, Argentina - includes trophy fees for 
1x red stag scoring up to 200 SCI for each hunter. Method of take is rifle or handgun. This 
estate hunt is available March-August 2024 only and may be upgraded to include red deer, 
axis deer, fallow deer and more, all at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome 
at $350/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation during the hunt is 
mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to local shipper, RT transfers from Santa Rosa Airport in La Pampa, luxury 
lodge accommodations, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
before/after expenses, air charters, gratuities and permits/licenses. DSC references 

include Libby Hornady, Ingham William, Greg Schubert, Gary Kelley, Arturo Garcia, Greg & Pam Gifford, Jim Shockey, Chris & Gloria Hann and Greg 
Hammons. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TS BUENOS AIRES OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Martin Telleria, 011 549 295 466 3315, 
Nandu Sur 705, Toay, La Pampa 6303, ARGENTINA, info@tsbuenosaires.com, TSBuenosAires.Com.

BOOTH #2930    Valued at $12,000   

Notes
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LMBSIL-300    KENZIE'S OPTICS
Zeiss Victory RF 8x54 Binoculars
The Victory RF 8x54 binocular laser rangefinder system incorporates a laser with an 
integrated real-time ballistics computer and on-board weather station. The consideration 
of all relevant factors coupled with user-based customization via the ZEISS Hunting App 
further ensures precisely placed shots from 10-2,500 yards away - time after time. The 
laser signals and atmospheric data received is computed within nano seconds to give you 
the appropriate, and accurate, shooting solution from a single press of a button. The RF 
8x54 is best for maximizing light transmission into the twilight hours. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS KENZIE'S OPTICS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Keith Smith, 678-574-4664, 
Fax 678-574-4668, 30 Kelli Clark Ct. SE, Cartersville, GA 30121, 
keith@kenziesoptics.com, KenziesOptics.Com.

BOOTH #4221    Valued at $4,200 

LMBSIL-301    SWIFT BULLET COMPANY
$250 CREDIT Towards Swift Bullet Products

$250 CREDIT towards any Swift Bullet products. At Swift, we strive to make hunting bullets 
that perform two very important functions - first, to shoot straight and second, to provide 

great terminal performance. Remember, your bullet may be the least expensive part of your 
hunt, but hunters all around the world know it is the most important and that's why many 

of them purchase Swift bullets. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SWIFT BULLET COMPANY 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. William D. Hober, 785-754-3959, Fax 785-754-2359, 201 Main Street, 

Quinter, KS 67752, contact@swiftbullets.com, SwiftBullets.Com.

BOOTH #4701    Valued at $250 

LMBSIL-302    SAFARI INTERNATIONAL MACEDONIA
Beautiful Handmade Ohrid Pearl Necklace with Matching Earrings and Bracelet
Handmade Ohrid pearl necklace, earrings and bracelet, all with a famous Macedonian watermark. The late 
Queen of England, Sophia Loren and Catherine Deneuve were among the many high-society ladies known 
for wearing Ohrid pearls. Lake Ohrid, from where the pearls originate, is located near the mountainous 
border of Macedonia. It is one of Europe's deepest and oldest lakes and was declared a World Heritage 
Site by UNESCO in 1979, making this beautiful set a true treasure to behold. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
SAFARI INTERNATIONAL MACEDONIA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Zlatko or Toma Sokolik, 239-331-1611, 
Bitpazarska 60, Floor 2nd, Skopje 1000, MACEDONIA, safariinternacional@gmail.com, InterHunts.Com.

BOOTH #2323    Valued at $2,000 

LMBSIL-303    CALL OF AFRICA, INC.
"Serval Sentry" - Limited Edition Framed Giclee on Canvas 

by British Wildlife Artist Claire Naylor
"Serval Sentry" - Stunning and beautifully framed limited edition #79/99 giclee print on canvas of a serval 

by British wildlife artist, Claire Naylor. Measures 32"x22" framed. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CALL OF 
AFRICA, INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mel Lenet / Ross Parker, 954-767-8737, 954-445-8252, 

Fax 954-524-7494, 920 NE 13th Street, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304, mel@nativevisions.com, CallOfAfrica.Com.

BOOTH #3743    Valued at $2,600 

(Similar Item)
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LMBSIL-304    HORNADY MFG
Hornady RAPiD® Safe Ready Vault™ with Wi-Fi
Hornady Security® RAPiD® Safes offer the quickest, most dependable access to your firearm while 
providing unmatched security from unauthorized users using patented RFID technology. The SQUARE-
LOK™ organizing system allows gun racks (included) and other SQUARE-LOK™ accessories to be 
mounted in numerous configurations to maximize storage. Hornady Security LED lights, magnetic 
hooks, hygrometer and dehumidifiers are all compatible (sold separately). Interior dimensions: 
51.8"Hx19"Wx12.7"D. Exterior dimensions: 52.2"Hx20"Wx15.1"D. Safe is on diplay at donor's booth and 
includes complimentary shipping to the lower 48 states. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HORNADY MFG 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Monty DeBoer, 308-382-1390, 308-730-1001, Fax 308-382-5761, 
3625 West Old Potash HWY, Grand Island, NE 68803, mdeboer@hornady.com, Hornady.Com.

BOOTH #4413    Valued at $1,027 

LMBSIL-305    SCHNEE'S
Schnee's Men's Alder Boot

Welcome to Italian craftsmanship! The Alder boot is part of Schnee's newest collection of 
casuals. The Alder is a chelsea boot built with the highest quality and longest lasting materials 
making this boot an everyday choice with added pull tabs for convenience. Featuring a Vibram® 
Goteborg outsole, chosen for its high durability, cushion and ability to handle cold weather with 

ease. Available in men's sizes 7-14. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SCHNEE'S FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Stacy Farmer, 406-579-6890, 6597 Falcon Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, 

stacy@schnees.com, Schnees.Com.

BOOTH #284   Valued at $404 

LMBSIL-306    BULLET BLOOM
Men's .45 Caliber 14K Gold & Sterling Silver Cufflinks
 If you're gong to go with cufflinks, blow your sleeves up with expanded bullets. The .45 caliber 
14k gold & sterling silver men's cufflinks make a statement - I am a Maverick. Bullet Bloom 
offers wearable statement pieces for men and women hand-cast from expanded hollow point 
bullets and fired under water bursting into a magical bloom. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
BULLET BLOOM FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Bridget Brown, 310-780-8140, 1562 Arbor Park Dr., 
Winter Park, FL 32789, bridget@bulletbloom.com, BulletBloom.Com.

BOOTH #658    Valued at $3,100 

LMBSIL-307    BULLET BLOOM
Men's .380 Caliber Expanded Bullet Tux Studs in Sterling Silver

Go BIG or go home with these .380 caliber expanded bullet tux studs in sterling silver. Bullet 
Bloom offers wearable statement pieces for men and women hand-cast from expanded 

hollow point bullets and fired under water bursting into a magical bloom. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS BULLET BLOOM FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Bridget Brown, 310-780-8140, 
1562 Arbor Park Dr., Winter Park, FL 32789, bridget@bulletbloom.com, BulletBloom.Com.

BOOTH #2605    Valued at $450 
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LMBSIL-308    WELLS GALLERY
"Tundra Titan" - Limited Edition Wolverine Bronze Artwork by Ronnie Wells
"Tundra Titan" - Limited edition #2/30 wolverine bronze artwork by Ronnie Wells, measures 
6"Hx13"Wx18"L. Wells has won numerous awards throughout the years and exhibited in 
countless museums and fine art shows across the nation. The artist resides in Salado, Texas, 
where he and his lovely wife, Patricia, have owned and operated the Wells Gallery for the past 
28+ years. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WELLS GALLERY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Ronnie 
Wells, 254-760-9112, PO Box 616, Salado, TX 76571, wellsgallery@aol.com, RonnieWells.Com.

BOOTH #1607    Valued at $3,500 

LMBSIL-309    AIR2000 HUNTERS SUPPORT SERVICES
Meet and Assist Services for Two Hunters Traveling Together

Meet and assist services for two hunters from the aircraft door. Service entails 
assistance with arrival formalities including immigration, baggage/firearm claim, 

customs/police firearm sighting (after having obtained the permit in advance of arrival), 
assistance to another scheduled flight and charter/hand-over to a transfer agent. 
This donation is valid for two hunters arriving on the same flight during 2024 only. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS AIR2000 HUNTERS SUPPORT SERVICES FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION.  Anne Gaines-Burrill, 011 27 11 659 2649, 011 27 82 770 2480, PO Box 120, 

Lanseria, Johannesburg, Gauteng 1748, SOUTH AFRICA, 
air2000@global.co.za, HuntersSupport.Com.

BOOTH #3150    Valued at $400 

LMBSIL-310    HUNTERS NETWORKS, LLC
GUNSTIX Shooting Sticks
GUNSTIX shooting sticks unique design supports the fore-end, as well as the stock of the rifle, thus 
providing a very steady shooting platform and benchrest-like accuracy in the field. Weighing just 
2.4 lbs and collapsing down to just over 30 inches, makes them easy to practice with and very portable 
to take on your next hunt. GUNSTIX can be adjusted to be used from just about any shooting position! 
Standing, kneeling or sitting, taking shots on level ground, uphill or downhill, are all within the 
capability of these sticks. Proven and tested in Africa and Europe at distances up to 300 yards! 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUNTERS NETWORKS, LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Arjun Reddy, 
845-259-3628, 914-310-4902, 30 Ivy Hill Road, Brewster, NY 10509, 
arjun@huntersnetworks.com, HuntersNetworks.Com.

BOOTH #950    Valued at $300 

LMBSIL-311    ELECTRONIC SHOOTERS PROTECTION
ESP's Custom-Fit Apex Ear Plugs

No matter the day or environment, ESP's Apex custom-fit hearing protection allows the wearer to 
hear what they need to hear while suppressing unwanted environmental noise. The latest in wind 
and noise algorithms continuously monitor the environment and suppresses all unwanted sound. 
When the system detects wind, it will automatically suppresses the wind noise while preserving 

speech and vital sounds. Don't let the environment distract you - the Apex minimizes distraction for 
better focus on the task at hand. The Apex provides users with the highest quality digital sound and 

includes advanced noise compression circuitry required to protect your hearing from noises over 
90db. The Apex comes equipped with a built-in omni-directional microphone that picks up and auto-
calibrates noises all around you. The ESP Apex includes P2i nano-coating technology that protects 

the hearing devices from water damage. Not only will your ESP's protect your hearing against the 
damaging sound of gunfire, they also guard against the harmful consequences of water infiltration. 

Save yourself from a lifetime of hearing problems or complete hearing loss with ESP's Apex custom-fit hearing protectors. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS ELECTRONIC SHOOTERS PROTECTION FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jack Homa, 303-659-8844, 303-916-9285, 15290 Gadsden Ct., 

Brighton, CO 80603, esp@usa.net, ESPAmerica.Com.

BOOTH #880    Valued at $2,500 
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LMBSIL-312    GOLDEN TRIANGLE WHITETAIL
3-Day/3-Night Whitetail Deer Hunt for One Hunter 
in Illinois - Includes Trophy Fee
3-day/3 night 1x1 whitetail deer hunt for one hunter in western Illinois - includes whitetail 
scoring 140+". Method of take is muzzleloader (hunting deer with rifles is not permitted in 
Illinois). This estate hunt is available December 9-11, 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to 
include additional hunters at $2,950 and non-hunters at current rates. Transportation during 
the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This package includes field prep, professional guide service, 
RT ground transfers from Quincy Regional Airport, lodge accommodations and all meals. 
Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to taxidermist, hunting license/tag at 
$350 each and gratuities. NOTE: Application deadline for hunting license/tag is June 15th. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GOLDEN TRIANGLE WHITETAIL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Michael Pavlick, 708-828-2378, 2950 N 920th PL, Clayton, IL 62324, 
mike@goldentrianglewhitetail.com, GoldenTriangleWhitetail.Com.

BOOTH #4448    Valued at $2,950 

LMBSIL-313    FLINT & FLAME / RHINELAND CUTLERY PNW
The Field Knife No. 1 by Michelin Starred Chef and 

Restaurant Owner Michael Robinson
Designed by Mike Robinson, star of Outdoor Channel hit show Farming the Wild. The perfect hunting 
knife, designed for dressing and butchery. Forged from the finest Swedish Sandvik 12C27 steel. The 

knife comes inserted in an American cow hide leather sheath and features a Hornady .303 British 
cartridge in the handle to secure the knife in the sheath. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FLINT & 

FLAME / RHINELAND CUTLERY PNW FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Steven Mould, 609-271-9948, 345 
Stan Drive, Melbourne, FL 32904, steve@flintandflame.com, RhinelandCutlery.Com.

BOOTH #4761    Valued at $250 

LMBSIL-314    AFRICAN ELEPHANT HAIR BRACELET - SAFARI JEWELRY
14KGF Lightweight Bracelet with CZ Stones and 
Matching CZ Stud Earrings
This bracelet is made entirely of lightweight 16 gauge 14k gold fill and is adorned with a 
pave of CZ (cubic zirconia) stones. CZ's, a man-made gemstone that closely resembles 
diamonds, contribute to a delightful balance between design and price point. This 
comes with a matching set of small gold fill CZ studs. Each piece of African Elephant 
Hair Bracelet - Safari Jewelry piece is handmade and handsigned - look for the maker's 
mark to ensure original quality. David Anderson, 805-685-5955, 805-452-5792, 
Fax 805-845-9034, PO Box 61605, Santa Barbara, CA 93160, 
d.sb@verizon.net, SafariJewelry.Com.

BOOTH #3101    Valued at $1,950  

LMBSIL-315    SCHNEE'S
Schnee's Men's Larch Shoe

Welcome to Italian craftsmanship! The Larch shoe is part of Schnee's newest collection 
of casuals. The Larch is a chukka boot built with the highest quality and longest lasting 
materials making this boot an everyday choice. Featuring a Vibram® Goteborg outsole, 

chosen for its high durability, cushion, and ability to handle cold weather with ease. Glove 
leather lining aligns with your foot to provide great moisture and temperature management. 
The Vibram® Goteborg outsole provides durability, cushion and traction in colder climates. 

Available in men's sizes 7-14. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SCHNEE'S FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Stacy Farmer, 406-579-6890, 6597 Falcon Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, 

stacy@schnees.com, Schnees.Com.

BOOTH #284    Valued at $404 
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Life Member Breakfast continued

LMBSIL-316    MARTI & ANDREW GOLD
Custom Knife by "Forged In Fire" Winner, Ryu Lim
This stunning knife was created by “Forged in Fire” winner and master bladesmith Ryu Lim. It is 
a hunting/skinning or everyday utility knife. The 5.75” blade has a recurve cutting edge with an 
overall length of 10.25” and is hand-forged from 80crv2 steel. The handle is genuine Red Stingray 
Skin liners, copper Menuki ornament under a braided cotton cord in the Japanese-style “Ito Maki” 
wrap. It comes with a leather sheath that is hand-crafted from full grain cowhide. And, finally, it 
includes a certificate of authenticity that mentions the Dallas Safari Club. While this beautiful knife 
will look fabulous on display, Ryu emphasizes that it was created to be used and hopes the winner 
will enjoy it for years to come. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MARTI & ANDREW GOLD FOR THIS 
100% DONATION. 

Valued at $800 

LMBSIL-317    COPPERSMITH GLOBAL LOGISTICS
$530 CERTIFICATE for Hunting Trophy Clearance

$530 CERTIFICATE for hunting trophy importing clearance. Includes Customs 
Entry Service Fee (classification of merchandise, preparation and transmission 
of entry information to U.S. Customs and Border Protection for cargo release and summary presentation), Fish & Wildlife Entry Service Fee (FWS 

entry preparation and filing e-docs entry electronic 3-177 to US Fish & Wildlife for release processing); Messenger Fee (service fees for hand 
delivery of all documentation to-from various government agencies and airline terminals); Airport Transfer (min. charge of $100 or $.0125 cents 

per pound of chargeable weight plus fuel surcharge. This covers the transfer of shipments by truck to our warehouse to avoid additional storage 
charges. Fuel Surcharge is not assessed on a minimum charge. Minimum of $100 in the Port of New York); Coppersmith Warehouse Handling Fee 

(unloading, handling, inspection of freight, inland bill of lading preparation, loading of freight for customer pickup or delivery by carrier. Additional 
storage charges of $25/week may be applied after given free time, as per the Coppersmith Tariff). Not included are terminal handling, cargo import 
service charges, additional hunters, USDA Animal Plant Health Inspection Service Fee, USDA & FWS Exam, CDC permit, US FWS Premium (CITES) 

inspection fees and collect air or ocean freight charges. Any airline storage fees, additional exam charges and delivery charges will be billed to 
customer. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS COPPERSMITH GLOBAL LOGISTICS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Michael Coppersmith, 404-366-1650, 

702-306-4803, Fax 404-366-1649, 114 Southfield Parkway, Forest Park, GA 30297, michael@coppersmith.com, HuntingTrophy.Com.

BOOTH #2700    Valued at $530 

LMBSIL-318    TODD RAMIREZ CUSTOM SHOP
Shotgun Fitting, Pattern Board and Leather-Wrapped Pad for 
Two Guns or Two Shooters by Todd Ramirez Custom Shop
Shotgun fitting for two guns or two shooters, leather-wrapped pad or checkering of the butt and 
finalizing guns on a pattern board. This package includes consultation for two people or on two 
guns, one cast bend, one drop bend, length of pull and pitch, which will include rubber recoil pad, 
leather-wrapped pad, or checkering of the butt. Also included is finalizing the guns on a pattern 
board to evaluate and confirm the shooters point of impact. It may also include, if necessary, 
follow-up work after patterning. Customer is responsible for ammo to shoot on the pattern board. 
Todd Ramirez has spent a lifetime gaining the training and experience to properly fit your gun. He 
can restock your existing gun or bend your existing gunstock to fit so that it feels and fits like it 
was custom made. And you'll shoot better than you ever imagined that you could! Service must 
be used in 2024. All fit tings are done by appointment only. Turn around is one week. If you are 

coming from out of town, special arrangements can be made for same-day service. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TODD RAMIREZ CUSTOM SHOP 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Todd Ramirez, 903-768-2948, 7680 N Hwy 69, Alba, TX 75410, customgun.tr@gmail.com, CustomGun.Com.

BOOTH #4549    Valued at $3,500 

LMBSIL-319    FIOCCHI AMMUNITION
2-Day Pheasant Hunt for Two Hunters in South Dakota

Fiocchi Ammunition is pleased to offer a 2-day 2x1 pheasant hunt for two hunters alongside Fiocchi 
leadership and Pro Staff in South Dakota at the High Point Lodge. This newly opened lodge is the 
premier destination for pheasant hunting where each hunter will enjoy a life of luxury with meals 

prepared onsite by the local chef. This package is available in 2024 only and includes all meals, full 
bar, non-alcoholic beverages, all ammo needed (including premiere lines) courtesy of Fiocchi, use 

of shotguns (winners may bring their own), licenses, daily limit on birds according to regulation and 
bird cleaning so you can enjoy the life of luxury at the lodge. Teams of 4-6 will work each field with 

a knowledgeable guide. Not included are taxidermy, travel to/from lodge in Pierre, South Dakota, 
licenses and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FIOCCHI AMMUNITION FOR THIS 100% 

DONATION. Holly Hammond, 256-899-7275, 6930 N Fremont Road, Ozark, MO 65721, 
h.hammond@fiocchiusa.com, FiocchiUSA.Com.

BOOTH #4461    Valued at $3,000 
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continued Life Member Breakfast

LMBSIL-322    WESTLEY RICHARDS AGENCY
Westley Richards Small Sutherland Bag 
in Green Canvas and Mid-Tan
Westley Richards small Sutherland bag in green canvas and mid-tan, measures 
25x25x50cm. The Sutherland bag is as hardy as the legendary hunter whose name 
it bears - James Sutherland (1872-1932). Conceived as the ultimate safari bag, it is 
easily foldable for stowage anywhere whilst its robust saddlery construction means 
it can more than stand up to the harshest treatment and the toughest conditions. The 
Sutherland bag perfectly embodies all the qualities associated with Westley Richards 
handcrafted goods. Classic design, craftsmanship of the highest level and the 
finest materials beautifully combine to create a bag that is destined to play a part in 
generations of adventures. Featuring solid brass fittings, exclusive Westley Richards 
lining, zipped internal pocket and quick-release shoulder strap, the Sutherland is 
available in three sizes and full range of leather and strong canvas combinations. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WESTLEY RICHARDS AGENCY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Meghan Macias/L.D. McCaa, 850-677-3688, 850-324-1150, 
5247 Gulf Breeze Pkwy, Gulf Breeze, FL 32563, meghan@westleyrichards.com, WestleyRichards.Com.

BOOTH #4707    Valued at $1,495 

LMBSIL-323    CHRISTENSEN ARMS
Traverse .375 H&H Rifle with Custom Bottom Plate and Barrel Engraving

The Traverse .375 H&H elevates our backcountry rifle offerings with time-honored 
styling and performance. The Monte-Carlo carbon fiber composite gunstock gives it 
a classic feel, while the light target contour Christensen Arms carbon fiber wrapped 

barrel, stainless steel side-baffle brake, 0-MOA optic rail and bottom picatinny rail 
ensure state-of-the-art operation. The Traverse weighs in starting at 7.3 pounds 

and is backed by the Christensen Arms Sub-MOA Guarantee. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS CHRISTENSEN ARMS FOR THIS 100% DONATION.  Garret Eason, 

435-633-4667 ext. 1019, 435-893-1029, 550 N. Cemetery Rd., Gunnison, UT 84634, 
garrete@christensenarms.com, ChristensenArms.Com.

BOOTH #4727    Valued at $2,600  

LMBSIL-321    SWITCHBLADE USA
Pro-Tech Knives 5205 Malibu Flipper Newport Knife

Pro-Tech's 5205 Malibu flipper knife with textured black handle featuring a stonewash 
20-CV reverse Tanto blade. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SWITCHBLADE USA FOR THIS 

100% DONATION. Dede Barber, 806-224-4367, 409 Harrison Avenue, Port Orchard, WA 
98366, switchbladeusa@yahoo.com, SwitchbladeUSA.Com.

BOOTH #4505    Valued at $300  

LMBSIL-320    CLINT ORMS ENGRAVERS & SILVERSMITHS
Clint Orms San Jac-2008 Sterling Silver Money Clip
The San Jac-2008 money clip is large sterling silver with a 14k yellow gold elephant, filigreed and 
engraved in the center. Made and engraved by hand in Texas by Clint Ormes Engravers & Silversmiths. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CLINT ORMS ENGRAVERS & SILVERSMITHS FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Erin Slade, 830-367-7949, 512-786-6204, 229 Old Ingram Loop, Suite B, Ingram, TX 78025, 
erin@clintorms.com, ClintOrms.Com.

BOOTH #3137    Valued at $3,850 
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Life Member Breakfast continued

LMBSIL-324    BRAEVAL
Estate Artemis Waxed Buffalo Leather Sports Jacket in Chestnut
Waxed buffalo nubuck leather sports jacket in chestnut. Jacket features a quilted right 
shoulder patch, left shoulder gun rest patch, elbow patches and belted bi-swing back for 
improved range of motion. Casual fit sport jacket, the ultimate in relaxed sophistication. 
Fourteen pockets total - ten outside, three inside and a carry-all rear game pocket. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BRAEVAL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Gregor McCluskey, 
860-482-7260, 3 South St., PO Box 311, Litchfield, CT 06759, gregor@braeval.net, Braeval.Net.

BOOTH #1468    Valued at $750  

LMBSIL-325    GLOBAL RESCUE LLC
1-Year Family Medical & Security Membership

Global Rescue is pleased to donate a 1-Year Family Medical & Security Membership for up 
to 45 days per trip abroad. This membership provides travelers the world's best field rescue, 

evacuation and advisory services 24/7/365. Membership can be used as is or as a credit 
towards a higher priced membership and must be redeemed within 60 days of the auction 

date. Global Rescue also offers services for local field rescue within 100 miles of your home, 
as well as those beyond. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GLOBAL RESCUE LLC FOR THIS 

100% DONATION. Michael Holmes, 617-459-4200, Fax 617-507-1050, 85 Mechanic Street, 
Suite A1-1, Lebanon, NH 03766, tradeshows@globalrescue.com, GlobalRescue.Com

BOOTH #2507    Valued at $1,270  

LMBSIL-326    TRIJICON
Trijicon Credo® HX 2.5-15x56 Hunting Riflescope
The Trijicon Credo® HX 2.5-15x56 hunting riflescope features a large 56-millimeter objective 
that enhances exit pupil, giving you superior low light performance. Combined with the 
illuminated MOA Center Dot reticle and anti-scratch fully multi-coated glass, you’ll identify 
targets sooner and see them in true detail and color with zero distortion. Customize this 
scope with turrets tailored to your unique ballistics and environmental factors. Custom-

built turrets eliminate the need to convert clicks to distance, allowing you to range the target, dial to the correct yardage and take the shot with 
confidence. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TRIJICON FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Cassandra Varner, 248-960-7725, 248-705-5260, 
49385 Shafer Ave., Wixom, MT 48393, cvarner@trijicon.com, Trijicon.Com.

BOOTH #4401    Valued at $1,450  

Notes
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LMB DOOR PRIZE-1    WEATHERBY, INC.
Weatherby Orion® SxS 20 Gauge Shotgun
With classical styling from the straight English stock and 
splinter forend to the double triggers housed in the long tang 
trigger guard, the Orion SxS 20 gauge shotgun is a trusted 
companion for birds and clays. The Orion SxS is equipped with 

28” barrels featuring a swamp rib and brass bead sight with a classic blued finish and a corresponding oil finish on its walnut furniture. A perfect 
middle ground for bird hunting and clay shooting, the 28” barrels swing smoothly and predictably to serve just as well chasing birds in the high 
plains and breaking targets on the clay course. Leslie Cervantes, 307-675-7800, 1550 Yellowtail Dr., Sheridan, WY 82801, 
lcervantes@weatherby.com, Weatherby.Com.

BOOTH #4313    Valued at $1,100

LMB DOOR PRIZE-3    TOM BECKBE
Tom Beckbe Leather Gun Sleeve
The Tom Beckbe leather gun sleeve will protect your firearm with its full-grain leather exterior and 
padded, synthetic fleece-lined interior. The top entry secures tightly with two snap closures and a 
buckle cinch, while splits along either side offer easy access. The reverse features a zippered utility 
pocket and D-ring for vertical storage. An adjustable leather shoulder strap attaches to d-rings along 
the sleeve’s spine in shortened and regular configurations. Sleeve measures 50"L and is perfect for 
doubles, over-unders and other medium length hunting shotguns. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TOM 
BECKBE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Clark Menge, 512-937-4342, PO Box 130604, 
Birmingham, AL 35213, clark@tombeckbe.com, TomBeckbe.Com.

BOOTH #4546    Valued at $600 

LMB DOOR PRIZE-4    WESTLEY RICHARDS AGENCY
Behring Made "Trout & Bird" Sporting Classics 2015 Knife of the Year

Commissioned by Sporting Classics Magazine in 2015 for their annual "Knife of Year" lineup, "Trout & Bird" is just 1 
of 50 made. Knife features a hand-forged 4-1/4" blade with Swedish 01 tool steel, brass hilt and Scagel-style handle 

with stacked horsehide leather and crown stag. The maker's hallmark is stamped on the right side of the blade and "1 
of 50" is etched on the left side. Knife is complete in the maker's hand stitched leather sheath. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS WESTLEY RICHARDS AGENCY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Meghan Macias/L.D. McCaa, 850-677-3688, 
850-324-1150, 5247 Gulf Breeze Pkwy, Gulf Breeze, FL 32563, meghan@westleyrichards.com, WestleyRichards.Com.

BOOTH #4707    Valued at $600  

LMB DOOR PRIZE-5    SCHNEE'S
Schnee's Ladies Elm Shoe
Introducing the latest in Schnee’s Italian footwear collection for women - the Elm shoe. A familiar 
design handcrafted in Schnee's Italian factory with the finest Italian leather available and precise 
attention to detail resulted in an heirloom-quality boot that will only look and feel better as it 
ages. The interior features a soft, yet supportive, footbed with a heel cup for added support. 
Available in women's sizes 6-11. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SCHNEE'S FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Stacy Farmer, 406-579-6890, 6597 Falcon Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, 
stacy@schnees.com, Schnees.Com.

BOOTH #284    Valued at $230   
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Life Member Breakfast
DOOR PRIZES

LMB DOOR PRIZE-2    HOUND & HARE, LLC
"Wing and A Prayer" Anniversary Silk Scarf by Clare Haggas and $200 Gift Certificate 

"Wing and A Prayer" silk anniversary scarf by Clare Haggas and $200 Hound & Hare gift certificate 
good for the purchase of in-stock footwear or waterproof jackets (excludes special order). "Wing and 

A Prayer" was one of the first designs released by Higgins in 2017 but due to a limited quantity, many 
never experienced this stunning design. This year, she is bringing it back in two powerful colors in a 

limited anniversary collection. Each color is limited to 150 pieces and comes box-signed by the artist. 
Each measures approx. 40x40". Made in England. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HOUND & HARE, LLC 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Eric Nicholas, 859-913-6408, 1067 N Main Street, Nicholasville, KY 40356, 

sales@houndhare.com, HoundHare.Com.

BOOTH #4546    Valued at $600 
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Saturday Night
LIVE AUCTION as of Press Time

SAT-0    HORIZON FIREARMS
Custom Built Horizon Firearms Rifle Chambered in 7mm PRC
Horizon Firearms rifle chambered in 7mm PRC. The rifle stock will be made out 
of our proprietary wood casting process with 24" Benchmark fluted barrel and 
will include TriggerTech, iota rings and bases, a Nightforce scope and hard case.  
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HORIZON FIREARMS FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Derrick Ratliff, 979-229-4664, 103 West Pease St., Bryan, TX 77803, 
Derrick@horizonfirearms.com, HorizonFirearms.Com.

BOOTH #4530    Valued at $13,000 

SAT-1    STAR S RANCH
3-Day/2-Night Mouflon Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 

in Texas - Includes Trophy Fee
3-day/2-night 1x1 mouflon hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in the Texas Hill Country - includes 

trophy fee for best available mouflon. Method of take is hunter's choice. This high-fenced hunt is 
available January-December 2024 only and may be upgraded to include additional species at 

current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $1,500/day; non-hunters are welcome at 
$500/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field prep, transportation to outfitter's taxidermist, 5-star lodge accommodations, 

non-alcoholic beverages, full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, gratuities and 
Texas hunting license. Arrival/departure point is at the ranch in Mason, Texas; ranch has a private 

airport with 5,000'x50' asphalt runway for private charters. DSC references include Dan Cabela, the 
late Mary Cabela and Russell & Mary Edith Stacy. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS STAR S RANCH 

FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Coti Matthews, 409-960-2242, 409-270-1145, 17102 James River Road, 
Mason, TX 76856, ssranch@star-s-ranch.com, Star-S-Ranch.Com.

BOOTH #2910    Valued at $10,000 
SAT-2    UPFRONT OUTFITTERS
10-Day Roosevelt Elk Hunt for One Hunter in Washington and Oregon - 
Includes Trophy Fees
10-day (plus 1 day of travel) 1x1 Roosevelt elk hunt for one hunter in Washington and Oregon - 
includes trophy fees for 1x elk in each state, best available. Method of take is rifle with 200 grain 
ammo, or bow. This hunt was designed to give hunters the opportunity to harvest a legal bull in 
Washington State and then hunt for a better-quality bull in Oregon, or just give you the added benefit 
of hunting two opening weeks in two states. The hunt starts out in Washington State for the opening 
week of rifle season. After 6 days of hunting in Washington, we move to Oregon and hunt the opening 
4-day rifle season. This free-range hunt is available November 4-12, 2024-2027 and may be upgraded 
to include additional hunters at $12,500 and non-hunters at $250/day. Hunting will be done by spot 
& stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to taxidermist, tented camp and/or cabin 
accommodations, 1x1 guide service, transportation while in camp, non-alcoholic beverages and all 
meals. Not included are hunting license and tag at $1,500, car rental, meat processing, taxidermy, 
state tax, before/after hunt accommodations/expenditures and gratuities. Airport pickup can be 
arranged for an additional $300. Arrival/departure point is Eugene, Oregon. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS UPFRONT OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mike Jenkins, 360-560-7620, PO Box 617, Monroe, OR 97456, 
upfrontoutfitters@yahoo.com, UpfrontOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #1350    Valued at $14,500 

SAT-3    NORTH HAVEN RESORT
4-Day/4-Night Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers in Manitoba, Canada

4-day/4-night 2x1 fishing adventure for two anglers in northern Manitoba, Canada at North Haven 
Resort for trophy northern pike, walleye and lake trout. Mere footsteps from your cabin is the 

famed Utik Lake, known for producing some of the largest pike in North America year after year. 
This trip is available July-August 2024 only and may be upgraded by adding additional anglers 

or observers at $6,495. Transportation during the trip is mostly by boat with fishing done by bait 
casting, spinning or fly rod. This package includes RT private charters from Winnipeg International 

Airport to North Haven, 4 full days of guided fishing, use of fishing equipment, private lakefront 
cabin accommodations, made-from-scratch breakfasts, fresh daily shore lunches, gourmet 

dinners, Wi-Fi, daily housekeeping, non-alcoholic beverages and beer/wine. Resort amenities 
include a private meeting room, satellite TV, game room, top-shelf bar, sauna, massage studio, 

fitness center, Jacuzzi and shared lounge. Not included are transportation to Winnipeg, Manitoba, 
before/after trip accommodations in Winnipeg at approx. $145/night, GST/PST, fishing licenses at $45/pp, store/bar expenses, massage treatments, 

fly-out trips and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS NORTH HAVEN RESORT FOR THIS 100% DONATION. David Brahm, 866-531-3848, 
Fax 262-522-9195, PO Box 594, Beaver Dam, WI 53916, david@northhavenresort.com, NorthHavenResort.Com.

BOOTH #3747    Valued at $12,990  

(Sample of Work)
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continued Saturday Night

SAT-4    PINE HILL PLANTATION
2-Day/2-Night Bobwhite Quail Hunt for Four Hunters in Georgia
2-day/2-night bobwhite quail hunt for four hunters in southern Georgia. Hunting parties are normally 
four hunters per wagon with three guides: hunt master, dog handler and wagon driver. Experience 
Georgia quail hunting as it has been done on most private plantations for over 150 years. Pine Hill 
Plantation is the only quail hunting plantation that is both Beretta Trident certified and to have won 
Orvis' Lodge of the Year award. This hunt is available January-March 18th or October 13-December 
31, 2024 only and may be upgraded to include duck at current price list. Additional hunters and 
non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is by horseback or 
classic mule-drawn wagon. This package includes field prep, dip & pack service, hunting licenses, 
luxury private lodge accommodations, lunch while in the field, personal lodge staff and all other 
meals prepared by your own private chef. Not included are shotgun rental (if needed), ammo and 
gratuities. Located deep in the heart of southern Georgia quail country, we provide an authentic 
experience that does justice to the history and tradition. At Pine Hill Plantation, timeless Southern-
style is alive and well. Arrival/departure point is at the lodge near Donalsonville, GA. 
Doug Coe, 229-758-2464, 404-310-2737, 2537 GA Hwy 253, Donalsonville, GA 39875, 
dougcoe@pinehillplantation.com, PineHillPlantation.Com.

BOOTH #960    Valued at $18,500 

SAT-5    ALASKA FUR GALLERY
Lasered Ranch Mink Hooded Stroller

Laser-etched Ranch mink hooded stroller, measures 32" in length, available in sizes 2-18 and is 
exchangeable - visit donor at their booth for sizing. Stoller features open sleeves, criss-cross laser 

etching, mink-lined hood, velvet-lined pockets and German hook closures. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
ALASKA FUR GALLERY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Malena Hausinger, 
907-274-3877, 907-223-3678, 428 W 4th Avenue, Anchorage, AK 99501, 

info@akfurgallery.com, AKFurGallery.Com.

BOOTH #2915    Valued at $16,500 

SAT-6    HUNT TRIP SPAIN
5-Day/5-Night Roe Deer Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees and Sightseeing
5-day/5-night 1x1 roe deer rifle hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters in northeast Spain - includes 
sightseeing for the observers (details below) and trophy fees for 1x roe deer up to bronze medal for each 
hunter, or hunters may choose to use the value of the trophy fee ($3,400) for trophies of their choosing. 
This hunt is available April-June or September 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include Beceite ibex, 
Pyrenean chamois in spring and red stag in September, all at current price list. Additional hunters are 
welcome at $820/day; non-hunters are welcome at $290/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly 
by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes transportation to shipper, first-class 
accommodations at Francisco's rustic-style country home, gourmet meals served with superb wines 
and round-trip transportation between Barcelona International Airport and the hunt concession. For 
the 3-day guided sightseeing tours, non-hunters will have their choice of the following four options: 1) 
Monastery of Montserrat and Igualada, 2) Cellars of Cordorniu Champagne to taste his cava and the 
Mediterranean village of Sitges, 3) Cardona Castle in the medieval village of Solsona and the 1,000 year-
old city of Manresa, 4) Montbanc, Monastery of La Poblet and an ecologic cellar. Not included are field 
prep, hunting licenses & insurance at $300/pp/per area, dip & pack service, firearm rental at $130/pp, if 

needed, accommodations before/after hunt in Barcelona at approximately $250/night, gratuities and 21% VAT on final bill (required at booking to 
secure hunt dates). Donation cannot be combined with any other hunt donated by Hunt Trip Spain. Do not miss your opportunity to visit this part of 
Spain, famous for its great hunting, as well as its culture and historic monuments. Non-hunters will enjoy this adventure as much as the hunters. 
DSC references include FEDERAL Team, John Lochow, Irwin & Pierrette Gordon, Jeff & Audrey Rogers, William & Carolyn Newlin, Alan & Barbara 
Sackman, Rick & Lolis Dignan, Dave & Carol Throckmorton and many more! Francisco Rosich, 011 34 93 116 2001, 011 34 60 022 9790, Masia Cal 
Andreu, Rubio, Barcelona 08719, SPAIN, contact@hunttripspain.com, HuntTripSpain.Com.

BOOTH #3726    Valued at $19,010 
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Saturday Night continued

SAT-7    EXCITING OUTDOORS
4-Day/5-Night Cast & Blast for Six Hunters/Anglers in Argentina
4-day/5-night 1x1 cast & blast for six hunters/anglers in Argentina - includes 3 days (6 outings) 
of high-volume dove shooting and 1-day (2 outings) of golden Dorado fishing. This trip is 
available September-December 2024 or 2025. Additional hunters/anglers are welcome at 
$3,520; observers are welcome at $1,600. Transportation during the trip is mostly by vehicle 
and boat. This package includes RT transfers from Santa Fe or Parana Airports, 5-star lodge 
accommodations, beverages (including local wines/beer/liquor) and all meals. Not included are 
international/domestic airfare, RT transfers from Ezeiza International Airport, transfers/hotels 
in Buenos Aires, gun entry/import or gun rental at $85/pp/day, shells at $14/box, hunting/fishing 
licenses at $250/pp (to be pre-paid at booking) and gratuities. DSC references include Happy & 
Elizabeth Rogers, Johnny & Alexandra Chilton, Jane North Brown, Sara Lynne Dunham, Bruce 
Keller, Travis Weir, Kevin Kelly, Bryan Wagner and Porter Garner III. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS EXCITING OUTDOORS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Juan Reynal, 800-246-9114, 
011 54 911 5566 7737, Ruta Prov 8 KM 17,5, Cerrito, Entre Rios 3122, ARGENTINA, 
john.john@excitingoutdoors.com, ExcitingOutdoors.Com.

BOOTH #4713    Valued at $21,120 

SAT-8    THE MONTANA WATCH COMPANY
Highline Aviator "Yellowstone" Wristwatch

The Highline Aviator "Yellowstone" is a custom sterling silver wristwatch with Western Bright Cut hand-
engraving, finished with a fully blackened patina, 14k gold lugs and winding crown with custom gold 

overlay with yellow-gold Montana sapphire, black Cattleman lacquer dial with custom lume cattle skull 
and Montana vigilante code in the sub chapter, protected by a sapphire crystal. Strapped to your wrist 
with a hand-stitched custom American alligator strap, completed with a matching hand-engraved and 
blackened sterling silver buckle. Be the winning bidder of this distinctive Western timepiece! DALLAS 

SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE MONTANA WATCH COMPANY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kelly Shorter, 
406-222-8899, 124 North Main Street, Livingston, MT 59047, 

kelly@montanawatch.com, MontanaWatch.Com.

BOOTH #3330    Valued at $19,950 

SAT-9    COENRAAD VERMAAK SAFARIS
7-Day/8-Night Cape Buffalo and Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
Coenraad Vermaak Safaris, one of DSC's longest standing exhibitors, is pleased to invite one 
hunter and one non-hunter for a 7-day/8-night Cape buffalo and plains game rifle safari at 
their magnificent Bambisana Concession in the Limpopo Province of South Africa - includes 
trophy fees for buffalo under 40" (over 40" add $3,500), impala, blue wildebeest and warthog. 
This amazing game-rich destination is one of the most revered and sought after destinations 
in the country. Spanning over 55,000 acres of pristine wilderness, it is home to 33 huntable 
species, including four of the Big-5 and a huge variety of species including buffalo, sable, 
roan, eland, kudu, nyala, steenbok and more. This hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters and observers 
are welcome at listed rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with 
hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation of trophies 
to CVS preferred taxidermist in RSA, licenses/permits for species included in the donation, 

luxurious lodge accommodations, soft drinks, bottled water, house-brand alcohol in moderation, all meals, Wi-Fi, standby generator for outages 
and daily laundry/housekeeping services. Not included are dip & pack service or taxidermy, CITES permit (if giraffe is taken), license and permits 
for certain species not included in donation, RT ground transfers from Polokwane Airport to lodge at $850+ (TBC in 2024/25), rifle hire & ammunition 
(if required), domestic/international flights, accommodations before/after the hunt, trophy fees for additional game hunted and gratuities. DSC 
references include Roger Key, George Chamblee, Greg Oliver, Sam Spicer, Richard & Suzie Allen, Tim Sikes, Chance Parker, Sheldon Grothaus, 
Clayton Williams, Justin Haynes and many more! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS COENRAAD VERMAAK SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Hans (Scruff) Vermaak, 011 27 83 500 6001, 4 Dunsinane Estate BSW 10, Merrivale, KwaZulu Natal 3291, SOUTH AFRICA, 
hans@cvsafaris.co.za; info@cvsafaris.co.za, CVSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #3210    Valued at $21,000 
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continued Saturday Night

SAT-10    G&G HUNTING SERVICES
7-Day European Roe Deer and Wild Boar Hunt for Two Hunters and 
Two Non-Hunters in Italy - Includes Trophy Fees
G&G Hunting Services invites two hunters and two observers to the Piedmont-Lombardy region 
of Italy for a 7-day (5 full days of hunting) 1x1 guided European roe deer and wild boar rifle hunt 
- includes trophy fees for 1x best available roe deer and boar for each hunter. Schedule this hunt 
with outfitter for open days between June-September 2024 only (limited dates available) or 2025. 
Hunt may be upgraded to include Alpine chamois at € 3600 ($3,956), mouflon at € 3800 ($4,176), 
red stag at € 7000 ($7,693) and by extending the hunt for $1,000/day per hunter; consult with 
outfitter for details. Additional hunters are welcome at $7,500 (with included trophy fees for 
1x roe deer 1x wild boar); non-hunters are welcome for $2,800. The reserve lies between the 
Lemme and Ardana rivers which contributes to the formation of its natural boundaries. The 

beautiful hunting ground has 19 hunting spots spread throughout the territory. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 4x4 vehicle. This package 
includes field prep, accommodations, meals, guide service, transportation during the hunt and trophy fees for game listed. Not included are dipping, 
packing and shipping, RT transfers from Malpensa International Airport, before/after hunt expenses, firearm permit, license at $250 per hunter, 
tips at € 150/pp/pd ($164), rifle hire at € 80/day ($88), ammo at € 100 ($110) for 20 bullet box, 22% VAT ($2,940) on total donation value of the hunt, 
alcoholic beverages and gratuities. Euro to dollar conversion rates listed above are calculated at press time and subject to change. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS G&G HUNTING SERVICES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Giorgio Paraporti, 011 0039 335 629 0756, Via Tosi 3 Ottobiano, Pavia, 
Lombardy 27030, ITALY, info@paraporti.com, GGHuntingServices.It.

BOOTH #3750    Valued at $15,000 

SAT-11    ALASKAN FISHING ADVENTURES
4-Day/5-Night Fishing Adventure for Four Anglers on the 

Kenai Peninsula in Alaska
4-day/5-night fishing adventure for four anglers on the famous Kenai Peninsula in Alaska. Enjoy 

saltwater excursions out of Homer or Seward for some of the best king salmon fishing in Alaska. 
Fish the world-famous Kenai River or the pristine and quiet Kasilof River, depending on the month 

booked. Or take a float plane fly-out to one of our bear viewing and sockeye fishing destinations 
and spend the day flashing your camera at Alaska's giant brown bears. This package includes 

full lodge accommodations on the banks of the Kenai River, fine hors d'oeuvres upon arrival, 
gourmet dining and full bar of spirits. Not included are transportation, fish processing/shipping, 

fishing licenses and gratuities. Trip is available June or August 2024 or 2025  (July is booked). 
Arrival/departure point is Soldotna, Alaska. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ALASKAN FISHING 

ADVENTURES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mark L. Burner, 970-948-3799, 1-800-548-3474, 
PO Box 508, Sterling, AK 99672, anglerslodgeak@gmail.com, 

mlburner.50@gmail.com, AlaskanFishing.Com.

BOOTH #3021    Valued at $16,080 

SAT-12    GUNWERKS
Gunwerks Magnus Rifle in 7 PRC with Kahles 525i Scope and 
(1) Case of 175 ELD-X Hornady Ammo
Gunwerks Magnus Rifle System chambered in 7 PRC with Kahles 525i 
scope with custom ballistic turret and (1) case of 175 ELD-X Hornady 
ammo. At home hunting in the mountains and competing at the range, 

the Gunwerk's Magnus marries stability with power to deliver accurate & powerful shots downrange - every time. Gunwerks' flagship Magnus 
rifle system was designed to be the most configurable precision long-range rifle system available. With thousands of possible configurations, the 
Magnus can be customized to fit your specific needs. This rifle is built to withstand heavy recoiling rounds and offer ultimate stability with smaller 
rounds. The Magnus stands out with its vertical grip, shallow toe-line and wide fore-end in addition to Gunwerks signature integrated bipod rail. By 
introducing some tactical features and retaining hunting geometry, the Magnus is the most versatile stock in the Gunwerks lineup. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS GUNWERKS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Bennett Mabee, 307-296-7301, 307-206-2360, 201 Blackburn St., Cody, WY 82414, 
b.mabee@gunwerks.com, Gunwerks.Com.

BOOTH #4201    Valued at $14,324  
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Saturday Night continued

SAT-15    GUNDERSON'S JEWELERS
One-Of-A-Kind Diamond Bolo Necklace Set in 18K White and Yellow Gold
For your consideration is this breathtaking, one-of-a-kind diamond bolo necklace cast in 18k white and yellow gold. Crafted 
by the talented goldsmiths at Gunderson's Jewelers, this stunner holds 3.26ctw of natural white diamonds and 5.80ctw set 
in a stunning array that measures 18" in total length. Elegant enough to wear for any occasion, this piece doesn't skimp on 
sparkle. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GUNDERSON'S JEWELERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Breanne Demers, 
712-255-7229, 712-635-3161, 4830 Sergeant Road, Sioux City, IA 51106, 
breanne.demers@gundersons.com, Gundersons.Com.

BOOTH #468    Valued at $35,000 

SAT-14    RAINY PASS LODGE / LEGENDS CONSORTIUM
8-Day Brown and Black Bear Hunt for One Hunter in Alaska- 

Includes Trophy Fees and Taxidermy
The Perrins Rainy Pass Lodge and Legends Consortium invite one hunter for an 
incredible 8-day 1x1 brown and black bear hunting adventure in the heart of the 

wild and magnificent Alaska range - includes trophy fees for any size brown bear 
and black bear, as well as a life size brown bear mount and black bear rug mount, 

courtesy of Jaime Flewelling of Legends Taxidermy. Method of take is rifle with two 
boxes of ammo; alternate options include pistol or archery. This free-range hunt is 

available August 11-18, 2025 or another year upon approval available with outfitter's 
schedule. Wolf may be taken at no additional cost. Additional hunters are welcome 

at $28,500; non-hunters are welcome at $8,500. Transportation during the hunt 
is mostly by horseback and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package 
includes field prep, license/tag, guide service, transportation in the field, RT air 

charter transfers from Anchorage, lodge and cabin out camp accommodations 
and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper/

taxidermist, accommodations before/after hunt at $400/night and gratuities. 100% 
PROCEEDS BENEFITS DSC FRONTLINE, a 501(c)(3) charitable organization whose mission is to provide financial relief to professional hunters, 

their assistants and/or their families who are killed or injured while providing professional hunting services. REFERENCE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION 
QUALIFICATIONS IN THE OFFICIAL AUCTION RULES SECTION OF THE CATALOG. Steve Perrins, 907-770-6304, 907-230-6093, PO Box 221267, 

Anchorage, AK 99522, theperrins@rainypasslodge.net, ThePerinsRainyPassLodge.Com

BOOTH #3858    Valued at $39,500 

SAT-13    GAME TRACKERS AFRICA - ROCKWOOD CONSERVATION
7-Day/8-Night White Rhino Vita Dart Conservation Documentary 
for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter in South Africa
Join DSC and top CEO's of brands like Remington Firearms, Kryptek Outdoors, 
Leupold Optics and Federal Ammunition in a conservation documentary with 
GAME TRACKERS AFRICA ROCKWOOD CONSERVATION (GTARC) and be on 
the frontline of rhino conservation, becoming part of this legacy - "conservation 
through utilization." One hunter and one observer will have the opportunity to dart 
one free roaming white rhino on a 3,300 plus acre privately owned nature reserve, 
protecting one of the largest privately owned southern white rhino populations 
(370+) in the world.  This 7-day/8-night chance of a lifetime is available June 1-9, 
2024 only and includes professional filming by Safari Classics Productions for a 
future documentary and hunting gear generously donated by Remington Firearms, 
Kryptek Outdoors, Leupold Optics and Federal Ammunition, all to presented at 
auction. Hunt can be upgraded to harvest additional species, including buffalo 
with a herd exceeding 300 head, per outfitter's price list; friends and family are 
welcome at current rates. This is your opportunity to experience first-hand how 
hunting supports sustainable Rhino conservation and the livelihood of more 
than 300 people. You will be hosted at our five-star luxury lodge situated in the 
sparsely populated and malaria-free Northern Cape Province of South Africa. 
This area is known for its historical significance, diamonds, cultural diversity 

and hospitality. Guests will be treated to gourmet local cuisine and outstanding South African wines whilst experiencing warm African hospitality. 
This package includes 1x1 guide service, full board and lodging during safari, all meals, local wines and beer, bottle water, soft drinks, daily laundry, 
WIFI, transportation at safari area, arrival night accommodation, field preparation of trophies, RT transfers from Kimberley Airport and transfers 
of  trophies taken to Splitting Image Taxidermy. Not included are flights, before/after hunt accommodations, special transfers, rifle hire, permit and 
airport clearances, expediting fees, special food and drinks, taxidermy, dipping/packing/shipping of other trophies taken, gratuities, bank fees, travel 
insurance and 15% government tax on non-exportable items. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GAME TRACKERS AFRICA - ROCKWOOD CONSERVATION,  
REMINGTON FIREARMS, KRYPTEK OUTDOORS, LEUPOLD OPTICS AND FEDERAL AMMUNITION FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Magdel Oosthuizen, 
011 264 64 463 418, 3 Sidewinder Crescent, Swakopmund, Erongo Region 130, SOUTH AFRICA, 
magdel@gametrackersafrica.com, jaco@gametrackersafrica.com, GameTrackersAfrica.Com.

BOOTH #2907    Valued at PRICELESS 
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continued Saturday Night

SAT-17    SOUTHERN MOUNTAIN ADVENTURES
6-Day/5-Night Tahr Hunt for Two Hunters in South Island, New Zealand - 

Includes Trophy Fees
6-day/5-night 1x1 bull tahr rifle hunt for two hunters in South Island, New Zealand - includes 

trophy fees for 1x tahr for each hunter, best available. This hunt is available March-August 
2024, 2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include red stag, fallow deer, chamois and 

Arapawa ram, all at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $8,500; non-hunters 
are welcome at $1,000. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done 
by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from 

Queenstown Airport, comfortable mountain lodge accommodations, beverages (including 
beer & wine) and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, accommodations 

before/after the hunt in Queenstown and gratuities. Croc Adams, 011 64 27 208 9053, 
4 Willowridge, Wanaka, Otago 9305, NEW ZEALAND, croc.adams@gmail.com, 

SouthernMountainAdventures.Com.

BOOTH #650    Valued at $17,000 

SAT-16    GRAHAM JONES SAFARIS
10-Day Spiral Horn Slam for Two Hunters in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fees
10-day 2x2 spiral horn slam for two hunters in South Africa - includes trophy 
fees for 1x southern greater kudu, 1x Cape eland, 1x nyala, 1x Limpopo bushbuck, 
1x Eastern Cape kudu and 1x Eastern Cape bushbuck, all to be shared by 
hunters. Method of take is rifle or bow. Hunt will occur in two of SA's most 
game rich regions - the Limpopo Province and Eastern Cape! Hunters will arrive 
through O.R. Tambo International Airport to enjoy 5 days hunting plains game 
species found in Limpopo. Then, on the morning of the 6th day, hunters will be 
transported to the airport for a short commuter flight to Eastern Cape to continue 
their hunt for the other species. All inclusions/exclusions listed pertain to both 
areas. This hunt is available March-November 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded 
to include additional species at current price list, or by completing the spiral 
horn slam at cost of trophy fees. Additional hunters are welcome at $550/day; 
non-hunters are welcome at $250/day and if two non-hunters are added, they 
each will receive an iconic South African Kruger Rand gold coin worth $1,500! 
The Gold Kruger Rand is iconic to South Africa and is the most successful Gold 

Bullion in the world. Designed timelessly, it can be used as jewelry or kept as an investment. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with 
hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, luxury accommodations and all meals. Not included are RT transfers from O.R. Tambo 
International Airport to camp at $500/vehicle, dip & pack service, transportation to shipper at $250/hunter, domestic flights from Johannesburg to 
Eastern Cape at +/- $200/ticket, hunting licenses at $500/pp and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 deposit per hunter will be required at booking to secure 
hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GRAHAM JONES SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Graham Jones, 022 27 82 343 7663, PO Box 1456, 
Bela-Bela, Limpopo 0480, SOUTH AFRICA, gjsafaris@icon.co.za, TheSafarisOfGrahamJones.Com.

BOOTH #184    Valued at $30,000 

SAT-18    STEPHAN ALSAC FINE ART
"Maximus" - Original Oil Painting by International 
Wildlife Artist Stephan Alsac
"Maximus" - Original oil painting on linen by international wildlife artist Stephan Alsac, measures 
59"Hx40"W. The portrait of a Lion. "I firmly believe that we all carry within us the memory of our 
ancestors, a survival instinct, a hunter's instinct, which makes us have this ancestral fear of the 
predator. And that's exactly what I want to convey in this painting. I want to create a silent dialogue 
between man and beast. I want to give my representation of the lion in all its majesty and savagery, 
the image of the ultimate predator." Stephan Alsac is a self-taught French artist who acquired this 
amazing technique by taking inspiration from master French portrait artists and quickly became 
one of the leading wildlife painters in France and throughout Europe. For inspiration, Alsac travels 
regularly to the heart of Africa to study the dramaturgy and raw beauty of the wild continent to 
forever capture the wildlife that moves him on large canvases. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
STEPHAN ALSAC FINE ART FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stephan Alsac, 011 33 63 031 0470, 
38 Avenue Leo Lagrange, Le Bouscat, Nouvelle Aquitaine 33110, FRANCE, 
stephane.alsac@gmail.com, Stephane-Alsac.Com.

BOOTH #2537    Valued at $38,000 
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Saturday Night continued

SAT-21    PATRICK MAVROS ART
Classic Solid Sterling Silver Table Centerpiece by Patrick Mavros
Classic solid sterling silver flat top acacia tree candle holder with a solid sterling 
silver giraffe family beneath its canopy. Hallmarked and signed by Patrick Mavros. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PATRICK MAVROS ART FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Patrick Mavros, 011 26 34 860131, 104-106 Fullham Road, London SW3 6HS, 
ENGLAND, harare@patrickmavros.com, PatrickMavros.Com.

Valued at $35,000 

SAT-19    DZOMBO HUNTING SAFARIS
14-Day/14-Night Trophy Elephant Hunt for One Hunter in Namibia - 
Includes Trophy Fee
14-day/14-night 1x1 trophy elephant rifle hunt for one hunter in the Nyae Nyae 
Conservancy of Namibia - includes trophy fee for trophy elephant bull weighing approx. 
75 lbs-100 lbs (importable). This hunt is available in 2024 only and may be upgraded to 
include additional species at current price list or observers at $350/day. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This package includes field prep, 4-star tented 
accommodations, Wi-Fi, maid/laundry service and all meals. Not included are dip & 
pack service, transportation to shipper, road transfer ($800) or air charter ($6,000) from 
Windhoek International Airport to/from camp, CITES permit and gratuities. 
A PERCENTAGE OF PROCEEDS BENEFITS DSC FRONTLINE, a 501(c)(3) charitable 
organization whose mission is to provide financial relief to professional hunters, their 
assistants and/or their families who are killed or injured while providing professional 
hunting services. REFERENCE CHARITABLE DEDUCTION QUALIFICATIONS IN THE 

OFFICIAL AUCTION RULES SECTION OF THE CATALOG. Japsie Blaauw, 011 264 81 146 4959, Holtzhauzen 240, Aroab 9000, NAMIBIA, 
japsie@dzombo.com, Dzombo.Com.

BOOTH #3312    Valued at $120,000 

SAT-20    FIELD ETHOS / PINEAPPLE BROTHERS
2-Day/3-Night Axis Deer Hunt for One Hunter with 

Don Jr. in Hawaii - Includes Trophy Fees
Pineapple Brothers and Field Ethos are happy to offer a 

once-in- a- lifetime hunting package in paradise. Spend two days 
hunting with Don Trump Jr. on the exclusive Hawaiian Island of 

Lanai'. Don has generously donated his time to share his passion 
of the outdoors while hunting axis deer on this beautiful island. 
The 90,000 acre Island of Lanai is undoubtedly one of the most 

unique hunting destinations in the world. Expert guides, with 
years of experience in hunting and conservation, will lead you 

through Lanai's diverse ecosystems, including lush forests and 
grassy meadows, where axis deer thrive. As part of this exclusive 

hunting experience, you'll have access to private hunting 
grounds, ensuring a truly immersive and personalized adventure. 

Lanai' is home to one of the highest densities of free-range axis 
deer in the world. Hunters will spot and stalk either in a large, 

flat plain known locally as "The Serengeti," or in the steep mountainous region that is heavily forested along the shores. From the rugged uplands to 
the aquatic sanctuary of Hulopoe Bay, the opportunities for adventure - and relaxation - are endless. Includes firearm rental, ammo and trophy fees 

for 1x axis buck and 1x doe. Dates to be decided Summer of 2025; non-transferable. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FIELD ETHOS AND PINEAPPLE 
BROTHERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Drew Burrell, 678-388-2205, 11 Trotters Walk NE, Cartersville, GA 30102, 

drew@highadventurecompany.com, PineappleBrothers.Com.

BOOTH #3341/BOOTH #3552    Valued at PRICELESS  
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continued Saturday Night
SAT-22    CHAMPION RANCH AND COASTAL ALASKA ADVENTURES
10-Day Black Bear Hunt Aboard a Luxury Yacht for Two Hunters with 
Don Jr. in Alaska - Includes Shooting School, Trophy Fees and More!
Joel Swan, of the famous Champion Ranch in Texas, has teamed up with Master Guide Keegan 
McCarthy, owner of the world-renowned Coastal Alaska Adventures, to offer a world-class 
package for one adult hunter and one youth hunter under 18yo to experience the best big game 
hunt package Alaska and Texas has to offer - includes shooting school instruction, trophy fees 
for 2x black bear and your very own Champion Arms rifle! And who better to share that adventure 
with than one of the world's biggest advocates for our hunting rights and premier outdoorsman, 
Don Jr.? Your once-in-a-lifetime experience will begin with shooting instruction at the Champion 
Ranch in Brady, Texas. Here, you'll enjoy a 3-day/2-night stay in the height of luxury at Champion 
Ranch's premier shooting school and learn to use your custom Champion Arms Gen II rifle (details 
below)! Training will take place inside the ranch's heated and cooled facility where you will learn 
to shoot down range up to 1,200 yards. And during non-training time, take full advantage at all 
that Champion Ranch has to offer...while our chef is preparing dinner in the Guy Fieri designed 
kitchen, you can visit the luxurious trophy room, shoot pool, play shuffleboard, be entertained in 
the movie theater, partake in a cocktail inside one of the amazing bars, or just wander around and 
enjoy the wildlife taken from across the globe. Move outside to enjoy a sunset dip in the hot tub 
or cooling swim in the resort-style pool. The friendships formed, memories made and good times 

had at Champion Ranch will last a lifetime. Additional guests are welcome at current rates based on availability. Then when training has concluded, get 
ready to board a private jet with the group and fly in first-class style to Alaska for a 7-day 2x1 trophy black bear hunt aboard Keegan's luxury yacht, the 
Golden Eagle - includes 1x best available Coastal Island black bear for each hunter (Keegan and his team are known for harvesting some of the world's 
largest bruins!). Your hunt includes private charter to Petersburg, Alaska, ground transfers, field prep, double-occupancy stateroom accommodations 
with ensuite bath, chef-prepared meals with the finest fresh-caught seafood and unparalleled scenery views from panoramic windows throughout the 
duration. During non-hunting hours, enjoy fishing for halibut and sharing stories around the "campfire" passing down to our children why we hunt, the 
ethics of hunting and the wonders of the outdoors. Not included are before/after hunt expenses, travel to Brady, TX, return flights from Petersburg, 
hunting licenses/permits, shipping/packing and gratuities. The custom rifle options (one rifle total) must be selected a minimum of 6 months prior to 
the booked date in order to have the firearm ready in time. Mutually agreed upon dates to be determined in May or June of 2025. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS CHAMPION RANCH & COASTAL ALASKA ADVENTURES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. CHAMPION RANCH: Kani Darden, 806-500-5878, 
379 PR 863, Rochelle, TX 76629, kani@championranch.com, ChampionRanch.Com. COASTAL ALASKA ADVENTURES: Keegan McCarthy, 807-723-3006, 
PO Box 881153, Steamboat Springs, CO 80488, keegan@coastalalaskaadventures.com, CoastalAlaskaAdventures.Com.

BOOTH #3537 CHAMPION RANCH / BOOTH #2641 COASTAL ALASKA ADVENTURES    Valued at PRICELESS

SAT-24    4ACES OUTFITTERS
7-Day Cape Buffalo Hunt for Two Hunters in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees

4Aces Outfitters welcomes two hunters for a 7-day 1x1 Cape buffalo hunt in South Africa - includes 
trophy fees for 1x buffalo up to 40" for each hunter. Preferred method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt 

is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $400/day; non-hunters are welcome at $200/day. Transportation 

during the hunt is mostly by 4x4 Land Cruiser vehicles with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package 
includes field prep, transportation to shipper, luxury accommodations, meals, maid/laundry service, 

Wi-Fi and alcohol in moderation. Not included are dip & pack service, transfers from O.R. Tambo 
International Airport to camp, 15% VAT on wounded animals and daily rates, side trips and gratuities. 

NOTE: $2,000 deposit will be required at booking to reserve dates. This hunt cannot be combined with 
another auction item. DSC references include Mark & Carol Little, Jim Tolson, Steve Crews, HJ Daily 
Jr., Dee Smith, Alberto Nunez Seoane, Daniel Hereid and Larry & Trisha Armstrong. DALLAS SAFARI 

CLUB THANKS 4ACES OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Adam Barnard, 011 27 83 257 3746, Milner 
Street 12, Kimberley, Northern Cape 8301, SOUTH AFRICA, 

adam@4acesoutfitters.com, 4AcesOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #3000    Valued at $32,000 

SAT-23    HEYM USA
2024 DSC Convention Rifle - Heym USA Big Five Lion 
Bolt Action in .416 Rigby
Commissioned exclusively for DSC's 2024 Convention & Sporting Expo, 
this one-of-a-kind bolt action rifle is chambered in the venerable .416 
Rigby and represents the pinnacle of the gunmaker's craft. Made entirely 

in-house by HEYM in Germany, it is the second in a series of the finest rifles ever auctioned by DSC and embodies almost 160 years of HEYM's 
gun-making experience. The magnum Mauser action is machined from a solid billet of steel and provides the ultimate in strength and reliability. The 
feed rails and magazine box are designed with perfect geometry to hold five rounds (4+1) of .416 and ensure 100 percent feeding and reliability. The 
three-position safety allows for safe loading and unloading of the rifle and is designed to accommodate the low mounting of the included Swarovski 
Z8i 1.8x42 scope. With the action's integral scope bases machined into the double square bridges, the scope is easily removed and allows quick 
access to the Barrel-banded front and rear sights, providing the ultimate combination for dangerous game. Engraved entirely by hand, the gold inlaid 
lion on the magazine is the focal point of the rifle and contrasts beautifully with the bone-and-charcoal case colors and matching exhibition-grade 
Turkish walnut stock. Fine English scroll and gold wire inlay complete the ensemble with accents on the action, barrel and grip cap.
Chris Sells, 214-606-2566, 6923 Snider Plaza, Ste. C, Dallas, TX 75205, info@heymusa.com, HeymUSA.Com.

BOOTH #4513    Valued at $50,000 
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Saturday Night continued

SAT-25    BLUE REEF CARIBBEAN RESORTS LTD
7-Day Belizean Barrier Reef Get-A-Way for Four Anglers - 
Includes Deep Sea Fishing, Diving and More! 
Blue Reef Caribbean Resorts invites four adventurers to the Belizean Barrier Reef 
for 7-days of tropical bliss. Socially distance yourself with family and friends at 
Blue Reef's luxury private Caribbean island off the coast of Belize. Spend your days 
fishing, diving, spearfishing and snorkeling or relax and enjoy their massage services, 
resort-style pool, or the beach with your favorite cocktail - you choose. All of the 5 air-
conditioned luxury individual villas overlook the turquoise Caribbean with their own 
private docks and all have unique indoor/outdoor shower rooms (the premium cabana 
boasts a private plunge pool!). Everything is in your backyard. The aquatic options 
are endless, including: reef fishing for wahoo, mahi mahi, tuna, kingfish and giant 
barracudas; free-dive for lobster & conch (seasonal); bottom fish for huge snappers, 
groupers and amberjacks; fly-fish or spin cast the surrounding flats for bonefish, 
tarpon and permit; spearfish for lobster and conch (seasonal) and the invasive lionfish 

(year-round); snorkel the surrounding reef; scuba dive the 2nd biggest barrier reef in the world to experience the vast array of exotic species. Then, 
after a fun-filled day, relax by the pool or in the hot tub and catch the sunset view while the resort chef prepares your fresh caught fish and seafood! 
This trip is available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to additional cabanas at $9,975 for 2 people or the whole island at $19,950 for a 
total of 5 cabanas (10+ people). This package does not include fishing licenses at $25/pp, marine park fee at $25/pp, international airfare, RT domestic 
Tropic Air internal flight at $165/pp and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BLUE REEF CARIBBEAN RESORTS LTD FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Polly Wood, 501-615-1428, 801-759-1603, Waterfoot Caye, Dangriga, Stann Creek, BELIZE, polly@bluereefisland.com, BlueReefIsland.Com.

BOOTH #3447    Valued at $19,950 

SAT-26    BANOVICH ART
ONE-OF-A-KIND Conservation Experience for One in Namibia/Angola, 

Includes 7-Day Plains Game Safari and Custom Artwork by John Banovich
John Banovich is a longstanding donor and supporter of the Dallas Safari Club, serving as a "Partner 
in Conservation" with DSC to generate funding and awareness for conservation needs in wild places 

worldwide. Together, John Banovich and DSC share the message of conservation. This year, we 
present a truly exceptional and historic opportunity. The highest bidder will have the chance to actively 
participate in a remarkable elephant capture and relocation operation from Namibia to Angola, aligning 

with our shared mission of wildlife conservation. John Banovich, alongside Alex Oelofse and the Oelofse 
family, warmly welcomes the winning bidder to embark on this extraordinary journey, starting with an 

elephant capture at Okonjati Game Reserve and Mount Etjo Safari Lodge, situated in Namibia's diverse 
and pristine landscape, that includes mountain ranges, savanna, bush, and open grass plains, providing 

a habitat for a wide range of animals. Following that, these captured elephants will find a new home 
in a true oasis in Angola. In addition to this remarkable experience, the highest bidder will also enjoy a 

7-day plains game hunting expedition in Namibia, tailored for one hunter and an accompanying observer. 
Trophy opportunities include Damaraland dik dik, red lechwe, and Hartmann's zebra, with the choice of 

a rifle or bow. Further trophies and extended hunting days can be arranged. The hunt is scheduled to 
coincide with the elephant capture, tentatively set for August 2024. Additionally, the acclaimed artist, 

John Banovich, will create a custom work of art from the adventure we had together for the winning 
bidder, capturing the bold and dramatic scenes of iconic wildlife that he is known for worldwide, while 

also encapsulating the dynamic experience of your safari. Kimberly Fletcher, 307-200-1622, 
2 Pine Creek Rd., Livingston, MT 59047, kimberly@johnbanovich.com, JohnBanovich.Com.

BOOTH #2315    Valued at $45,000 

SAT-27    RANCHO LA GUARIDA
8-Day/9-Night Desert Bighorn Sheep Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Chihuahua, Mexico - Includes Trophy Fee
Hunt the magnificent Tinaja Verde Mountains on this 8-day/9-night 1x1 desert bighorn sheep 
hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Chihuahua, Mexico at La Guarida Ranch, former 
recipient of WSF's prestigious 'Conservation Award' - includes trophy fee for bighorn sheep 
scoring 170-180 B&C. Method of take is rifle or bow. This authentic and challenging free-range 
hunting experience is available October 2025-March 2026 or for the same period the following 
year and may be upgraded to include mule deer at $7,000 or additional hunters at current rates. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by horseback with hunting done by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field prep, dip & pack service, rifle permit (or use of outfitter's rifle), RT 
transfers from Chihuahua to ranch (or ranch's landing strip with hangar), luxurious Santa Fe-
style accommodations, delicious Mexican and international cuisine, Wi-Fi, full bar and great 
hospitality. Not included are trophy transportation to U.S. taxidermist at $1,000, hunting license, 

CITES permit, travel to/from Chihuahua, hotel accommodations before/after the hunt at $150/night and gratuities. NOTE: $15,000 deposit will be 
required at booking to secure dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RANCHO LA GUARIDA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jose Antonio Vallina, 011 52 614 
427 0840, 2023 Myrtle Avenue, El Paso, TX 79901, jvallinal@hotmail.com, LaGuaridaRanch.Com.

BOOTH #2412    Valued at $70,000 

(Artist at Work)
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continued Saturday Night

SAT-28    HUNT TRIP FRANCE
5-Day Big Game Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in France - Includes Trophy Fees
5-day 2x1 big game hunt for two hunters and two non-hunters in France - includes 
trophy fees for 1x of each species, to be shared by hunters: red deer, mouflon, fallow 
deer and wild boar, all gold medal. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available 
August-October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species 
at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $980/day; non-hunters are 
welcome at $480/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by foot with hunting 
done by spot & stalk. This package includes transportation to local shipper, RT 
transfers from Paris Charles de Gaulle International Airport, luxury accommodations 
in the castle of your host and PH, Grands crus wine and champagne and all meals, 
including a special dinner at Jules Verne Restaurant in the Eiffel Tower. Not included 
are field prep, dip & pack service, permit fees at $900/hunter, gratuities and VAT 
on daily rate. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUNT TRIP FRANCE FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Alexandre & Anne Sophie Grabowski, 011 33 66 097 5916, 
Chateau de Montchevreuil, 60240 Montchevreuil, FRANCE, 
contact@hunt-trip-France.com, Hunt-Trip-France.Com.

BOOTH #3339    Valued at $45,500 

SAT-29    BARANOF JEWELERS
Natural Emerald and Diamond Necklace Set in 14K Yellow Gold

This rare one-of-a-kind natural Zambian emerald and diamond necklace is set in 14k yellow gold with 
21.50 carats in natural blueish-green emeralds and 13.25 carats of natural white diamonds, all G in 

color and Vs1 in clarity. Tony Hernandez, 435-658-3877, 435-513-2776, 537 Main Street, Park City, UT 
84060, baranofjewelers@msn.com, BaranofJewelers.Com.

BOOTH #3334    Valued at $85,000 

SAT-30    GANAM LEGENDARY SAFARIS
10-Day/11-Night Cape Buffalo and Plains Game Safari for 
One Hunter in Tanzania 
Piet Fourie and GANAM Legendary Safaris invites one hunter for a 10-day/11-night 1x1 
guided Cape buffalo and plains game rifle safari in the Kizigo Game Reserve of Tanzania. 
Game to be hunted at the cost of trophy fees include buffalo, hartebeest, waterbuck, 
impala, reedbuck, warthog and others; see outfitter for current price list. This hunt is 
available in 2024 or 2025 (see outfitter for availability) and may be upgraded to a 14-day 
or 21-day license at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at current rates; 
non-hunters are welcome at $6,500. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle 
and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, dip & pack 
service, professional 1x1 guiding, luxury east African tented camp accommodations, 
maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, full bar and locally sourced cuisine. Not included are 
transportation to shipper, international airfare, RT air transfers by Cessna 208 Caravan 
from Kilimanjaro International Airport to camp at $18,800 or commercial flight to Dodoma 
with RT ground transfers to/from camp at $3,500, accommodations before/after the hunt 

in Arusha at $300/night, trophy fees for animals hunted or wounded, trip insurance and gratuities. NOTE: $15,000 deposit will be required at booking 
to secure hunt dates and may be applied towards the trophy fees. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GANAM LEGENDARY SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Piet Fourie, 460-928-4000, 512-777-9849, Avda Joan Miro, 20, Palma 07015, SPAIN, piet@ganam.com, Ganam.Com.

BOOTH #2923    Valued at $45,000 
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Saturday Night continued

SAT-31    ALGAR SAFARIS - PATAGONIA, ARGENTINA
5-Day/6-Night Red Stag Hunt for Four Hunters in Argentina - Includes Trophy Fees
Algar Safaris, a well-known outfitter with 32 years' experience, is pleased to donate an amazing 
5-day/6-night 1x1 red stag hunt for four hunters in the Neuquén Province of Argentina - includes 
trophy fees for 1x gold medal stag for each hunter. Algar owns two private hunting properties 
in Patagonia that together cover 85,000 acres of pristine Patagonian steppe country. Method of 
take is hunters' choice. This hunt is available March-June 2025 or 2026 (new rates apply) and may 
be upgraded to include fallow deer, axis deer, mouflon sheep, Pere David's deer, Russian boar, 
Patagonian Dall sheep, Patagonian ram, multi-horned sheep and blackbuck antelope, among others, 
all at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $3,500; non-hunters are welcome at 
$1,750. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field prep, trophy fees, one guide per hunter, hunting licenses, tags, skinning/
preparation of trophies, transportation during hunting, trophy measurement, RT transfers from San 
Carlos De Bariloche Airport, top-notch accommodations, wine and beer with meals, laundry service 
and free use of Wi-Fi. Not included are gun rental, international and local airfare, export and shipping 
of trophies, gratuities, hard liquor, ammunition, phone/fax calls and any personal expenditures. 
M. Eugenia Peirone, 713-584-7732, 011 54 911 3115 0028, Av. Callao 232, Buenos Aires 1022, 
ARGENTINA, info@algar-safaris.com, eugenia@algar-safaris.com, Algar-Safaris.Com.

BOOTH #3010    Valued at $39,400 

SAT-32    HYDE FUR & SHEARLING
Luxurious Canadian Lynx Blanket

Luxurious Canadian lynx blanket expertly crafted from fourteen (14) wild skins, 
elongated and hand-sewn, measures 84"x84". DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HYDE 

FUR & SHEARLING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Sergio Hernandez, 
435-901-1422, 340 Main St., Ste 100, Park City, UT 84060, 

hydefurandshearling@gmail.com, HydeFurAndShearling.Com.

BOOTH #1719    Valued at $39,000 

SAT-33    ANGRY EAGLE LODGE & OUTFITTERS
6-Day/7-Night Alaskan Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers 
at the Angry Eagle Lodge
6-day/7-night 2x1 Alaskan fishing adventure for two anglers at the Angry Eagle Lodge 
for all species of Pacific salmon, rainbow trout, char, northern pike, grayling and 
lake trout. This trip is available mid-June to mid-September 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include extra days at current rates or anglers at $9,500. This package 
includes 2x1 guided fishing, fly-outs on de Havilland Beaver floatplanes, fishing boat 
excursions, fly/spinning/bait-casting equipment, terminal tackle, daily fish prep 
(salmon only - other species are catch-release), vacuum packing/freezing/boxing, 
luxury lodging, daily maid/laundry service, pre-dinner hors d'oeuvres served with beer 
& wine, non-alcoholic beverages and gourmet meals. Not included are RT Lake Clark 
Air charters from Anchorage Airport to lodge's landing strip at approx. $575/pp, 
non-resident fishing licenses at $35/pp, king salmon stamp at $35/pp (available 
at the lodge), wader rental if needed at $100/pp/week, hard liquor, gratuities and 

accommodations before/after the trip in Anchorage at $250/night. Arrive in Anchorage by noon on Saturday of week chosen. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS ANGRY EAGLE LODGE & OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Derek Boschma, 907-850-4153, One Rock Beach, Pedro Bay, AK 99647, 
derek@angryeagle.com, AngryEagle.Com.

BOOTH #3323    Valued at $25,000 
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continued Saturday Night

SAT-34    MADUBULA SAFARIS
10-Day/10-Night Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in East Cape, South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
10-day/10-night 1x1 plains game rifle safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in East Cape, South 
Africa - includes trophy fees for Vaal rhebuck, E. Cape kudu, mountain reedbuck, blesbok, warthog, 
caracal, jackal, baboon and 2x springbok. This hunt is available March-November 2024 only and 
may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome 
at $585/day; non-hunters are welcome at $295/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly 
by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation 
to shipper, stone under thatch cabin accommodations, beverages, full bar, Wi-Fi, maid/laundry 
service and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, RT transfers from Port Elizabeth Airport 
to camp at $200, hunting license at $150 and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MADUBULA 
SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Lauri Abraham, 817-235-9449, 1885 Ward Mountain Road, 
Palo Pinto, TX 76484, lauri@madubula.com, Madubula.Com.

BOOTH #2719    Valued at $28,635  

SAT-35    CAPRINAE SAFARIS
3-Day/4-Night Sindh Ibex Hunt for One Hunter 

in Pakistan - Includes Trophy Fee
Caprinae Safaris invites one hunter for a 3-day/4-night 1x1 Sindh ibex hunt in southern 
Pakistan, a beautifully diverse and game-rich region previously known as the hunting 

grounds of Maharajahs and kings - includes trophy fee for ibex scoring up to 39". 
Method of take is rifle or bow. This free-range hunt is available October 15, 2024-March 

31, 2025 and may be upgraded to include a larger ibex at $1,000 for each inch over 39" 
or by adding Blanford, Afghan and Punjab urial, all at current price list. Additional 

hunters are welcome at $24,500; non-hunters are welcome at $2,400. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This 

package includes field prep, dip & pack service, RT transfers from Islamabad or Karachi 
Airports, full-board luxurious guest house accommodations of the ruling family, visa 

invitation, custom handling, hunting license, gun import permit, area fees, interpreter/
PH and local guiding. Not included are trophy shipment, international and domestic 

airfare, visa cost, personal expenses, hotel accommodations before/after the hunt and 
gratuities. Mehmet Alkan, 011 02 42 322 0027, Metin Kasapoglu Caddesi 24/5, Antalya 07160, TURKEY, info@caprinae.com, Caprinae.Com.

BOOTH #2926    Valued at $24,500  

SAT-36    SPEY CREEK TROPHY HUNTING
5-Day Red Stag Hunt for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in New Zealand - Includes Trophy Fees
Imagine navigating a sportsman's paradise without worry of licensing or tags and 
without a limit on the number of animals you can hunt. Picture yourself stalking 
wild game through untouched wilderness, immersed in the moment and guided by 
people passionate about the outdoors and the thrill of the hunt. Don't just imagine 
it... experience it! Spey Creek Hunting invites two hunters and two non-hunters 
on this 5-day 2x1 red stag rifle or bow hunt at their private ranch in Kaikoura, New 
Zealand - includes trophy fees for 1x stag scoring up to 430 SCI for each hunter. This 
free-range or estate (hunters' choice) hunt is available March-July 2024 or 2025 and 
may be upgraded to include larger stag or additional species at current price list. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $17,000; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper, RT transfers from 

Christchurch Airport, delectable meals and first-class accommodations in a luxurious 3,000+ square foot lodge located in the middle of the hunting 
area. Not included are dip & pack service, accommodations before the hunt in Christchurch at $225/night and gratuities. If you are looking to add a 
large red stag to your trophy collection, Spey Creek is the place to hunt! But it's not all about the trophy size, because Spey Creek offers exceptional 
hunting for both free-range and estate hunts on thousands of acres for many species, including tahr, elk, chamois, fallow buck, South Pacific 
blackface Arapawa ram, hog and feral goat. In addition to fantastic hunting, the small seaside town of Kaikoura is ideally located for sightseeing, 
activities and adventure. Bid on this great donation and become one of the many happy members of the Spey Creek trophy hunting family! 
John W. McBride, 643-975-0510, 559-901-9505, Fax 800-878-7312, 540 Spey Creek Rd., Kaikoura, North Canterbury 7300, NEW ZEALAND, 
hunt@sctrophyhunting.com, SCTrophyHunting.Com.

BOOTH #1819    Valued at $36,500 
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Saturday Night continued

SAT-38    FRONTERA WINGSHOOTING
5-Day/4-Night High-Volume Dove Hunt for Sixteen (16) Hunters in Argentina

5-day/4-night (3 full hunting days) 1x1 high-volume dove hunt for sixteen (16) hunters in 
Cordoba, Argentina. This hunt is available April 2024-January 2025 and may be upgraded 
to include duck at $1,400/pp/day. Additional hunters are welcome at $2,100; non-hunters 

are welcome at $1,065. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 4x4 vehicles. This 
package includes RT ground transfers from Cordoba Airport, first-class double room 

accommodations with ensuite bathrooms, maid service, well-stocked bar and chef-inspired 
gourmet meals served with carefully selected Argentinean wines. Not included are hunting 

licenses at $75/pp/day, gun rental at $90/pp/day, bird boy fee, gratuities, shotgun shells at 
$20/box and laundry service. NOTE: $500 deposit per hunter will be required at booking to 

secure hunt dates. DSC references include Bill Hutchison and Matt Portch. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS FRONTERA WINGSHOOTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Clarita Frontera, 

888-236-1033, 011 54 9 351 531 4506, Av. Ohiggins 5500, Cordoba 5014, ARGENTINA, clarita@fronterawingshooting.com, FronteraWingshooting.Com.

BOOTH #3023    Valued at $34,080 

SAT-39    ESPACAZA - JOSE MALLO SPAIN
4-Day Big Game Hunt for Two Hunters in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees
4-day 1x1 big game rifle hunt for two hunters in Spain - includes trophy fees for each hunter's 
choice of 1x best available animal from the following: red stag, mouflon sheep, fallow deer 
OR roe deer. This hunt is available in 2024, 2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include 
Spanish ibex (Gredos, Beceite, SE, Ronda) and chamois (Pyrenean & Cantabrian) at current 
price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $850/day; non-hunters are welcome at $350/day. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
This package includes 1x1 guiding, field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from 
Madrid International Airport, first-class accommodations and all meals. Not included are 
dip & pack service, licenses at $250/pp/area, gratuities, 21% VAT on total donation value and 
accommodations after the hunt in Madrid at $200/night. Rich with history and architectural 
beauty, Spain is a fantastic destination to bring non-hunting companions. DSC references 
include Arthur Gutierrez, Ricardo Longoria, Mike Davis, Greg Dixon, Dow Dollar, Will Medford, 
Steve Parker, Richard Cheatham, Sara Potterfield, Kevin Hogan, Patrick Hogan, David Marcoux, 
Bruce & Lisa Dubberley, Clay Murphy, Robert Allen, Zach Fox and Doug Roberts. Jose Mallo, 

011 34 66 655 1735, 011 34 91 575 7629, Nuñez de Balboa 49, Madrid 28001, SPAIN, jose@espacaza.com, Espacaza.Com.

BOOTH #2100    Valued at $18,000  

SAT-37    AFRICAN BUFFALO SAFARI TRACKERS
10-Day Maasai Species Safari for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Tanzania
10-day 1x1 Maasai species safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in Maasailand Mto 
wa Mbu, Tanzania - includes the option of hunting one of the following key species at 
the cost of the trophy fee: Grant's gazelle, Thomson's gazelle, impala, white-bearded 
wildebeest, dik-dik and zebra. Mto wa Mbu GCA, just a short 2.5 hours drive west of 
Arusha, is one of the finest hunting concessions in the heart of Maasailand. Bordered 
by the Ngorongoro Conservation, Lake Manyara National Park and Lake Natron GCA, it 
is well-known for excellent Maasai species and one of the few places in Tanzania with 
large concentrations of Thomson's and Grant's gazelle. The main camp is situated on 
Mount Loosimingor at approx. 4,000 feet above sea level, allowing for amazing veranda 
views of the Rift Valley escarpment, the highlands of the Ngorongoro Conservation 
Area and cool, refreshing mountain breezes. The large ensuite safari are well-

distanced from each other to provide a great atmosphere for privacy and comfort. Camp team is well-selected and trained to provide peace 
of mind at all times. The dining experience is exceptional with freshly prepared meals from the finest natural ingredients, spices, vegetables and 
wild game. This hunt is available year-round in 2024 only and may be upgraded to include generuk, lesser kudu and oryx at $10,000. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot. This package includes field prep, dip & pack service, RT transfers from Kilimanjaro International 
Airport to concession, accommodations, all meals, non-alcoholic beverages, professional hunter, camp staff, hunting vehicle with radios and 
maid/laundry service. Not included are transportation to shipper, taxidermy, international/domestic flights, rifle import at $350, airport-related 
charges, sightseeing trips, Permit Conservation Fee & Govt. Trophy Handling Fees at $4,500 for hunter and $1,000 for observer, insurance, trophy 
fees, applicable VAT, extra rifle hire at $300 (one rifle is included), ammunition, alcoholic beverages, before/after hunt accommodations at approx. 
$200/night and gratuities (recommended at $1,700/week for camp staff). Soud Hilal, 011 255 22 212 5790, 011 255 652 553244, PO Box 218, Shinyanga, 
TANZANIA, info@abusat.com, gamshadg@gmail.com, ABUSAT.Com.

BOOTH #1155    Valued at $35,000 
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continued Saturday Night

SAT-40    CLUB FAUNE
7-Day/9-Night West African Savannah Buffalo Hunt for One Hunter and 
One Non-Hunter in Cameroon
Club Faune and Jean Pierre Bernon are pleased to donate a 7-day/9-night 1x1 West 
African Savannah buffalo hunt for one hunter and one observer on a fantastic Savannah 
hunting area in Cameroon spanning 240,000 hectares (593,053 acres) - trophy fee is 
winner's cost at 3,500 Euro ($3,860). Schedule this rifle or bow hunt for open dates in 
2025 or 2026. Hunt can be upgraded to include Lord Derby eland and other plains game 
at $25,000, plus cost of trophy fees, or Lord Derby eland, Korrigum and plains game at 
$31,000, plus cost of trophy fees. Additional hunters are welcome at $21,000; observers 
are welcome at $2,500. This package includes airport assistance, RT transfers from 
Garoua or Ngaoundere Airport, full-board accommodations, meals, 1x1 guide service, 
field prep, 4x4 vehicles during hunting and safari support staff (PH, trackers, porters, 
skinners). Not included are airfare/travel costs to Douala, RT domestic flights between 
Douala & Garoua Airports at 500 Euro/pp ($550/pp), hunting permit at 2,100 Euro 
($2,315), trophy fees for animals taken, dip & pack service, veterinary certificates, 

packing/expediting to Doula at 2,000 Euro ($2,210), insurance, visas, rifle importation or rental, gratuities and 15% Community Development Tax on 
trophy fees. Euro to dollar conversion rates listed above are calculated at press time and subject to change. DSC reference includes Amy Callender 
McBee. Philippe Bernon, 011 33 184 79 82 60, 011 33 761 89 68 16, 22 Rue Duban, Paris 75016, FRANCE, 
philippe@club-faune.com, Fauna-Safari-Club.Com.

BOOTH #2637    Valued at $23,500 

Notes
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SIL-400    HORNADY MFG
Hornady RAPiD® Safe Ready Vault™ with Wi-Fi
Hornady Security® RAPiD® Safes offer the quickest, most dependable access to your firearm while providing 
unmatched security from unauthorized users using patented RFID technology. The SQUARE-LOK™ 
organizing system allows gun racks (included) and other SQUARE-LOK™ accessories to be mounted in 
numerous configurations to maximize storage. Hornady Security LED lights, magnetic hooks, hygrometer 
and dehumidifiers are all compatible (sold separately). Interior dimensions: 51.8"Hx19"Wx12.7"D. Exterior 
dimensions: 52.2"Hx20"Wx15.1"D. Stop by donor's booth to view the safe first-hand. Includes complimentary 
shipping to the lower 48 states. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HORNADY MFG FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Monty DeBoer, 308-382-1390, 308-730-1001, Fax 308-382-5761, 3625 West Old Potash HWY, Grand Island, 
NE 68803, mdeboer@hornady.com, Hornady.Com.

BOOTH #4413    Valued at $1,027 

SIL-401    SNIPER HOG LIGHTS
Coyote Cannon Gun Hunters Package with 4 Colors 

(Red, White, Green, IR 850nm)
The Coyote Cannon light will shine further than any other LED hunting light on the market 

(over 1,000 yards in all colors!). This package comes with Red, Green, White and IR 
850nm colors, Predator Pro mount (windage and elevation adjustable and will mount the 
light to scopes/rails), two 21700 rechargeable batteries, dimmer tail cap (adjusts light's 
brightness) and hard case for easy travel. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SNIPER HOG 

LIGHTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Robert Pecht, 916-276-1385, 112 Madera Dr., Victoria, 
TX 77905, contact@sniperhawglights.com, SniperHogLights.Com.

BOOTH #4442    Valued at $375  

SIL-402    HUNTERS NETWORKS, LLC
GUNSTIX Shooting Sticks 
GUNSTIX shooting sticks unique design supports the fore-end, as well as the stock of the rifle, 
thus providing a very steady shooting platform and benchrest-like accuracy in the field. Weighing 
just 2.4 lbs. and collapsing down to just over 30 inches, makes them easy to practice with and very 
portable to take on your next hunt. GUNSTIX can be adjusted to be used from just about any shooting 
position! Standing, kneeling or sitting, taking shots on level ground, uphill or downhill, are all within 
the capability of these sticks. Proven and tested in Africa and Europe at distances up to 300 yards! 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUNTERS NETWORKS, LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Arjun Reddy, 
845-259-3628, 914-310-4902, 30 Ivy Hill Road, Brewster, NY 10509, arjun@huntersnetworks.com, 
HuntersNetworks.Com.

BOOTH #950    Valued at $300  
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continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-406    SWIFT BULLET COMPANY
$350 CREDIT Towards Swift Bullet Products 

$350 CREDIT towards any Swift Bullet products. At Swift, we strive to make hunting bullets 
that perform two very important functions - first, to shoot straight and second, to provide great 

terminal performance. Remember, your bullet may be the least expensive part of your hunt, 
but hunters all around the world know it is the most important and that's why many of them 

purchase Swift bullets. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SWIFT BULLET COMPANY FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. William D. Hober, 785-754-3959, Fax 785-754-2359, 201 Main Street, Quinter, KS 

67752, contact@swiftbullets.com, SwiftBullets.Com.

BOOTH #4701    Valued at $350   

SIL-403    SCHNEE'S
Schnee's Men's Elm Shoe and Curtis Boot 
Fresh from Schnee’s new Italian collection - the Elm shoe and Curtis Boot. The Elm shoe has a familiar 
design and was handcrafted with precise attention to detail resulting in an heirloom quality boot that will 
only look and feel better as it ages. The interior consists of a soft, yet supportive footbed, with a heel cup 
for added support. The Curtis boot is a twist on the classic Chelsea boot that's easy to slip on and off, 
while keeping your foot secure inside without stretching over time. A contour, leather footbed keeps your 
foot comfortable and only becomes more-so with use and age. The skip-wax finish is scratch resistant and 
unique to the Schnee's Curtis. Both handcrafted in Italy and available in men's sizes 7-14. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS SCHNEE'S FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stacy Farmer, 406-579-6890, 6597 Falcon Lane, 
Bozeman, MT 59718, stacy@schnees.com, Schnees.Com.

BOOTH #284    Valued at $648  

SIL-404    E.A.R. INC.
Chameleon Ear™ Pro - HearDefender DFs 

The Chameleon Ear™ Pro - HearDefender DFs are custom-fitted silicone hearing protection that 
feature a dual filtered attenuator. This design has been proven to provide "variable attenuation" - 

meaning, as the noise level increases, so does the noise reduction. Ear plugs also include an internal 
resonation chamber that aids vocal tones for better understanding of speech and proximity sounds 
while use out in the field. Available in a variety of color and lanyard options. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS E.A.R. INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Taylor Blomquist, 303-447-2619, 800-525-2690, 
Fax 303-447-2637, 5763 Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, CO 80303, taylor@earinc.com, EarInc.Com.

BOOTH #972    Valued at $200  

SIL-405    JIM GREEN FOOTWEAR
Custom Pair of Jim Green Footwear Hunting Boots 
Custom Jim Green Footwear hunting boots. Choose any boot from our range of styles and custom 
build it to your liking from our selection of leathers and soles. Sizes US 5-16. Your Jim Green boots are 
not only hand crafted in South Africa, but all components are also locally sourced. With an ever-
climbing unemployment rate, it is important to us to support our local people and economy. Situated 
in Pietermaritzburg, South Africa, Jim Green boots have been made the same way since day one. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS JIM GREEN FOOTWEAR FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Gareth Crouch, 00 27 82 562 8372, PO Box 1897, Pulaski, VA 24301, 
gareth@jimgreenfootwear.co.za, JimGreenFootwear.Com.

BOOTH #154    Valued at $250  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-407    BOYT HARNESS COMPANY
H51 Double Long Gun Case with Wheels 
Boyt's H51 double long gun hard case with wheels is constructed of high 120D 
no-break polypropylene and features a dust-proof O-ring, full-length gasket, 
steel hinge pins, compact dimensions that meet standard airline requirements, 
padlock compatible, 4 all-steel, field replaceable, powder coated draw latches, 
ball bearing wheels, two handles and two foam pieces for a customizable center. 
Case weighs 24.02 lbs. and measures 51"x15"x6" (interior). Made in the USA; 
limited life-time warranty. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BOYT HARNESS 
COMPANY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Judy Kjellsen, 641-342-6773, 641-414-1312, 
Fax 641-342-2703, 1 Boyt Dr., Osceola, IA 50213, 
judy@boytharness.com, BoytHarness.Com.

BOOTH #3614    Valued at $300  

SIL-409    AIR2000 HUNTERS SUPPORT SERVICES
Meet and Assist Services for Four Hunters Traveling Together

Meet and assist services for four hunters from the aircraft door. Service entails 
assistance with arrival formalities including immigration, baggage/firearm claim, 

customs/police firearm sighting (after having obtained the permit in advance of arrival), 
assistance to another scheduled flight and charter/hand-over to a transfer agent. 
This donation is valid for four hunters arriving on the same flight during 2024 only. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS AIR2000 HUNTERS SUPPORT SERVICES FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Anne Gaines-Burrill, 011 27 11 659 2649, 011 27 82 770 2480, PO Box 120, 

Lanseria, Johannesburg, Gauteng 1748, SOUTH AFRICA, 
air2000@global.co.za, HuntersSupport.Com.

BOOTH #3150    Valued at $800 

SIL-410    BELL TEXTRON
Bell 429 Desktop Model Helicopter
The Bell 429 twin engine single pilot IFR helicopter, a versatile and cutting-edge aircraft, is 
renowned for its exceptional performance, advanced features and suitability for a wide range of 
missions. This wooden masterpiece model captures the essence of the real aircraft, showcasing 
meticulous craftsmanship and attention to detail. Every aspect of the helicopter, from the 
precisely carved rotor blades to the accurately shaped fuselage, has been faithfully recreated, 
resulting in a remarkable likeness to its real-life counterpart. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
BELL TEXTRON FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Patrick Foley, 972-839-0120, 4151 Amon Carter Blvd., 
Fort Worth, TX 76155, pfoley@bellflight.com, BellFlight.Com.

BOOTH #4101    Valued at $500 

SIL-413    ROCKIN FEET / UNIQUE 4 U
Rockin Feet Liquid Orthotic Insoles and Royal Purple Seat Cushion

Rockin Feet Liquid Orthotic insoles (2 pairs) and a Royal Purple seat cushion. Rockin' Feet's massaging 
liquid orthotic insoles help stop foot, leg and lower back pain quickly, but naturally, without shots, pills or 
surgery. The Royal Purple No Pressure Seat Cushion brings welcoming relief to office workers, students, 

long distance drivers, or anyone who spends long hours sitting down. The honeycomb gel core is super 
flexible and soft, conforming to your pressure points. Both come with 1-year limited manufacturer's 

warranty. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ROCKIN FEET / UNIQUE 4 U FOR THIS 100% DONATION. . 
Vida Guillory, 769-242-0788, 504-427-2728 (cell), 6130 W Flamingo Rd. PMB #460, Las Vegas, NV 89103, 

vidavette@msn.com, RockinFeet.Com.

BOOTH #1368    Valued at $200  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-414    COPPERSMITH GLOBAL LOGISTICS
$530 CERTIFICATE for Hunting Trophy Clearance
$530 CERTIFICATE for hunting trophy importing clearance. Includes Customs 
Entry Service Fee (classification of merchandise, preparation and transmission 

of entry information to U.S. Customs and Border Protection for cargo release and summary presentation), Fish & Wildlife Entry Service Fee (FWS 
entry preparation and filing e-docs entry electronic 3-177 to US Fish & Wildlife for release processing); Messenger Fee (service fees for hand 
delivery of all documentation to-from various government agencies and airline terminals); Airport Transfer (min. charge of $100 or $.0125 cents 
per pound of chargeable weight plus fuel surcharge. This covers the transfer of shipments by truck to our warehouse to avoid additional storage 
charges. Fuel Surcharge is not assessed on a minimum charge. Minimum of $100 in the Port of New York); Coppersmith Warehouse Handling Fee 
(unloading, handling, inspection of freight, inland bill of lading preparation, loading of freight for customer pickup or delivery by carrier. Additional 
storage charges of $25/week may be applied after given free time, as per the Coppersmith Tariff). Not included are terminal handling, cargo import 
service charges, additional hunters, USDA Animal Plant Health Inspection Service Fee, USDA & FWS Exam, CDC permit, US FWS Premium (CITES) 
inspection fees and collect air or ocean freight charges. Any airline storage fees, additional exam charges and delivery charges will be billed to 
customer. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS COPPERSMITH GLOBAL LOGISTICS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Michael Coppersmith, 404-366-1650, 
702-306-4803, Fax 404-366-1649, 114 Southfield Parkway, Forest Park, GA 30297, michael@coppersmith.com, HuntingTrophy.Com.

BOOTH #2700    Valued at $530 

SIL-415    LOMA VISTA OF TEXAS
Men's Durango Vest in American Bison

The men's Durango vest in American bison has contemporary styling with a twist. Original design includes a 
v-neck western-style zip closure. As with all Loma Vista vests and jackets, the Durango features an interior 

breast pocket large enough for a cell phone or wallet and two interior 9x9" accessory compartments on 
either side that can be used for conceal carry purposes. Size large in antique patina green but exchangeable 

at donor booth. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LOMA VISTA OF TEXAS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Stanley Glasscock, 830-307-0700, 1406 E. Main St., Ste. 200-186, Fredricksburg, TX 78624, 

lomavistatexas@gmail.com, Loma-Vista.Com.

BOOTH #1357    Valued at $500  

SIL-416    TAG SAFARI
TAG Safari 5-Piece Men's Outfit
TAG Safari 5-piece men's outfit includes trail shirt, six-pocket cargo pants, 
professional hunter shorts, safari jacket and boonie hat. "Helping Africa 
through trade, not aid." DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TAG SAFARI FOR THIS 
100% DONATION. Mark Sager, 517-347-8733, 517-230-4500, Fax 517-993-5252, 
1800 W. Grand River Ave., Okemos, MI 48864, 
mark@sportsbysager.com, TagSafari.Com.

BOOTH #3355    Valued at $350 

SIL-418    NOVAGRADE
Double Gripper Universal Phone Digiscoping Adapter

The Novagrade Double Gripper is the highest quality universal digiscoping adapter on the market. Adapter 
features a double phone grip system for added stability in harsh conditions, compatible with any phone 
in or out of a case, fits any round eyepiece and adjusts to a different phone in seconds. Ideal for guides 

and professionals looking for lifetime construction in more challenging conditions. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS NOVAGRADE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Blaine Watson, 503-510-7560, PO Box 13101, 

Salem, OR 97309, blaine@designportinc.com, Novagrade.Com.Org.

BOOTH #1268    Valued at $170 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-419    SUNRISE IMAGES PHOTOGRAPHY
$500 CREDIT Towards a Custom Safari Photo Book
$500 CREDIT towards a custom-made safari photo book by Sunrise Images Photography. 
You have taken the trip-of-a-lifetime and now want to do something special with your 
treasured photographs. Sunrise Images Photography, established in 1991, has the 
answer! Sandra Caddel Martin will use your hunting and fishing images to create a 
one-of-a-kind, luxury compilation all bound-up in the finest of leather covers. Having 
your photos compiled by a professional photographer who has spent time in the bush 
makes all the difference in the results. Whether you have digital images, negatives, 
slides or even old photographs, Sunrise Images Photography can transform them into a 
fine work-of-art. Certificate expires one year from date of event and cannot be combined 
with other offers. Price per book begins around $1,700. Dedicated to documenting your 
hunting heritage... one photograph at a time. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SUNRISE 
IMAGES PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Sandra Caddel Martin, 
210-289-1996, 412 E William Cannon Dr., #702, Austin, TX 78745, 
sunriseimagesphotography@yahoo.com, SafariPhotoBooks.Com.

Valued at $500 

SIL-420    STAFFENT USA LTD/TIGER JAW
T3 Telescopic One-Touch Handle Geared Ratchet Lopper

Tiger Jaw T3 Telescopic Ratchet is a geared branch lopper that works like a lumper jack making cutting branches up to 
2" almost effortless with a telescopic push-button handle. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS STAFFENT USA LTD/TIGER 

JAW FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kevin Stafford, 940-365-6100, 11450 US Hwy 380, #130290, Cross Roads, TX 76227, 
show@staffent.com, TigerJaw.Com.

BOOTH #1253    Valued at $150 

SIL-421    LONGSHOT TARGET CAMERA
Longshot LR-3 Long-Range Target Camera with 2-Mile Range
The Longshot LR-3 long-range target camera with 2-mile range is a portable, battery powered camera 
system that wirelessly streams live footage to a tablet or mobile device, allowing hunters to mark their 
shot without leaving their spot. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LONGSHOT TARGET CAMERA FOR THIS 
100% DONATION. Cameron Kaufhold, 281-250-8134, 832-723-4421, 1835 CR 130, Pearland, TX 77581, 
cameron@longshotcameras.com, LongshotCameras.Com.

BOOTH #4717    Valued at $900 

SIL-440    PINEAPPLE BROTHERS AND HIGH ADVENTURE COMPANY
2-Day Axis Deer Hunt for One Hunter in Hawaii - Includes Trophy Fee
Pineapple Brothers and High Adventure Company is pleased to offer a 2-day 1x1 axis 

deer hunt for one hunter in Lanai, Hawaii - includes trophy fee for best available buck. 
Method of take is rifle or bow. This free-range hunt is available January-December 

2024 only and may be upgraded to include mouflon sheep at $6,000 and additional 
hunters at $5,000. Pineapple Brothers and High Adventure Company maintains 

exclusive rights to guided hunting operations on Lanai, allowing winners private 
access to hunt this tropical paradise. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by spot 

& stalk. This package includes the trophy fee and RT transfers from Lanai City Airport. 
Not included are field prep, dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, non-resident 
hunting license at $105, accommodations, meals, beverages, personal expenditures, spa/salon, tours and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
PINEAPPLE BROTHERS AND HIGH ADVENTURE COMPANY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Drew Burrell, 678-388-2205, 865-660-0730, 11 Trotters Walk 

NE, Cartersville, GA 30102, drew@highadventurecompany.com, HighAdventureCompany.Com.

BOOTH #3552    Valued at $5,000 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-441    FEDHA NYUKI / ODIN OUTFITTING CO.
3-Day/2-Night Whitetail Deer Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Bruni, Texas - Includes Trophy Fee
3-day/2-night 1x1 whitetail deer hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Bruni, Texas 
- includes trophy fee for buck scoring up to 160". Method of take is rifle with factory 
boxed ammo or bow; hand-loads are not allowed. This low-fenced hunt is available in 
2024, 2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include larger whitetail at $200 per inch 
over 160". Additional hunters are welcome at $3,000; non-hunters are welcome at $750. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This package includes field prep, dip 
& pack service, lodging and all meals. Not included are transportation to shipper, Texas 
hunting license, transportation to/from ranch and gratuities. Hunt arrival/departure 
is through Laredo by public air charter, Hebbronville by private air charter or Bruni by 

vehicle. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FEDHA NYUKI / ODIN OUTFITTING CO. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Leslie Benavides, 956-568-2554, 
361-207-4806, 1202 E Del Mar Blvd, STE 3B, Laredo, TX 78041, info@odinoutfitters.com, OdinOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #3047    Valued at $5,500 

SIL-443    DAKOTA PRAIRIE LODGE & RESORT
1-Day/2-Night Wild Ring-Necked Pheasant Hunt for Four Hunters in South Dakota

1-day/2-night 4x1 wild ring-necked pheasant hunt for four hunters in Kimball, South Dakota. This 
hunt is available the third Saturday of October in 2024 to the last day of January in 2025 and may 
be upgraded to include walleye fishing and duck hunting at current price list. Additional hunters 
are welcome at $950/day; non-hunters are welcome at $300/day. Transportation during the hunt 

is mostly by vehicle. This package includes unlimited shotgun shells, sporting clays, guides, dogs, 
bird cleaning, beverages, accommodations and all meals. Not included are hunt licenses and 

gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DAKOTA PRAIRIE LODGE & RESORT FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Toni Korzan, 855-735-6343, 605-550-4715, 35451 253rd Street, Kimball, SD 57355, 

toni@alum.mit.edu, info@sd-pheasanthunting.com, SD-PheasantHunting.Com.

BOOTH #573    Valued at $3,800 

SIL-444    ALASKA WILDERNESS ENTERPRISES
7-Day/6-Night Black Bear Hunt for One Hunter in Fairbanks, Alaska - 
Includes Trophy Fees
7-day/6-night 2x1 black bear hunt for one hunter in Fairbanks, Alaska - includes trophy fees for 
2x bears measuring 7'+. Method of take is rifle with 30 cal or larger ammo; handguns, muzzleloader 
or bow may also be used. This hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include an 
additional bear at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $6,500; non-hunters are 
welcome at $1,700. This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper/taxidermist, 
Cabela Dome tent accommodations and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, tags at $150 for 
each bear taken, Alaska hunting license at $185, air charters, hotel accommodations before/after hunt 
in Fairbanks and gratuities. Joe Letarte, 907-488-7517, 907-322-1800, Box 16075, Two Rivers, AK 99716, 
wildernessenterprises@gmail.com, WildernessEnterprises.Com.

BOOTH #1148    Valued at $7,000 

SIL-445    CENTRAL COAST OUTFITTERS
3-Day/2-Night Mourning Dove and California Valley Quail Hunt for 

Two Hunters in San Ardo, California
3-day/2-night 2x1 mourning dove and California valley quail hunt for two hunters in San Ardo, California. 

This hunt is available November 11-December 12, 2024 only and may be upgraded to include wild pig 
at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $2,250; non-hunters are welcome at $450. 

Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This package includes field prep, lodging, beverages 
(including beer & wine) and all meals. Not included are hunting license at $250/pp, RT transfers from San 

Ardo to lodge at $250 and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CENTRAL COAST OUTFITTERS FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Alfred Luis, 805-260-5991, 805-922-3831, PO Box 6896, Santa Maria, CA 93456, 

aluis@centralcoastoutfitters.com, CentralCoastOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #2845    Valued at $4,500 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-449    UBATHI GLOBAL SAFARIS
9-Day/10-Night Roan Antelope Hunt for One Hunter in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fee
9-day/10-night 1x1 roan antelope hunt for one hunter in South Africa - includes trophy fee 
for best available roan. Method of take is rifle with 200 rounds max; semi-auto weapons are 
restricted. This hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include 
additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $250/day; non-hunters 
are welcome at $200/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done 
by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from 
O.R. Tambo International Airport, luxury thatch roof chalet accommodations with ensuite bath, 
daily laundry services, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
before/after hunt accommodations and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS UBATHI 
GLOBAL SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Ronald Barnard, 011 27 764828287, PO BOX 60, 
Thabazimbi, Limpopo 0380, SOUTH AFRICA, info@globalsafaris.co.za, GlobalSafaris.Co.Za.

BOOTH #2941    Valued at $10,800 

SIL-450    SUN AFRICA SAFARIS
10-Day Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 

in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
10-day 1x1 plains game rifle safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in Eastern Cape, South 

Africa - includes trophy fees for common springbok, mountain reedbuck, blesbok and bushbuck. 
This hunt is available March-October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional 

species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $380/day; non-hunters are 
welcome at $200/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by spot & stalk. This package 

includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Port Elizabeth Airport, luxury 
lodge accommodations, delicious meals, local soft drinks/beer/wine and daily maid/laundry 
service. Not included are dip & pack service and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 

SUN AFRICA SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Pierre Moolman, 011 27 72 831 4151, 5 Hudson 
Street, Pearston, Eastern Cape 5860, SOUTH AFRICA, info@sun-africa.co.za, Sun-Africa.Com.

BOOTH #4553    Valued at $8,400 

SIL-451    DAVE FREEBURN SAFARIS AND AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE
7-Day/7-Night Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fee Credit and VIP Welcome
7-day/7-night 2x1 plains game rifle safari for two hunters in the Limpopo Province of South 
Africa - includes $2,500 trophy fee credit for each hunter. Also included is a VIP welcome 
package for TWO at the Afton Safari Lodge courtesy African Hunting Gazette. Voucher 
includes meet/greet at O.R. Tambo International Airport, airport shuttle, double-occupancy 
accommodation, dinner, breakfast and 1-year subscription to African Hunting Gazette. This 
hunt is available March-November 2025 only and may be upgraded to include additional 
species exceeding the credit at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$400/day; non-hunters are welcome at $220/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 
vehicle. This package includes field prep, transportation to our preferred taxidermist, chalet 
accommodations and all meals during contracted safari dates. Not included are dip & pack 
service, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport to concession at $400/pp, gun 

import permit, gratuities and accommodations before/after the hunt in Johannesburg at approximately $160/pp/night. NOTE: $1,500 deposit will be 
required at booking to secure hunt dates. Hunt cannot be added to an existing safari. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DAVE FREEBURN SAFARIS AND 
AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. DAVE FREEBURN SAFARIS: Dave Freeburn, 011 27 82 357 1050, 59 Bass Cove, The Coves 
Estate, Hartbeespoort, North West 0260, SOUTH AFRICA, safaris@davefreeburn.com, DaveFreeburn.Com. AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE: 
Richard Lendrum, 011 3917625, 17 Aftonwold Way, Kempton Park 1619, SOUTH AFRICA, richard@thefuture.co.za, AftonSafariLodge.Com

BOOTH #1235 DAVE FREEBURN SAFARIS / BOOTH #167 AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE    Valued at $9,900 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-453    VAN WIJK SAFARIS
12-Day Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
Andries and Steffi Van Wijk invite one hunter and one non-hunter for a 12-day (10 hunting 
days) 1x1 plains game safari in the Limpopo Province of South Africa - includes trophy fees 
for 1x zebra and 2x cull impala. Recommended method of take is rifle, muzzleloader, handgun 
or bow; semi-automatics are restricted. This hunt is available March-November 2024 or 2025 
and may be upgraded to include additional species or by adding sightseeing tours at current 
price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $300/day; non-hunters are welcome at $200/day. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
This package includes field prep, delivery of trophies to outfitter's preferred taxidermist, 
transportation during the hunt, thatched roof lodge accommodations with ensuite bath, 

maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, wine with dinner and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport 
to camp at $800, arrival/departure days at $1,200, liquor, tours/trips, taxidermy, accommodations before/after the hunt and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 
deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DSC references include Lisa Stabler Causey and Taylor Collins. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS VAN WIJK SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Andries & Steffi Van Wijk, 011 27 82 852 3092, 011 27 82 921 3136, Unit 5, Farm Avontuur, 
Vaalwater, Limpopo 0530, SOUTH AFRICA, hunt@vanwijksafaris.com, VanWijkSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #455    Valued at $7,900 

SIL-455    EPIC HUNTING SAFARI
7-Day Plains Game Safari for Two to Four Hunters in South Africa - 

Includes Trophy Fee Credit
7-day 2x1 plains game safari for two to four hunters in South Africa - includes $1,500 trophy 

fee credit per hunter for species of their choosing (credit cannot be combined or shared). 
Method of take hunters' choice. This hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded 

to include additional species exceeding the credit at current price list. Additional hunters 
are welcome at $200/day; non-hunters are welcome at $150/day. Transportation during the 

hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to local shipper, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport, 4-star 

lodge accommodations with ensuite bathrooms, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip 
& pack service and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt 
dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS EPIC HUNTING SAFARI SOUTH AFRICA FOR THIS 100% 

DONATION. Kannas Kanemeyer, 011 27 76 093 2589, Farm Colesberg, Waterberg District, Limpopo 0555, SOUTH AFRICA, 
ph@epichuntingsafari.com, EpicHuntingSafari.Com.

BOOTH #1459    Valued at $11,500 

SIL-457    KWALATA SAFARIS
7-Day/8-Night Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in the Limpopo Province 
of South Africa - Includes Trophy Fee Credit
7-day/8-night 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters in the Limpopo Province of South Africa 
- includes $1,500 trophy fee credit for each hunter. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is 
available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species exceeding 
the credit at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $485/day; non-hunters are 
welcome at $250/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot 
& stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper, RT transfers from O.R. 
Tambo International Airport, hunting lodge accommodations, daily laundry service, chef-prepared 
meals, Wi-Fi, daily maid/laundry service and all beverages, including imported/local spirits. Not 
included are dip & pack service and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KWALATA SAFARIS 

FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jaco Strauss, 011 27 79 500 1941, 011 27 82 784 8605, Plaas Driefontein 164, Vaalwater, Limpopo 0530, SOUTH AFRICA, 
office@kwalata.com, Kwalata.Com.

BOOTH #1469    Valued at $10,600 

SIL-458    KUCHE SAFARIS
9-Day Plains Game Safari for Four Hunters in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees

9-day (7 hunting days) 2x1 plains game safari for four hunters in the Limpopo Province of South Africa - 
includes trophy fees for 1x of each of the following for each hunter: blesbok, impala and warthog. Method of 

take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available April-October 2024, 2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include 
additional species at current price list. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at current rates. 

Transportation during the hunt is mostly by air conditioned 4x4 vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & 
stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International 

Airport, ensuite lodge accommodations, beverages (including beer & wine) and all meals. Not included are 
dip & pack service, accommodations before/after the hunt in Johannesburg, if needed and gratuities. This 

donation may not be combined with another hunt in South Africa with a different outfitter. NOTE: $1,000 
deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KUCHE SAFARIS 

FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Koos de Meyer, 011 27 84 702 7964, PO Box 734, Lephalale, Limpopo 0555, SOUTH 
AFRICA, hunt@kuche.co.za, Kuche.Co.Za. 

BOOTH #1381    Valued at $9,000 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-459    ZAMBEZE DELTA SAFARIS
7-Day Plains Game Safari for One Hunter in Mozambique - 
Includes Trophy Fees
Zambeze Delta Safaris invites one hunter for a 7-day 1x1 guided plains game safari in 
Mozambique - includes trophy fees for suni, red duiker, blue duiker and oribi. You will be 
rewarded with the sight of vast wilderness areas, unchanged from their past fame as Africa's 
greatest hunting lands. This hunt is available June-November 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Method of take is rifle or bow. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $750/day plus 17% VAT; non-hunters are welcome at 
$300/day plus 17% VAT. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by spot & stalk. This package 
includes field prep, trophy fees for species listed, East African tented or brick/mortar 
accommodations and all meals. Not included are license fees of listed species, CITES 
permit (required for oribi and duiker), RT air charter from Beria to camp at $1,650/person, 

general hunting license at $500, trophy transport fees, trophy transport admin fee at $440, community fee at $50/pp/night, transportation to taxidermist, 
dipping/packing/shipping, gun permit, before/after hunt expenses and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ZAMBEZE DELTA SAFARIS FOR THIS 
100% DONATION. Glen Haldane, 011 27 083 630 7076, 53 Groenekloof Road, KwaZulu-Natal 3245, SOUTH AFRICA, 
office@zambezedeltasafaris.com; admin@bsgsafaris.com, ZambezeDeltaSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #3412    Valued at $11,400 

SIL-465    RIVER PLATE WINGSHOOTING
4-Day Cast & Blast for One Hunter in Uruguay

4-day 1x1 cast & blast for one hunter in La Zona, Uruguay - includes 3 days of dove 
shooting and 1-day Dorado fishing. This trip is available June-August 2024 or 2025 and 

may be upgraded to include additional guests at $4,600. Transportation is mostly by 
vehicle and boat. This package includes RT transfers from Buenos Aires International 

Airport, transportation during hunting, guides, lodge accommodations, evening 
cocktails and gourmet meals. Not included are shells at $15/box, gun rental at 

$70/pp/day (hunters may bring own), licenses at $180/pp and gratuities. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS RIVER PLATE WINGSHOOTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Nicolas Platero, 011 598 2604 4305, 011 598 9449 6028, Evangelio Bonilla 6553, 
Motevideo 11500, URUGUAY, nico@riverplateoutfitters.com, RiverPlateOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #859    Valued at $4,600 

SIL-466    SCANDINAVIAN PROHUNTERS
7-Day/6-Night Roebuck and Muntjac Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Sweden and England - Includes Trophy Fees
Scandinavian ProHunters invites one hunter and one observer for a 7-day/6-night 1x1 roebuck 
and muntjac rifle hunt in Sweden and England - includes trophy fees for 1x of each best available 
species. This hunt is available May 1-June 10 or August 16-December 1, 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include a variety of species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$5,850; non-hunters are welcome at $1,800. This package includes transportation to shipper, hotel 
accommodations, guide service and ground transfers during the hunt. Not included are field prep, 
dipping/packing/shipping, RT transfers from Stockholm, London to camp at $400-$500, flights 
from Sweden to England at approx. $400, before/after hunt expenses, meals, license at $200, gun 
rental at $50/day, ammo at $14/box, before hunt accommodations in Stockholm at +/-$200/night, 
after hunt accommodations in London at +/-$200/night and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS SCANDINAVIAN PROHUNTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION.  Stefan and Sofia Bengtsson, 011 46 70668 0417, Storgatan 28, Vimmerby 59837, 
SWEDEN, stefan@prohunters.se, ScandinavianProHunters.Com.

BOOTH #3039    Valued at $7,650 

SIL-467    HOLLAND & HOLLAND
2-Day/2-Night Holland & Holland Shooting Grounds and Deerstalking 

Experience For Two Hunters in England - Includes Trophy Fees
2-day/2-night Holland & Holland Shooting Grounds and Deerstalking experience for two in 

England - includes trophy fees. This trip starts with a morning of shooting instruction at the 
world-famous Holland & Holland Shooting Grounds and includes use of the facility's outdoor rifle 

range and indoor rifle cinema. Then sharpen your deer stalking skills on a beautiful Cotswolds 
estate with use of an H&H rifle; exact location and species to be hunted (trophy fee included) 

are subject to time of year and weather. This course is designed to take a novice through all the 
basics of safe rifle handling and covers basic stalking shooting positions, simulated high seat, 

shooting off sticks, prone with a bi-pod or rolled up bag/coat, free-standing and kneeling. This trip 
is good for 2024 or 2025 and includes lunch and one bottle of wine at the Shooting Grounds onsite 
fine dining restaurant and 2-night stay in Cotswolds. This package does not include ground transfers, other meals/accommodations and incidentals. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HOLLAND & HOLLAND FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mike Jones, 212-752-7755, 011 44 759 055 6385, 
9821 Preston Road, Dallas, TX 75205, mike.jones@hollandandholland.com, HollandandHolland.Com.

BOOTH #4737    Valued at $6,500 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-470    GREAT EUROPEAN HUNTS
4-Day Iberian Mouflon Hunt for One Hunter in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
Ignacio Navasques of Great European Hunts invites one hunter for a fantastic 4-day 1x1 guided Iberian 
mouflon rifle hunt in Spain - includes trophy fee for mouflon scoring up to 185 CIC points. This estate 
hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include Beceite, Gredos, SE & Ronda ibex at 
$8,900/each, Pyrenean & Cantabrian chamois at $5,500/each, Barbary sheep at $6,900, amongst other 
species. Additional hunters, as well as observers, are welcome at current rates. This package includes 
field prep, transportation to shipper, reception at Madrid Airport, assistance with gun clearance, 
professional interpreter, all ground transfers, first-class accommodations at Ignacio's XVII century 
fully renovated Spanish hacienda and all meals. Not included are hunting licenses at $250/area, 
hunting insurance at $150, taxidermy at $250/trophy, packing/shipping of trophies, veterinary 
certificate, export permits at $250/trophy, before/after hunt expenses, gratuities and 21% VAT on 
donation total value. Spain is one of the finest hunting destinations in the world where Old World 
hunting traditions mix with the best trophy quality and spectacular hunting areas. The finest wines, 
cuisine, wonderful cultural experiences, great shopping and fantastic sightseeing, make Spain the 

perfect hunting destination to enjoy with non-hunting companions. DSC references include Corey Mason, Barbara & Alan Sackman, J. Alain Smith, 
John & Robin LoMonaco, John Colglazier, Don & Val Senter, Pete Verdé, Merle Sampson, Mclean & Marrs Bowman, Lain Britain and Mike Davis. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GREAT EUROPEAN HUNTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Ignacio Navasques, 011 34 676 988 8892, 
Convention de Valdedios 5th, Madrid 28049, SPAIN, ignacio@greateuropeanhunts.com, GreatSpanisHunts.Com.

BOOTH #3426    Valued at $8,000 

SIL-471    CAZATUR SPAIN & EUROPE
5-Day/4-Night Spanish Red Deer Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 

in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
Cazatur Spain & Europe is pleased to donate a 5-day/4-night 1x1 Spanish red deer rifle hunt for 

one hunter and one non-hunter in Spain - includes trophy fee for best available red deer. This 
large estate hunt is available during the rut in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include 

any Spanish ibex at $8,100/each, Cantabrian or Pyrenean chamois at $4,400/each, roe deer at 
$4,300, mouflon and fallow deer at $4,100/each and Barbary sheep at $6,150. Winner may also 

combine the hunt with a VIP-driven red-legged partridge hunt at the Ventosilla Castle near the 
Imperial city of Toledo. Additional hunters are welcome at $700/day; non-hunters are welcome 

at $430/day. This package includes field prep, professional guide/interpreter, 4-wheel drive 
vehicle during the hunt, airport reception, RT transfers from Madrid Airport, clearance of guns, 

welcome dinner with Eduardo and Paloma Araoz and accommodations at their lodge "The Roman 
Water Damm," where winners will enjoy typical Spanish cuisine with the finest of wines and 

sightseeing/shopping in Toledo. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, 
hunting license at $300/pp, export permits at $200/trophy, accommodations before/after the hunt, gratuities and 21% VAT on total hunt value. NOTE: 

This donation is not compatible with any other Cazatur donation or Spanish outfitter. Prices will be adjusted if the exchange rate goes beyond 1.20/
Euro ($1.40). DSC references include Corey & Amber Knowlton, Larry & Brenda Potterfield, Jesse & Milo Kirk, Terry & Carolyn Mathis, Jerry & 

Glenda Cotner, Melvin "Geezer" Bowling, Greg & Stephanie Oliver, Luc Papillon, Don Schmidt and many more! Eduardo De Araoz, 011 34 91 442 3775, 
011 34 91 442 3855, Fax 011 23 91 442 8643, Jose Abascal, 57, Madrid 28003, SPAIN, eduardoaraoz@cazatur.com, Cazatur.Com.

BOOTH #3520    Valued at $9,750 

SIL-472    IBEXHUNTSPAIN
4-Day Iberian Mouflon Hunt for One Hunter in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
Valeriano Belles - IbexHuntSpain invites one hunter for a 4-day 1x1 Iberian mouflon rifle 
hunt in Spain - includes trophy fee for mouflon scoring up to 114 SCI. Schedule hunt with 
the outfitter for available dates in 2024 only. Hunt is good until trophy is taken or wounded, 
or three reasonable chances have been missed or passed over up to a maximum of 3 days. 
Hunters, non-hunters and days may be added at current price list; additional species may 
be taken with a 20% discount on the trophy fees, see outfitter for details. This package 
includes field prep, RT transfers from Valencia Airport, 1x1 guide service, accommodations 
and all meals. Not included are dipping/packing/shipping, extra points, hunting license and 
insurance at $500/trophy, 21% VAT on total hunt value, before/after hunt expenses and 
gratuities. This hunt cannot be shared or combined with a hunt donated by or purchased from 
another Spanish outfitter in the same period, nor with another donation from IbexHuntSpain.

Valeriano Belles, 011 24 65 664 7575, c/Borja #3 - Atico E, Alcora, Castellon 12110, SPAIN, info@ibexhuntspain.com, IbexHuntSpain.Com.

BOOTH #770    Valued at $7,200 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-474    HEADHUNTER TROPHY CARE
$4,000 CREDIT Towards Taxidermy Cleaning and Inspection Services

Headhunter Trophy Care (HTC) is pleased to donate a $4,000 CREDIT towards cleaning and inspecting 
services for a taxidermy collection. HTC staff will assess each taxidermy mount and perform cleaning 

to ensure no bug infestation is present. Donation includes taxidermy cleaning, inspection for pest 
infestation and minor repairs (touch-up paint, split ears, etc.). Each specimen will be cleaned 

with taxidermy safe cleaning agents and then groomed, brushed and re-sealed with clear acrylic. 
Insurance is provided by Headhunter Trophy Care and travel is included within 150 mile radius of the 

DFW metroplex. Winner will be responsible for travel expenses for a three person team traveling 
outside the DFW metroplex, including airfare or other transportation, lodging and meals, etc. Service 

is limited to US based locations only, excluding Alaska and Hawaii. Good for up to 60 trophy life-size 
mounts. Additional mounts will be charged at $50 per mount (shoulder/life-size). DALLAS SAFARI 

CLUB THANKS HEADHUNTER TROPHY CARE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Wade West, 817-988-2312, 
PO Box 3066, Weatherford, TX 76086, trophycare@rocketmail.com.

BOOTH #2405    Valued at $4,000 

SIL-480    B & B TAXIDERMY
Standard Kudu Shoulder Mount
Taxidermy services for a standard kudu shoulder mount courtesy of B & B Taxidermy. Trophy will be 
tanned and mounted in winner's choice of straight, right or left turn. Upgrade options are available - please 
see donor for details. Expires two years from the 2024 auction date. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS B & B 
TAXIDERMY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Frank Baird, 281-469-2920, 979-220-3790, Fax 281-469-1670, 11030 
Jones Rd W., Houston, TX 77065, frank@bbtaxidermy.com, BBTaxidermy.Com.

BOOTH #680    Valued at $1,940 

SIL-473    LIFE-FORM TAXIDERMY
$5,000 CREDIT Towards Taxidermy Services
$5,000 CREDIT towards taxidermy services courtesy of Life-Form Taxidermy. Donation does 
not include any shipping or importation fees for receiving trophies and/or shipping from our 
studio to the winner. Not exchangeable for cash. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LIFE-FORM 
TAXIDERMY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Yolandi Krause, 011 27 13 751 2527, 011 27 82 440 1199, 
Fax 011 27 13 750 1512, No.7 Aluminium Rd., White River, Mpumalanga Province 1240, 
SOUTH AFRICA, art@lifeform.co.za, LifeFormTaxidermy.Com.

BOOTH #1479    Valued at $5,000 

SIL-481    TRUE-LIFE TAXIDERMY
Taxidermy Floor Pedestal

Have your trophy sable, kudu or zebra mounted by one of the best award winning taxidermist in the world! This donation 
includes taxidermy for sable, kudu or zebra trophy mounting on a floor pedestal with winner's choice of harwood oak, 

walnut or cherry wood and natural habitat. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TRUE-LIFE TAXIDERMY FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Robert Vito, 845-733-1313, 845-857-6262, Fax 845-386-5468, 562 New Vernon Road, Middletown, NY 10940, 

info@truelifetaxidermy.com, TrueLifeTaxidermy.Com.

BOOTH #2527    Valued at $3,950  
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continued Expo Silent Auction

Notes
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SIL-500    SWIFT BULLET COMPANY
$350 CREDIT Towards Swift Bullet Products
$350 CREDIT towards any Swift Bullet products. At Swift, we strive to make hunting bullets 
that perform two very important functions - first, to shoot straight and second, to provide great 
terminal performance. Remember, your bullet may be the least expensive part of your hunt, 
but hunters all around the world know it is the most important and that's why many of them 
purchase Swift bullets. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SWIFT BULLET COMPANY FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. William D. Hober, 785-754-3959, Fax 785-754-2359, 201 Main Street, Quinter, 
KS 67752, contact@swiftbullets.com, SwiftBullets.Com.

BOOTH #4701    Valued at $350 

SIL-501    HORNADY MFG
Hornady RAPiD® Safe Ready Vault™ with Wi-Fi

Hornady Security® RAPiD® Safes offer the quickest, most dependable access to your firearm while 
providing unmatched security from unauthorized users using patented RFID technology. The SQUARE-

LOK™ organizing system allows gun racks (included) and other SQUARE-LOK™ accessories to be 
mounted in numerous configurations to maximize storage. Hornady Security LED lights, magnetic 

hooks, hygrometer and dehumidifiers are all compatible (sold separately). Interior dimensions: 
51.8"Hx19"Wx12.7"D. Exterior dimensions: 52.2"Hx20"Wx15.1"D. Safe is on display at donor's booth and 

includes complimentary shipping to the lower 48 states. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HORNADY MFG 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Monty DeBoer, 308-382-1390, 308-730-1001, Fax 308-382-5761, 

3625 West Old Potash HWY, Grand Island, NE 68803, mdeboer@hornady.com, Hornady.Com.

BOOTH #4413    Valued at $1,027 

SIL-502    KENETREK BOOTS
Kenetrek Bridger Low Hikers
When you start out on the Bridger Ridge Run, one of the most brutal, technical trail races 
anywhere, the first 2.25 of 20 miles climbs 1,800 feet to the summit of Sacagawea Peak… and then 
the real fun begins. Depending on your speed and luck, you've got from 4 to 8 hours to finish alive 
through it. And with an elevation gain of 6,800 feet and 9,500 foot loss, you don't want to have to 
think about your feet. Enter the Kenetrek Bridger Low Hikers, weighing in at just over 2 pounds of 
bedrock-like support and "bring it on," durability that keeps breathing for you all day long. Whether 
you're pushing your limits on the trail or knocking around town, these will be your warm weather 
go-to boots that will stretch into fall with good socks. Locally designed and tested in our Bozeman, 
Montana backyard. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KENETREK BOOTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Jim Winjum, 406-585-3040, Fax 406-585-5548, 96 Northstar Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, 
jim.w@kenetrek.com, Kenetrek.Com.

BOOTH #2104    Valued at $250 

SIL-503    LOMA VISTA OF TEXAS
Men's Big Bend Biker Jacket in American Bison

Men's Big Bend biker jacket in American bison was designed in Texas, is custom tanned and North American 
made and comes with a Lifetime Guarantee. Jacket features 9" interior accessory pockets on each side that 
can be utilized as conceal carry compartments, if desired, one interior breast pocket large enough for a cell 

phone or wallet, one exterior zipper right breast pocket and two exterior zipper left breast pockets. Size 
large in espresso but exchangeable at donor booth. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LOMA VISTA OF TEXAS 

FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stanley Glasscock, 830-307-0700, 1406 E. Main St., Ste. 200-186, 
Fredricksburg, TX 78624, lomavistatexas@gmail.com, Loma-Vista.Com.

BOOTH #1357    Valued at $640 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-504    NHORO SAFARIS
"Footsteps of an Ivory Hunter" - First Edition Book Signed by Ian Nyschens
"Footsteps of an Ivory Hunter" - Signed first edition book by Ian Nyschens, 1/250. Follow in the footsteps of many 
ivory hunters (Selous, Pretorius, Hamran, Arabs) as they all deal with dangerous game. Much content on buffalo, 
lion and even crocodile. Published only in a small edition in Zimbabwe and very hard to obtain since it sold out 
almost upon publication. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS NHORO SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Gordan Stark, 011 27 12 347 6028, 011 27 84 626 1521, PO Box 41072, Moreleta Park, Pretoria, Gauteng 0044, 
SOUTH AFRICA, nhorosafaris@aol.com, NhoroSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #4353    Valued at $1,850 

SIL-505    HUNTERS NETWORKS, LLC
GUNSTIX Shooting Sticks

GUNSTIX shooting sticks unique design supports the fore-end, as well as the stock of the rifle, thus 
providing a very steady shooting platform and benchrest-like accuracy in the field. Weighing just 2.4 lbs. 

and collapsing down to just over 30 inches, makes them easy to practice with and very portable to take 
on your next hunt. GUNSTIX can be adjusted to be used from just about any shooting position! Standing, 

kneeling or sitting, taking shots on level ground, uphill or downhill, are all within the capability of these 
sticks. Proven and tested in Africa and Europe at distances up to 300 yards! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS HUNTERS NETWORKS, LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Arjun Reddy, 
845-259-3628, 914-310-4902, 30 Ivy Hill Road, Brewster, NY 10509, 

arjun@huntersnetworks.com, HuntersNetworks.Com.

BOOTH #950    Valued at $300 

SIL-506    SKULLS UNLIMITED
$175 Certificate Towards Museum Quality Skull Cleaning
This certificate entitles the bearer to $175 off a professional skull cleaning by Skulls Unlimited. 
Contact Jaron Villemarette via e-mail to redeem at jaron@skullsunlimited.com. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS SKULL UNLIMITED FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Tom Searls, 405-204-8614, 
10313 S. Sunnylane Rd., Oklahoma City, OK 73169, tom@skullsunlimited.com.

BOOTH #527    Valued at $175 

SIL-507    RICK YOUNG OUTDOORS
Two Sets of RYO Ultra-Light Bino-Harnesses with Bino Connection Straps

Two sets of RYO Ultra-Light Bino-Harnesses with bino connection straps. The RYO harnesses can be worn five 
different ways, weighs just one ounce and fits up to 48" chest with a jacket on, making them the most versatile and 

comfortable harness on the market today. Harness features a single-point adjustment, extremely durable shock 
cord for years of comfort and quick disconnects designed to withstand cold weather. The harness hugs your torso 

with 100% compression transferring the weight equally throughout the cord, making the weight load virtually 
undetectable. Product reviews by NRA and Sports Afield publications rate this harness as a "must have" hunting 

accessory. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RICK YOUNG OUTDOORS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Rick Young, 
503-702-5960, 11101 SE 362nd, Boring, OR 97009, rick@rickyoungoutdoors.com, RickYoungOutdoors.Com.

BOOTH #1177    Valued at $100 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-508    SNIPER HOG LIGHTS
66LRX Gun Hunters Package
The 66LRX light will shine further than any other LED hunting light on the market (other than 
our Coyote Cannon light) with over 800 yards in all colors! This package comes with red, green, 
white and IR 850nm colors, Predator Pro mount that is windage and elevation adjustable and 
will mount the light to scopes and rails, two 18650 rechargeable batteries and a charger. Colors 
simply change in and out of the light without any tools. Comes with both a normal on/off push 
button tail cap, a tail cap with remote wired 2 mode Hi/Lo switch and hard case for easy travel. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SNIPER HOG LIGHTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Robert Pecht, 916-276-1385, 112 Madera Dr., Victoria, TX 77905, 
contact@sniperhawglights.com, SniperHogLights.Com.

BOOTH #4442    Valued at $285 

SIL-509    1 SHOT GEAR
Sitka Gear Big Game Blizzard Jacket/Bib and Sitka Gear Drifter Duffle

Sitka Outerwear is regarded as some of the best hunting outerwear in the business. 1 
Shot Gear not only sells Sitka outerwear but we actually take it in the field and test it so 
we know for sure how it will perform because we only want the best for our customers. 

This package includes: 1) Sitka Gear Big Game Blizzard AeroLite Parka built for late 
season hunts that have you sitting on exposed glassing points or riding into howling 

wind and snow, this is our warmest GORE-TEX big game gear; 2) Sitka Gear Big Game 
Blizzard Bib Pant is built for late season hunts in frigid climates. Synthetic PrimaLoft® 

Gold Insulation with Cross Core™ technology replicates the characteristics of down 
insulation, but with warm-when-wet performance. Blizzard AeroLite Bib Pant maximizes 

warmth while minimizing bulk for increased mobility and less restriction; and 3) Sitka 
Gear Drifter Duffel 50L, the perfect size to accompany you on the plane with your optics, 

electronics and a change of clothes. The highly water-resistant 150D TPU coated 
rip-stop fabric and water-proof 450D welded TPU coated rip-stop floor keep your gear 

dry when transiting in a boat, on horseback or flying home with memories. Winner's 
choice of sizes M-3XL. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 1 SHOT GEAR FOR THIS 100% 

DONATION. Alex Bourlakov, 303-284-3828, 16190 S. Golden Rd, #A, Golden, CO 80401, 
alex@1shotgear.com, 1ShotGear.Com.

BOOTH #4626    Valued at $1,700 

SIL-510    SCHNEE'S
Schnee's Men's Hunter II and Kestrel Boot
Schnee's men's Hunter II 13" and Kestrel Boot. The Hunter II are the original mountain pac 
boot and where it all began over 30 years ago in Bozeman, Montana. The Hunter II is legendary 
in the hunting community for good reason. This boot has been rigorously tested season 
after season by generations of serious outdoorsmen and was designed and built to Schnee's 
exacting standards for unsurpassed strength, durability and comfort. Uppers are constructed 
from hand-selected 6 oz oil-tanned leathers. Inside is handmade 400 gr insulation liners that 
are removable. Underneath is Schnee's exclusive Goodyear Advantage out-sole featuring 
high-traction air bobs. The Kestrel boot is our 0-Flex boot, designed and thoroughly tested until 
excellence was achieved. Built to equally handle harsh mountain terrain or eat up miles on trail. 
The Kestrel is engineered for early season hunts, in warm weather environments. The upper is 
constructed from mountain proven, top-grain, rough-out leather, and high performance stretch 
Schoeller™ fabric. The bottom features our ultra-long lasting, high traction Vibram™ Circuma™ 
outsole. All of this meets in the middle with our new pLite™ midsole. A 100% polyurethane 
midsole that is extremely durable, light, and provides phenomenal support and shock absorption 
in any mountain setting. Both available in men's size 7-14. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
SCHNEE'S FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stacy Farmer, 406-579-6890, 
6597 Falcon Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, stacy@schnees.com, Schnees.Com.

BOOTH #284    Valued at $768 

SIL-517    TRIJICON
Trijicon Huron® 3-9x40 Riflescope

There are too many 3-9x40 hunting riflescopes on the market to count, but few can take a beating 
and keep its zero like the Trijicon Huron® 3-9x40 riflescope. It’s designed with Trijicon’s fully 
multi-coated broadband anti-reflective glass, which gives you edge-to-edge clarity and true 

detail without distortion. The lightest weight of all our Huron models, the 3-9x40 offers durability 
and classic, proven reticle options for accurate shot placement. Go hunt with confidence. DALLAS 

SAFARI CLUB THANKS TRIJICON FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Cassandra Varner, 248-960-7725, 
248-705-5260, 49385 Shafer Ave., Wixom, MT 48393, cvarner@trijicon.com, Trijicon.Com.

BOOTH #4401    Valued at $700 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-518    CLINT ORMS ENGRAVERS & SILVERSMITHS
Clint Orms Trinity-2003 Trophy Buckle and Black Elephant Belt
Clint Orms Trinity-2003 sterling scalloped trophy buckle with 18k yellow gold elephant, filligreed 
and engraved in the center. This buckle is ready to wear on the included black elephant belt. 
Buckle measures 3.08"x1.01". Made & engraved by hand in Texas by Clint Orms Engravers & 
Silversmiths. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CLINT ORMS ENGRAVERS & SILVERSMITHS FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Erin Slade, 830-367-7949, 512-786-6204, 229 Old Ingram Loop, Suite B, Ingram, 
TX 78025, erin@clintorms.com, ClintOrms.Com.

BOOTH #3137    Valued at $4,130 

SIL-519    BULLET BLOOM
Men's .380 and .45 Caliber Expanded Bullet Cluster Bolo Tie in Sterling Silver

Play it close to your chest with this .380 and .45 caliber expanded bullet cluster men's bolo 
tie in sterling silver. Bullet Bloom offers wearable statement pieces for men and women hand-

cast from expanded hollow point bullets and fired under water bursting into a magical bloom. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BULLET BLOOM FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Bridget Brown, 

310-780-8140, 1562 Arbor Park Dr., Winter Park, FL 32789, 
bridget@bulletbloom.com, BulletBloom.Com.

BOOTH #658    Valued at $400 

SIL-520    AFRICAN ELEPHANT HAIR BRACELET - SAFARI JEWELRY
SPARKLE Necklace
Crafted with utmost precision, this necklace features strands of 16-gauge round E9 diamond 
cut sterling silver wire. The intricate knots are adorned with contrasting 14k gold fill, adding a 
touch of elegance to the overall design. What sets this necklace apart from our other products 
is its uniquely round wire that's diamond cut to capture and reflect light from all angles. When 
you wear it, the necklace sparkles like a thousand diamonds, and when sunlight hits it, it creates 
an enchanting aura that's hard to ignore. Each piece of African Elephant Hair Bracelet - Safari 
Jewelry piece is handmade and hand signed - look for the maker's mark to ensure original quality. 
David Anderson, 805-685-5955, 805-452-5792, Fax 805-845-9034, PO Box 61605, Santa Barbara, 
CA 93160, d.sb@verizon.net, SafariJewelry.Com.

BOOTH #3101    Valued at $2,000 

SIL-521    AFRICAN ELEPHANT HAIR BRACELET - SAFARI JEWELRY
Two-Tone Sterling Silver Necklace with Elephant Pendant

The body of our two-tone necklace is made up of multiple strands of 16 gauge sterling silver 
wire. The knots are made of contrasting 14k gold fill and are designed to slide making the 

necklace adjustable. It comes with our most popular pendant. This gold elephant head has 
a solid .925 sterling silver base metal with a 14k gold vermeil overlay. Gold vermeil is much 

higher quality than traditional gold plated jewelry and makes a wonderful alternative to solid 
14k gold. Each piece of African Elephant Hair Bracelet - Safari Jewelry piece is handmade 

and hand signed - look for the maker's mark to ensure original quality. David Anderson, 
805-685-5955, 805-452-5792, Fax 805-845-9034 PO Box 6160, Santa Barbara, CA 93160, 

d.sb@verizon.net, SafariJewelry.Com.

BOOTH #3101    Valued at $575 

SIL-522    AFRICAN ELEPHANT HAIR BRACELET - SAFARI JEWELRY
Lightweight 3-Strand Bracelet
This bracelet is made entirely of lightweight 16 gauge 14k gold fill. Measuring about 3/8ths of an inch in width, 
this bracelet is versatile and can be worn alone or stacked with other jewelry. Each bracelet is handcrafted 
with care in the USA and signed by our skilled artisan, ensuring a unique and high-quality product every time. 
David Anderson, 805-685-5955, 805-452-5792, Fax 805-845-9034, PO Box 61605, Santa Barbara, CA 93160, 
d.sb@verizon.net, SafariJewelry.Com.

BOOTH #3101    Valued at $875 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-523    TRIJICON
Trijicon Credo® 1-4x24 Low Power Variable Riflescope 
Whether you’re hitting steel in a 3-gun match or punching paper on range day, the Credo® 
1-4x24 low power variable riflescope gives you versatile, accurate precision you can trust. 
Scope features true 1x magnification and an extra-wide field of view with an illuminated BDC 
Segmented Circle reticle ideal for CQB applications. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TRIJICON 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Cassandra Varner, 248-960-7725, 248-705-5260, 49385 Shafer Ave., 
Wixom, MT 48393, cvarner@trijicon.com, Trijicon.Com.

BOOTH #4401    Valued at $1,030 

SIL-524    SILENCER CENTRAL
Silencer Central Multi-Caliber Banish 30 Rifle Silencer and 

Multi-Caliber Banish 45 Pistol Silencer 
Silencer Central multi-caliber Banish 30 rifle and Banish 45 HD pistol silencers are 

constructed from strong titanium for unmatched durability at an extremely light 
weight. The Banish 30 rifle silencer is the most versatile suppressor in the Banish line 

and works with rifles from .22 to 30 caliber magnums. The Banish 30 was designed 
for unmatched sound suppression with tests showing it to reduce a .308 rifle by a 

whopping 34+ decibels! The Banish 30 comes as a 9-inch suppressor holding eight 
Stifle™ baffles, yet for tighter shooting platforms or blinds, can easily break down 

and be assembled into a 7-inch configuration. The Banish 45 HD pistol silencer was 
specifically designed to fit handguns calibers from .45 ACP to rimfire. Testing shows 

the Banish 45 able to suppress a 9mm pistol by an amazing 36 decibels, far more sound 
reduction than the competition. The Banish 45 is the lightest in its class at a mere 11 ounces. Ideal for 3-gun or target shooting, the Banish 45 will help 
protect the hearing of the shooter and others in a shooting competition and reduce recoil for quicker second shot target acquisition. Package includes 

silencer covers, NFA gun trust documentation and NFA tax stamps. Fingerprints, passport photo and paperwork will all be managed during the 2024 
Convention. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SILENCER CENTRAL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kelsey Hanson, 888-781-8778 Ext. 80, 605-370-4517, 

7511 S Louise Ave., Ste 101, Sioux Falls, SD 57108, kelsey.hanson@silencercentral.com, SilencerCentral.Com.

BOOTH #4601    Valued at $3,510 

SIL-526    KENZIE'S OPTICS
Leupold Mark 5HD 5-25X56 Riflescope 
Leupold's Mark 5HD riflescope with 5-25x56 magnification delivers superior edge-to-edge 
clarity and extreme low-light performance, while the versatility of its multiple reticle 

options will give you an advantage at the range or in the field. With three revolutions of elevation adjustment, the Mark 5HD scope was built to max 
out the performance of the latest long-range rifles and ammo. It's up to 20 ounces lighter than other riflescopes in its class, giving you an advantage 
in the field or at the range. The versatile 5-25x magnification lets you dominate mid-range shots, while also giving you the flexibility to reach out 
to long distances. Key features: M5C3 Illuminated FFP PR1-MIL, motion sensor technology and seven illumination settings. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS KENZIE'S OPTICS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Keith Smith, 678-574-4664, Fax 678-574-4668, 30 Kelli Clark Ct. SE, Cartersville, GA 30121, 
keith@kenziesoptics.com, KenziesOptics.Com.

BOOTH #4221    Valued at $2,770 

SIL-527    DIAMONDBLADE KNIVES / KNIVES OF ALASKA
Heritage Fixed Blade Knife with Stag Antler Handle

Let this Bob Loveless tribute knife speak to your own refined style with its balance, function and 
beauty. This drop-point hunting knife makes field dressing game an almost effortless task. Knife 

features steel Friction Forged® D2 high carbon tool steel; blade length 3.25"; knife length  8.0"; 
knife weight 4.5 oz; blade Rc hardness 65-68. Knife comes with a vegetable tanned oiled split 
grained cowhide sheath and is kydex lined. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DIAMONDBLADE 

KNIVES / KNIVES OF ALASKA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Charles Allen, 903-786-7366, 
Fax 903-786-7371, 3100 Airport Dr., Denison, TX 75020, c@knivesofalaska.com, 

DiamondBladeKnives.Com, KnivesOfAlaska.Com.

BOOTH #1280    Valued at $500 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-528    CONNECTICUT SHOTGUN / STANDARD MANUFACTURING
DP-12 Double Barrel Pump 12 GA Shotgun
Standard Manufacturing Company has raised the bar with the DP-12, a true one-
of-a-kind 12 ga shotgun that was manufactured in a state-of-the-art facility. This  
premium defense, double barreled pump 12 ga shotgun quickly fires 16 rounds and 
was designed for discerning shooters who demand extreme firepower and consistent 
reliability. The spreader choke tubes are designed to shoot a devastating pattern at 

25 yards. The choke tubes have Tru-Choke thread patterns (some images may show door breachers which are sold separately). The DP-12 provides 
accessory rails and slots that allow you to customize it with your own accessories. Ergonomically designed to balance the weight of a loaded gun for 
quick and efficient handling with minimal recoil. Shotgun includes two Picatinny rails for accessories, seven slot rail on the bottom by the foregrip, 
13.75" 34 slot rail on top, choke tube wrench, heavy-duty lock and instruction booklet with warranty card. Overall length: 29.5" and weight (unloaded) 
9 lbs. 12 oz. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CONNECTICUT SHOTGUN / STANDARD MANUFACTURING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Alex Walters, 
860-225-6581, 100 Burritt Street, New Britain, CT 06053, general@stdgun.com, StdGun.Com.

BOOTH #4746    Valued at $1,495  

SIL-530    BERGARA USA
Bergara B-14 Squared Crest Rifle in 6.5 PRC
Bergara B-14 Squared Crest rifle in 6.5 PRC. The new B-14 
Squared concept is anchored by a monocoque stock. Created 
100% in carbon fiber, this stock has an internal spine that provides 

greater rigidity and strength, making it nearly indestructible. Finished in Sniper Grey Cerakote with a 24" barrel and model number B14SM79. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BERGARA USA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Forrest Wilson, 770-401-3225, 1270 Progress Center Ave., Suite 100, 
Lawrenceville, GA 30043, forrest@bpiguns.com, Bergara.Online/Us/.

BOOTH #4428    Valued at $2,000 

SIL-531    SABLE CUSTOM KNIVES
Handmade Damascus Steel Fixed Blade Knife with Leather Sheath

Beautifully handcrafted Damascus steel fixed blade knife with leather sheath (side draw 
or upright). Measures 9.5". DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SABLE CUSTOM KNIVES FOR 

THIS 100% DONATION. Faisal Malik, 832-858-3008, 17623 Rose Summit Ln., 
Richmond, TX 77407, malik969@gmail.com, SableUSA.Com.

BOOTH #1451    Valued at $250 

SIL-529    EUROOPTIC LTD
B&T SPC9 9mm Black Pistol with Telescopic Brace Adapter 

B&T breaks new ground with the SPC9! This hybrid AR-platform incorporates 
a variety of different features found on many weapons from around the world, 

earning nicknames such as the "Frankengun". Other features of the SPC9 include 
two different charging handle systems: a classic AR-type charging handle and a 

non-reciprocating, foldable charging handle mounted above the barrel. Both of 
these systems are fully ambidextrous and allow the operator to use whichever 

system they prefer. In addition, the SPC9 is outfitted with a Telescopic brace 
adapter, as well as a tri-lug adapter for the use of a suppressor. Gun features 
B&T hydraulic buffer system reduces recoil and enhances accuracy, B&T APC9-style lower receiver with polymer grips, ambidextrous AR-style 

safety, ambidextrous magazine release, two ambidextrous charging handle systems with AR-type charging handle and a non-reciprocating, foldable 
charging handle mounted above the barrel, telescopic brace adapter and tri-lug adapter. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS EUROOPTIC LTD FOR THIS 

100% DONATION. Jonah Gregory, 570-368-3920, 635 N. Loyalsock Ave., Montoursville, PA 17754, jonah@eurooptic.com, EuroOptic.Com.

BOOTH #3200    Valued at $2,520 

(Sample of work)
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-532    SILENCER SHOP
Alaskan360 Silencer, Tax Stamp and Single Shot Trust
Plan your next expedition with the magnum-rated Alaskan360. Silencer features a .36 cal bore which affords you the 
ability to shoot across a wide range calibers, including 8.6B LK, .338 LAPUA and .300 RUM. The rugged silencer is an 
effective 5.56 suppressor, 9mm suppressor and an excellent suppressor for a 308. Weighing a mere 11.8 oz. and just 
7.5” (including its mount), the Alaskan360 goes beyond a 308 suppressor and tames the highest pressure rounds, and 
is full auto-rated. Made of 17-4 stainless steel and grade 5 titanium, you can confidently shoot suppressed knowing 
your Rugged Alaskan360 will excel in the most challenging of situations. Built to last a lifetime. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS SILENCER SHOP FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Elliot Aquila, 512-931-4556, 707-328-1409, 13729 Research Blvd., 
Suite 630, Austin, TX 78750, elliot@silencershop.com, SilencerShop.Com.

BOOTH #4237    Valued at $1,100 

SIL-534    WILDMAN LAKE LODGE
8-Day/7-Night Fishing Adventure for One Angler in Alaska

8-day/7-night 2x1 fishing adventure for one angler on the remote Alaska Peninsula for king/sockeye/
silver salmon, Arctic char and rainbow trout. This trip is available June-September 2024 or 2025 and may 
be upgraded to include additional anglers at $10,400. This package includes cabin accommodations with 

private bathrooms, chef-prepared meals (hearty breakfasts, fantastic shore lunches and exceptional 
dinners), beverages, full bar, including beer/wine, daily guided fishing excursions by jet-boat, bush 

plane or helicopter, 3x fly-out trips and fish prep/vacuum pack/freeze up to 25 lbs. for each angler. Not 
included are RT air transfers from Anchorage to lodge at approx. $1,900/pp (arranged by outfitter), 
fishing licenses at $100/angler, gratuities and accommodations before/after the trip in Anchorage. 

NOTE: Single occupancy will be based on availability. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WILDMAN LAKE LODGE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Ethan Hale, 
928-245-6375, 2024 Stonegate Circle, Anchorage, AK 99515, ethan@wildmanlodge.com, WildmanLodge.Com.

BOOTH #3530    Valued at $10,400 
SIL-535    SILVER KING LODGE
3-Day/3-Night Tarpon Fishing Adventure for One Angler in the Barra del Colorado 
Wildlife Preserve of Costa Rica
3-day/3-night 1x1 tarpon fishing adventure for one angler at the Silver King Lodge in the renown Barra del 
Colorado Wildlife Preserve of Costa Rica - the second largest rainforest preserve in Central America. With 
its many rivers, creeks and lagoons, this preserve is one of the best sport fishing destinations available and 
home to some of the largest tarpon in the world. Here, fish average 90-120 lbs. and sometimes even exceed 
7 ft and 300 lbs.! This trip is available year-round through 1/11/25 and may be upgraded by adding anglers, 
observers and extra days at current price list. This package includes lodge accommodations, use of top-
notch fishing tackle, jigs and lures, 23' double-hulled fiberglass fishing boat with guides, radio & fish finder, 
Wi-Fi, outdoor pool, hot tub, sauna, jacuzzi, open bar with inclusive local liquors, local beer and wines, 
locally-sourced Costa Rican cuisine and daily laundry service. Not included are RT air charter from San Jose 
to camp at $400 (as of press time), accommodations before the trip in San Jose at $300/night, international 
flights to Costa Rica, fishing license at $25 and gratuities. Silver King Lodge has been selected as the 
world's top tarpon fishing lodge and Costa Rica's finest fishing lodge year after year, by both our guests 

and numerous respected guidebooks. Our unique fishery is an angler's dream come true. We are minutes away from an amazing resident and non-
migratory large tarpon population with year-round opportunity to experience amazing fishing. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SILVER KING LODGE 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION.  Bob Arsenault, 978-595-6619, 224 West Mill Pond, Danvers, MA 01923, bob@silverkinglodge.com, SilverKingLodge.Com.

BOOTH #1135    Valued at $4,000 
SIL-536    TERRA INCOGNITA, INC.

2-Day/2-Night Guided Fishing Adventure for Four in Chicago
2-day/2-night 4x1 fishing adventure for four in Chicago, IL on the shores of famous Lake Michigan 
for salmon (king & Coho salmon) and trout (brown, lake, & rainbow). This package includes bed & 

breakfasts lodging with quick petite breakfast, lunch/snacks on the boat, chef-prepared catch-
of-the-day dinners with appetizers, 2 days of fishing (5-6 hours dock to dock, weather/waves 

permitting) or limit catch each day, use of fishing/audio equipment (new Shimano rods & reels, lures/
bait, Cannon downriggers, full suite of Garmin electronics, live view sonar, radar, fusion Bluetooth 

stereo/speakers), fish prep/pack (guest to provide cooler), airport pickup/return from Midway or O' 
Hare International Airports and car/shoreline boat tours of Chicago's landmarks, historical heritage 
buildings (Frank Lloyd Wright home), Magnificent Mile, Navy Pier, Cubs Stadium, Bahai Temple and 

Soldier Field, to name a few. This trip is available July-September 2024 and may be upgraded to 
include extra fishing days, other fishing locations, # hours fished or by adding Chicago-based special events such as the air show or other festivals, 
all at current price list. Method of fishing is running offshore and trolling multiple rods using a combination of downriggers, divers, copper and lead 
core and high lines with spoons, flies and flashers. Occasionally trolling cut bait is used in conjunction with flashers, as it can produce best results 

on large king salmon & other large fish. Boat is a 3000 open model Tiara with 12.5-foot beam, powered by twin 385 Merc Cruisers. This trip will 
target a virtually unknown world class lake trout, Coho salmon and anadromous rainbow trout fishery with chances at the mighty king salmon and 

brown trout. The Seeforellen brown trout and Skamania steelhead (rainbow trout) are species that have the potential to live longest (along with 
lake trout), growing fast, allowing them to reach above average sizes. Not included are fishing licenses/stamp at $25/pp non-resident, gratuities for 

supporting staff, alcoholic drinks, (alcohol within reason) and trips to the Field Museum, Museum of Natural History, Chicago history Museum, the 
Aquarium and other sites. NOTE: $300 deposit (applied to gratuity) will be required at booking to save dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TERRA 

INCOGNITA, INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jason Baldwin, 312-316-7484, 1052 W Albion Ave, Chicago, IL 60626, jasbebelle@comcast.net.

BOOTH #4666    Valued at $6,570 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-537    GLACIER BAY EAGLES NEST LODGE
6-Day/5-Night Fishing Trip for One Angler on Alaska's Inside Passage
6-day/5-night fishing trip for one angler on Alaska's Inside Passage for halibut, salmon and 
rockfish aboard a 28' boat with enclosed/heated cabin & head. This trip is available from the first 
week of June to the end of September in 2024 only based on availability and may be upgraded 
to include additional anglers at $5,000, based on double occupancy (booking a group of four-
six anglers ensures you a private fishing trip!). This package includes 5x guided fishing days at 
approx. 7-9 hours per day, bait, tackle, rods, reels, RT transfers from Gustavus Airport to lodge, 
luxury ensuite accommodations, top-quality meals, fishing license/stamp/tag, fish processing 
and vacuum packing/freezing/boxing. Not included are liquor (there is a liquor store in town open 
Monday-Saturday about a 1/2-beer walk from the lodge), gratuities, airfare to/from Gustavus and 
accommodations before/after the trip in Juneau at approximately $200/night. Come experience 

Alaska's Inside Passage and find out for yourself why Alaska Creel Report determined this region the #1 fishing destination for the finest halibut in 
the state! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GLACIER BAY EAGLES NEST LODGE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kent Huff, 801-226-8786, 
Fax 801-807-0755, 1457 East 840 North, Orem, UT 84097, kenthuff1@hotmail.com, GlacierBayFishing.Com.

BOOTH #3550    Valued at $5,000 

SIL-540    LINEHAN OUTFITTING CO.
5-Day/6-Night Spring Black Bear Hunt for One Hunter in Montana - 

Includes Best Available Bear
5-day/6-night 1x1 spring black bear hunt for one hunter in Yaak, Montana - includes best available 

bear. Method of take is rifle with a minimum .270 caliber. This hunt is available May 1-20, 2024 or 2025. 
Additional hunters are welcome at current rates; non-hunters are welcome at $100/day. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 

transfers during hunting, 1x1 guiding, transportation to taxidermist, cozy log cabin accommodations, 
Wi-Fi, daily field lunches and non-alcoholic beverages. Not included are dip & pack service, hunting 

license at approx. $350, car rental from arriving airport in Spokane, WA, other meals (cabins are 
equipped with full kitchens and gas grills - make sure to stock up on provisions enroute to your cabin in 

Yaak, MT), liquor, gratuities and Montana accommodation tax. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LINEHAN OUTFITTING CO. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Tim & Joanne Linehan, 406-295-4872, 406-293-0770, 35309 Yaak River Rd., Troy, MT 59935, linehan@fishmontana.com, FishMontana.Com.

BOOTH #3415    Valued at $5,500 

SIL-541    WADE LEMON HUNTING
3-Day Pronghorn Antelope Hunt for One Hunter in Utah - Includes Trophy Fee
3-day 1x1 pronghorn antelope rifle hunt for one hunter in Utah - includes trophy fee for best 
available antelope. This hunt is available September 2024 or 2025 (or year tag is acquired) 
and may be upgraded to include additional hunters at $3,500 and non-hunters at $500/day. 
Transportation during this hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field prep and 1x1 guiding. Not included are state drawn tag at $337 with 
a March application deadline (landowner tag or tax deductible conservation tag may be 
purchased), rental car from Salt Lake City Airport, nearby motel accommodations at approx. 
$150/night and meals. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WADE LEMON HUNTING FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Madean Lemon, 435-795-2299, 435-864-7267, PO Box 360222, Holden, UT 84636, 
madean@wlhunting.com, WadeLemonHunting.Com.AR.

BOOTH #3144    Valued at $3,500 

SIL-542    THE ORIGINAL KANSAS TROPHY WHITETAILS
2-Day/2-Night Whitetail Deer Hunt for One Hunter in Kansas - 

Includes Trophy Fee
2-day/2-night 1x1 whitetail deer hunt for one hunter in Kansas - includes whitetail scoring up to 

159" This estate hunt is available September-December 2024 only and may be upgraded to include 
elk or larger whitetail at current price list. Method of take is rifle, bow or muzzleloader. Additional 

hunters are welcome at $5,000; non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Hunting is done in 
tower stands over feeders and food plots. This package includes field prep, lodge accommodations 

and gourmet meals with a world-class selection of award-winning wine (visit Stan's wine cellar 
with over 5,000 bottles of limited edition wine from all over the world!). Not included are dip & 
pack service, transportation to shipper and gratuities. No license is required on this privately 

owned property. Hunter is responsible for transportation to/from the hunting lodge. DSC 
references include Brad & Ansley Nevil, Tracy Noll, Jim Lines, Lynn Gravely and Larry Weishuhn. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE ORIGINAL KANSAS TROPHY WHITETAILS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stan Christiansen, 620-793-6878, 
314-651-7911, 640 NE 190, Hudson, KS 67545, stanc942@gmail.com, Kansas-Trophy-Whitetails.Com.

BOOTH #1715    Valued at $5,000 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-543    PRESERVE SPORTING CLUB & RESIDENCES
1-Day/1-Night Continental Pheasant Hunt for Two Hunters in Rhode Island
1-day/1-night Continental pheasant hunt for two hunters at The Preserve Sporting Club in Rhode 
Island. Shooters of high birds know August 12th is the start of the British driven shooting season 
and the time of year when family and friends gather to celebrate a tradition of pheasant hunting 
that has endured the test of time. The Preserve Sporting Club welcomes the lucky winners to 
enjoy one of a series of Continental hunts that are reminiscent of the Edwardian period and the 
Golden Era of shooting. Break out your Plus 2's, flashings, and Wellingtons as multiple shooting 
dates are offered in several different styles. Begin your morning with a hearty breakfast at the 
Clubhouse featuring an omelet station, eggs served any way, applewood smoked bacon, waffles, 
coffee, tea and juice. Your shoot orientation begins mid-morning, followed by the hunt of the day. 
The evening concludes with an exquisite dinner of filet and lobster, mini bison meatballs, roasted 
pheasant with endive and a Scotch and cigar pairing. This package also includes expert guides 

hunting over trained dogs, ammo, use of shotguns (or bring your own!), double occupancy accommodations at The Hilltop Lodge with stunning views 
of the 3,500 acre property and winners' choice of one of the following daily activites: sporting clays with instruction, signature massage in OH! 
Spa, fly fishing with instruction, or zip lining and rock climbing experience (weather dependent). This hunt is available on open dates in 2024 only 
and may be upgraded to include extra guests, days and other activies, all at current price list. NOTE: No cash value. Cannot be transferred. Must 
be scheduled in advance. Some restrictions apply. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE PRESERVE SPORTING CLUB & RESIDENCES FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Nicole Rodin, 401-539-4653x5, 87 Ingstown Road, Wyoming, RI 02898, nicole@thepreservedri.com, PreserveSporting.Com.

BOOTH #1028    Valued at $5,000 

SIL-548    MOKORE SAFARIS
10-Day Elephant Cow Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter in Zimbabwe

10-day 1x1 elephant cow hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in the Save Valley 
Conservancy of Zimbabwe - trophy fee for tusked OR tuskless elephant cow (not importable 

to USA) is winner's cost at $4,000. Method of take is rifle; min. 375 caliber. This hunt is 
available April-November 2025 only and may be upgraded to include plains game at current 

price list. Additional hunters are welcome at current rates; non-hunters are welcome at 
$250/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot 

& stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper, thatched chalet 
accommodations with ensuite bath, daily maid/laundry service, alcoholic beverages and all 
meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 4% govt. levy on total daily rates and trophy fee, Conservation Levy of $20/pp/day, Parks Ranger fee at 

$100/day until elephant is taken, RT transfers from Harare International Airport by plane at $3,400, or by vehicle at $1,000, accommodations before/
after the hunt at $125/pp/night (dependent on landing/takeoff time) and gratuities. DSC reference includes Tyler Hawkins. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS MOKORE SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Gary Duckworth, 011 26 37 7226 0179, 7 Stable Close, Borrowdale, Harare, ZIMBABWE, 
garyduckworth@mokore.com, MokoreSafarisAfrica.Com.

BOOTH #3652    Valued at $12,500 

SIL-544    HUBBARD'S YELLOWSTONE OUTFITTERS
5-Day Bull Elk and Mule Deer OR Whitetail Deer Hunt for One Hunter 

in Montana - Includes Best Available Species
5-day 2x1 bull elk and mule deer OR whitetail deer rifle hunt for one hunter in Montana - includes 

bull elk and hunter's choice of 1x best available mule deer or whitetail (there are no associated 
trophy fees). This free-range hunt is available in 2024 only (see outfitter for availability) and may 
be upgraded to 1x1 guiding at $1,200. Additional hunters are welcome at $6,800; non-hunters are 
welcome at $1,000. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 4x4 vehicle and foot (no horses!) 

with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, 
lodge/cabin-style accommodations, beverages (including beer & wine) and meals prepared by 

full-time cooks. Not included are meat processing, hunting license at approx. $1,300, taxidermy, 
gratuities, shuttle service from Bozeman to camp at $300/pp and accommodations before/after 

the hunt in Bozeman at approx. $150/night, if needed. Draw tags are required with an April 1st 
application deadline. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HUBBARD'S YELLOWSTONE OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Mike Hubbard, 

406-223-0220, 615 Nova Dr., Livingston, MT 59047, mike@hubya.com, HubbardsOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #2427    Valued at $6,800 

SIL-545    BULL BASIN RANCH
3-Day/2-Night Cow Elk Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter in Colorado - 
Includes Trophy Fee & Fishing
3-day/2-night 1x1 cow elk rifle hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Gunnison, Colorado - 
includes trophy fee and 1 day of fishing. This high-fenced hunt is available October 10-12, 2024 
only and may be upgraded to include bull elk at a discounted $1,000 off, plus cow elk hunt package 
($4,400). Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
This package includes field prep, RT ground transfers from Montrose or Gunnison Airport, 5-star 
lodge accommodations, Wi-Fi, beverages, full bar and all meals. Not included are transportation 
to shipper, hunting license at $588 and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BULL BASIN 

RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Lee Cox, 970-433-2098, 2246 Signal Rock Ct., Grand Junction, CO 81505, cox81504@aol.com, ElkHuntingLC.Com.

BOOTH #2328    Valued at $6,050 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-549    IMMENHOF HUNTING & GUEST FARM
7-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in Namibia - Includes Trophy Fees
7-day 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters at Immenhof Hunting & Guest Farm in Omaruru, 
Namibia - includes trophy fees for 1x oryx for each hunter. Method of take is rifle with 60 rounds 
per rifle; bow as an alternative; handguns are restricted. This hunt is available February-November 
2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $420/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation during 
the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes 
field prep, transportation to local taxidermist, RT transfers from Hosea Kutako International 
Airport, lodge accommodations, daily laundry service, beverages (including local beer and wine) 
and chef-prepared meals. Not included are dip & pack service, taxidermy and gratuities. Winners 
will be hunting on 450,000+ acres with some of the most experienced PH's in Namibia. Friedhelm 

was one of the first five PH's in Namibia and, together with his son Werner, offer 40+ years of professional hunting experience. The beautiful Immenhof 
lodge has luxuries to treat each member of your group, from a sparkling pool set in tended gardens, to home-cooked African venison with fresh garden 
produce, catered to your wishes. DSC references include Jane Sixsmith, Logan Fuller, Ken Jorgensen, Ron Spomer and Michael Bane. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS IMMENHOF HUNTING & GUEST FARM FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Werner von Seyditz, 011 264 67 290177, 011 264 81 127 7243, PO Box 
250, Omaruru, Erongo Region 9000, NAMIBIA, hunting@iway.na, immenhofhunting@iway.na, ImmenhofHunting.Com.

BOOTH #3660    Valued at $9,000 

SIL-550    PELSER BOWHUNTING
10-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in South Africa -  

Includes Trophy Fees
10-day 2x1 plains game archery safari for two hunters in South Africa - includes trophy fees for 
1x nyala, 1x warthog, 1x baboon, 2x blue wildebeest and 2x impala, all to be shared by hunters. 

This hunt is available March-October 2024 only and may be upgraded to include additional species 
at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $250/day; non-hunters are welcome at 

$200/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to shipper, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport, luxury chalet 

accommodations with ensuite bath, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
accommodations before/after the hunt (if needed) and gratuities. Pelser Bowhunting is owned, 

operated and setup for bow hunters. This means that we understand what the bow hunter needs 
and expects and we make it happen. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PELSER BOWHUNTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Janice or Willie Pelser, 

011 27 78 829 1234, Paulskloof 636 LQ, Lephalale, Limpopo 0555, SOUTH AFRICA, 
jpelser@lantic.net, PelserBowhunting.Com.

BOOTH #2755    Valued at $12,375 

SIL-551    INTREPID SAFARIS AFRICA
8-Day/7-Night Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fees
8-day/7-night 2x1 plains game rifle safari for two hunters in South Africa - includes trophy fees for 
1x zebra and 1x wildebeest for each hunter. This hunt is available year-round in 2024 only and may be 
upgraded to include additional plains game at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$425/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle 
with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT 
ground transfers from Polokwane International Airport, luxury lodge accommodations, maid/laundry 
service, beverages (including beer & wine) and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, pre-
arranged temporary firearm import permit and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS INTREPID 

SAFARIS AFRICA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Phillip du Plessis, 011 27 83 633 5197, PO Box 507, Alldays, Limpopo 0909, SOUTH AFRICA, 
phillip@intrepidsafaris.com, IntrepidSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #2344    Valued at $12,300 

SIL-552    JANNIE OTTO SAFARIS
7-Day/8-Night Roan Antelope and Vaal Rhebuck Hunt for One Hunter and 

One Non-Hunter in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
7-day/8-night 1x1 roan antelope and Vaal rhebok hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in 

South Africa - includes trophy fees for best available species. Method of take is hunter's choice. 
This hunt is available March-November 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional 

species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $600/day; non-hunters are 
welcome at $300/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done 

by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, luxury safari lodge 
accommodation with ensuite bath, Wi-Fi, daily maid/laundry service, beverages (including 
beer & wine) and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, RT ground transfers from 
Bloemfontein Airport to camp at $400, 15% VAT on total value, license at $50 (if required), 

accommodations before/after the hunt (if needed) and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be 
required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS JANNIE OTTO SAFARIS 

FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jannie Otto, 011 27 83 470 7965, Post Net Suite 389, Knysna, Western Cape 6570, SOUTH AFRICA, 
info@jannieotto.com, JannieOtto.Com.

BOOTH #748    Valued at $14,550 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-553    LIAM URRY SAFARIS
10-Day Plains Game Safari for Four Hunters in South Africa - Includes Trophy Credit
10-day 2x1 plains game safari for four hunters in South Africa - includes $1,000 trophy fee credit 
per hunter. Method of take is hunters' choice. This hunt is available year-round in 2024 only and 
may be upgraded to include additional trophies exceeding the credit at current price list. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $300/day; non-hunters are welcome at $200/day. Transportation during 
the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Kimberley Airport to camp, hunting licenses, luxury 
lodge accommodations, daily maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, beverages, full bar and all meals. Not 
included are dip & pack service, taxidermy and gratuities. DSC reference includes John McCarty 
(Burris CEO). DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LIAM URRY SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Liam Urry, 011 27 82 390 5861, 48 Memorial Road, Monument Heights, Kimberley, Northern Cape 8300, SOUTH AFRICA, 
liam@lusafaris.co.za, LiamUrrySafaris.Co.Za.

BOOTH #472    Valued at $14,800  

SIL-556    WATTS TROPHY HUNTING
10-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in South Africa - 

Includes Trophy Fees & Trophy Credit
10-day 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters in South Africa - includes trophy fees for 1x of each 

species for each hunter: blesbok, zebra, warthog, impala under 25" and $500 trophy credit towards 
species of their choosing. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available March-November 2024 

or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species exceeding the credit at current price list. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $350/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation 

during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes 
field prep, transportation to local taxidermist, service of PH, skinner, trackers and camp staff, luxury 

thatch roof chalet accommodations with ensuite bath, daily laundry service, hunting licenses, 
beverages (including beer & wine) and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, RT ground 

transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport at $750/vehicle, rifle import permit at $180/hunter if bringing own, arrival/departure days at $120/pp, rifle 
hire at $50 (if needed), 15% VAT on daily rates per hunter at $750, Conservation fee $20/pp/day and gratuities. Accommodations before/after the hunt in 

Johannesburg are recommended at approx. $250/night. NOTE: $3,000 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS WATTS TROPHY HUNTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Charl & Neila Watts, 011 27 83 230 0611, 011 27 82 824 3839, 13 A Booysen St., Modimolle, 

Limpopo 0510, SOUTH AFRICA, wattsthoffice@gmail.com, charl@wattstrophyhunting.co.za, WattsTrophyHunting.Co.Za.

BOOTH #1434    Valued at $19,500  

SIL-554    NUMZAAN SAFARIS
8-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees and More!

8-day (5 full hunting days plus arrival/departure days and 1-day excursion) 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters 
in South Africa - includes trophy fees for 2x genet cat and 2x bushbuck for each hunter. Method of take is rifle 

.270 minimum with 40 rounds per caliber, or bow; semi-automatics are restricted. This hunt is available March-
October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include extra days, 1x1 guiding and additional plains game or big 

game species, all at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $350/day; non-hunters are welcome at 
$260/day. Transportation during the hunt is by fully equipped safari vehicles with hunting done on a spot & stalk 

basis. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, VIP meet and greet at O.R. Tambo International 
Airport, lodge accommodations, hunting permit, 15% VAT, RT transfers from airport to lodge, laundry service, 

beverages (alcoholic and non-alcoholic) and all meals. Also included is a 1-day excursion to the world-famous 
Gary Player Golf Course for 18 holes and/or (3) selected treatments at the Gary Player Health Spa with lunch. 

Not included are dip & pack service, rifle hire, ammo and gratuities. This hunt cannot be combined with any 
other donated South African hunt. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at booking to reserve hunt dates and 

will be applied toward upgrades and/or out-of-pocket expenses during the hunt. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
NUMZAAN SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stef Swanepoel, 011 27 82 498 7061, PO Box 1450 Thabazimbi, 

Limpopo 0380, SOUTH AFRICA, office@numzaan.com, Numzaan.Com.

BOOTH #4633    Valued at $11,120  

SIL-555    WORMALD HUNTING ADVENTURES
10-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters and One Non-Hunter in Eastern Cape, 
South Africa - Includes Trophy Credit
10-day (8 hunting days) 2x1 plains game rifle safari for two hunters and one non-hunter in 
Eastern Cape, South Africa - includes 1x waterbuck for each hunter and $1,500 trophy fee 
credit for each hunter. This hunt is available March-October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded 
to include additional animals exceeding the credit at current price list. Additional hunters are 
welcome at $400/day; non-hunters are welcome at $200/day. Transportation during the hunt is 
mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes skinning 
and salting of trophies, luxury lodge accommodations, gourmet meals, daily laundry service and 
beverages, including beer and wine in moderation. Not included are field prep, dip & pack service, 
transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Port Elizabeth Airport at $650, hunting licenses and 

gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WORMALD HUNTING ADVENTURES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jenny Wormald, 011 27 83 305 9885, 
011 27 83 407 8207, Chikwero, PO Box 487, Cradock, Eastern Cape 5880, SOUTH AFRICA, jenny@wormaldhunting.com, WormaldHunting.Com.

BOOTH #2600    Valued at $17,000  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-558    EZULU ADVENTURES AND AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE 
5-Day/6-Night Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees and VIP Welcome 
5-day/6-night 1x1 plains game safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in South Africa - includes trophy 
fees for blesbok, black wildebeest, springbok and red hartebeest. Also included is a VIP welcome 
package for TWO at the Afton Safari Lodge courtesy African Hunting Gazette. Voucher includes 
meet/greet at O.R. Tambo International Airport, airport shuttle, double occupancy accommodations, 
dinner, breakfast and 1-year subscription to African Hunting Gazette. Method of take is rifle .300 
Mag with 140gr ammo. This hunt is available March-November 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to 
include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $590/day +15% VAT; 
non-hunters are welcome at $290/day +15% VAT. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by foot with 
hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local taxidermist, 

hunting license, RT transfers from East London Airport, 5-star luxury lodge accommodations, all meals, non-alcoholic beverages, full bar and daily 
laundry service. Not included are dip & pack service, international/domestic flights and gratuities. DSC references include Ed & Dianne Fletcher, 
Scott & Melinda Fletcher, Roy Salley, Gordie White, Fred McDonald and Doug Wabner. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS EZULU ADVENTURES AND 
AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. EZULU ADVENTURES: Carol Royle, 011 27 72 179 4370, Fax 011 27 86 616 0441, 
3 Beach Crescent, Seafield, Kleinemonde, East Cape 6172, SOUTH AFRICA, ezulu@hotmail.com, EzuluAdventures.Co.Za. AFRICAN HUNTING 
GAZETTE: Richard Lendrum, 011 3917625, 17 Aftonwold Way, Kempton Park 1619, SOUTH AFRICA, richard@thefuture.co.za, AftonSafariLodge.Com.

BOOTH #2644 EZULU ADVENTURES / BOOTH #167 AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE    Valued at $10,420  

SIL-559    EPIC HUNTING SAFARI
7-Day Dangerous and Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters 

in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
7-day 2x1 dangerous game and plains game rifle hunt for two hunters in South Africa - includes 
trophy fees for 1x Cape buffalo up to 39", 1x crocodile up to 11' and 1x zebra, all to be shared by 

hunters. This hunt is available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species 
at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $250/day; non-hunters are welcome at 

$200/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo 

International Airport, 5-star lodge accommodations with ensuite bath, beverages and all meals. 
Not included are dip & pack service and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at 

booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS EPIC HUNTING SAFARI FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kannas Kanemeyer, 
011 27 76 093 2589, Farm Colesberg, Waterberg District, Limpopo 0555, SOUTH AFRICA, ph@epichuntingsafari.com, EpicHuntingSafari.Com.

BOOTH #1459    Valued at $18,250  

SIL-562    RIVER PLATE WINGSHOOTING
4-Day Cast & Blast for One Hunter in Uruguay
4-day 1x1 cast & blast for one hunter in La Zona, Uruguay - includes 3 days dove shooting and 
1-day Dorado fishing. This trip is available June-August 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to 
include additional guests at $4,600. Transportation is mostly by vehicle and boat. This package 
includes RT transfers from Buenos Aires International Airport, transportation during hunting and 
fishing, use of all fishing gear, guides, lodge accommodations, evening cocktails and gourmet 
meals. Not included are shells at $15/box, gun rental at $70/pp/day (hunters may bring own), 
licenses at $180/pp and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RIVER PLATE OUTFITTERS FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Nicolas Platero, 011 598 2604 4305, 011 598 9449 6028, Evangelio Bonilla 
6553, Motevideo 11500, URUGUAY, nico@riverplateoutfitters.com, RiverPlateOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #859    Valued at $4,600  

SIL-565    ARGENTINA-SPAIN / GBH SAFARIS
4-Day Big Game Hunt for Two Hunters in Argentina - Includes Trophy Fees

4-day 2x1 big game rifle hunt for two hunters in Argentina - includes trophy fees for 1x red 
stag up to 180 SCI and 1x wild sheep, to be shared by hunters. This estate hunt is available 
March-September 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include blackbuck, water buffalo 
and dove or pigeon wingshooting at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at 

$350/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly 
by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, RT 

ground transfers from Santa Rosa Airport, lodge accommodations and meals. Not included 
are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, licenses/permit fees at $120/animal, shells, 
alcoholic beverages, beverages, gratuities and 21% VAT. Accommodations before the hunt in 

Santa Rosa are recommended at approx. $200/night. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required 
at booking to secure hunt dates. German Brandazza, 011 54 92 95 459 0576, Guillermo Furst 
2080, Santa Rosa, La Pampa 6300, ARGENTINA, gbhsafaris@gmail.com, IbexBeceite.Com.

BOOTH #2800    Valued at $7,300  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-566    CAZAPAMPA ARGENTINA
5-Day Blackbuck Hunt for Two Hunters in La Pampa, Argentina - 
Includes Trophy Fees
5-day 2x1 blackbuck hunt for two hunters in La Pampa, Argentina - includes trophy fees for 1x 
silver medal blackbuck scoring up to 59 7/8" SCI for each hunter. Method of take is rifle or bow. This 
free-range hunt is available May 1-25, 2024 only and may be upgraded to include larger trophies or 
by adding other species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $500/day; 
non-hunters are welcome at $300/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with 
hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, RT transfers from Santa Rosa 
Airport, 4-star accommodations, daily laundry service, assorted beverages (including beer/wine) 
and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, insurance, gun import 
permits (or gun rental), ammunition, big game licenses, tags and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS CAZAPAMPA ARGENTINA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Ricardo Aguado, 609-780-0693, 113 East Woodland Ave., Cape May Court House, 
NJ 08210, info@cazapampa.com, Cazapampa.Com.

BOOTH #1812    Valued at $8,200  

SIL-572    NEW ZEALAND SAFARIS
4-Day/3-Night Arapawa Ram Hunt for Two Hunters 

in New Zealand - Includes Trophy Fees
4-day/3-night 2x1 Arapawa ram rifle hunt for two hunters in Fairlie, South Island, New Zealand 

- includes trophy fees for 1x ram per hunter; or hunters may apply the value of the trophy fee 
($1,200) towards another species of their choosing. This hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 

2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species and days at current price list. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $500/day; non-hunters are welcome at $200/day. Transportation during 

the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field 
prep, transportation to shipper, lodge accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, delicious 

homecooked NZ cuisine and complimentary local beer and wine. Not included are dip & pack 
service, RT transfers from Timaru or Christchurch Airports at $500, licenses at $150/pp, rifle hire at $150/pp (if needed), taxidermy, hard liquor, 

helicopter time (if needed) and gratuities. NOTE: $2,500 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
NEW ZEALAND SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jim Gibson, 011 64 27 430 3876, 626 Hamilton Road, Fairlie, South Canterbury 7987, 

NEW ZEALAND, jim@newzealandsafaris.com, NewZealandSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #3652    Valued at $6,400  

SIL-570    GLOBAL SPORTSMAN / MAJAN SAFARI
3-Day/3-Night High-Volume Dove Hunt for Three Hunters and 

One Non-Hunter in Argentina
3-day/3-night 2x1 high-volume dove hunt for three hunters and one non-hunter in Santiago del 

Estero, Argentina. The hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include 
pigeon decoy or perdiz hunting at $250/day, Dorado fishing at $250/day and big game hunting for 

red stag, water buffalo, black buck, axis and more, all at current price list. Additional hunters 
are welcome at $1,550; non-hunters are welcome at $750. This package includes meet & greet at 
Santiago del Estero Airport, private lodge accommodations, Wi-Fi, maid/laundry service and fine 
Argentinian wines/beer with chef-prepared gourmet meals. Not included are RT ground transfers 

from Santiago del Estero Airport, hunting licenses at $150, shotgun rental at $70/pp/day, shells 
at $17/box and gratuities (recommended at $50/day/hunter for bird boys and house staff). Patty 

Curnutte, 830-755-9191, 210-602-1266, Scenic Drive, Suite 1, San Antonio, TX 76255, globalsportsman@satx.rr.com, 
majansafari@gmail.com, TheGlobalSportsman.Com, Majan.Com.

BOOTH #4812    Valued at $5,400  

SIL-571    CHRIS BILKEY / TRACK & TRAIL SAFARIS NZ
4-Day/3-Night Tahr Hunt for One Hunter in South Island, New Zealand - 
Includes Trophy Fee
4-day/3-night 1x1 tahr rifle hunt for one hunter in South Island, New Zealand - includes trophy 
fee for best available tahr. Hunt to be conducted by Chris Bilkey, a Craig Boddington Endorsed 
Outfitter, who has over 25 years guiding experience on Track & Trail Safaris' private managed 
hunting concession. This free-range hunt is available February-July 2025 only and may upgraded 
to include fallow deer, red stag, chamois and ram, all at current price list. Additional hunters 
are welcome at $600/day; non-hunters are welcome at $275/day. Transportation during the 
hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field 
prep, RT transfers from Christchurch, South Island Airport, home-style accommodations and 
meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to taxidermist, gun permit at $25, 

accommodations before the hunt in Christchurch and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CHRIS BILKEY / TRACK & TRAIL SAFARIS NZ FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Chris Bilkey, 011 64 3 6937123, 011 64 272819171, 7 Waitui Drive, Geraldine, South Island 7991, NEW ZEALAND, 
chrisbilkey@xtra.co.nz, ChrisBilkey.Co.Nz.

BOOTH #2402    Valued at $8,000  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-573    SAFARI INTERNATIONAL MACEDONIA
5-Day/5-Night Grey Wolf Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Macedonia - Includes Trophy Fee
5-day/5-night 1x1 grey wolf hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Macedonia - includes trophy 
fee for best available wolf. Method of take is rifle only using night and thermal vision. This free-range 
hunt is available September 2024-April 2025 or for the same period the following year and may be 
upgraded to include the following species in Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia, Slovenia and 
Greece: Kri-Kri ibex, Balkan chamois, Carpathian chamois, Alpine chamois, mouflon, fallow deer, red 
stag, brown bear, wild boar, hybrid Kri-Kri ibex, water buffalo, roe deer, axis deer and more, all at 
current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $850/day; non-hunters are welcome at $400/day. 

Method of hunting is by baited blind at night using thermal night vision scopes. This package includes initial field prep, dip & pack service, airport 
assistance, rifle import permit (or use of outfitters rifle/ammo), ground transportation, chef-prepared meals, beverages, sightseeing during the day 
and luxurious lodging with swimming pool and sauna. Not included are trophy shipping, skinning at $100/trophy, CITES permit at $500, international 
and domestic airfare, gratuities, hotel/meals before/after the hunt and 18% VAT on donation value. DSC references include Amy Callender McBee, 
John Kamps, Greg Oliver, Bob Cagy, Albert Seno, Bo Morgan, Bob & Cathy DuHadaway, Tony Gioffre, Angie D. Décor, Gary Rigotti, Peter Spear, 
Alexander Egorov and Alan & Barbara Sackman. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SAFARI INTERNATIONAL MACEDONIA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Zlatko or Toma Sokolik, 239-331-1611, Bitpazarska 60, Floor 2nd, Skopje 1000, MACEDONIA, safariinternacional@gmail.com, InterHunts.Com.

BOOTH #2323    Valued at $11,150  

SIL-575    IBERIAN HUNTERS
4-Day Iberian Roe Deer Hunt for One Hunter in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee

4-day 1x1 Iberian roe deer hunt for one hunter in Spain - includes trophy fee for roe deer scoring 
up to bronze medal. Method of take is rifle or bow. This estate hunt is available April-October 2024 

or 2025 and may be upgraded to include ibex (Beceite, Ronda, SE & Gredos), chamois (Cantabrian 
& Pyrenean), mouflon, red deer and other available species at current price list. Transportation 

during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field 
prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Santander International Airport to concession, 

lodge or hotel accommodations, beverages and delicious Spanish meals. Not included are dip & 
pack service, hunting license, gratuities and 21% VAT. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS IBERIAN 
HUNTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Luis Ruiz del Olmo, 011 34 620 283 418, Castelar 47 1-IZQ, 

Santander, Cantabria 34977, SPAIN, luis@iberianhunters.com, IberianHunters.Com.

BOOTH #431    Valued at $6,570  

SIL-576    HUNT TRIP SPAIN
5-Day/5-Night Partridge Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter in Spain
Come enjoy a 5-day/5-night Spanish red-legged partridge hunt for one hunter and one 
non-hunter with Francisco Rosich of Hunt Trip Spain. Hunt includes 1-day of driven hunting 
up to 50 birds, 2 days of upland style with dogs for up to 10 birds and 2 days of sightseeing. 
Schedule hunt with outfitter for open dates October-December 2024 or 2025. Enjoy hunting 
in your own area just 45 min. from Barcelona in the NE region of the country, an area known 
for quality red-legged partridge. Hunt can be upgraded with additional partridges hunting 
days, as well as additional big game, see outfitter’s current price list. Additional hunters 
are welcome at $550/day; non-hunters are welcome at $290/day. This package includes 
RT transfers from Barcelona Airport, first-class accommodations, meals, Wi-Fi, full bar, 
maid/laundry service, hunting license & insurance, personal loader, bilingual host and 

excursions to the most emblematic places of the area like the Monastery of Monserrat, wine tasting at the vineyards of El Penedes, the medieval 
village of Solsona and so much more. You will participate in a driven hunt for a line of 4 to 8 shooters. Hunter will join a group or can form his own 
group to complete the line and we will apply a 15% discount for the rest of the group. Not included are hunting license & insurance at $300, shells 
at $17/box of 25, shotgun rentals at $140 (if needed), extra birds at $30/each, 21% VAT on final bill ($1,690 required at booking), before/after hunt 
accommodations and gratuities. Francisco Rosich, 011 34 93 116 2001, 011 34 60 022 9790, Masia Cal Andreu, Rubio, Barcelona 08719, SPAIN, 
contact@hunttripspain.com, HuntTripSpain.Com.

BOOTH #3726    Valued at $9,280  
SIL-577    IBEXHUNTSPAIN

4-Day Southeastern Ibex Hunt for One Hunter in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
Valeriano Belles - IbexHuntSpain invites one hunter to Spain for a 4-day 1x1 Southeastern ibex rifle hunt 

- includes trophy fee for ibex scoring up to 63 SCI (bronze medal). Schedule hunt with the outfitter for 
available dates in 2024 only. Hunt is good until trophy is taken or wounded, or three reasonable chances 

have been missed or passed over up to a maximum of 3 days. Hunters, non-hunters and days may be 
added at current price list; additional species may be taken with a 20% discount on the trophy fees, see 

outfitter for details. This package includes field prep, RT transfers from Valencia or Almeria Airports, 1x1 
guide service, accommodations and all meals. Not included are dipping/packing/shipping, extra points, 
hunting license and insurance at $500/trophy, 21% VAT on total hunt value, before/after hunt expenses 

and gratuities. This hunt cannot be shared or combined with a hunt donated by or purchased from another 
Spanish outfitter in the same period, nor with another donation from IbexHuntSpain. Valeriano Belles, 

011 24 65 664 7575, c/Borja #3 - Atico E, Alcora, Castellon 12110, SPAIN, 
info@ibexhuntspain.com, IbexHuntSpain.Com.

BOOTH #770    Valued at $11,700  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-578    TROPHY TRAILS, S.L.
5-Day/5-Night Big Game Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
Trophy Trails, a member of the APTCE/Spanish Professional Hunters Association, invites one 
hunter and one non-hunter for a 5-day/5-night 1x1 big game hunt in Spain - includes trophy 
fee for hunter's choice of 1x representative species from the following: red stag, fallow deer 
or roe deer. Method of take is rifle, bow or handgun; crossbows are restricted. This hunt is 
available 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional Spanish game at current 
price list. Additional hunters and non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. Hunting will occur 
in the best game reserves or private areas that will have been pre-scouted by the Trophy 
Trails team prior to your arrival. Accommodations will be in the best rural hotels of the region 
closest to the hunting area. Typical meals will be traditional local cuisine accompanied by 

fine Spanish wines in local restaurants. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, reception at Madrid International Airport, RT 
transfers to/from concession, clearance of guns, English-speaking 1x1 professional guide, transport in 4x4 vehicles, exceptional accommodations, 
beverages, including beer and wine, and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, airfare to/from Madrid, hunting licenses at $250/pp/area, 
taxidermy, export permit /vet certificate, trophy shipping, 21% VAT on donation value, accommodations before/after the hunt in Madrid at $220/night 
and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TROPHY TRAILS, S.L. FOR THIS 
100% DONATION. Daniel Herranz, 011 34 662 106 784, Travesia Miguel Ibañez, 3-4B, Teruel 44003, SPAIN, 
daniel@trophy-trails.com, Trophy-Trails.Com.

BOOTH #2310    Valued at $8,740  

SIL-584    ATASCOSA WILDLIFE SUPPLY
Atascosa 2,000LB Protein Feeder with Skids and Fill Platform

Atascosa 2,000lb protein feeder with skids and fill platform. From stand and fill feeders to Quik Feed Trailers, 
Atascosa has a feeder for you. Atascosa's exclusive designs are built to reduce waste to varmints while 

keying in on specific species needs. Winner to arrange shipping at cost or pickup in Jourdanton, TX. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS ATASCOSA WILDLIFE SUPPLY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Rachel Friesenhahn, 

830-769-9711, 210-724-4602, 1204 Zanderson Ave., Jourdanton, TX 78026, 
rachel@awsblinds.com, AWSBlinds.Com.

BOOTH #484    Valued at $2,800  

SIL-581    BRUSH COUNTRY STUDIOS
Custom Cape Buffalo Pedestal Mount
$7,500 certificate for a custom Cape buffalo pedestal mount. Includes mounting services and floor pedestal 
base. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BRUSH COUNTRY STUDIOS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jim Peterson or 
Chris Cammack, 281-256-0742, 605-484-7579, 16526 Cypress Rosehill Rd., Cypress, TX 77429, 
jim@brushcountrystudios.com, BrushCountryStudios.Com.

BOOTH #3735    Valued at $7,500  

SIL-580    KANATI STUDIO, LLC
Lion Replica Pedestal Mount

Kanati Studio, LLC is pleased to donate a lion replica pedestal mount. Kanati Studio is able 
to replicate lions with incredible realism. These replicas are built to recreate the look of real, 

live animals. Their unique process of sculpting details and layering artificial fibers mimics the 
look and texture of real skin and fur. This lion will be custom-made and can be built to match 

your hunted trophy. Crating and shipping are not included. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
KANATI STUDIO, LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Wes Good, 717-933-4828, 717-383-1981, 
Fax 717-933-2168, 46 Frystown Rd., Myerstown, PA 17067, wes@kanati.com, Kanati.Com.

BOOTH #372    Valued at $11,000 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-585    HB HUNTING PRODUCTS
Life-Size Steel Coyote Target with Base
HB Hunting Products coyote silhouette target is constructed of 1/2" AR500 steel plate and 
weighs 72 lbs. Target measures approx. 24"Hx40"W and includes a target stand. Winner to 
arrange pickup prior to close of show or shipping at cost post-convention. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS HB HUNTING PRODUCTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kelsey Slusser, 
940-240-0040, 817-689-4069, PO Box 47, Argyle, TX 76226, 
krs@hbhuntingproducts.com, HBHuntingProducts.Com.

BOOTH #672    Valued at $910

SIL-586    CAJUN KOOLING
CK4500-S Evaporative Air Cooler

The Cajun Kooling CK4500-S Evaporative Air Cooler is top-of-the-line in today's market. Providing 
cooling up to 1,200 square feet with its versatile and sleek design, it is the perfect size for backyard 

patios, decks, wedding venues, restaurants, loading docks, shops, warehouse bays and more. 
With its impressive performance, the CK4500-S can drop the ambient temperature 10-25 degrees 

and has a full side opening for easy ice access and cleaning purposes. Guaranteed to be 100% 
weatherproof and 10-year UV-resistant pure new plastic, Cajun Kooling products are built and 

designed to withstand outdoor conditions. The internal mechanics are sealed tight and are heat 
regulated. All air intakes have dust-shields to protect the cooling pads from buildup, which keeps 

dust circulation at a minimum. Automatic, oscillating vertical louvers, increases the radius of 
airflow to a potential 180-degree area coverage, rather than a limited direct air drive. Weighing 

just 84 pounds and encased with a durable chassis, this unit is easy to transport and secure safely. Winner to arrange pickup prior to close of show or 
shipping at cost post-convention. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CAJUN KOOLING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Heather Balbeisi, 337-344-2301, 

112 Thruway Park Road, Broussard, LA 70518, heather@cajunkooling.com, CajunKooling.Com.

BOOTH #542    Valued at $1,600  

SIL-587    PENDLETON SAFES
Pendleton 40 Long-Gun Combo Stand
Pendleton Safe Company has donated a revolving gun display. Designed for walk-in vault rooms, this ultra-sturdy, free-
standing display and management system combines our innovative long-gun display stand with a tiered lower shelving 
unit, custom-configured to suit your needs. Pendleton's Revolution Technology enables the entire system to rotate 
360 degrees for easy access to all guns, while the exclusive circular turret design displays up to 40 scoped long-guns side-
by-side without touching. Donor includes complimentary shipping to the 48 lower states. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
PENDLETON SAFES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Bruce Pendleton, 770-466-6181 ext. 765, 770-855-5669, PO Box 2506, 
Loganville, GA 30052, info@pendletonsafes.com, PendletonSafes.Com.

BOOTH #1704    Valued at $4,445  

SIL-588    HB HUNTING PRODUCTS
36" Steel Fire Pit with Grill and Shelf

The HB Hunting Products 36" fire pit with adjustable grill and shelf constructed of heavy-duty 
steel was designed for years of outdoor cooking and fireside entertainment. Measures  24" high 

and 48" around, including shelf. NOTE: Do not put grate over an open flame. Winner to arrange 
pickup prior to close of show or shipping at cost post-convention. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 

HB HUNTING PRODUCTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kelsey Slusser, 940-240-0040, 817-689-4069, 
PO Box 47, Argyle, TX 76226, krs@hbhuntingproducts.com, HBHuntingProducts.Com.

BOOTH #672    Valued at $1,085  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-591    ED ANDERSON
"King of the Hill" - Framed Giclee Print on Canvas by Ed Anderson
"King of the Hill" - Framed award-winning limited giclee print on canvas from Gray's Sporting Journal cover 
artist, Ed Anderson. Measures approx. 40x65 framed. The bull elk pictured was taken by his client on a Drift West 
adventure in McCall, Idaho. Ed Anderson is a contemporary fine artist and former Air Force officer transplanted 
to the mountains of Idaho from Minneapolis. Bold lines and bright colors have come to define his compositions. 
His subjects are derived from vast experience in the outdoors, where Ed spends much of his time. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS ED ANDERSON FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Ed Anderson, 208-724-6991, 6445 Warm Springs, 
Boise, ID 83716, ande2114@yahoo.com, EdAndersonArt.Com.

Valued at $4,000  

SIL-593    HOLLOWAY FURS
Sheared Mink Section Stroller with Silver Fox Trim
Lovely and classic 34" sheared mink section stroller with silver fox trim on collar and cuffs; size 18 
(comes belted and fits most as displayed on size 6 model); non-exchangeable. For over 16 years, 
Holloway Furs has expertly handcrafted blankets, coats and throws from only the finest quality skins 
in the North American market, making their products some of the most beautiful and artistically 
designed pieces available today. Jim Holloway, 901-685-3877, 901-647-3877, 404 Perkins Ext., 
Memphis, TN 38117, hollowayfurs@att.net, HollowayFurs.Net.

BOOTH #3129    Valued at $3,000  

SIL-592    CYNTHIE'S WILDLIFE ORIGINALS
"The Rainbow Parade" - Original Scratch Board and 

Watercolor Artwork by Cynthie Fisher
"The Rainbow Parade" - Original scratch board and watercolor of vulturine guineafowl, 

measures 16"x20". "I have traveled to Kenya a few times and always hope to run across these 
guineafowl. They are very striking in their blue, black and white stripes. I thought it would be 

fun to portray them in all the colors of the rainbow!" - Cynthie Fisher. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS CYNTHIE'S WILDLIFE ORIGINALS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Cynthie Fisher, 406-

375-1445, 406-360-0131, 651 Bobcat Lane, Hamilton, MT 59840, 
cynthieart@gmail.com, CynthiesOriginals.Com.

BOOTH #3048    Valued at $2,800  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

Notes
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SIL-600    HORNADY MFG
Hornady RAPiD® Safe Ready Vault™ with Wi-Fi
Hornady Security® RAPiD® Safes offer the quickest, most dependable access to your firearm while providing 
unmatched security from unauthorized users using patented RFID technology. The SQUARE-LOK™ 
organizing system allows gun racks (included) and other SQUARE-LOK™ accessories to be mounted in 
numerous configurations to maximize storage. Hornady Security LED lights, magnetic hooks, hygrometer 
and dehumidifiers are all compatible (sold separately). Interior dimensions: 51.8"Hx19"Wx12.7"D. Exterior 
dimensions: 52.2"Hx20"Wx15.1"D. Safe is on display at donor's booth and includes complimentary shipping 
to the lower 48 states. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HORNADY MFG FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Monty 
DeBoer, 308-382-1390, 308-730-1001, Fax 308-382-5761, West Old Potash HWY, Grand Island, 
NE 68803, mdeboer@hornady.com, Hornady.Com.

BOOTH #4413    Valued at $1,027 

SIL-601    JOSE VALENCIA STUDIO
Custom Gunstock Wildlife Carving by Jose Valencia

Jose Valencia will hand carve a wildlife scene of winner's choice on the presentation side 
of the buttstock of your rifle or shotgun. Other patterns such as oak leaves, fish scales, 

scrolls and basketweave are available for the forearm and pistol grip areas at an additional 
cost. Carving will consist of about 80% coverage on the buttstock. Image displays sample of 

artist's work. Shipping to/from studio will be at winner's cost. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
JOSE VALENCIA STUDIO FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jose Valencia, 480-415-4245, 2825 

Playing Otter Ct., Kissimmee, FL 34747, josevalenciastudio@gmail.com, GunCarving.Com.

BOOTH #4736    Valued at $1,800 

SIL-602    DARK ENERGY
Poseidon Pro Power Pack
Dark Energy makes nearly indestructible power products for outdoor, military, and tactical use. Built in 
the rocky mountains by passionate outdoorsmen who required power products that would survive the 
rugged lifestyles and harsh conditions of the backcountry. Dark Energy was founded upon the ideals that 
durability and strength should be a standard, not a rarity. The Poseidon Pro-Power pack includes two 
Poseidon Pro battery packs, two C-to-lightning cables, one plasma lighter, and two AC adapters. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DARK ENERGY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Elissa Chavez, 801-609-7801, 
5288 Commerce Dr., Ste B2598, Rm 2, Murray, UT 84107, elissa.r@darkenergy.com, DarkEnergy.Com.

BOOTH #4569    Valued at $420 

SIL-603    SAFARI STUDIOS TAXIDERMY
$6,500 Certificate for a Life-Size Bushbuck Mount

$6,500 certificate for a life-size bushbuck mount. This donation includes trophy mounting of any pose and 
natural habitat base. Certificate is good for new orders only (cannot be used towards existing orders) and 

cannot be combined with any other certificates or offers. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SAFARI STUDIOS 
TAXIDERMY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jimmy Fontenot, 325-949-6890, 325-650-9428, 8137 US Hwy 87 N, 

San Angelo, TX 76901, jimmysafari@gmail.com, SafariStudiosTaxidermy.Com.

BOOTH #2949    Valued at $6,500 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-604    KANATI STUDIO, LLC
Elephant Mount Replica
Kanati Studio has developed their own unique process to replicate elephant hide with incredible 
realism. The detail and texture created in their elephant mount replicas are so realistic they have the 
look and feel of real elephant skin with no plastic. Custom-made to your specifications with various 
tusk sizes and other details specific to your trophy. Finished mount replica will measure approx. 
108"Wx125"H. Crating and shipping are not included. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KANATI STUDIO, 
LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION.  Wes Good, 717-933-4828, 717-383-1981, Fax 717-933-2168, 
46 Frystown Rd., Myerstown, PA 17067, wes@kanati.com, Kanati.Com.

BOOTH #372    Valued at $10,500 

SIL-605    THE WILDLIFE GALLERY
$5,150 Certificate for a Life-Size Leopard Mount

$5,150 certificate for a full body leopard mount with open or closed mouth (custom base and habitat are 
not included). Standard poses apply to this auction, but winner can upgrade at an additional cost to custom 

altered poses. At the time of the project, winner may choose their habitat and wood base at the standard 
pricing cost. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE WILDLIFE GALLERY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 

Dan Catlin, 989-561-5369, 989-621-7015, 737 Jackson Rd., Blanchard, MI 49310, 
dan@thewildlifegallery.com, TheWildLifeGallery.Com.

BOOTH #2519    Valued at $5,150 

SIL-606    SCHNEE'S
Schnee's Men's Hunter/Outfitter Pull-On Boot and Timberline Boot
Schnee's men's Hunter/Outfitter Pull-On boot and Timberline boot. For years, customers asked 
for a pull-on cold weather boot and after much design work and testing, we created the Hunter/
Outfitter Pull-On. We included most of the features included in the Outfitter II pac boot, but in 
an easy pull-on design. Uppers are made from the finest American oil tanned leathers and our 
hand-made removable quilted liners provide ample warmth. We import only the world's finest 
hand-laid vulcanized bottoms for unsurpassed strength, durability and comfort. Possibly the 
best cold weather chore boot around, and we think you’ll agree. The Timberline was built to 
dominate light & fast adventures in the early season. When we set out to build the Timberline, 
we started with many of the core features of our Beartooth boot, but dialed back the rigidity for 
a smoother and more flexible ride. This made for a very comfortable boot that some folks say 
feels as comfortable as running shoes. But make no mistake, the Timberline is an extremely 

capable boot. From desert coues deer to backcountry bulls, the Timberline will handle whatever you throw at it. Both are available in men's sizes 7-14.
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SCHNEE'S FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Stacy Farmer, 406-579-6890, 6597 Falcon Lane, Bozeman, MT 59718, 
stacy@schnees.com, Schnees.Com.

BOOTH #284    Valued at $808 

SIL-607    SILENCER CENTRAL
Silencer Central Multi-Caliber Banish 30 Rifle Silencer and 

Multi-Caliber Banish 45 Pistol Silencer
Silencer Central multi-caliber Banish 30 rifle and Banish 45 HD pistol silencers are 

constructed from strong titanium for unmatched durability at an extremely light 
weight. The Banish 30 rifle silencer is the most versatile suppressor in the Banish line 

and works with rifles from .22 to 30 caliber magnums. The Banish 30 was designed 
for unmatched sound suppression with tests showing it to reduce a .308 rifle by a 

whopping 34+ decibels! The Banish 30 comes as a 9-inch suppressor holding eight 
Stifle™ baffles, yet for tighter shooting platforms or blinds, can easily break down 

and be assembled into a 7-inch configuration. The Banish 45 HD pistol silencer was 
specifically designed to fit handguns calibers from .45 ACP to rimfire. Testing shows 

the Banish 45 able to suppress a 9mm pistol by an amazing 36 decibels, far more 
sound reduction than the competition. The Banish 45 is the lightest in its class at a mere 11 ounces. Ideal for 3-gun or target shooting, the Banish 45 

will help protect the hearing of the shooter and others in a shooting competition and reduce recoil for quicker second shot target acquisition. Package 
includes silencer covers, NFA gun trust documentation and NFA tax stamps. Fingerprints, passport photo and paperwork will all be managed during the 

2024 Convention. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SILENCER CENTRAL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kelsey Hanson, 888-781-8778 Ext. 80, 605-370-4517, 
7511 S Louise Ave., Ste 101, Sioux Falls, SD 57108, kelsey.hanson@silencercentral.com, SilencerCentral.Com.

BOOTH #4601    Valued at $3,510 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-611    LAKE GODSTONE
3-Day/2-Night Whole Campus Retreat at Lake Godstone in Jacksboro, Texas
3-day/2-night 'Whole Campus' weekend retreat at Lake Godstone in Jacksboro, Texas - ideal 
for family reunions, church youth camp and business retreats. The Campus retreat is available 
for open dates in 2024 only and accommodates up to 99 guests with a variety of different 
housing options, including a 35-person lodge, three-bedroom guest house, four fully furnished 
cabins, three primitive cabins, two group campgrounds, eight secluded RV-tenting campsites 
and numerous primitive (no water or power) tenting sites around the campus. The campus 
retreat also includes a comfort station with restrooms and showers serving all campsites and 
a trail restroom with two showers and four porta-potties. A six-person UTV and golf cart is 
available for enjoying exclusive access of the entire property, which includes three shoreline 
sandy beaches, 300-yard rifle-skeet-pistol-archery range, boating docks, canoe moorings, 

swim ladders, kayaks, pedal boats, row boat, waterslide, pontoon boat with trolling motor, sports fields complex with lit basketball court, sand 
volleyball court and soccer-baseball practice fields, observatory with telescope, four-mile hike and bike trail, several fishing ponds, campus-wide 
free Wi-Fi, six miles of all-weather road, tree house shelter, numerous picnic areas, parking for 50 vehicles, three wildlife viewing stands, bird view 
house and small store with a fenced children’s playground. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LAKE GODSTONE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Jim Attrell, 940-275-0908 (Ranch), 214-850-8778 (Cell), lakegodstone@gmail.com, LakeGodstone.Com.

Valued at $8,000 

SIL-612    CEDAR EATERS
5-Night Colorado Retreat for Ten Guests at Wiley Spur Ranch

Escape to the Wiley Spur Ranch in Colorado, home to scenic mountains, rolling hills, wild fauna 
and numerous free roaming wildlife. Trip is for 5 nights for up to ten guests in 2024 or 2025. 

Located just six miles from Gunnison, the ranch is the perfect retreat for a family getaway or 
special gathering. With two living areas, three bedrooms, bunk room in the loft sleeping six 
and 4.5 bathrooms, there's plenty of room for everyone to find that special place for peace 

and tranquility. Upgrades include hunting elk or mule deer on the BLM property and/or extra 
days added to your trip - contact donor for more information and cost. Amenities include Wi-Fi 

Internet access, satellite/cable, radiant /baseboard heating, linens/towels, kitchen accessories, 
convection oven, induction stove, board games, stone fireplace, DVD player in loft and washer/

dryer. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CEDAR EATERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Julie Reeh, 
210-745-2743, 830-370-6200, 6707 Hwy 27, Comfort, TX 78013, julie@cedareater.com, CedarEater.Com.

BOOTH #965    Valued at $5,000 

SIL-610    PRESERVE SPORTING CLUB & RESIDENCES
1-Year Preliminary Sporting Clays Club Membership to 

The Preserve Sporting Club in Rhode Island
1-year preliminary Sporting Clays Club Membership to The Preserve Sporting 
Club and New England's only four-season sporting community. The Preserve 

is 3,500 acres of outdoor adventure and luxury living just 1.5 miles off 95 in 
Wyoming, Rhode Island.  This membership includes exclusive pool and tennis 

access, indoor range, sporting clays, invitation to private hunting events, as well 
as private member dining privileges in the Club's Double Barrel Steak Restaurant. 

Membership is available for redemption beginning with the 2024 season. NOTE: 
Additional facility fees are not included. No cash value. Cannot be transferred. Preliminary Membership expires 1/1/25 and does not include annual 

dues which have been waived during this timeframe. After expiry, annual dues will be required to remain active. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 
THE PRESERVE SPORTING CLUB & RESIDENCES FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Nicole Rodin, 401-539-4653x5, 87 Ingstown Road, Wyoming, RI 02898, 

nicole@thepreservedri.com, PreserveSporting.Com.

BOOTH #1028    Valued at $15,000 

SIL-608    PERFORMANCE TOP DRIVES
Full-Body Vehicle Liner Spray
Full-body liner spray for any pickup, Jeep or SUV. Includes spraying all exterior factory 
body panels with your choice of liner spray color. Liner is UV resistant and only installed at 
Performance Top Drives in Three Rivers, TX. Winner may drop their vehicle at our shop or we 
can transport it at cost. Available at additional cost are hunting racks, tool boxes, bumpers 
and other aftermarket items. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PERFORMANCE TOP DRIVES 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Rodney Gisler, 361-786-3034, 361-362-4241, Fax 361-786-1042, 
101 E. Tips Street, Three Rivers, TX 78071, rgisler@ptdrives.com, lstehling@ptdrives.com, 
PerformanceTopDrives.Com.

BOOTH #980    Valued at $4,000 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-613    F. BEESLEY
1-Day Simulated Game Shooting for Ten at Bittescombe Estate in England
1-day of simulated game shooting for ten guests with overnight accommodation and hospitality provided 
by Bittescombe Lodge. This trip is available March-July 2024 only upon mutually agreed dates. Simulated 
game shooting replicates the tradition and formalities of a British driven shooting day, swapping the 
pheasants and partridges for clays. A team of 10 shooters plus non shooting guests (max 16 people) 
will enjoy over 5,000 clays during the course of the day. Each shooter will have a loader with guns and 
cartridges provided on the day. Each of the 4 drives, will recreate a different type of shooting; from 
driven grouse in traditional grouse butts to high driven Devon pheasants. This is exhilarating shooting 
for all abilities! Bittescombe Lodgeis part of the Mandarin Oriental Exclusive Homes and features ten 
architecturally unique en-suite bedrooms. Each a corner of absolute luxury, designed and built without 
compromise. Hospitality throughout your visit is curated by in-house chefs with menus bespoke to 
satisfy your personal tastes. Vegetables and fruit are grown on site or sourced only from local producers. 
Deer, rare breed lamb and iron-age pigs are reared on the Estate. Bittescombe’s mission is to source all 
ingredients locally, from equally responsible producers: seafood from the Devon coast and trout from a 
nearby fishery to name but a few. Bittescombe Estate’s farming and cooking philosophies are based on 
a traditional way of life, where both land and animal are celebrated and treated with respect: a return 
to seasonal cooking and the skill to use every element of our produce.The living areas are spacious and 
elegant, yet intimate and comfortable. The Library, Sitting Room, Club and Old Cowshed are home to a 
collection of rare books, curated art and country house games all to be enjoyed in deep velvet sofas, cozy 
reading corners in front of warming log fires whilst teeming with toys: swimming pool, spa, gym, sauna, 

cinema, snooker table and so much more. Bittescombe Estate is home to all the best countryside pursuits: walking, riding, fishing and mountain 
biking/cycling. The Lodge sits at the heart of the West Country’s premier pheasant shoot. Nearby, tennis and polo are both available. Deer stalking, 
coastal trails and international golf courses are each within easy reach. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS F. BEESLEY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Miles Orford, 498 Kings Road, London SW10 0LE, UNITED KINGDOM, miles@londonguncompany.co.uk, FrederickBeesley.Co.Uk.

BOOTH #4367    Valued at $27,300 

SIL-620    SUSKEENA LODGE / TAKLA OUTFITTERS
6-Day Steelhead Fly Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers on the 

Sustut River in B.C., Canada
Two anglers will have exclusive access fishing for wild steelhead on the Sustut River during this 
6-day 3x1 fly fishing adventure (3 anglers/1 guide per boat) in B.C., Canada. Suskeena Lodge is a 

catch and release fly fishing only lodge on this magnificent river renowned for its 40+ inch wild 
steelhead. It is one of only two operations on the river and, due to its remote nature, rarely, if 

ever, sees outside pressure. This trip is available September-October 2024 or 2025 and may be 
upgraded to include additional anglers at $8,000, provided there is room in the selected week. 
Transportation during the trip is by jetboat and drift boat. This package includes RT private air 

charter from Smithers, B.C. and lodge, remote double occupancy wilderness cabins with ensuite 
bath, wine with dinner, casual beer and all meals. Not included are travel expenses to/from 

Smithers, B.C., fishing licenses at approx. $350-$450/angler, flies, leaders or hooks (available for 
purchase on site), hotel accommodations before/after the trip in Smithers, B.C. at $200/night and 

gratuities (recommended at $800-$1,200/angler). Jaden French, 250-612-7449, 510 Carney Street, Prince George, BC V2M 2K6, CANADA, 
tourism@taklafn.ca, SusTutRiver.Com.

BOOTH #665    Valued at $16,400 

SIL-621    TAILHUNTER INTERNATIONAL SPORTFISHING
8-Day/7-Night Sportfishing Adventure for Two Anglers in Mexico
8-day/7-night (5 full fishing days) 2x1 sportfishing adventure for two anglers in La Paz, Baja 
California Sur, Mexico. This trip is available May-October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to 
include additional guests, nights at the resort and scuba/snorkel excursions, all at current rates 
based on availability. This package includes 5 full days of privately guided Panga charter on 
the Sea of Cortez, RT transportation between Los Cabos (SJD) or La Paz (LAP) International 
Airports and resort, king or double sea view room at Costa Baja Resort and Spa, fish 
cleaning/freezing/commercial grade vacuum packing and Federal Mexican fishing permit. On 
your fishing days, we provide your private charter with the guide/captain, shuttles to/from the 
boat (if needed) and conventional tackle. Unless otherwise specified, we provision your boats 

with homemade breakfasts, lunches, water, sodas and ice. Our award winning Tailhunter Sea level Coastal Cocina has an "ocean to table" section 
of the menu dedicated to preparing your fresh catch for an amazing dinner! Not included are gratuities, bait, alcohol and food when not on the 
water. NOTE: We strongly advise all travelers research and purchase trip insurance policies. Certificate must be presented when reservation 
is initiated; non-transferable and not redeemable for cash. Not to be used in conjunction with any other trips, packages, specials, promotions or 
awards. Cancellation Policy/Fees: 45 days prior to arrival date through scheduled departure date. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS TAILHUNTER 
INTERNATIONAL SPORTFISHING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jillene Roldan, 626-638-3383, PO Box 159, Hewitt, TX 76643, 
jilly@tailhunter.com, TailHunter.Com.

BOOTH #339    Valued at $9,000 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-635    KING RANCH, INC.
1-Day Nilgai Hunt for Two Hunters at the King Ranch in Texas - Includes Trophy Fees

1-day 2x1 nilgai rifle hunt for two hunters at the renowned King Ranch in Kingsville, Texas - includes trophy 
fees for 1x best available nilgai bull for each hunter. This hunt is available weekdays April-May 2025 only 

and may be upgraded by adding days, lodging, species, hunters and observers, all at current price list. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes 
trophy fees, guiding and lunch during hunting. Not included are field prep, dip & pack service, transportation 

to shipper, accommodations (hunters must arrange if needed), other meals, additional game taken and 
Texas hunting licenses. Hunters are responsible for transportation to/from the ranch. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 

THANKS KING RANCH, INC. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Daniel Morales, 361-221-0350, 361-219-0410, 
Fax 361-595-4162, PO Box 1090, Kingsville, TX 78364, dmorales@king-ranch.com, KingRanchHunting.Com.

BOOTH #780    Valued at $6,500 

SIL-626    FISH PARTNER
3-Day/3-Night Fishing Adventure for One Angler in Iceland
3-day/3-night 1x1 fishing adventure for one angler in Iceland at the Highland Fishing Lodge for 
brown trout and Arctic char. This trip is available June-August 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded 
by adding days and extra anglers at current price list. This package includes licenses, guides, 
use of fishing equipment, RT ground transfers from Reykjavik Airport, fish cleaning, lodge 
accommodations, maid/laundry service and meals. Not included are international/domestic 
airfare, accommodations before/after the trip in Reykjavik and gratuities. Fish Partner is 
recognized as the #1 fly fishing outfitter in Iceland! DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FISH PARTNER 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Kristjan Pall Rafnsson, 354-571-4545, 354-898-3946, Sundaborg 5, 
108 Reykjavik, ICELAND, kristjan@fishpartner.com, FishPartner.Com.

BOOTH #3041    Valued at $5,345 

SIL-622    SPORT FISH PANAMA ISLAND LODGE
3-Day/5-Night Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers in Panama
Sport Fish Panama Island Lodge invites two anglers to Panama's Gulf of Chiriqui, one of the 
premier saltwater sport fishing destinations in the world, on this 3-day/5-night VIP fishing 
adventure for black marlin, blue marlin, dorado and roosterfish. This trip is available November-
December 2024 or July-August 2025 and may be upgraded by adding anglers at $3,500 or 
non-anglers at $2,500. This package includes RT domestic flights to/from David Airport, boat 
transfers to/from Isla Parida, VIP assistance at Tocumen Airport by English-speaking escorts, 
accommodations before the trip in Panama City at the Hilton (includes breakfast), all VIP 
minibus transfers in Panama City, all-inclusive private lodge accommodations, maid/laundry 
service, Wi-Fi, non-alcoholic beverages, full bar, all meals and 7% sales tax. Not included 
are international airfare to Panama City and gratuities (recommended at $60/pp/night for 

lodge staff and $300/day/boat for the captain and mate). Shane Jarvis, 866-245-1492, 507-6675-7191, Isla Paridas, Boca Chica, Chiriqui, PANAMA, 
shane@fishpanamatoday.com, FishPanamaToday.Com.

BOOTH #1453    Valued at $13,990 

SIL-623    THE LODGE AT LITTLE DUCK
5-Day Fishing Adventure for One Angler in Manitoba, Canada

One angler will enjoy the pristine beauty of northern Manitoba on this 5-day 2x1 fully guided fishing 
adventure for lake trout, northern pike and Arctic grayling (2 guests/1 guide per boat). This trip is available 

June-September 2024 only (no alternative dates are available) and may be upgraded by adding days at 
current price list and anglers or non-anglers at $5,995/pp. Fish for Manitoba's monsters at our premiere 

5-star fly-in wilderness lodge located on the north end of Little Duck Lake with easy access to Neganilini 
Lake and others via the Wolverine River System. These waters are virtually untouched and provide 

unlimited opportunities to catch, photograph and release trophy fish. Guests have over 300,000 acres 
of private water to fish and explore without the possibility of seeing any other boats. Transportation 

during this trip is mostly by boat. This package includes return flights from Thompson, Manitoba to lodge, 
private accommodations based on double occupancy with attached ensuite, (single occupancy if coming 

alone) chef-prepared meals, daily maid/laundry service, guide service and use of fishing rod/reels. Lodge 
amenities include satellite TV, Wi-Fi, use of VoIP phone and screened in porch overlooking the lake. 

Not included are any before/after trip expenses/accommodations, fishing license at $50 (must obtain 
online prior to arrival), fishing tackle (available for purchase at lodge), bar service, lodge purchases and 

gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE LODGE AT LITTLE DUCK FOR THIS 100% DONATION. David 
Fisher, 807-543-9997, 807-466-1380, Fax 204-942-1116, 650-5 Donald St., Winnipeg, Manitoba R3L-2T4, 

CANADA, dave@thelodgeatlittleduck.com, TheLodgeAtLittleDuck.Com.

BOOTH #751    Valued at $5,995 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-636    GREYSTONE CASTLE SPORTING CLUB
3-Day/2-Night Blackbuck Antelope Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Texas - Includes Trophy Fee
Greystone Castle Sporting Club, the 2011, 2015, & 2022 Orvis Wingshooting Lodge of the Year, is 
pleased to support the Dallas Safari Club with a 3-day/2-night all-inclusive 1x1 blackbuck antelope 
hunt for one hunter and one guest in Mingus, Texas, just 90 miles west of the DFW metroplex - 
includes trophy fee for best available blackbuck. Method of take is rifle or bow. Available on a Sunday-
Wednesday basis through December 31, 2024 only. Winner will arrive early afternoon and depart 
after lunch on the 3rd day. Hunting may be done using blinds or by spot & stalk. This package includes 
field prep, ensuite accommodations, snacks, beverages, gourmet meals, transportation to/from fields 
and professional guides. Not included are alcohol, taxes, guns, ammo, gratuities, service fee, dip & 
pack service, transportation to shipper and Texas hunting license. Hunt may be upgraded to include 
additional species, days, hunters and non-hunters, all at current price list. For over 20 years, 
Greystone Castle has been considered one of the elite destinations in the sporting world. In fact, 
their name has become synonymous with quality in the hunting industry. What's both unique and 
compelling about Greystone is that it can be so many things to so many different sportsmen. To the 
upland gunner, large fields of sorghum, millet and switch grass bring memories of great gun dogs, 
flushing pheasants, bobwhite covey rises, and days in the field with friends. For the big game hunter, 
it's 6,000 acres that offer some of the best whitetail hunting in the country and over 30 species 
of exotic game. For the clay shooter, it's the great sporting clays, wobble deck and pyramid 5-stand 
courses that will test the best of shooters. And for the avid angler, their trophy bass lakes present 

year-round opportunities for tight lines on largemouth and hybrid stripers. What appeals to all visitors at Greystone are its top-of-the-line 
accommodations and gourmet meals. There are five elegantly decorated suites capable of hosting more than 30 guests, a dining room complete 
with a full-time executive chef, spacious conference facilities, a swimming pool with hot tub, and just outside the castle walls, a scenic lookout 
affords a breathtaking vista of the entire estate. The ownership and staff have been dedicated to creating one of the finest sporting destinations 
found anywhere in the world. Long-term habitat improvement and wildlife management has made Greystone an extraordinary hunting destination. 
This coupled with the unique castle facility and outstanding customer service makes Greystone Castle a place without equal. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS GREYSTONE CASTLE SPORTING CLUB FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Jennifer Miller, 800-399-3006, PO Box 158, Mingus, TX 76463, 
jmiller@greystonecastle.com, GreystoneCastle.Com.

BOOTH #2102    Valued at $5,000 

SIL-637    JD'S KNIKTUK OUTFITTERS, LLC
7-Day Wolf Hunt for One Hunter in Alaska - Includes Trophy Fee

7-day 2x1 wolf hunt for one hunter in Alaska - includes trophy fee. Method of take is rifle or handgun. 
This hunt is available March 27-April 2, 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional wolves 

at $1,000/each and wolverine/lynx/land otter at $500/animal. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$8,500; non-hunters are welcome at $400/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by snowmobile 

and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, RT transfers from 
Dillingham Airport to camp, accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, non-alcoholic beverages 
and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, bush plane air charters 

for spotting at $850/hr., nonresident hunt/trap combo license at $408, wolf tag, accommodations 
before/after the hunt in Dillingham (if needed) and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS JD'S 

KNIKTUK OUTFITTERS, LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Darwin Vander Esch, 
907-843-1715, PO Box 482, Dillingham, AK 99576, darwinve@frontier.com, JDsKniktukOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #3044    Valued at $8,500 

SIL-638    RIO PIEDRA PLANTATION
1-Day/1-Night Bobwhite Quail Hunt for Two Hunters in Georgia
1-day/1-night 2x1 bobwhite quail hunt for two hunters at Rio Piedra Plantation in the South Georgia 
Plantation Belt, a region long known as the de facto quail capital and a mecca for quail hunting 
enthusiasts. Thanks to deliberate habitat management efforts of the region's mostly private quail 
hunting estates, the Plantation Belt now boasts quail populations that are the highest they've 
been in decades which all but ensures unrivaled sporting opportunities. Rio Piedra is a three-
time recipient of the distinguished Orvis® Lodge of the Year award, so rest assured you'll not only 
experience superb quail hunting, but enjoy upscale accommodations, great dining and wonderful 
hospitality. This hunt is available October 25-March 23, 2025 only and may be upgraded to include 
additional guests at $1,650/pp/day/double occupancy. Transportation during the hunt is mostly 
by vehicle with hunting done by professional guides over dogs. This package includes access to 

thousands of acres of pristine quail habitat, twelve bird privilege per person/day, 5-star lodge accommodations based on double occupancy, 
maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, all meals, snacks, full bar, hors d'oeuvres and beverages, including wine. Not included are RT ground transfers from 
Albany or Camilla Airport to lodge at $55/pp, license at $12/pp, bird cleaning, shotgun rental, ammo, shooting lessons, pro shop purchases, $9.50/bird 
above 12 bird privilege and gratuities. Plan your escape to our serene, longleaf pine forests and discover why bobwhite quail hunting in the plantation 
belt has captured the hearts of wingshooters for over a century. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RIO PIEDRA PLANTATION FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Beth Atchison, 229-336-1677, 5749 S. Turkey Road, Camilla, GA 31730, info@riopiedraplantation.com, RioPiedraPlantation.Com.

BOOTH #1150    Valued at $3,300 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-643    LIMCROMA SAFARIS
10-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees 
10-day 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters in South Africa - includes trophy fees for 1x of each of the 
following best available species per hunter: blue wildebeest OR zebra, blesbok and impala. Method of 
take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available March-October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include 
additional plains game at current price list or dangerous game at upgraded daily rate cost, plus trophy 
fees. Additional hunters are welcome at $450/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to shipper, luxurious double occupancy chalet accommodations, services of PH, trackers, 
skinners and camp staff, beverages (including alcoholic beverages in moderation) and all meals. Not 
included are dip & pack service, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport at $600, taxidermy, 
trophy fees for animals wounded or lost, accommodations before/after the hunt in Johannesburg at 
$150/night, rifle hire (if needed), ammo and gratuities. NOTE: $500 deposit per hunter will be required 
at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LIMCROMA SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Tim Macmanus, 972-977-4590, 2701 West 15th St., Suite D 569, Plano, TX 75075, 
tim@safaritime.com, Limcroma.Com.

BOOTH #3112    Valued at $12,000 

SIL-640    CHORONGA SAFARIS
13-Day/12-Night Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fee Credit and Kruger Park Excursion
13-day (10 hunting days) 12-night 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters and two non-hunters in 
the Limpopo Province of South Africa - includes $2,500 trophy fee credit for each hunter and 
3-day/2-night trip to Kruger National Park. Method of take is hunters' choice. This hunt is available 
year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional plains game at current 
price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $350/day; non-hunters are welcome at $195/day. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package 
includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport 
to concession, private lodge accommodations with ensuite bath, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, 
non-alcoholic beverages, full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, rifle hire (if 

needed) and gratuities. NOTE: $1,500 deposit will be required at booking to secure dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CHORONGA SAFARIS FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Evan Sloan, 214-518-4967, 6270 Elk View Rd., Larkspur, CO 80118, bowsafari@gmail.com, ChorongaSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #2737    Valued at $22,100 

SIL-641    STORMBERG ELANGENI SAFARIS
14-Day Apprentice Program for One Youth in South Africa 

Living in an ever-changing modern world of technology, SES realizes the necessity to educate our 
youth in hunting and conservation to ensure our future heritage. For this reason, SES is pleased to 
donate this 14-day Apprenticeship Program for one youth aged 15 to 24 years old to join our camp 

in South Africa during the 2024 safari season. Additional companions are welcome at current 
rates. This program includes field prep, transportation to shipper, round-trip transportation from 

East London Airport and the concession, lodge accommodations, all meals and the appropriate 
hunting gear. This program is an ideal opportunity for a youth to be exposed to South African 

family ranch life and be educated in conservation methods, tracking & skinning techniques, animal 
identification, trophy judging and assist with the everyday running of a safari camp and ranch. 
In addition, there will be an opportunity to assist in the culling of animals and to hunt their own 

trophy animals (at cost per current price list). By investing in our youth, we secure our future. This 
donation will apply only to the specific package purchased through the 2024 Dallas Safari Club 

Convention and Stormberg Elangeni Safaris. DSC reference includes Tony Pettitt. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS STORMBERG ELANGENI SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. James Quin, 

011 27 83 441 5536, PO Box 53, Molterno, Eastern Cape 5500, SOUTH AFRICA, 
admin@bsgafaris.com, SESafaris.Com.

BOOTH #1259    Valued at $5,000 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-644    ROYAL KAROO SAFARIS AND AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE
10-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fees and VIP Welcome 
10-day 2x1 plains game rifle safari for two hunters in Eastern Cape, South Africa - includes trophy 
fees for 1x of each of the following species to be shared by hunters: East Cape kudu, impala, 
springbok grand slam (4x species) and steenbok. Also included is a VIP welcome package for TWO 
at the Afton Safari Lodge courtesy African Hunting Gazette. Voucher includes meet/greet at O.R. 
Tambo International Airport, airport shuttle, double occupancy accommodation, dinner, breakfast 
and 1-year subscription to African Hunting Gazette. This hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 
2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are 
welcome at $350/day; non-hunters at $200/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle 
with hunting done by spot and stalk. This package includes trophy fees for species listed, field prep, 
transportation to outfitter's preferred taxidermist, RT transfers from Port Elizabeth Airport, 4-star 
luxury lodge accommodations with ensuite bathroom, sundowners and all meals. Not included are 

dip & pack service, taxidermy for trophies, rifle hire, ammo, hard liquor and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ROYAL KAROO SAFARIS AND 
AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. ROYAL KAROO SAFARIS: Rob Birch, 011 27 82 4964398, Royal Karoo, Dorsfontein Rd, 
Steytlerville, Eastern Cape 6250, SOUTH AFRICA, 06300, rob@royalkaroo.co.za, RoyalKaroo.Co.Za. AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE: Richard Lendrum, 
011 3917625, 17 Aftonwold Way, Kempton Park 1619, SOUTH AFRICA, richard@thefuture.co.za, AftonSafariLodge.Com.

BOOTH #759 ROYAL KAROO SAFARIS / BOOTH #167 AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE    Valued at $12,875 

SIL-645    MOLOPO KALAHARI SAFARIS
10-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 

in Botswana & South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees 
10-day (plus 2 travel days) 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters and two non-hunters in 

southern Botswana (5 days) and the Molopo region in the NW province of South Africa 
(5 days) - includes trophy fees for 1x greater kudu up to 60", 1x gemsbok, 2x Kalahari springbok, 
2x blesbok to be shared by hunters and $150 taxidermy credit with Moredow Taxidermist for 

each hunter. Hunters have the choice of which animals to take in each location. Method of 
take is rifle, bow, handgun or black powder. This hunt is available April 2024-October 2025 

and may be upgraded to include additional plains game species at current price list and 
dangerous game at an additional $185/day per hunter plus trophy fees. Additional hunters 

are welcome at $375/day; non-hunters are welcome at $185/day. Transportation during the 
hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes 

field prep, transportation to shipper, traditional African-style 4-star lodge accommodations with AC and running hot /cold water, Wi-Fi, meals and 
full bar, including beer/wine. Not included are dip & pack service, rifle hire at $100/pp (if needed), RT ground transfers for up to four guests from 

Kimberley Airport at $1,900, accommodations before/after the hunt and gratuities. NOTE: $2,000 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt 
dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MOLOPO KALAHARI SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Douglas Haywood, 703-674-9164, 

2394 Tuscan Hills Lane, Las Cruces, NM 88011, doug_haywood@yahoo.com, KalahariHunting.Com.

BOOTH #2649    Valued at $17,200  

SIL-646    HARTZVIEW HUNTING SAFARIS
7-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fees 
7-day 2x1 plains game rifle safari for two hunters in the Schweizer-Reneke area of South 
Africa - includes trophy fees for the following species to be shared by hunters: 1x zebra, 1x blue 
wildebeest, 1x gemsbok, 2x impala and 1x blesbok. This hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 
2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters 
are welcome at $450/day; non-hunters are welcome at $350/day. Transportation during the hunt 
is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to shipper, road transfers from Kimberley Airport (2-hour drive), 4-star lodge 
accommodations, meals, beverages and daily laundry/cleaning services. Not included are dip & 
pack service, gratuities and accommodations/expenses before/after the hunt at arriving airport. 
DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HARTZVIEW HUNTING SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION.
Ruan Van Greuning,  011 27 82 563 8178, Farm 17 Omalia Northwest, Schweizer-Reneke 2780, 
SOUTH AFRICA, admin@hvsafaris.com, HVSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #4444    Valued at $13,800   
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-649    INFINITO SAFARIS
7-Day/6-Night Small Game Safari for One Hunter in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fees
7-day/6-night 1x1 small game rifle safari for one hunter in the Limpopo Province of South Africa - 
includes trophy fees for civet, genet, caracal, porcupine and honey badger. This hunt is available 
August-September 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current 
price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $550/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. 
Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk and 
from blinds. This package includes field prep, dip & pack service, transportation to shipper, luxury 
lodge accommodations, meals, maid/laundry service and beverages, including beer and wine. 
Not included are RT transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport to concession at $600 and 
gratuities. NOTE: $550 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS INFINITO SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Erika van Rooyen, 

011 27 82 848 8078, 011 27 78 444 7661, Farm Skuinsrand, Groblersdal, Limpopo 0470, SOUTH AFRICA, erika@infinito-safaris.com, UTSafaris.Com.Com.

BOOTH #1816    Valued at $20,000  

SIL-647    WOW AFRICA AND AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE
9-Day/8-Night Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees  and VIP Welcome
9-day/8-night 2x1 plains game safari for two hunters and two non-hunters in the Karoo region 
of South Africa - includes trophy fees for 1x of each of the following: gemsbok, springbok, red 
hartebeest and impala, all to be shared by hunters. Also included is a VIP welcome package for 
FOUR at the Afton Safari Lodge courtesy African Hunting Gazette. Vouchers include meet/greet at 
O.R. Tambo International Airport, airport shuttle, 2x double occupancy accommodations, dinner, 
breakfast and 1-year subscription to African Hunting Gazette. Method of take is hunters' choice. 
This hunt is available year-round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species 
at current pricelist. Additional hunters are welcome at $250/day; non-hunters are welcome at 

$150/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation 
to local shipper, lodge accommodations, assistance with rifle import permit, beverages (including local beer and wine), all meals, daily laundry 
services and housekeeping. Not included are dip & pack service, ground transfers from O.R. Tambo International Airport at $125/pp/trip and 
gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS WOW AFRICA AND AFRICAN 
HUNTING GAZETTE FOR THIS 100% DONATION. WOW AFRICA: Izak Kirsten, 011 27 83 732 1179, PO Box 1529, Vryheid, KwaZulu-Natal 3100, SOUTH 
AFRICA, wowafrica@me.com, WOWAfrica.Com. AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE: Richard Lendrum, 011 3917625, 17 Aftonwold Way, 
Kempton Park 1619, SOUTH AFRICA, richard@thefuture.co.za, AftonSafariLodge.Com.

BOOTH #3449 WOW AFRICA / BOOTH #167 AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE    Valued at $14,550   

SIL-648    BOSCHNEL SAFARIS AND  AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE
6-Day/7-Night Plains Game Safari for Four Hunters in Northern Cape, South 

Africa - Includes Trophy Fees and VIP Welcome 
6-day/7-night 2x1 plains game safari for four hunters in Northern Cape, South Africa - includes 

trophy fees for 1x of each species for each hunter: springbok, blue wildebeest and impala. 
Also included is a VIP welcome package for FOUR at the Afton Safari Lodge courtesy African 

Hunting Gazette. Vouchers include meet/greet at O.R. Tambo International Airport, airport 
shuttle, 2x double-occupancy accommodations, dinner, breakfast and 1-year subscription to 

African Hunting Gazette. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available year-round in 
2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional 

hunters are welcome at $300/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes 
field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Kimberley Airport, safari-style lodge 
accommodations, beverages, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, taxidermy, accommodations 

before/after the hunt (if needed) and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BOSCHNEL SAFARIS LTD AND AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. BOSCHNEL SAFARIS: Brendan Nel, 011 27 84 080 0688, 3634 Soenie Street, Marloth Park, Mpumalanga 1331, SOUTH AFRICA, 

info@boschnelsafaris.co.za, BoschNelSafaris.Co.Za. AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE: Richard Lendrum, 011 3917625, 17 Aftonwold Way, 
Kempton Park 1619, SOUTH AFRICA, richard@thefuture.co.za, AftonSafariLodge.Com.

BOOTH #1132 BOSCHNEL SAFARIS / BOOTH #167 AFRICAN HUNTING GAZETTE    Valued at $17,250  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-650    MWATISI SAFARIS
10-Day Cape Buffalo and Plains Game Safari for One Hunter 
in Rungwa Mzombe, Tanzania 
10-day 1x1 Cape buffalo and plains game rifle safari for one hunter in Rungwa Mzombe, 
Tanzania. Species available to be hunted at winner's cost are: 2x buffalo (1st at $3,500 and 
2nd at $3,800), L. hartebeest at $1,200, spotted hyena at $900, baboon at $150, klipspringer at 
$1,500, reedbuck at $650, duiker at $550, zebra at $1,800 and oribi at $500. This free-range hunt 
is available November 20-30, 2024 only and may be upgraded to include leopard at $30,000, 
plus the cost of the hunting permit at $4,500. Additional hunters are welcome at full package 
cost; non-hunters are welcome at $400/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle 
and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, support of safari 
camp staff, tented camp accommodations, maid/laundry service, beverages and all meals. 

Not included are transportation to shipper, dip & pack service at $7,500, hunting permit at $5,000, air charters to Dar es Salaam and Mbeye Town, 
commercial flight between Mbeya Town and camp at $1,700/pp, rifle import at $250, before/after hunt accommodations in Dar es Salaam at $200/room 
and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MWATISI SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Sherdell O. Sherdell, 011 255 786 346 346, PO Box 4929, 
Dar es Salaam 4929, TANZANIA, omarsherdell@yahoo.com, sherdellsherdell@gmail.com, MwatisiSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #2853    Valued at $30,000  

SIL-651    MAKADI SAFARIS
7-Day/6-Night Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 

in Central Namibia - Includes Trophy Fees
7-day/6-night 2x1 plains game rifle safari for two hunters and two non-hunters in central Namibia 
- includes trophy fees for 1x kudu and 1x oryx for each hunter. This hunt is available year-round in 

2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $470/day; non-hunters are welcome at $290/day. Transportation during 

the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to shipper, RT ground transfers from Windhoek International Airport to camp, lodge 

accommodations, professional guide with expert trackers and skinners, daily maid/laundry service, 
Wi-Fi, beverages (including beer, wine and spirits in moderation) and all meals. Not included are dip 
& pack service, gun rental at $40/day (if needed), personal insurance, accommodations before/after 

the hunt and gratuities. NOTE: $1,500 deposit per hunter will be required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MAKADI 
SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Katja Metzger, 011 264 62 503732, 011 264 81 2487144, PO Box 9818, Windhoek, Khomas 10009, NAMIBIA, 

katja@makadi-safaris.com, Makadi-Safaris.Com.

BOOTH #2428    Valued at $15,890  

SIL-655    CERRO INDIO SAFARIS
5-Day Feral Goat and Hybrid Sheep Hunt for Two Hunters 
in Argentina - Includes Trophy Fees 
Cerro Indio Safaris invites two hunters to experience Argentina at its finest during this deluxe 
5-day, 2x1 guided big game rifle hunt - includes trophy fees for 1x feral goat and 1x hybrid sheep; 
shared, hunters must apportion game. Schedule hunt with outfitter on open dates between 
mid April-August, 2024 or 2025, or consult outfitter about availability on alternate dates. Your 
destination will be at Cerro Indio's headquarters, Estancia Acelain, praised for its top-notch 
hunting services and facilities by returning clients and the author of best-selling travel manual 
"1,000 Places to See Before You Die". Gonzalo Llambi, owner and guide, will be your host during 
a hunt that includes first-class accommodations, all meals/beverages, trophy fees for donated 

game, 2x1 guide service, hunt transportation and field prep. Additional big game hunters and observers are welcome at current daily fees. Not 
included are licenses at $250/pp, firearm permits or rental, dipping/packing/shipping, export permits, transfers from Buenos Aires to the hunting 
area at approx. $800/RT for the group, accommodations before/after hunt in Buenos Aires and gratuities. This hunt may be extended, additional 
game and wingshooting added per outfitter's current price list. For more information, contact Gonzalo Llambi by phone or Whatsapp at 
Int. 54 92494 604000 or safaris@cerroindio.com. Gonzalo Llambi, 011 54 92 49 460 4000, Goni 1101, Tandil, Buenos Aires 7000, ARGENTINA, 
safaris@cerroindio.com, CerroIndio.Com.

BOOTH #1269    Valued at $6,200  

SIL-656    PORTUGAL HUNTING
4-Day High-Volume Dove Hunt for Two Hunters in Argentina 

4-day 1x1 high-volume dove hunt for two hunters in Argentina. This hunt is available August 2024 or 2025 
and may be upgraded to include big & small game at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome 

at $2,400; non-hunters are welcome at $1,000. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This 
package includes double occupancy hunting lodge accommodations, beverages and all meals. Not 

included are RT road transfers to/from airport $300/pp, Argentinian license at $250/pp, shells at 
$20/box of 25 (subject to time price), gun rental at $50/day, airfare, accommodations before/after the 

hunt at approx. $120/night and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS PORTUGAL HUNTING FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. PAULO OLIVEIRA, 011 35 191 936 1383, Largo Bombeiros Voluntarios N 10, 

Sala101, Ovar 3880-133, PORTUGAL, hunt@portugalhunting.com, PortugalHunting.Com.

BOOTH #651    Valued at $6,600  
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

Expo Silent Auction continued

SIL-657    RIVER PLATE ANGLERS
4 1/2-Day Peacock Bass Fishing Trip for Two Anglers in Manaus, Brazil 
4 1/2-day 2x1 Peacock bass fishing trip for two anglers in Brazil aboard River Plate Outfitter's 'Fly-In 
Floating Cabins'. These unique floating suites are the ultimate solution for optimizing shallow drafting 
mobility, while allowing anglers to fish the wild and exotic Amazon River in style, comfort and luxury. 
Undependable water levels and over-fishing are chronic problems for fixed-base operations. These 
land-locked lodges are unable to move far enough away from their central location to seek out optimal 
water levels or to reach unfished waters. However, River Plate's "River Train" of floating suites can 
move on a daily basis to access unfished river segments and stay overnight along Caribbean-like 
white sand beaches. This trip is available November 2024-February 2025 or during the same period the 
following year and may be upgraded to include additional anglers at $4,990. Package includes guide 
service, RT transfers between Manaus and camp, double occupancy ensuite accommodations, meals, 

full bar (wine, beer and liquor), daily laundry/maid service, fishing licenses, local transfers and arrival night hotel accommodations. Not included 
are international airfare, Brazilian visas, gratuities, food/beverage in Manaus, any transfers or hotel accommodation outside of the group's travel, 
airport departure tax and satellite phone calls. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RIVER PLATE ANGLERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Nicolas Platero, 001 598 2604 4305, 110 598 944 6028, Evangelio Bonilla 6553, Montevideo 11500, URUGUAY, 
nicolas@riverplateoutfitters.com, RiverPlateOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #859    Valued at $9,980 

SIL-660    KINGHAM SAFARIS AUSTRALIA
3-Day Moluccan Rusa Hunt for One Hunter in Australia - Includes Trophy Fee 
3-day 1x1 Moluccan rusa rifle hunt for one hunter in Australia - includes trophy fee. This hunt 
is available June-December 2024, 2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include red stag and 

blackbuck at current price list. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting 
done by spot & stalk. Additional hunters are welcome at $550/day; non-hunters are welcome 

at $250/day. This package includes field prep, RT transfers from Brisbane Airport, private 
ensuite accommodations and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, transportation to 
shipper, hunting permit at $150 and gratuities. DSC references include Daniel McGehee, John 

Colglazier, Rick Warren and Brad Black. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KINGHAM SAFARIS 
AUSTRALIA FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Andrew Webster, 011 61 7 5497 3115, PO Box 53, Kilcoy, 

Queensland 4515, AUSTRALIA, andrew@kinghamsafaris.com, KinghamSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #1180    Valued at $5,650 

SIL-670    INTERNATIONAL TROPHY OUTFITTERS / GUILLERMO ROWE - SPAIN
5-Day Southeastern Ibex Hunt for One Hunter in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee 
5-day 1x1 Southeastern ibex hunt for one hunter in Spain - includes trophy fee for ibex scoring 
up to 62". This free-range hunt is available October 30-November 5, 2024 only and may be 
upgraded to include ibex (Ronda, Gredos & Beceite) Cantabrian & Pyrenean chamois and Iberian 
mouflon, amongst other species, all at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$590/day; non-hunters are welcome at $490/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 
vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to 
shipper, RT ground transfers from Seville Airport to hunting area, gun clearance, 4 or 5-star 
hotel accommodations, daily maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, beverages (including beer & wine) 

and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, hunting license and insurance at $300, gun rental and ammo at $150, trophy prep for export, 
veterinary certificates, before/after hunt expenses, gratuities and 21% VAT on total value. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS INTERNATIONAL TROPHY 
OUTFITTERS / GUILLERMO ROWE - SPAIN FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Frank Smith, 607-644-8597, 317 Sable Trace Pass, Acworth, GA 30102, 
frank@huntito.com, HuntITO.Com

BOOTH #474    Valued at $10,670 

SIL-671    SPANISH HUNT NACHO ARIAS
5-Day Spanish Red Deer Hunt for One Hunter in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee 

Nachoarias is pleased to donate this 5-day (3 hunting days) 1x1 Spanish red deer rifle hunt for one 
hunter in Spain - includes trophy fee for deer scoring up to 160 points CIC. Hunt is good until trophy 
is taken, wounded or three reasonable chances have been missed or passed over up to a maximum 
of three hunting days. This estate hunt is available year-round in 2024 only and may be upgraded to 

include larger red deer or other Spanish game at current price list. Winner will enjoy sightseeing, 
shopping and very personal treatment hunting with Nacho. Additional hunters are welcome at 

$880/day; non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by 
vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local 

shipper, reception at Madrid Airport, clearance of guns, RT transfers from airport, professional 
English-speaking local game scout, first-class accommodations and meals. Not included are dip 

& pack service, hunting license/insurance at $600, taxidermy, trophy shipping, gratuities, airfare, 
hotels in Madrid, expenses before/after the hunt and 21% VAT on donation value at $2,079. This donation cannot be combined with another donated 

Spanish hunt. Past donation buyers cannot buy this hunt. Nacho Arias, 011 34 64 994 2107, C/La Tea 7, 3, Plasencia, Caceres 10600, SPAIN,
nachorodriguezarias@gmail.com, NachoAriasSpanishHunt.Com.

BOOTH #2022    Valued at $9,900 
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   2024 DSC CONVENTION AUCTIONS & RAFFLES

continued Expo Silent Auction

SIL-680    ELEAZAR SAENZ
"Sky Walker" - Original Framed Oil on Canvas by Eleazar Saenz 
"Sky Walker" - Original Framed oil on canvas of a black jaguar walking on the highest 
thick branches in the humid jungle by Eleazar Saenz, measures 24"x19". Saenz is a wildlife 
artist who captures in his images a piece of wildlife and shares it with the viewer. He is 
well known for his versatility and wide range of subjects and mediums including, wildlife 
paintings, murals, dioramas and portraits. Eleazar Saenz, eleazarsaenz@yahoo.com.

Valued at $4,800 

SIL-681    ORIGINAL WILDLIFE ART BY ILSE
"Memories of Africa" - Limited Edition Giclee Print on Canvas 

by South African Wildlife Artist ILSE de Villiers 
"Memories of Africa" - Limited edition giclee print on canvas of a leopard by South African 

wildlife artist ILSE de Villiers, measures 35"x44" stretched. "Painting a leopard never ceases to 
amaze and thrill me as a South African wildlife artist. Not only is the leopard synonym with bush, 

predator, stealth in motion and the Big Five... it also provides a special challenge to the artist 
to capture the mood, color nuances and unique rosettes that make this animal special in every 

sense of the word." - ILSE. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS ORIGINAL WILDLIFE ART BY ILSE FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. ILSE de VILLIERS, 011 27 82 578 8496, 6 Sugarbird Place, Golden Acres, 

Tzaneen, Limpopo 0850, SOUTH AFRICA, art@ilsewildlife.co.za, IlseWildlife.Co.Za.

BOOTH #370    Valued at $3,500 

Notes
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Raffles
as of Press Time

4-Day Arapawa Ram Hunt for Two in New Zealand, 
Bergara .300 WM Rifle and Business Class Airfare
FOUR SEASONS SAFARIS NZ and Shane Johnston, owner/outfitter, 
longtime DSC Donor, Life Member and 2007 Outfitter of the Year, invites 
two hunters to experience the breathtaking scenery from the mountains 
to the Pacific Ocean while hunting the South Pacific Arapawa ram and 
red stag on this 4-day/3-night 2x1 hunting adventure on New Zealand's 
South Island - includes the trophy fees for 1x representative Arapawa 
ram for each hunter and $1,000 trophy fee credit for each hunter 
towards red stag. Method of take is rifle, bow or muzzleloader. This 
hunt is available for open dates February-August 2024 or 2025 and may 
be upgraded by adding days or other available species at the current 
price list. Additional hunters, as well as non-hunters are welcome at 
current rates. Transportation during the hunt is by 4x4 vehicle where 
stag and ram are hunted in same location. The private hunting estate 
you will hunt is out of Kaikoura, which sits on the east coast overlooking 
the Pacific Ocean where there is great lobster diving and fishing 
available. Hunting will be by spot & stalk where hunters will be spoilt on 
the numbers and quality of animals available, including Arapawa ram, 
red stag, elk, fallow, white stag, goat and boar. This package includes 
field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Christchurch 
Airport (within guiding days), comfortable ranch style accommodations, 
home-style country cuisine and refreshments, including NZ beer and 
wine. Not included are airfare to/from Christchurch, before/after hunt 
accommodations, rifle permit /hire, additional species hunted, balance 
of trophy fee (red stag from $6,500) firearm permit at $25 (if bringing your 
own), dip & pack service and gratuities. NOTE: This hunt cannot be taken 
in conjunction with any other NZ hunting safari or safari already booked 
with Four Seasons. DSC references include Richard & Suzie Allen, 
Albert Wolfe, Bill & Cindy Swisher, Jim Tolson, John & Pam Patterson 
and many, many more.

BERGARA USA is pleased to donate a Wilderness Series® Ridge Carbon 
rifle in 300WM designed for the serious hunter. Those who brave the 
elements and need an accurate rifle that can keep up, without the 
extravagant price tag. Now, we've added our proprietary-blended 
carbon barrel. We can tell you the weight savings will gain you a few 
extra miles on foot. Finished in Sniper Grey cerakote. Weighs 6.7 lbs 
with a 24" barrel. 

FROSCH INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL completes this package with roundtrip 
business class air transportation for two (2) via Air New Zealand 
from LAX/SFO/HOU/ORD/NYC/HNL US Gateways to Auckland, New 
Zealand. Travel dates are subject to availability in S class. Blackouts 
are December 10, 2024-February 1, 2025. Travel needs to be booked by 
December 31, 2024 and completed by June 30, 2025. Booking needs to 
be requested a minimum of 3 months prior to departure date. Tickets 
are non-refundable, non-transferable and are not valid for upgrades 
or frequent flyer mileage. Fees, taxes and all other costs not stated 
herein are the sole responsibility of the winner and travel companion. 
Prize cannot be exchanged for cash. No prize transfer or substitution 
permitted. Winner is responsible for obtaining all necessary travel 
documentation including passports and visas. Departure/airport taxes 
and customs/agriculture fees are at winner's cost. DALLAS SAFARI 
CLUB THANKS FOUR SEASONS SAFARIS NZ, BERGARA USA AND 
FROSCH INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL FOR THIS 100% DONATION.

Valued at $26,000 

BONUS RAFFLE

FOUR SEASONS SAFARIS NZ
Shane Johnston, 011 64 274 399 129
Terrace Downs Resort, Windwhistle 
Canterbury, South Island, NEW ZEALAND
fourseasonssafaris@gmail.com, FourSeasons.Co.Nz

BOOTH #3523

BERGARA USA
Forrest Wilson, 770-401-3225
1270 Progress Center Ave., Suite 100, Lawrenceville, GA 30043
forrest@bpiguns.com, Bergara.Online/Us/

BOOTH #4428

DSC RAFFLE PRICING (Excludes DSC Foundation & Frontline Raffles)
$100 - 6 each $20 tickets OR 5 each $25 tickets
$200 - 12 each $20 tickets OR 10 each $25 tickets OR 5 each $25 tickets
$500 - 1 Bonus Raffle ticket and choice of any 3 $200 packages
$1,000 - 4 Bonus Raffle ticket and choice of any 6 $200 packages
$1,500 - 9 Bonus Raffle ticket and choice of any 12 $200 packages
$2,000 - 16 Bonus Raffle ticket and choice of any 20 $200 packages
$3,000 - 30 Bonus Raffle ticket and choice of any 36 $200 packages
$6,000 - 70 Bonus Raffle ticket and choice of any 90 $200 packages
$10,000 - 120 Bonus Raffle ticket and choice of any 150 $200 packages

FROSCH INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
Miriam Clingensmith, 713-590-8138, 832-563-9243
One Greenway Plaza, Houston, TX 75046
mwc@frosch.com, Frosch.Com

BOOTH #2900
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continued Raffles

ULTIMATE RAFFLES

ULTIMATE RAFFLE-1    SWAROVSKI OPTIK AND KENZIE’S OPTICS
OPTICS PACKAGE: Swarovski Optik Z8i 1-8x24 4A-IF Riflescope, Swarovski Optik 
NL Pure 10x42 Binocular and AGM Adder TS50-640 Thermal Riflescope
Swarovski's illuminated Z8i 1-8x24 rifle scope provides a remarkable field of view of 42.5 m (127.5 ft) with 1x 
magnification, offering the best possible overview of the hunting action to ensure the right decision is made 
even in rapidly changing situations. With Swarovski Optik's NL Pure 10x42 binocular, you'll see more in every 
situation. Thanks to its perfect handling and seemingly endless field of vision, the NL Pure 10x42 becomes even 
more versatile. The Adder TS50-640 thermal imaging scope was developed for hunters who prefer a traditional 
scope body. The Adder comes with a 30mm American Defense Manufacturing (ADM) AD Recon scope mount – 
but can be mounted to a rifle using any standard 30mm scope rings. The traditional body style meets the needs 
of professional hunters who value traditions and seek technological superiority, ensure an extreme detection 
range of up to 2,600 meters. Riflescope comes with 640×512 high-sensitivity thermal detector and 1024×768 
OLED monitor, which provide clear image under harsh environment conditions like darkness, fog, smoke, dust, 

rain, snow, wood, and camouflage. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SWAROVSKI OPTIK AND KENZIE'S OPTICS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. SWAROVSKI 
OPTIK: Dean Capuano, 401-965-8335, 2 Slater Road, Cranston, RI 02920, dean.capuano@swarovskioptik.us, SwarovskiOptik.Com. KENZIE’S OPTICS: 
Keith Smith, 678-574-4664, Fax 678-574-4668, 30 Kelli Clark Ct. SE, Cartersville, GA 30121, keith@kenziesoptics.com, KenziesOptics.Com.

BOOTH #1707 SWAROVSKI / #4221 KENZIE’S OPTICS    Valued at $11,665 

ULTIMATE RAFFLE-2    BEASLEY'S FINE JEWELRY
Sapphire By The Yard Necklace, Diamond Eternity Necklace 

and Diamond Bracelet
This stunning fine jewelry set includes a sapphire by the yard necklace, 

diamond eternity necklace and diamond pave bracelet. The sapphire necklace 
features 3.0 cts of sapphires, AA quality, fine color, all set in 14k yellow 
gold bezels on a 34" 14k yellow gold chain. The diamond eternity necklace includes 3.69 cts of round brilliant 

cut diamonds, SI1, color G-H, all set in 14k yellow gold mounting approximately 17" in length with safety clasp. 
The diamond pave bracelet come with 1.20 cts of round brilliant cut diamonds, SI1, color G, set in 14 white and 
yellow gold mounting on a paperclip chain with safety clasp. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS BEASLEY'S FINE 

JEWELRY FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Lisa Dubberley, 972-221-4641, 177 W. Main Street, Lewisville, TX 75057,
beasleysjewelry@yahoo.com, BeasleysFineJewelry.Com.

    Valued at $24,200 

ULTIMATE RAFFLE-3    BLAAUWKRANTZ SAFARIS
7-Day Plains Game Safari for Two Hunters and Two Non-Hunters 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
7-day 2x1 plains game rifle safari for two hunters and two non-hunters in Eastern Cape, South Africa 
- includes trophy fees for 1x of each of the following for each hunter: kudu, impala and duiker. This 
hunt is available March-October 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional species 
at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $475/day; non-hunters are welcome at 
$200/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. 
This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Port Elizabeth Airport 
to lodge, chalet accommodations, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
accommodation before the hunt in Johannesburg (if needed) and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB 
THANKS BLAAUWKRANTZ SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Zani Dixie, 011 27 83 280 1338, 

PO Box 583, Uitenhage, Eastern Cape 6230, SOUTH AFRICA, info@blaauwkrantz.com, Blaauwkrantz.Com.

BOOTH #480    Valued at $15,000 

ULTIMATE RAFFLE-4    KRIEGHOFF INTERNATIONAL
Krieghoff Classic "Big Five" Double Rifle in .450/.400 Nitro Express with Ejectors 

Krieghoff’s Classic “Big Five” Double rifle in .450/.400 Nitro Express brings all the stopping power 
needed for a successful safari. Built on a solid frame with excellent balance and time-tested 

reliability, the Classic handles long treks through African terrain with ease. The Classic’s patented 
Intelligent Ejector System and Combi-cocking device set you up for quick reactions to every 

opportunity presented. Quick ejection and reloads allow the shooter to make quick follow-up shots. 
Opt to make your Classic a traditional extractor rifle with an easy movement of a cocking slide for 
a more traditional experience. Stalk your prey with the Classic fully loaded but completely safe as 
the Combi-cocking device keeps the hammers uncocked until you engage them with one quiet, smooth movement. Featuring an attractive Arabesque 

engraving on the nickel-finished receiver and Turkish Walnut stock with Bavaria Cheekpiece, the Classic “Big Five” Double rifle is chambered in the 
popular .450/.400 Nitro Express caliber. Krieghoff proudly supports Dallas Safari Club’s educational and conservation programs with their donation. 

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS KRIEGHOFF INTERNATIONAL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Alex Diehl or Jen Rizzo, 610-847-5173 x120, 7528, Eason Road, 
PO Box 549, Ottsville, PA 18942, adiehl@krieghoff.com; jrizzo@krieghoff.com, Krieghoff.Com.

BOOTH #4421    Valued at $19,495 
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Raffles continued

SPECIAL RAFFLES

SPECIAL RAFFLE-1    THE HUNTING CONSORTIUM LTD.
9-Day Mid-Asian Ibex Hunt for One Hunter in Tajikistan - Includes Trophy Fee
Bob Kern and The Hunting Consortium Ltd. are pleased to donate this 9-day (up to 6 full hunting 
days) 1x1 mid-Asian ibex rifle or bow hunt for one hunter in the Pamir Mountains of Tajikistan, 
a region known for its huge Marco Polo sheep and superior-quality ibex - includes trophy fee 
for ibex scoring up to 43". This hunt is available open dates in 2024 only and may be upgraded 
to include all the species available in Tajikistan, including Bukharan urial sheep, Marco Polo 
sheep, Bukharan markhor, wild boar, wolf, feral yak and Manchurian sika all at current price list. 
Additional hunters, as well as non-hunters, are welcome at current rates. This package includes 
excellent fixed base camp accommodations in the Pamir Mountains, guide fees, license fee, 
transportation during the hunt and field preparation of trophies. Not included are RT transfers 
from Dushanbe Airport, trophy prep for export, documentation and shipping, trophy surcharge 
exceeding 43" at $500 and gratuities. The Hunting Consortium will handle (at hunter's expense) 
all travel arrangements, including air travel arrangements, hotel reservations, visa, firearm 
permit, etc. Bob did much of the pioneer exploration in Tajikistan in the early 1990s and is the 
only American operator with his own Tajik staff. The Hunting Consortium has been working 

in Tajikistan for more than 30 years and has selected the finest hunting areas in that country, some of which they have exclusive rights. Their 
reputation for quality hunts in Asia is unmatched, as evidenced by their continuing 100% success rate. Please visit with Bob at his booth before the 
auction or contact him at the numbers listed below. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS THE HUNTING CONSORTIUM LTD. FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Bob Kern, 540-955-0090, 45 Spring House Lane, Berryville, VA 22611, hunt@huntcon.com, HuntCon.Com.

BOOTH #2107    Valued at $10,900 

SPECIAL RAFFLE-2    ESTANCIA EL CARRIZAL
5-Day/6-Night Blackbuck and Red Stag Hunt for Two Hunters 

in Argentina - Includes Trophy Fees
5-day/6-night 1x1 blackbuck and red stag hunt for two hunters in La Pampa, Argentina - includes 

trophy fees for 1x blackbuck and 1x stag, both best available, to be shared by hunters. Method 
of take is rifle or bow. This free-range hunt is available March-July 2024 or 2025 and may be 

upgraded to include additional species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at 
$2,750 (plus the cost of trophy fees); non-hunters are welcome at $1,375. Transportation during 

the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to shipper, full-board/world-class accommodations, beverages and all meals. Not 

included are dip & pack service, RT transfers from Bahia Blanca Airport at $150/pp, big game 
hunting license at $450/hunter, tags at $75/animal and gratuities. NOTE: $1,000/pp deposit will be 

required at booking to secure hunt dates. DSC references include Steve & Yvonne Miller, Tim & 
Susie Geppert, Larry & Ellen Bell, Jim Shoppa and Paul Clampitt. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 

ESTANCIA EL CARRIZAL FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Carlos Torriglia, 011 54 94 341 604 9616, 
Sargento Cabral 416 P 8, Rosario, Santa Fe 2000, ARGENTINA, 

info@estanciaelcarrizal.com, EstanciaElCarrizal.Com

BOOTH #2410    Valued at $12,000 

SPECIAL RAFFLE-3    GARGANTAS DE GREDOS
4-Day Gredos Ibex Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in Spain - Includes Trophy Fee
4-day 1x1 Gredos ibex hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in Spain - includes trophy fee for 
ibex scoring up to 205 CIC/70 SCI. Method of take is rifle .270, 7mm RM, 30-06 or bow (outfitter's 
rifle is available at no additional cost). This estate hunt is available October 2024-April 2025 and 
may be upgraded to include additional Spanish species at current price list. Additional hunters and 
non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by horseback 
and foot with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, dip & pack service, 
transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Barajas International Airport, hunting license/permit, 
luxury bungalow/mountain shelter accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi, full bar and 
all meals. Not included are gratuities and 21% VAT on total value. DSC references include Frank 
Herrick, Mark Jones and Jose Madrazo. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS GARGANTAS DE GREDOS 
FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Francisco Ipina, 011 34 91 781 18 02, 011 34 609 24 93 09, Velazquez 98, 
Madrid 28006, SPAIN, patxi@hola.com.

BOOTH #2613    Valued at $12,500 
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continued Raffles

SPECIAL RAFFLES

SPECIAL RAFFLE-4    MAGNUM HUNTING SAFARIS
7-Day/6-Night Cape Buffalo Hunt for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fee
7-day/6-night 1x1 Cape buffalo hunt for one hunter and one non-hunter in South Africa - includes 
trophy fee for Dagga Boy bull. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available year-round in 
2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include a larger buffalo or plains game at current price list. 
Additional hunters are welcome at $450/day; non-hunters are welcome at $200/day. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field 
prep, transportation to shipper, RT ground transfers from Polokwane Airport and camp, 5-star brick 
build chalets, Wi-Fi, daily maid laundry service, beverages, full bar and all meals. Not included are 
dip & pack service and gratuities. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS MAGNUM HUNTING SAFARIS FOR 
THIS 100% DONATION. Wulf Schwerdtfeger, 011 27 83 700 6027, Fax 011 27 15 516 4198, 
PO Box 611, Elandspruit 284 LS, Louis Trichardt, Limpopo 0920, SOUTH AFRICA, 
wmag@xpress.co.za, MagnumHuntSa.Co.Za.

BOOTH #682    Valued at $12,650 

SPECIAL RAFFLE-5    SIERRA BRAVA LODGE
3-Day/4-Night High-Volume Dove Hunt for Eight (8) Hunters 

in Cordoba, Argentina
This 3-day/4-night high-volume dove hunt is for eight (8) hunters in the dove shooting 

capital of the world - Cordoba, Argentina! Sierra Brava Lodge was the first hunting 
lodge to receive the Beretta Trident Affiliation outside the USA and is also ORVIS 

endorsed. Hunt is available between August and December in 2024 or 2025 and 
can be upgraded to include pigeon at current price list. Up to 12 additional guests 

can be accommodated in the 10 deluxe double occupancy rooms, each with private 
bathrooms. Donation is only for hunters. Additional hunters are welcome at current 
rates at $590/day; hunters cannot be substituted for non-hunters, but non-hunters 

may be added at $350/day or $1,050 for the 3 nights. Unless the trip is extended, hunting will occur 1/2 day on arrival, 2 full days and 1/2 day on 
departure. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This package includes meet & greet assistance at Cordoba International Airport, 

luxury double occupancy accommodations with private bathroom, all gourmet meals, free Wi-Fi, swimming pool, sauna and jacuzzi, open bar (soft 
drinks, beer, fine wine and local liquors), transfers to/from hunting fields, professionally guided hunts with well-trained, experienced assistants and 

U.S. travel/logistics support. Not included are airfares, RT transfers from Cordoba International Airport, hunting licenses, field fees, gun rentals, 
shells at $19.95/box (current price and subject to change) and gratuities. NOTE: $475 deposit per hunter will be required at booking to secure 

hunt dates. If no payment is received in 10 days, dates will be released. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SIERRA BRAVA LODGE FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Trevor Penny, 832-498-0080, PO Box 915, Kemah, TX 77565, trevor@trevorpenny.com, SierraBrava.Com.

BOOTH #3316    Valued at $14,160 

SPECIAL RAFFLE-6    DRIES VISSER SAFARIS
10-Day Sable and Kudu Hunt for Two Hunters in South Africa - 
Includes Trophy Fees
Dries Visser Safaris welcomes two hunters to the Limpopo Province of South Africa for a 
10-day 2x1 sable and kudu hunt in Thabazimbi - includes trophy fees for 1x sable bull scoring 
up to 42", 1x kudu bull scoring up to 55" and 2x trophy impala rams, all to be shared by hunters. 
Method of take is hunters' choice. This hunt is available April-October 2024 or 2025 and may 
be upgraded to include additional species at current year's price list. Additional hunters are 
welcome at $400/day (2x1); non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. Transportation during the 
hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, 
transportation to taxidermist, luxury safari lodge accommodations, beverages (including beer 
and wine) and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, taxidermy, RT ground transfers 
from O.R. Tambo International Airport to concession at $250/hunter, arrival/departure 
days at $250/pp, 15% VAT on wounded or non-exportable animals, side trips, gratuities and 
accommodations before the hunt in Johannesburg at $250/night. NOTE: $1,000 deposit per 

hunter will be required at booking to secure hunt dates and will be credited towards the final invoice when the hunt is concluded. This hunt may not 
be used back-to-back with another South Africa donation. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS DRIES VISSER SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. 
Dries Visser, 011 27 83 282 4822, PO Box 751, Thabazimbi, Limpopo 0380, SOUTH AFRICA, dries@driesvissersafaris.com, DriesVisserSafaris.Com.

BOOTH #968    Valued at $21,100 
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Raffles continued

DREAM RAFFLES

DREAM RAFFLE-1    RIVER PLATE ANGLERS
4 1/2-Day Peacock Bass Fishing Trip for Two Anglers in Manaus, Brazil
4 1/2-day 2x1 Peacock bass fishing trip for two anglers in Brazil aboard River Plate Outfitter's 
'Fly-In Floating Cabins'. These unique floating suites are the ultimate solution for optimizing 
shallow drafting mobility, while allowing anglers to fish the wild and exotic Amazon River in 
style, comfort and luxury. Undependable water levels and over-fishing are chronic problems for 
fixed-base operations. These land-locked lodges are unable to move far enough away from their 
central location to seek out optimal water levels or to reach unfished waters. However, River 
Plate's "River Train" of floating suites can move on a daily basis to access unfished river segments 
and stay overnight along Caribbean-like white sand beaches. This trip is available November 
2024-February 2025 or during the same period the following year and may be upgraded to include 

additional anglers at $4,990. Package includes guide service, RT transfers between Manaus and camp, double occupancy ensuite accommodations, 
meals, full bar (wine, beer and liquor), daily laundry/maid service, fishing licenses, local transfers and arrival night hotel accommodations. Not included 
are international airfare, Brazilian visas, gratuities, food/beverages in Manaus, any transfers or hotel accommodation outside of the group's travel, 
airport departure tax and satellite phone calls. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS RIVER PLATE ANGLERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Nicolas Platero, 
001 598 2604 4305, 110 598 944 6028, Evangelio Bonilla 6553, Montevideo 11500, URUGUAY, nicolas@riverplateoutfitters.com, RiverPlateOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #859    Valued at $9,980 

DREAM RAFFLE-2    ARGENTINA BIG HUNTING
3-Day High-Volume Dove Hunt for Three Hunters in Argentina

3-day 1x1 high-volume dove hunt for three hunters in Entre Rios Province, Argentina. The lodge 
is located just 3 hours by car from Buenos Aires and the hunting grounds are mere minutes from 

the lodge, which means less delays on domestic flights, less expense and more shooting time for 
hunters! This convenience also allows guests to return to the comforts of the lodge for lunch breaks 

and quickly change plans for the day. Hunting will take place the first afternoon, the following two 
full days and the morning of the fourth day. This hunt is available September 2024-March 2025 and 
may be extended to May, if upgraded, to include duck and perdiz at $550/pp/day or Dorado fishing 
at $450/pp/day (minimum two anglers); big game is also available at current price list. Additional 

hunters, as well as non-hunters, are welcome at current rates. This package includes meet & 
greet at Buenos Aires Airport, luxurious country house accommodations, Wi-Fi Internet, snacks 

& beverages in the field, all meals, full bar and daily laundry/maid service. Not included are RT ground transfers from Buenos Aires Airport at $330/pp, 
single room occupancy at $75/pp/day, extra hunts in the field, gun rental at $85/pp/day, ammo at $16/box (subject to change according to availability), 

hunting licenses at $250/pp, insurance, additional services (massage, phone calls, etc.), sightseeing trips, hotel accommodations before/after the 
hunt, gratuities (recommended at $100/day/hunter for bird boys and house staff) and 10.5% VAT over value of the hunt. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS 

ARGENTINA BIG HUNTING FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Patrick Geijo, 011 549 221 552 4945, Diag. 77 N. #690, Piso 5, La Plata, Buenos Aires 1900, 
ARGENTINA, argentinabighunting@gmail.com, ArgentinaBigHunting.Com.

BOOTH #3549    Valued at $5,850 

DREAM RAFFLE-3    EUROOPTIC LTD
Armalite AR10 .308 Win 18" Tactical Rifle AR10TAC18
The Armalite AR10 18" is a tactical rifle designed to meet the demands for defense 
and duty applications. The AR10 20" comes equipped with flip up MAGPUL MBUS 
sights, Magpul STR Multi-Position Collapsible stock and "Raptor" ambidextrous 
charging handle. This AR10 also sports a full-length MIL-STD 1913 12 o'clock 
Picatinny rail with plenty of space for the installation of sights, scopes, optics 

and other accessories. The gas block on the AR-10 18" is completely adjustable so the rifle can be tuned to the user's preference of ammunition 
and facilitates the use of a suppressor. Includes (1) 25 rd MagPul PMAG magazine. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS EUROOPTIC LTD FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Jonah Gregory, 570-368-3920, 635 N. Loyalsock Ave., Montoursville, PA 17754, jonah@eurooptic.com, EuroOptic.Com.

BOOTH #3200    Valued at $2,525 

DREAM RAFFLE-4    LEGENDS RANCH
5-Day/4-Night Northeastern Whitetail Hunt for One Hunter and 

One Non-Hunter in Michigan - Includes Trophy Fee
In support of Dallas Safari Club, Legends Ranch, Michigan's premier trophy whitetail hunting 

destination, is donating a 5-day/4-night 1x1 guided deer hunt for one hunter and one guest - 
includes whitetail up to 200". Method of take is hunter's choice. This hunt is available October-
November 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include a larger whitetail at current price list. 

Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle. This package includes field prep, dip & pack 
service, RT transfers via Legends' personal limousine from Grand Rapids Airport to the lodge, 

private accommodations in one of Legend's all-inclusive suites, Wi-Fi, maid/laundry service, full bar and gourmet meals prepared by an executive 
chef. Also includes access to the ranch's Wildlife Center, a 24,000 sq ft facility with a rich legacy of hunting, family, and conservation. Featuring 2,200 

animals from all around the world, the Center offers a one-of-a-kind experience for students, families, hunters and friends to learn about the importance 
of hunting and conservation. Robert welcomes you to join us in fostering the love of nature and wildlife, while educating and promoting the future of 

conservation for the next generation. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS LEGENDS RANCH FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Robert Sergi, 231-745-8000, 
Fax 231-745-9000, 2022 W 14 Mile Rd., Bitely, MI 49309, robert@legendsranch.com, LegendsRanch.Com.

BOOTH #3110    Valued at $10,800 
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continued Raffles

DREAM RAFFLES

DREAM RAFFLE-5    PIERRE VAN TONDER - BIG GAME SAFARIS
7-Day/6-Night Plains Game Safari for One Hunter and One Non-Hunter 
in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
7-day/6-night 1x1 plains game rifle safari for one hunter and one non-hunter in South 
Africa - includes trophy fees for kudu up to 52", blesbok and impala. This hunt is 
available in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include additional plains game 
at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $450/day; non-hunters are 
welcome at $195/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by spot & stalk. This 
package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from O.R. Tambo 
International Airport, lodge accommodations and all meals. Not included are dip & 
pack service, permit fees at $500, government value-added tax for daily rates at 15%, 
accommodations before/after the hunt in Johannesburg at $150/night (if needed), and 
gratuities. NOTE: $1,000 deposit is required at booking to secure hunt dates. DALLAS 
SAFARI CLUB THANKS PIERRE VAN TONDER - BIG GAME SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% 

DONATION. Pierre Van Tonder, 011 27 83 458 9098, 2 Springfield Road, Winterton, KwaZulu-Natal 3340, SOUTH AFRICA, info@pvt.co.za, PVT.Co.Za.

BOOTH #4455    Valued at $8,845 

DREAM RAFFLE-6    CANADIAN GUIDE OUTFITTERS
5-Day Vancouver Island Black Bear Hunt for One Hunter and 

One Non-Hunter in Canada - Includes Best Available Bear
Sean Lingl of Canadian Guide Outfitters and DSC's 2013 "Outfitter of the Year", invites 
one hunter and one observer to their beautiful "west coast river lodge" for a 5-day 1x1 

Vancouver Island black bear hunt in Canada - includes best available bear. Method 
of take is rifle or bow. This free-range hunt is available spring 2025 only and may 
be upgraded to include a second bear at $4,200, additional hunters at $7,900 and 

non-hunters at $1,000. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and light 
hiking with all hunting done by exciting spot & stalk. This package includes field 

prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Port Alberni Airport, private 5-star 
accommodations and delicious home-cooked meals, including locally caught fresh 

seafood. Not included are dip & pack service, gratuities, hunting license at $200 
and tag at $200. DSC references include Bob & Kathy Shewmaker, Ken & Brenda 

Heard, Allen Moore, Jim Tolson, John Mowrey, Eddie & Lynne Hopkins, JB Tinney, 
John & Joanna Eads, Blake Barnett, Larry Weishuhn, Greg Oliver, Jerry Baker and many more. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS CANADIAN GUIDE 

OUTFITTERS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Sean Lingl, 250-230-4868, Fax 778-421-0869, 7379 Rincon Road, Port Alberni, BC V9Y-9E9, CANADA, 
sean@canadianguideoutfitters.com, CanadianGuideOutfitters.Com.

BOOTH #3226    Valued at $8,900 

DREAM RAFFLE-7    HIDDEN CREEK OUTFITTERS, LLC
8-Day Bull Elk Hunt for One Hunter in Wyoming - Includes Best Available Elk
8-day 2x1 bull elk rifle hunt for one hunter in the Thorofare area of Wyoming - includes best 
available elk. This hunt is available in 2025 or 2026 and may be upgraded to include mule deer 
at $500 or 1x1 hunting at $400/day. Additional hunters are welcome at $10,000; non-hunters are 
welcome at $375/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by foot and horseback with hunting 
done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to local shipper, walled tent 
accommodations, beverages and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, hunting permit 
at $707, accommodations before/after the hunt, 3% Forest Service fee and gratuities. Arrival/
departure point is at the ranch in Cody, Wyoming. Permit drawing is required with a January 31st 
deadline. Special license will be required at $1,283. Preference points can be purchased online at 
Wyoming Game and Fish & Wildlife website. Note: Permit /licenses listed are subject to increase 
by the Wyoming Game & Fish Department. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS HIDDEN CREEK 
OUTFITTERS, LLC FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Cayla Norris, 307-899-1355, 575 Road 11, 
Powell, WY 82435, cayla@hiddencreekoutfitters.com, HiddenCreekOutfitters.Com.

Valued at $10,000 
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Raffles continued

DREAM RAFFLES

DREAM RAFFLE-8    SAFARI SPECIALISTS GROUP
4-Day Free-Range Aoudad Hunt for One Hunter in Texas - Includes Trophy Fee
4-day 1x1 free-range aoudad rifle hunt for one hunter in Sierra Blanca, Texas - includes trophy fee 
for best available aoudad. This hunt is available September-November 2024 or 2025. Additional 
hunters are welcome at $350/day; non-hunters are welcome at current rates. Transportation 
during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field 
prep, transportation to taxidermist, lodge accommodations, beverages and all meals. Not included 
are packing/shipping of trophies, taxidermy (or meat processing) and gratuities. Arrival/departure 
point is at the ranch. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SAFARI SPECIALISTS GROUP FOR THIS 100% 
DONATION. Dalton Bannister, 903-203-4801, 144 Lehmann Dr., Kerrville, TX 78028, 
dalton@safarispecialistsgroup.com, SafariSpecialistsGroup.Com.

BOOTH #1373    Valued at $6,500 

DREAM RAFFLE-9    MAGNUM HUNTING SAFARIS
7-Day/6-Night Sable and Bushbuck Hunt for One Hunter 

in South Africa - Includes Trophy Fees
7-day/6-night 1x1 sable and bushbuck hunt for one hunter in South Africa - includes trophy 

fees for best available species. Method of take is rifle or bow. This hunt is available year-
round in 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded to include Cape buffalo and additional plains 
game at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $450/day; non-hunters are 

welcome at $200/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle with hunting done 
by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from 

Polokwane Airport to concession, 5-star chalet accommodations, maid/laundry service, 
Wi-Fi, full bar and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service and gratuities. DALLAS 

SAFARI CLUB THANKS MAGNUM HUNTING SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Wulf 
Schwerdtfeger, 011 27 83 700 6027, Fax 011 27 15 516 4198, PO Box 611, Elandspruit 284 LS, 

Louis Trichardt, Limpopo 0920, SOUTH AFRICA, wmag@xpress.co.za, MagnumHuntSa.Co.Za.

BOOTH #682    Valued at $10,700 

DREAM RAFFLE-10    ARGENTINA-SPAIN / GBH SAFARIS
4-Day Beceite Ibex Hunt for Three Hunters in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees
4-day 2x1 beceite ibex rifle hunt for three hunters in Spain - includes trophy fees for 1x ibex 
scoring up to 50 SCI for each hunter. This hunt is available November 2024-May 2025 or for 
the same period the following year and may be upgraded to include larger trophies or other 
species at current price list. Additional hunters are welcome at $550/day; non-hunters are 
welcome at $350/day. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot with 
hunting done by spot & stalk. This package includes field prep, RT ground transfers from 
Valencia Airport, lodge accommodations and all meals. Not included are dip & pack service, 
transportation to shipper, hunting licenses/permits at $300/pp, 21% VAT, alcoholic beverages 
and gratuities. Accommodations before the hunt in Valencia are recommended at approx. 
$350/night. NOTE: $1,000 deposit will be required at booking to reserve hunt dates. DALLAS 

SAFARI CLUB THANKS ARGENTINA-SPAIN / GBH SAFARIS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. German Brandazza, 011 54 92 95 459 0576, 
Guillermo Furst 2080, Santa Rosa, La Pampa 6300, ARGENTINA, gbhsafaris@gmail.com, IbexBeceite.Com.

BOOTH #2800    Valued at $10,800 

DREAM RAFFLE-11    FAMILY EXPEDITIONS / WATERFALL RESORT
4-Day/4-Night Wild Alaska Fishing Adventure for Two Anglers

4-day/4-night 2x1 wild Alaska fishing adventure for two anglers at the legendary Waterfall 
Resort for salmon and halibut. This trip is available June 2024 or 2025 and may be upgraded 

to include additional anglers at $4,915. This package includes expert guides aboard 26' 
North River Sounds with heated cabins and private heads (just four anglers per boat), all 

professional fishing gear, fishing overalls/jackets/boots, fish processing/packing, double 
occupancy accommodations, maid/laundry service, Wi-Fi and all meals. Not included are 

airfare to/from Ketchikan, floatplane to camp at $550, fishing licenses at $60/pp, guide/
staff gratuities at $750/pp, before/after accommodations in Ketchikan, baggage check fees, 

king salmon stamps and any bar/liquor charges. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS FAMILY 
EXPEDITIONS / WATERFALL RESORT FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Corinna Slaughter, 205-969-8150, 205-807-1392, 207 Yorkshire Dr., 

Birmingham, AL 35209, corinna@familyexpeditions.com, FamilyExpeditions.Com, WaterfallResort.Com.

 BOOTH #2731    Valued at $9,830 
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continued Raffles

DREAM RAFFLE-12    SCHEELS ALL SPORTS
Quiet Kat E-Bike Apex Pro-17IN with 2-Wheel 
Cargo Cart and Accessories
Quiet Kat E-Bike Apex Pro-17IN and Quiet Kat 2-wheel cargo 
card. This already amazing raffle package comes complete 
with 2x saddle bags, Light Explorer 1000 Lumens, Kolpin 
Rhino grip XLR (pair) and Yeti Rhoadie cooler. Conquer 
the toughest jobs and extended backcountry adventures 
with the Apex Pro's powerful VPO™ enabled 1000w motor, 
long-range battery and industry-leading hauling and towing 
capacity. Confidently navigate any surface with the Apex 
Pro's all-terrain fat tires, providing exceptional traction, 
stability and control on rocky paths, slippery slopes, and 
beyond. And with not its heavy-duty pannier rack, and the 
included 2-wheel cart, the Apex Pro will accommodate all 
your hunting gear with its industry-leading 100 lbs 

hauling capacity. DALLAS SAFARI CLUB THANKS SCHEELS ALL SPORTS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Trevor Klein or Alex Koob, 469-854-7500, 
4450 Destination Drive, The Colony, TX 75056, tjklein@scheels.com, ackoob@scheels.com, Scheels.Com.

BOOTH #4321    Valued at $6,000 

FRONTLINE RAFFLE: GULF BREEZE FIREARMS
Mack Brothers EVO EXTREME Light Weight 7mm PRC Rifle 
with Swarovski Riflescope 
The EVO EXTREME is our lightest rifle option. Using the versatile Manners 
LRH carbon fiber stock that features an ARCA rail placed mid-way on the 
underside of the stock giving you the option to shoot off a tripod and a 
Mack Brothers exclusive “one screw” adjustable cheek piece. Built on 

the EVO II bolt action platform which features a one piece nitrided bolt, M-16 style extractor, side bolt stop, and indexed recoil lug. You can choose 
between a detachable magazine or traditional hinged floor metal. The EVO EXTREME comes standard in stainless steel with the option to upgrade to 
a titanium receiver. DSC FRONTLINE THANKS GULF BREEZE FIREARMS FOR THIS 100% DONATION. Duke McCaa, 850-932-4867, 
5253 Gulf Breeze Pkwy, Gulf Breeze, FL 32563, gulfbreeze@gmail.com, GulfBreezeFirearms.Com. 

BOOTH #4213    Valued at $6,000 

DSC FOUNDATION AND FRONTLINE RAFFLES

FOUNDATION RAFFLE: KALAHARI SAFARI & TROPHY HUNTING SPAIN
5-Day Plains Game Safari in Namibia AND 5-Day Pyrenean Chamois Hunt 

in Spain - Includes Trophy Fees and More!
One lucky raffle winner will walk away with two hunts in some of the world's most popular and 

exciting hunting destinations...Namibia and Spain! KALAHARI SAFARI welcomes two hunters to a 
5-day 2x1 plains game rifle safari at their family owned and operated farm in Namibia - includes trophy 

fees for 1x oryx and 1x springbok for each hunter. This hunt is available February-November 2024 
only and may be upgraded to include additional species, days, hunters and non-hunters, all at current 

price list. Transportation during the hunt is mostly by vehicle and foot. This package includes field 
prep, trophy delivery to local taxidermist or shipper, RT ground transfers from Windhoek International 

Airport, lodge accommodations, meals, soft drinks and Wi-Fi. Not included are trophy fees for game 
wounded or lost, alcoholic beverages, 15% VAT for any additional daily fees, dip & pack service or 

taxidermy and gratuities. NOTE: No re-sales. TROPHY HUNTING SPAIN invites one hunter and one 
non-hunter to N.E. Spain for a 5-day 1x1 Pyrenean chamois rifle hunt - includes trophy fee for chamois 

up to 84 CIC, sightseeing for two upon arrival  and sightseeing for the observer during hunting days. 
This free-range hunt is available September-December 2024, January-May 2025 or for the same 

period the following year with other Spanish game at current price list. 7-Day/6-Night Additional 
hunters are welcome at $870/day; non-hunters are welcome at $250/day. This package includes 

field prep, transportation to shipper, RT transfers from Barcelona, transfers during hunting, hunting 
license, traditional, family-run hotel accommodations during the hunt and exceptional Spanish cuisine 

served with wine. Not included are dip & pack service, export fees, 21% VAT on total hunt value, 
accommodations before/after the hunt in Barcelona at $150-$300/night and gratuities. This donation 

cannot be combined with other donations or promotions in Spain. DSC FOUNDATION THANKS 
KALAHARI SAFARI & TROPHY HUNTING SPAIN FOR THIS 100% DONATION.

KALAHARI SAFARI: Janneman Brand, 011 26 481 260 3355, PO Box 439, Gobabis, NAMIBIA, 
info@kalahari-safari.com, Kalahari-Safari.Com. TROPHY HUNTING SPAIN: Bruno Rosich, 

011 34 655 901 611, Blades, 2-4  (Can Macia), Sant Pere De Ribes, Barcelona 08810, SPAIN, bruno@trophyhuntingspain.com, TrophyHuntingSpain.Com.

BOOTH #3555 KALAHARI SAFARI / BOOTH #2744 TROPHY HUNTING SPAIN    Valued at $21,800 

(Sample of Work)
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PROCEDURES FOR THE AUCTIONS 
When bidding from the floor, raise your hand, napkin, or if necessary, 
stand to get the attention of the auctioneer or one of his staff. The 
auctioneer and his staff are responsible for the auction. Their rules must 
be followed explicitly. All decisions of the auctioneer will be final. All 
high bidders are responsible for payment of the auction items according 
to the payment terms as set forth herein. The auctioneer will decide any 
disputes regarding the bids during the live auctions. Unless otherwise 
noted, hunts and trips are for the 2024 season. Special arrangements 
other than as set forth in the auction listing, are expressly between the 
donor and bidder. Some non-hunt donations may require delivery and 
installation at your expense.

AUCTION RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.  Read the description of each item carefully from the auction list 

prior to the auction. The auctioneer will not read or review the full 
description for each item.

2.  Ask questions ahead of time, talk to the donor, and visit the Professional 
Hunter Association booths located in KBHCC. DSC STRONGLY 
encourages bidders to buy trips from donors who are members in good 
standing with their local, regional, or national professional hunting 
association.

3.  Donated hunts/trips may include additional expenses not listed in the 
description including, but not limited to: Travel expenses to/from the 
destination, alcoholic beverages, trophy dipping/packaging/shipping, 
gratuities, govt.-imposed value added tax (VAT) and hotel/meals 
before/after the hunt. 

PAYMENT TERMS
1.  After the winning bidder has been confirmed, a DSC “runner” will 

immediately deliver a winner/buyer form to the winner for processing 
payment. The form must be filled out in its entirety and signed by the 
bidder.  

2.  Payment will be required immediately, unless prior arrangements 
have been made. Acceptable forms of payment are cash, credit card 
(MasterCard, Visa, Diners, Discover and American Express), or check 
(only if prior arrangements have been made) and will be collected by 
the DSC “runner.”

3. All bidders must be current from any previous year’s auction.  
4.  Any variances from the payment guidelines stated above must be 

approved in writing by the DSC President or Chief Executive Officer.
5.  DSC Foundation (DSCF) and DSC Frontline (FRONTLINE) have separate 

credit card capabilities. 

DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY 
GOODS: All goods in the live auctions, silent auctions and raffles have been 
acquired or obtained from third parties. The high bidder acknowledges 
that the goods have not been inspected by DSC, DSCF or FRONTLINE and 
is advised, in the case of firearms, knives, bullets or other weapons to 
secure a competent inspection and test of the goods before use. GOODS 
ARE SOLD “AS IS” WITH ALL FAULTS AND DEFECTS, AND WITHOUT 
ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY ON THE PART OF DSC, DSCF 
AND FRONTLINE. DSC, DSCF AND FRONTLINE MAKE NO WARRANTIES 
OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTABILITY, 
AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM THE SAME. DSC, DSCF, FRONTLINE do not 
accept any responsibility or liability for any product, design, or use.  Any 
written warranties with respect to the goods delivered to the purchaser 
are those solely of the manufacturer or their agents and shall be the sole 
liability and responsibility of the manufacturer. All firearms obtained 
for this event will be transferred in accordance with federal, state, and 
local regulations. SERVICES: All services (hunts or otherwise) in the live 

auctions, silent auctions and raffles have been acquired from and are to 
be furnished by third parties and contain the same reservation set forth 
under “GOODS” above. SERVICES ARE SOLD “AS IS” WITH ALL FAULTS 
AND DEFECTS, AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY 
ON THE PART OF DSC, DSCF AND FRONTLINE.  DSC, DSCF AND FRONTLINE 
MAKE NO WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
OR MERCHANTABILITY, AND EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS THE SAME. No 
services are to be or will be performed by DSC, DSCF or FRONTLINE and 
neither entity shall bear no responsibility for the delivery or quality of any 
of the services or for any loss or damages arising from or related to or 
connected with the performance or non-performance of such services. 
The high bidder further acknowledges that in the event services are 
purchased, DSC, DSCF and FRONTLINE cannot be responsible for or 
liable for any political unrest, pandemic, instability, travel restrictions, 
lockdowns and quarantine requirements that may occur inside or outside 
the confines of the United States, nor can DSC, DSCF or FRONTLINE be 
accountable for any injuries or damages that may arise there from. The 
high bidder further acknowledges that his/her purchase is final and non-
refundable under any and all circumstances, and that should legal action 
be required to collect for the services acquired by the high bidder at the 
auction, DSC, DSCF and FRONTLINE shall be entitled to all reasonable 
attorney’s fees, cost of court and interest as provided by law.

CHARITABLE DEDUCTION QUALIFICATIONS
• DSC is a 501(c)(4) non-profit organization and not listed as a charitable 
organization under the United States Internal Revenue Code. Therefore, 
in accordance with IRS regulations, no payments or donations made to 
the Dallas Safari Club for auction items would be tax deductible. 
• DSCF is a qualified charitable organization under Section 501(c)(3) of 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. Donations to DSCF are 
deductible under Section 170(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. Consult 
your tax professional for deductibility of amounts paid for auction 
purchases. 
• FRONTLINE is a qualified charitable organization under Section 501(c)
(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. Donations to 
FRONTLINE are deductible under Section 170(c) of the Internal Revenue 
Code. Consult your tax professional for deductibility of amounts paid for 
auction purchases.

AUCTION CREDIT POLICY FOR DSC, DSCF AND 
FRONTLINE
Disputes regarding auction items purchased during the DSC Convention, 
or at any other time, shall be submitted to the DSC Board in writing 
and shall detail the basis for the dispute and the grounds supporting a 
refund. The DSC Board may, in its sole and absolute discretion, approve 
an auction credit for the amount paid, deny relief, or, in extraordinary 
circumstances, approve a refund of the amount paid. Without limitation, 
credits or refunds will not be given if the auction winner is unable to utilize 
the purchased item in the time described in the auction description due 
to illness, work conflicts, personal or family conflicts or death(s), travel 
delays or cancellations or any other similar matters affecting the auction 
buyer that are outside of the control of DSC, DSCF or FRONTLINE. DSC, 
DSCF and FRONTLINE auction credit policy will not apply to any auction 
item for which the Donor and Buyer alter or vary the terms set forth for the 
item in the auction catalog or any other description of the auction item 
prepared and/or disseminated by DSC. If a refund or credit is approved by 
the DSC Board for any auction item, the proceeds of which are to be paid 
to or split with any third-party beneficiary, the refund or credit will not 
exceed the net amount allocable to DSC, DSCF or FRONTLINE for such 
item. All credit or refund decisions are within the sole discretion of the 
DSC Board and all Board decisions are final.

OFFICIAL AUCTION RULES
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